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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission re-
quirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region Pro-
gram Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important role 
in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or feed-
back concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organisational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit (with Funding Services)
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act CEAA2012. 
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations which identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current 
projects and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new 
projects. The investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations 
to plan capital projects for the long term benefit of their community. 
The FNIIP is designed to apply a consistent approach to short and 
medium term planning , budget forecasts and to support project 
funding decision-making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures, prescribed in the environmental review process, 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
discretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• address water and sewer project backlogs;

• include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organisations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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Indigenous Services Canada BC 
Regional Capital Program
An overview of the BC Region Indigenous Services Canada Capital Program 
including a step-by-step description of the project approval process.

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the capital facilities 
and maintenance program (CFMP) program such as schools, housing and 
operation and maintenance funding are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post construction. Appendices are at the end 
of the document containing pertinent information for quick reference by 
the users.

1
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1.1 Overview of BC Region Capital 
Facilities and Maintenance Program 
(CFMP)
The Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program [CFMP] is administered 
by the Community Infrastructure Directorate [CID] from the BC Regional 
Office in Vancouver.  The directorate units include Infrastructure 
Development, Capital Programs, Strategic Initiatives Unit, Specialist 
Services and Geomatics and Planning. The organizational structure of 
CID with associated functions and activities is shown in Appendix 1: 
Community Infrastructure Directorate, Structure, Functions and Activities. 

The CFMP can be separated into the categories shown below from A to E.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects is exclusively focused on the 
first category [i.e Infrastructure Development] providing necessary 
information to obtain funding to develop community infrastructure 
facilities. The categories following Infrastructure Development are 
provided for information, but are not specifically detailed in the Practical 
Guide to Capital Projects. The additional practical guides referenced plus 
additional manuals and guidelines can be found on the ISC website. 

The reader should:

1. Ensure that the various documents 
appended to the guide are current, 
including those available on ISC’s 
web page.

2. Understand that if a conflict exists 
between this guide and Federal 
statutes, codes and standards, the 
latter will govern.
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A. Infrastructure Development — Funding for the following community 
infrastructure facilities which include: 

• Water supply, storage, treatment and distribution

• Sewage collection, treatment and disposal;

• Solid waste collection and disposal;

• Electrical power generation and distribution;

• Transportation [roads, bridges] and drainage;

• Subdivision development;

• Fire protection [fire trucks, fire halls, fire equipment];

• Community buildings [Note that community buildings have 
an abbreviated funding process -please contact the Captial 
Management Officer];

• Flood and erosion protection [structural mitigation];

• Connectivity networks

B. Operation and Maintenance of Infrastructure and Facilities — 
Funding to assist First Nations with the operation and maintenance 
of community facilities. See A Practical Guide to Operations and 
Maintenance for further information.

C. Municipal Type Service Agreements (MTSA) — Funding to subsidize 
the cost of purchasing municipal services such as fire suppression, 
water supply, wastewater treatment and solid waste collection/
disposal from neighbouring communities or private contractors. See 
A Practical Guide to O&M for further information.

D. Housing Construction and Renovation — Funding to supplement 
the cost of on-reserve new housing construction and renovations 
to existing homes. Subsidy funding is also available from the New 
Approach for Housing Support [NAHS] initiative to plan, renovate, and 
build houses. See A Practical Guide to Housing for further information.

E. Planning and Acquisition of Education Assets and Facilities — Funding 
for the construction of on-reserve school and teacherage facilities. See 
A Practical Guide to School Projects for further information.
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1.2 Regional Capital Facilities and 
Maintenance Program Funding Sources

1.2.1  A-Base Funding

A-base funding is a recurring, annual allocation received by ISC from the 
Treasury Board at the beginning of each budget period for the ongoing 
delivery of existing programs. The A-base budget is based on the previous 
years spending plus adjustments and a 2% escalator. 

1.2.2 First Nations Water and Wastewater En-
hanced Program  [FNWWEP]

FNWWEP funding is targeted funding provided on a specific allocation 
basis to ISC to assist First Nations with providing improved water and 
wastewater services to their communities. This type of funding will have 
a fixed term duration and must be renewed by the Treasury Board at 
the end of the term. This funding must be spent in support of water and 
wastewater initiatives such as capital projects, improved operations and 
maintenance of water and wastewater systems, operator training and 
public health activities. 

1.2.3 Education Infrastructure Fund [EIF]

Education funding is targeted funding provided on a specific allocation 
basis to ISC to build and renovate schools to create and maintain quality 
learning environments for First Nations’ students on-reserve. Targeted 
dollars such as Budget 2016 and Budget 2017 are managed centrally by 
ISC Headquarters and allocated on a national priority basis. 
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1.2.4 First Nations Infrastructure Fund [FNIF] 

FNIF funding is targeted funding provided on a specific allocation basis to 
ISC to improve and increase the development of public infrastructure not 
addressed in the other funding regimes. Most FNIF funds are managed 
on a national basis. Regions receive a FNIF component matching the 
Regional Gas Tax allocation. FNIF provides funding to be expended in 
eight project categories:

• Planning and skills development

• Solid waste management

• Roads and bridges

• Fire protection

• Energy systems

• Connectivity

• Disaster mitigation
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Figure 1: Regional Capital Funding Distribution 

2017-2018 Planned Capital Funding

1   Other Infrastructure       $16,916,800

2   Housing        $8,629,177

3   New Approach Housing Subsidies     $4,693,409

4   Water & Wastewater       $6,755,769

5   Education Facilities      $4,755,396

6   Flood & Erosion Protection      $4,636,472

7   FNF (Budget 2016) Cultural & Recreational   $6,743,144 

8   FNIF (Budget 2016) Fundamental Infrastructure   $6,096,500

9   FNIF (Budget 2016) Energy, Sustainabillity & Connectivity $22,860,840

10  Housing (Budget 2016)      $4,55,400

11  Solid Waste (Budget 2016)      $12,618,500

12  Education Facilites (Budget 2015)    $33,355,356

13  Water & Wastewater (Budget 2016)     $31,092,143

14  Block Housing       $5,596,147

15  Block Minor Capital      $8,394,221

16  ACRS        $3,052,777
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1.3 Regional Capital Funding 
Distribution
The pie chart on the facing page shows, as an example only, the 
breakdown of how the funds were allocated in fiscal year 2017 -2018. 
The breakdowns and their respective amounts will vary from year to year 
as they are subject to Parliament appropriation. 

Regional funding assigned to the Community Infrastructure Directorate 
to support the Capital Facilities and Maintenance program is generally 
distributed to First Nations within the following funding categories [where 
applicable]:

• Block funding agreements with First Nations

• Infrastructure operations and maintenance

• Municipal-type service agreements [MTSA]

• School operations and maintenance

• Capital projects 

• Housing construction and renovation 

The funding available for capital projects is then further subdivided to 
assign funding budgets to specific project types considering the following 
criteria:

• Health and safety impacts 

• High health risks [eg. water and wastewater systems]

• Maintaining the usefulness of existing assets

• Targeted funding availability

• Housing subsidy demands

Project type funding budgets are listed below. See the above Allocation 
Pie Chart for a visual depiction of regional funding distribution. Water and 
wastewater projects generally are allocated a large portion of available 
regional funding because they are high risk, have significant health and 
safety impacts and have available targeted funding. 
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• Water and wastewater 

• Education Facilities

• Fire Protection

• Electrification

• Solid Waste

• Roads and Bridges

• Housing [including New Approach for Housing Support]

• Subdivisions 

FNIF projects are compiled on a regional basis into the eight project types 
listed above  in Section 1.2.4 and sent to Ottawa for funding consideration 
on a national basis. Projects not funded from the national list may be 
subsequently funded from regional project funding budgets sourced by 
the FNIF regional allocation or A-base regional allocation. Community 
planning initiatives managed by the Community Development Directorate 
[eg. CCP’s] are allocated approximately 30% of the annual, regional FNIF 
funding allocation. 

1.4  The Capital Project Funding Cycle
Capital projects identified for funding on the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan [RFNIIP] will begin, or will have already 
started, a project implementation process. More information on RFNIIP will 
be provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.6. 

Project implementation generally conforms to a capital project funding 
cycle consisting of four distinct stages: 

• Feasibility Stage

• Design Stage

• Construction Stage

• Post-Construction Stage
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Funding will can be provided by ISC for all four project stages. Each stage 
will require a separate funding application (generally three applications 
are required for a typical project) except post-construction stage funding 
will be included in the construction stage funding application.

Chapters 3 through 6 describe funding application requirements, 
expected results, project stage deliverables and the reviews to be 
completed by ISC for each of the four stages. In general, ISC funding 
will be available in the same order as the project cycle and only on the 
satisfactory completion of the preceding stage. Successful completion 
of one stage will not necessarily lead to funding for the next stage. Each 
stage will be processed according to the merits of the funding application 
and in accordance with ISC policies and directives.

Figure 2: Capital Project Funding Cycle 
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1.5 Capital Project Review Process
ISC reviews capital projects for the following reasons:

• To confirm that capital program funding authorities Treasury Board 
conditions associated with the transfer of funds to First Nations 
have been met; 

• To ensure funding budgets are spent cost effectively to provide 
maximum benefits to First Nation project proponents and to 
maximize available regional funding;  

• To confirm that the proposed capital project meets the mutually 
agreed scope of work;

• To provide input from other First Nations experience regarding 
project operational issues;

• To assign project priority rankings;

• To address environmental review requirements.

Capital project reviews are carried out by a Capital Management Officer 
[CMO – Capital Programs unit] and a Senior Engineer [SE – Infrastructure 
Development unit]. The CMO review scope is primarily administrative and 
financial and the SE review scope is primarily technical. See Appendix 2: 
Checklists for Project Submission Reviews for project items which will be 
considered in the scope of the technical review. 

The CMO is checking:

• Submission completeness;

• Budgetary and scheduling consistency with the RFNIIP;

The SE is checking for:   

• Consistency in project scope; 

• Conformance to applicable guidelines;

• Operational issues;

• Project costs (including the project Operation & Maintenance 
funding requirement); 

• Project scheduling;
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• Project implementation process;

• Environmental factors.

During the project review process and depending on the project stage, 
the SE is also generating the following information:

• Project priority ranking number  

• Environmental assessment documents 

• Project risk factors. For projects over $1.5M, a Risk Assessment Tool 
[RAT] is required to tabulate project risk factors and their impacts. 
Risk mitigation strategies must be developed for all risk factors 
identified as medium or high risk. See Appendix 3: Risk Assessment 
Tool [RAT] – Sample for a typical risk assessment document.

The length of time required for a capital project review will depend upon 
the complexity of the project and completeness of the project submission 
information. The target duration for an initial capital project review is 
within sixty days of receiving project documentation provided the project 
is on the RFNIIP and planned for funding in the next three years. Projects 
over $15M which require approval from Ottawa will be excluded from this 
review schedule.

Project approval levels  [i.e., required organizational signatures] depend 
on the ISC funding contribution amount, project risk rating [using the Risk 
Assessment Tool (RAT) completed by the ISC engineer] and comparison 
to standard cost thresholds. Refer to the workflow chart in Section 1.7 
for project approval levels. Projects which require SADM-Ottawa approval 
will need additional time [generally two months minimum] for necessary 
signatures.  

Standard cost thresholds for water and wastewater systems [and schools] 
have been analyzed to match levels of investment with project approval 
levels. Exceeding the cost thresholds will require additional project 
approvals. The standard cost thresholds are based on total project costs 
in relation to costs per water or wastewater connection or to community 
population. The cost thresholds increase with a higher remoteness 
(zone) classification. See Appendix 4: Geographic Zone [Remoteness] 
Classification for definitions of zone classifications. 
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Cost thresholds for water/wastewater systems and schools are as follows:

For school projects:
• Cost thresholds applicable to School projects has two criteria, 

and either one of them, not both, requiring to be met for school 
projects’ signing authority to remain at the regional level.

• Ratio of building cost vs TEC - from 65% to 75%.

• Soft Costs vs TEC – from 10% to 15% of construction cost.

• Site Development for the new schools is limited to 10% of the TEC. 
For schools with a number of students ranging from 50 to 100, Site 
Development could represent up to 20% of the TEC, and for schools 
with fewer students than 50 it would be allowed to represents up 
to 30% of the TEC.

• Fit up costs is limited to 4% of the TEC.

For Water and Wastewater Projects:
• Standard cost thresholds for Water and Wastewater projects has 

two criteria, and either one of them, not both,  requiring to be met 
for Water and Wastewater projects’ signing authority to remain at 
the regional level. For small communities in Zones 3 and 4 with 
fewer connections than 50 it would be allowed to apply up to 20% 
flexibility to amount.

• Ratio of building cost vs TEC - from 65% to 75%.

• Soft Costs vs TEC – from 10% to 15% of construction cost.

Zone Schools Schools Water &  
Wastewater

Water &  
Wastewater

$/m2 $/student $/connection $/capita
1 3,521 25,000 44,000 17,639
2 3,521 25,000 50,600 20,285
3 4,064 50,000 59,400 23,819
4 5,080 70,000 84,480 33,867

Table 1: Standard Cost Thresholds
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Completing a project review process with the necessary project approvals 
means the project is now eligible for funding. If the project is on the 
RFNIIP, funding will generally have been reserved for that project in the 
applicable fiscal year. Factors such as timing within the fiscal year, budget 
allocation reductions and audit results will impact project funding. 

Discussions between the First Nation, the First Nation’s professional 
services consultant and ISC during the planning of a project will generally 
result in time savings during project stages and a finished project which 
will meet the objectives of the First Nation.

Review times can be reduced by:

• A common understanding of the scope of work between the First 
Nation, the professional services consultant and ISC before starting 
the work. Developing an agreed-upon Terms of Reference to 
identify project expectations at the outset will assist in this process;

• Considering operational issues based on the experiences of other 
First Nations with similar projects;

• Maintaining relative consistency in project costs. Significant 
increases in project costs may change the best option to be 
implemented;

• Using ISC design guideline checklists for Water and Wastewater 
projects.

ISC’s review process can also be streamlined if a First Nations’ engineering 
consultant sufficiently demonstrates that they have undertaken an 
internal senior level review of the project design that would be consistent 
with the Organisational Quality Management [OQM] program currently 
being initiated by the Engineers and Geo-scientists of BC.  ISC design 
guideline checklists can be incorporated into this process, often by 
including this requirement in the Terms of Reference. A list of OQM 
certified consultants is available on the Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
website, www.egbc.ca.

During the project review process, documents will be managed by the 
CMO in collaboration with the SE and with assistance from funding 
administrators. Tombstone project information, financial information and 
project approvals will be entered into a one-page CFM Program Record 
Document [CPRD]. Key components of the CPRD are Total Project Costs, 

http://www.egbc.ca
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Funding Previously Approved and Funding Requested. This document 
will accompany a funding application through the review and approval 
process and will be submitted to the appropriate organizational project 
approval levels for sign-off  depending on the stage, size, risk and cost 
threshold of the project. See Appendix 5: CFM Program Record Document 
[CPRD] — Sample. 

Project funding will result in an amendment to the Aboriginal Recipient 
Funding Agreement [ARFA] requiring First Nation and ISC signatures. 
Funding specifics will determine whether the funding type will be SET, 
FIXED or FLEX. See Appendix 6: Contribution Funding Information.  

1.6 Project Environmental Review 
Process (ERP)
Environmental decisions will be tracked by the Integrated Environmental 
Management System which was launched in April 2014.

All ISC funded projects must follow an environmental review process to 
address the potential for environmental effects which could negatively 
impact a First Nation. Generally, larger and more complex projects require 
a higher level of environmental analysis. See numerous environmental 
documents in Appendix 6: Environmental Review Process. 

Capital projects require a scoping report at the feasibility stage to outline 
potential environmental effects. Minimal environmental effects with 
suitable mitigation measures will require a project description and the 
project will then be labelled a minor project with no further environmental 
analysis required. A Minor Projects List has been developed to simplify 
this process.

Potential significant environmental effects identified in the scoping 
report will require a more detailed comprehensive study report which will 
result in a Simple Environmental Review Report managed by the SE or 
a Detailed Environmental Review Report managed by an environmental 
specialist.
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1.7 The Capital Project Approval 
Process Sequence
The capital project funding allocation process is a systematic routing of 
a First Nation capital project funding application from receipt at the ISC 
office to the allocation of funding to the First Nation.

Generally, the process can be divided into three main components:

1. Project Approval [Process Steps 1 to 9] [described below];
2. Funding Approval [Process Steps 10 to 12] [Appendix 7 ]
3. Funding Disbursement [Process Steps 13 to 18 ] [Appendix 7]

The process steps specifically address project funding applications. 
However, First Nations will also send in project submissions such as 
technical reports, progress reports or completion reports which require 
technical input, but are not requesting a funding allocation. Process 
Steps 1 to 5 of the described process will apply when only a technical 
review is required. 

Process Step 1 — First Nation Capital Project Funding Application De-
livered to ISC

Project submissions including funding applications and technical reports 
are to be sent by mail to your ISC Capital Management Officer [CMO]. If 
you plan to email them an electronic copy, please send an email to  the 
ISC email inbox address below, to provide preliminary notice to ISC that 
First Nation documentation is being mailed.  An e-mail auto-response will 
provide notification that ISC has received your advance notice. If you do 
not receive an auto-response, please contact your Capital Management 
Officer [CMO]. Sending in your documentation by mail is still required after 
the email notification: ISC.CapitalProjectsBC-Projetsd’immobilisationsCB.
ISC@canada.ca. Capital project progress reports and completion reports 
should be sent to the GCIMS email address.

Funding applications for projects identified on the RFNIIP should be sent 
in to coincide with the planned fiscal funding schedule. 

mailto:immobilisationsCB.ISC@canada.ca
mailto:immobilisationsCB.ISC@canada.ca
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Construction stage projects scheduled for construction on the RFNIIP 
should be sent to ISC in November of the previous fiscal year. 

Figure 3 shows a suggested time of the year to send your funding application 
per stage of capital projects. 

Process Step 2 — Funding Application Entered into Document Manage-
ment System 

Project documents [hard copy] received by ISC addressed to the CMO will 
be entered into the Comprehensive Integrated Document Management 
System [CIDMS]. The regional office of Central Records receives all mail 
addressed to the BC Region Office. They record the receipt of the First 

Figure 3: Capital Project Approval Process 
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Nation’s capital project funding application and forward the document to 
the appropriate Capital Management Officer. 

A funding administrator in Community Infrastructure checks the email 
notification inbox on a daily basis and notifies the CMO that project 
documentation is expected. 

Process Steps 3 & 4 — Capital Management Officer Receives and Re-
views the Funding Application 

The CMO completes an initial review to ensure that the project is identified 
in the RFNIIP and that application requirements are complete and valid 
for the applicable stage of the project. Where required documents are 
missing or should some clarification be required, the First Nation will be 
contacted. 

For new projects, the CMO enters the project information into the 
Integrated Capital Management System [ICMS] [replaces CPMS] and 
a project number (ICMS number) is assigned. This number will be the 
reference number for tracking the project through its project cycle to 
completion. Where the application relates to a capital project already 
existing in ICMS, the application will be appropriately noted in ICMS. 

The CMO will initiate a CFM Program Review Document [CPRD], populate 
tombstone information, proposed project priority ranking and financial 
details and then send the CPRD and the project file to an assigned ISC  
engineer.

Process Step 5 — Technical Review by the Senior Engineers

Engineers complete a technical review of the funding application or 
technical report. The CPRD is used by the engineers to document that 
the funding application meets requirements. The project priority ranking 
is confirmed. An environmental assessment and project checklist are 
processed according to the project stage. Review comments will be 
provided to the First Nation if applicable and meetings will be set up with 
the First Nation to discuss the project if required. 
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Process Step 6 to Process Step 9 — Project Approvals and Eligibility for 
Funding

The CPRD is forwarded to the Manager, Infrastructure Development and 
then to the Manager, Capital Programs for approval. An environmental 
assessment will be included for construction stage funding approval. 
A Risk Assessment Tool [RAT] will be required for projects greater than 
$1.5M. A Regional Director General (RDG) decision note will be required 
when approval is required. A Submission for Approval form is required for 
Senior Assistant Deputy Minister (SADM) approval. 

For ISC project costs greater than $15 million, the project must be 
approved by the National Operations Committee in Ottawa and signed off 
by the Senior Assistant Deputy Minister [SADM] – Regional Operations. 

The CMO will notify the First Nation if and when the project is deemed 
eligible for funding. Subject to the appropriate project approval, the ICMS 
record for the project is edited to indicate the date of project approval.

The reader should:

Deemed “eligible for funding” 
does not mean the project will be 
funded but rather that the project 
will be advanced to Banking Day 
for funding consideration.



Figure 4: Work-flow for Capital Project Approval Process

Steps 1 & 2:  First Nation [FN] sends email notification to ISC mailbox regarding  
pending project funding application. Documents follow via mail. Documents entered in GC docs. 

and forwarded to CMO

Step 3: CMO verifies completeness and 
RFNIIP list

Project Issues. FN discussion 
and back to Step 1

Project Issues. FN discussion 
and back to Step 5

Project Issues. 
Back to Step 5

Project Issues. 
Back to Step 5

Project 
Issues. 
Back to 
Step 5

Project  
under 
$1.5M: 

No  
additional  
approval 
needed. 

Proceed to 
Step 10

Project 
$1.5M 

to $15M, 
low risk, 

meets cost 
thresholds: 

 
Director 

Project 
$1.5M 

to $5M, 
medium or 
high risk or 

does not 
meet cost 

thresholds: 
Director 

RDG

Project 
$5M and 
over, me-
dium risk, 
meets cost 
thresholds:  

Director
RDG 

Project 
$5M and 
over, high 

risk or 
does not 
meet cost 

thresholds: 

 Director 
RDG

SADM

Project 
$15M and 

over: 

 Director
RDG

SADM 

Step 8: Project Approvals 
[Director = CI Director; RDG = Regional Director General;  

SADM = Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Ottawa]

Step 9: Project approved and eligible for funding. First Nation  
notified. Project advances to Banking Day List and funding decision. 

Step 4: CMO enters project details in ICMS,  
generates CPRD and routes to Engineer  

Step 5: Engineer conducts technical review,  
manages environmental process and  

completes CPRD

Step 6:  Manager, Infrastructure  
Development approval

Step 7: Manager, Capital Programs approval 
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1.8 Capital Project Funding Process and 
Disbursement Process Sequence
Projects deemed eligible for funding are compiled into a list called the 
Banking Day List which tabulates projects, project types [eg. water/
wastewater, roads, community buildings, schools, housing], funding 
requested, priority ranking numbers and FNIIP status.

The Banking Day Committee includes representatives from Community 
Infrastructure, Resource Services Unit [RSU] and Funding Services 
Operations. The committee’s function is to distribute the available 
regional funding budgets to capital projects based on their priority 
ranking and eligibility. The Banking Day occurs monthly, generally on the 
third Thursday of each month.  

The amount of funding available for distribution varies on a monthly basis. 
Generally, only the highest priority eligible projects will receive funding 
with the balance of the eligible projects remaining on the Banking Day 
list for future consideration. 

Projects which are selected for funding will then go through a 
disbursement process which requires a modification to their funding 
agreement. Funding type [fixed, set or flex], reporting dates, cash 
flow and acceptance signatures must all be finalized by the CMO and 
agreement administrators before the funds will be deposited in a First 
Nation’s bank account.

Refer to Appendix 7 for the specific funding and disbursement process 
steps.
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Appendix 1: Community Infrastructure Directorate, 
Structure, Functions and Activities. 

Community Infrastructure in the BC Region is organized in five units:

Infrastructure Development

Manager:  Nathalie Lapierre

Functions and Activities:
• Engages First Nations in developing infrastructure projects

• Processes First Nations infrastructure project approvals including Education 
Infrastructure projects

• Manages project environmental assessment processes

• Provides technical advice and support for addressing project implementation 
issues  

• Implements the regional dam and water license devolution program

• Manages the regional structural mitigation program

• Implements capacity building initiatives for infrastructure management

  

Paula Santos 

Director 

 

Infrastructure 
Development 

 

Capital 
Programs 

 

Specialist 
Services 

 

Geomatics  

& Planning 

 

Strategic 
Initiatives 

APPENDIX 1 
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Capital Programs

Manager:  Heather Leong 

Functions and Activities:
• Manages the regional Capital & Facilities Maintenance (CFM) Budget

• Collaborates with First Nations to develop First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment Plans (FNIIPs)

• Manages housing and infrastructure project files, cash flows, and reporting  

• Collaborates with Funding Services Directorate on funding agreements 
requirements and audit reviews for CFM program

• Processes Ministerial Loan Guarantees for housing projects

• Processes Land Encumbrance checks for capital and housing projects

• Works on infrastructure and housing policy initiatives

• Provides information and feedback to HQ related to the renewal of CFM 
program policy, process and reporting.

• Supports First Nations’ capacity building in housing and infrastructure project 
planning, including coordinating training workshops

• ISC lead on consultative committees such as the Aboriginal Capital Committee

Specialist Services

Manager: Ananthan Suppiah

Functions and Activities:
• Implements the First Nations Water and Wastewater Enhanced Plan (FNWWEP)

• Coordinates water and wastewater operator training and certification

• Manages the Safe Water Operations Program (SWOP)

• Manages the Annual Performance Inspections (API) of water systems

• Supports technical reviews of urgent operations and maintenance (O&M) 
funding requests

• Manages the Contaminated Sites Management Program

APPENDIX 1
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• Coordinates the Electrification Program

• Manages the regional Fuel Tank Program

• Manages the Solid Waste Program

• Supports capacity building in asset management, dams, renewable energy, 
solid waste, drinking water and wastewater

Geomatics & Planning

Manager:  Nicole Benchimol

Functions and Activities:
• Manage information on community infrastructure assets and calculate the 

funding needed to operate and maintain them.

• Inspect the condition of infrastructure assets to assist First Nations in managing 
and maintaining their infrastructure.

• Support First Nations with training and mentorship to support the development 
of effective municipal services agreements for water, sewer, fire protection, 
9-1-1, garbage collection and other infrastructure services.

• Manages the Circuit Rider Training Program (CRTP)

• Support First Nations with training to enhance their capacity to manage public 
works functions in their communities.

• Manage the relationship with Tribal Council Technical Units.

• Provide GIS and mapping to support the analysis and planning of the 
infrastructure program.

• Provide GIS and mapping services to support Treaties and Aboriginal 
Government (TAG).

APPENDIX 1 
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Strategic Initiatives

Manager:  Rick Sabiston

Functions and Activities:

Fire/Connectivity

• Manages the relationship with the First Nations Emergency Services Society 
(FNESS) on Fire Services.

• Develop and  implement the BC Region Fire Protection Strategy

• Provide tools & Capacity 

• Training & mentoring with provincial and municipal etc. 

• Lead role with managing the Connectivity projects 

• Develop pilots for alternative delivery

Housing

• Develop  workplan for follow-up with FNs’ housing plans

• Reshaping delivery of housing support

• Develop delivery and monitoring regimes for Housing Budget 2016/17/18 
beyond

• Mentor/Network

• CMHC & Partners

• Sustainability

• Alternative construction options

• Monitoring and reporting trends

• Develop pilots for alternative delivery

Schools/Cultural Facilities/Additions to Reserves

• Develop process and ongoing assessment for support of School projects 

• Review format, data info needs and processing for SPRFs

• Liaise with FNs and LED regarding community expansion ATR’s process

• Cultural Facilities policy to be determined

• Develop pilots for alternative delivery

APPENDIX 1
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Appendix 2: Checklists for Submission Reviews at 
Feasibility, Design, Acquisition/Construction and 
Post Construction Stages

 

Appendix 2A : Feasibility Stage Funding Application

Appendix 2B: Feasibility Stage Technical Review

Appendix 2C: design Stage Funding Application 

Appendix 2D: Design Stage Technical Review

Appendix 2E: Construction Stage Funding Application

Appendix 2F: Post Construction Stage Technical Review

APPENDIX 2
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Checklist for Feasibility Stage Funding Application**

Project Name:  __________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS # ________________  

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 

First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ 
Project Description and Rationale ________ ________ 
CDP/ PDP Reference  ________ ________ 

________
________
________

Environmental Assessment of 
Field Investigations Activities ________ ________ 
Project Implementation Plan & Schedule ________ ________ 
Terms of Reference (ToR)  ________ ________ 

________
________
________

Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants      
Services and Fee Estimate 
including proposal from Environmental 
Subconsultant to complete Environmental 
Scoping Report and IEMS Environmental 
Review-Project Description Form  ________ ________ ________

Class ‘D’ Project Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Cash Flow ________ ________ 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ 

________
________
________

CI Technical Reviewer: ________________________

Date:  ________________________ 

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

APPENDIX 2A

Appendix 2A : Feasibility Stage Funding Application
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Checklist for Feasibility Stage Technical Review**

Project Name  _____________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS #  ________________ 

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 
Feasibility Study ________ ________ 
• Filed in Technical Library – GCdocs#________ ________

________
________

Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ 
Option Analysis ________ ________ 
Preferred Option Recommended ________ ________ 
Land Requirements Identified ________ ________ 
O&M Capacity Assessment ________ ________ 
Subconsultant Reports ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________

IEMS Environmental Review-Project
Description Form supplemented by an 
Environment Assessment Scoping Report ________ ________ ________
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment
(ESA) Report – for Subdivision Projects Only ________ ________ 
Pre-design Research Identified ________ ________ 
Regulatory Impact/ Permits Identified ________ ________ 

________
________
________

(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, timber permit 
assessment, gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit) Note: Timber Permit is not
required if First Nation has their own forestry land code under the First Nation Land Management Act.

Land Encumbrance Check  ________ ________ 
Project Schedule ________ ________ 
Project Construction Process  ________ ________ 
Class ‘C’ Capital Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Class ‘D’ O&M Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________

CI Technical Reviewer: _________________________
Date: _________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer.  
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

APPENDIX 2B 

Appendix 2B: Feasibility Stage Technical Review
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Checklist for Design Stage Funding Application**

Project Name:  _____________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS #  _______________ 
Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 

First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ ________
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ ________
Project Implementation Plan/ Schedule ________ ________ ________
Feasibility Study ________ ________ ________
• Filed in Technical Library – GCdocs# ___________ ________ ________ ________

________ ________ 

________ ________ 

_________ ________

________

_______

    _________

Land Encumbrance Check
Start IEMS Simple Environmental Review 

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
Fee for completing an Environmental
Assessment Study Report (if required) 
Required Permits Identified ________ ________ ________

• Timber Description ________ ________ ________
• Other Permits ________ ________ ________
(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit, etc.)

Project Construction Process ________ ________ ________
• Initial Const. Mgmt. Best Practices ________ ________ ________

O&M Capacity Assessment ________ ________ ________
• Cost Estimate for O&M Manual ________ ________ ________
• Cost Estimate for O&M Plan ________ ________ ________

Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
• Environment Canada ________ ________ ________
• Fisheries Canada (DFO) ________ ________ ________
• Others ________ ________ ________ ________

(FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

Terms of Reference for Consultant Services ________ ________ ________
Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants 
Services and Fee Estimate  ________ ________ ________
Class ‘C’ Total Project Cost Estimate ________ ________ ________
Cash Flow  ________ ________ ________
Funding Submission/ DAR  ________ ________ ________
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ ________
***Confirm Consultan's SOW for WTP & WWTP:
Complete Design Guideline Checklist 

________ ________ ________

CI Technical Reviewer: _________________________ 
Date: _________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer.
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

***   WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

APPENDIX 2C

Appendix 2C: design Stage Funding Application
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Checklist for Design Stage Technical Review**

☐ Pre-design/ Pilot Study/ Preliminary Design Phase ☐ Final Design Phase

Project Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
CPMS/ ICMS # _____________ 

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ ________
Preliminary/ Final Design Report (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________
• Preliminary Design Investigation Details ________ ________ ________

________ ________
________ ________

• Preliminary/ Final Design Report (signed & sealed)  ________
• Preliminary/ Final Design Drawings (signed & sealed) _______
• Outline/ Final Specifications (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• Tender Documents (signed & sealed)

• Land Encumbrance Check
• Right-of-ways Identified/ Confirmed
• Environment Assessment Study Report
• Complete IEMS Simple Environmental Review

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
• Required Permits Identified/ Confirmed

• Timber Description
• Other Permits _____________ ________ ________ ________

(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit, etc.)

• Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
• Environment Canada ________ ________ ________
• Fisheries Canada ________ ________ ________
• Others ________________ ________ ________ ________

(FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• For ***WTP & WWTPs:
• Complete Design Guideline Checklist
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Manual

• O&M Training Plan
• Project Schedule
• Class ‘B/ A’ Total Project Cost

Estimate

________ ________ 
• Cash ‘__’ O&M Cost Estimate
• Project Construction Process
• Const. Mgmt. Business Plan
• Check Level of Service Standard  (LoSS)

________
________

________
________

________
________ 
________

CI Technical Reviewer: 
Date:

_______________________________
_______________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required. 

***        WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

APPENDIX 2D 

Appendix 2D: Design Stage Technical Review
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Checklist for Acquisition/ Construction Stage Funding Application**
Project Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
CPMS/ ICMS # _______________  

Omitted Submitted
First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ 
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ 
Project Implementation Plan/ Schedule ________ ________ 
Final Design Information ________ ________ 

________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________
________ ________ 
________ ________

Not Applicable 
_______

 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______ 
_______
_______
 _______

________ ________ ________
________ ________
________ ________

________
________

________ ________
________ ________ 

• Final Design Drawings (signed & sealed)
• Final Specifications (signed & sealed)
• Final Design Report (signed & sealed)
        Filed in Technical Library - GCdocs# _________
• Tender Documents (signed & sealed)
• Class ‘A’ Total Capital Cost Estimate
• Cash Flow Projection
• ISC to review and sign-off IEMS - Simple 

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
• Land Encumbrance Check

• Right-of-ways Identified/ Confirmed
• Required Permits

• Draft Timber Permit
• Other Draft Permits ___________ ________ ________ 

________
________
________

(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit)

• Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 

• Class ‘A’ O&M Cost Estimate
• For ***WTP & WWTPs only

• Complete Design Guideline Checklist
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Manual
• Draft Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
• Draft Maintenance Management Plan
• O&M Training Plan ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants 
Services and Fee Estimate  ________ ________ 
Project Construction Process ________ ________ 

• Final Construction Mgmt. Business Plan ________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________

Funding Submission/ PAR for Construction 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS)

CI Technical Reviewer:
Date:

 _______________________________ 
 _______________________________ 

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. Information listed may not all be required or additional information 
may be required.

***        WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

APPENDIX 2E

Appendix 2E: Construction Stage Funding Application
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Checklist for Post Construction Stage Technical Review**

Project Name: ________________________________________________________
CPMS/ ICMS # ___________________  

Omitted Submitted
First Nation Letter of Acceptance  ________ ________

Not Applicable
________

First Nation Certificate of Completion ________ ________ ________
Project Expenditure Accounting ________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• Final Project Costs
• Budget Comparison
• Funding Comparison
CAIS Forms (signed and sealed)
Completion Report
• Project Implementation History
• Project Participants
• Project Milestones
• Field Inspection Report
• Inspection and all Test Results
• Colour Photographs
• For ***WTP & WWTPs Only:

• Commissioning Reports
• O&M Manual (both digital & hardcopy)
• Emergency Response Plan
• Copy of SCADA programing
• Copy of program of the PLC
• Maintenance Management Plan

• Warranty Final Inspection Process
• NBC Schedules ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’
• Fire Commissioner’s Final Inspection ________ ________ ________

(by a third party Fire Protection Engineer or a Fire Inspector from local jurisdiction)

• Fuel Tank Registration(if fuel tank installed during project)________ ________ ________
• Record Drawing Prints (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________

(11”x17” in completion report, and full sized prints)

• Digital Record Drawings ________ ________ ________
(Electronically Sealed Full Size pdf/A verified by Notarius platform)

• Legal Survey Plan ________ ________ ________
• Registered (ideally) ________ ________ ________

• Copies of Permits: ________________ ________ ________ ________
________________ ________ ________ ________

(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, timber
permit, gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit)

________ ________• Sealed Professional Certification ________
Completion Report filed to Technical Library - GCdocs#  ______     ________ ________ ________
Letter from First Nation confirming receipt of
O&M Manual, Commissioning Report,
Completion Report & Record Drawings ________ ________ ________

CI Technical Reviewer:
Date: 

______________________________ 
______________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

***      WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

APPENDIX 2F

Appendix 2F: Post Construction Stage Technical Review
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APPENDIX 3

Appendix 3: Risk Assessment Tool [RAT] Sample
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Appendix 4: Geographic Zone [Remoteness] 
Classifications

Geographical zone classifications consider remoteness, distance to service 
centres and road access types. There are four zones with the following 
descriptions:

Zone  1   -  

First Nation is located within 50 km of the nearest service centre by year-
round access. Material prices are competitive. Delivery time and charges are 
either non-existent or nominal. Skilled labour is plentiful and productive.

Zone  2  - 

First Nation is located between 50 km and 350 km from the nearest service 
centre by year-round access. Material prices are not as competitive [only one 
supplier].  Transportation time and costs are significant. Only semi-skilled or 
unskilled labour is available. Skilled labour must be housed or compensated 
for travel. 

Zone  3  -  

First Nation is located over 350 km from the nearest service centre by year-
round access. Material prices are excessive. Skilled or semi-skilled labour must 
be imported or housed on-site.  

Zone  4  -  

First Nation has no year-round access to the nearest service centre and as a 
result has a higher cost of transportation. 

Note: A given site does not have to meet every criterion in order to be included 
in a given category.

APPENDIX 4
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Appendix 5: CFM Program Record Document [CPRD] 
-Sample

APPENDIX 5
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APPENDIX 6

Appendix 6: Contributing Funding Information
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Appendix 7: Capital Project Funding Approval and 
Funding Disbursement Sequences

Capital Project Funding Approval Sequence [Steps continue from Capital Project 
Approval Sequence in Chapter 1, Section 1.7]

Step 10 – Projects are compiled on Banking Day List by Resource Services Unit for 
Banking Day meeting.

Step 11 – Banking Day committee meets to make funding decisions based on whether 
they are planned for funding this fiscal year, their priority ranking and available funds.

Step 12 - Notice of project funding decisions are forwarded to the appropriate CMO 
for funding implementation and notification to the First Nation.

Capital Project Funding Disbursement Sequence [Steps continue from Capital 
Project Funding Approval Sequence above]

Step 13 –CMO determines funding type, cash flow requirements and reporting dates 
and sends information to Funding Services agreement administrators.

Step 14 - Funding Services Agreement administrators generate funding agreement 
amendments which are sent to First Nations for consideration and signature.

Step 15 – Returned, signed agreement amendments are then signed by DISC 
Corporate Services and Director, Funding Services. 

Step 16 – Project funding per month as per stipulated cash flows in the amendments 
are in the sent to the Director, Community Infrastructure for approval.

Step 17 –  Funding requisitions are sent to Public Services Procurement Canada 
[PSPC] for allocation.

Step  18 – PSCP deposits funds in First Nation bank accounts.
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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission re-
quirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region Pro-
gram Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important role 
in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or feed-
back concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:%20Nathalie.Lapierre2%40canada.ca%20%20?subject=
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organisational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit (with Funding Services)
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act CEAA2012. 
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations which identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current projects 
and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new projects. The 
investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations to plan capital 
projects for the long term benefit of their community. The FNIIP is 
designed to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term 
planning, budget forecasts and to support project funding decision-
making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures, prescribed in the environmental review process, 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
discretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• Protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• Mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• Address water and sewer project backlogs;

• Include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organisations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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The Identification of a Capital 
Project
An overview of the BC Region Indigenous Services Canada Capital Program 
including a step-by-step description of the project approval process. 

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision-making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program (CFMP) program such as for schools, housing 
and operation and maintenance  are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post construction stages. Appendices are at 
the end of the document containing pertinent information for quick 
reference by the users. 

2
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Prior to the feasibility stage, there are formal or informal processes which 
generally generate community infrastructure development initiatives to 
improve the functioning of community infrastructure systems. These 
initiatives could originate from informal observations and opinions or 
from more formal community meetings or planning documents.

Identifying the concept of a capital project is not specifically funded 
by ISC although information contributing to this process such as ACRS 
reports, specific studies and community planning exercises  are often 
funded by ISC.

This chapter focuses on topics which can contribute to the identification 
and subsequent processing of a capital project.

2.1 Capital Project Identification
Project identification is the process where the potential need for a capital 
project is identified in order to respond to specific community goals and 
objectives.

A capital project may be identified to:

• Construct new community infrastructure facilities to support 
community growth;

• Increase the capacity of existing community infrastructure facilities 
to support community growth;

• Upgrade existing community infrastructure facilities to address 
potential infrastructure system failures due to deteriorating facility 
conditions (i.e. too old; high usage; maintenance issues)

• Upgrade existing community infrastructure facilities to meet new 
standards (e.g., upgraded water quality standards).
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2.2  Comprehensive Community 
Planning
Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP) enables a community 
to determine a vision for the future, integrate and link community 
objectives, and establish community projects and programs that reflect 
a long-term view of community development. This planning process 
will consider the sustainable development of all aspects of community 
development including infrastructure expansion, economic initiatives, 
land utilization and resource usage. The resulting development direction 
would be consistent with the community’s social and cultural goals 
embracing educational, health and governance objectives.

Please refer to The CCP Handbook: Comprehensive Community Planning 
for First Nations in British Columbia for more information on developing 
a CCP at http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100021966/110010
0021970.

The implementation of community objectives generated in a CCP exercise 
will often result in the requirement for new or enhanced community 
infrastructure. There is a logical transition from community objectives 
to infrastructure planning to the identification of infrastructure projects. 
A planning document, sometimes called a Community Development 
Plan (CDP), is often generated to establish a structured approach to this 
transition.

The reader should:

Note that funding for developing 
a comprehensive  community plan 
for a First Nation community is 
available from community

http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100021966/1100100021970
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100021966/1100100021970
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2.3  Infrastructure System Assessment
The process of identifying infrastructure projects which support basic 
community development objectives can be facilitated by considering the 
following sources of information: 

• Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS) Reports: asset condition 
reports generated once every three years assessing the specific 
condition of infrastructure system components within the 
framework of their service life. 

• Annual Performance Inspection (API) Reports: water and wastewater 
system assessment reports completed on an annual basis;  

• Infrastructure Planning Assessments: assessments evaluating the 
capacity of existing infrastructure systems (e.g., water; wastewater; 
transportation; electrical; communications) within the framework 
of future community objectives and growth;  

• Special Studies:  studies such as the “National Assessment of Water 
and Wastewater Systems in First Nations Communities 2009-
2011” and “Flood and Erosion Damage Mitigation Plan, Stage 1” 
(circa 2000-2001) assessing the specific performance of existing 
infrastructure components;

• Maintenance Management Planning:  systematic analysis of the life-
cycle of infrastructure system components resulting in a formalized 
plan for component replacement; 

• Circuit Rider Reports: infrastructure system component assessments 
and recommendations resulting from circuit rider visits;

• Operational Requirements: infrastructure system performance 
obtained from the regular, operational experience of system 
operators (e.g., frequency of watermain breaks or number of 
sewage pump station failures);

• Community Feedback: infrastructure system information provided 
by system customers to be considered when assessing infrastructure 
reliability.
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2.4  Capital Project Planning
Capital projects generally progress along a timeline which moves 
from identifying an infrastructure need generated during the planning 
processes to starting a feasibility study to specifically examine options 
and alternative to address the infrastructure need. 

Planning for capital projects identified during Comprehensive Community 
Plans (CCP), Community Development Plans (CDP) and infrastructure 
system assessments should be structured into a long range implementation 
plan with a duration of minimum five years and preferably ten years. 
Longer planning periods (up to 20 years), often labeled “future”, are not 
uncommon. A common term to use for this extended plan is a Long Term 
Capital Plan (LTCP). 

All capital projects potentially considered by a community should be listed 
in a capital project plan regardless of the funding sources. However, please 
recognize that ISC has limited sources of funding available to financially 
support all the projects listed, and, other funding partners may need to 
be involved. Some projects may be continually moved to future years 
and some projects may be considered “emergency” to be implemented 
as soon as possible. Some projects may be eventually removed from the 
capital project list because they are no longer relevant. The availability 
of a capital project list will enable a community to understand their 
community infrastructure priorities, to focus on implementing critical 
projects and to be able to effectively react to changes in available funding.

Criteria to be considered when developing a listing of capital projects 
include:

• Project priority: how important is the project to the future of the 
community and how is the project interconnected with the priority 
of other projects i.e., does this project need to be implemented 
before other projects can proceed;

• Project complexity: how much time needs to be invested in 
developing the project. Larger projects tend to be more complex 
and require more planning time to develop in order to maximize 
benefits to the community;
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•  Project Cost: for larger cost projects, First Nations are encouraged 
to discuss with their CMO the available financial resources at ISC; 

• Project Logistics: significant project particulars (e.g., land 
procurement) need to be assessed for project scheduling impacts;

• Project Environmental Impacts: mitigative measures to minimize 
environmental impacts need to be developed;

• Project Resources Required: community leadership resources need 
to be available to provide direction to project development.

The listing of projects should schedule projects into proposed 
implementation years, considering the preceding criteria and available 
financial resources. Most projects should be scheduled over approximately 
three years to move through the planning/feasibility/design/construction 
process, but some larger, more complex projects requiring significant 
financial resources and leadership resources may need to be scheduled 
over a much longer time frame.
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2.5 First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment Plan (FNIIP)
The Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) listing all identified community capital 
projects will include specific projects that are eligible for ISC funding. 
For ISC funding consideration, these projects need to be submitted to 
ISC on an annual basis in a format labeled “First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment Plan — Annual Report, DCI #460674.” 

The FNIIP will contain a rolling five-year projection of community capital 
projects proposed for implementation and listed according to the project 
name, funding required and cash flow per future fiscal years.

An effective way to generate a FNIIP is to start with the previous year’s 
FNIIP.  Include projects already started which were not completed in 
the stage currently underway (specifically construction), projects that 
are ready to move ahead which did not get implemented and projects 
previously scheduled for implementation in the upcoming FNIIP year. 

All First Nation projects potentially utilizing ISC funding should be listed 
including ACRS projects (Group 2 and Group 3) identified from ACRS 
reports and school projects. Potential First Nations Infrastructure Fund 
(FNIF) projects should also be listed.

Newly identified projects require cost estimates to complete the project 
and cash flow information. Generally Class D ballpark estimates would be 
sufficient for feasibility stage funding information. ISC technical staff can 
assist with providing cost estimating information. See Appendix 1A: Cost 
Estimates — Definitions.

Projects and implementation schedules should be regularly revised in 
the FNIIP in accordance with actual project development. First Nations 
may revise the FNIIP capital plan project listing to add projects or delete 
projects as community priorities change. In some cases, projects which 
were at the feasibility stage may be deleted because they were found 
to be “not feasible” or other subsequent options were considered more 
beneficial to community development.
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Capital Management Officers and Senior Engineers are available to assist 
First Nations with the identification of community capital projects and the 
transition of projects into the ISC capital project approval process. See 
Appendix 1B: FNIIP Frequently Asked Questions 2017-2018 and Appendix 
1C: ISC 2015 Letter to First Nations with FNIIP Information. 

2.6 Regional First Nation Infrastructure 
Investment Plan (RFNIIP)
Annual FNIIP updates from all BC First Nations will form the basis for the 
ISC Regional FNIIP (RFNIIP). See Appendix 1D: FNIIP Annual Update Process 
— Schematic for an overview of the RFNIIP process. 

To generate the RFNIIP, all submitted FNIIP projects will be assigned ICMS 
numbers and assessed for funding eligibility. One-page summaries of 
new FNIIP projects are requested to assist in categorizing the project. 
Projects must meet funding criteria stipulated in the Level of Service 
Standards and the Transfer Payment Agreement with Treasury Board.

Projects meeting funding criteria are assigned anticipated priority 
ranking numbers. See Appendix 2: BC Region Priority Ranking Tables used 
for determining priority ranking numbers. A project is aligned with the 
closest project description and matching priority ranking number in the 
priority ranking table. Because of the large number of regional water 
and wastewater projects, these categories have been further subdivided 
using an additional priority ranking process. 

In general, the priority ranking tables are structured to prioritize projects 
in the following order:

• Health and safety issues;

• Maintenance of existing community facilities to extend their service 
life;

• Water and wastewater systems;

• Sustainable community infrastructure (eg. electrification, roads, 
education, community facilities).
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Figure 5: FNIP Annual Update Process - Schematic
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All projects are then ranked in order of priority within each budget type 
(e.g., water, wastewater, roads, etc.), using the priority ranking numbers 
and the budget available for that project type determines the number of 
projects which will be funded. (See Section 1.3 Regional Capital Funding 
Distribution.)

Although the project priority ranking criteria and the associated regional 
budgets are the primary focus of project selection, projects which 
incorporate partnerships and cost-sharing with other funding sources, 
will be selection factors. Halt list and audit issues will also be factored in 
project selection.

Block-funded First Nations will need to follow the additional criteria listed 
in the document Access to Additional Capital Guidelines for Block-funded 
Recipients in order receive additional funding for identified projects. 
See Appendix 3: Access to Additional Capital Guidelines for Block-Funded 
Recipients.

After Regional Director approval of the RFNIIP, First Nation communities will 
be notified about project funding available for that fiscal year. Appropriate 
funding applications to access the funding allocation will then be required. 
See Chapters 3, 4 & 5 for information on the preparation of funding 
applications.

The RFNIIP and the associated annual regional ISC budget may result 
in no initial funding available for specific capital projects identified in 
a community’s FNIIP. Generally, projects focusing on health and safety 
(e.g., water and wastewater) will have high project priority ranking 
numbers and will utilize most of the regional budget. 

First Nations are encouraged to continue communicating with their CMO/
SE regarding implementing community priority projects and advancing 
future years projects not included in the initial RFNIIP in case additional 
financial resources become available later in the year.
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2.7 Project Implementation

2.7.1  Project Leader

The development of a project requires communication connections 
between the First Nation’s administration representing the community 
and the professionals engaged to implement the project delivery process. 
A project leader employed by the First Nation’s administration should 
be assigned to serve as the single point of communication to facilitate 
and coordinate ongoing project issues and circumstances between the 
administration and the project professionals. Generally, the project 
leader’s primary contact would be the assigned project manager. The 
project leader could be the band manager, the capital works officer or a 
council member. Typical project leader functions would be:

1. Confirming project objectives as the project develops;
2. Providing information at council meetings and band 

administration meetings;
3. Liaising with First Nations maintenance staff;
4. Providing community project information;
5. Organizing project presentations at community meetings;
6. Arranging project team meeting rooms;
7. Organizing road and facility closures;
8. Facilitating invoice payments.
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2.7.2  Hiring a Project Manager

All significant projects will have a project manager. A project manager is 
an experienced individual, familiar with technical and logistical project 
processes, who is tasked with providing overall direction and coordination 
for the development of a capital project. In general, the project manager 
is responsible for ensuring a capital project: 

• Meets project objectives;  

• Stays on schedule;

• Stays on budget.

First Nations administrations may not have appropriately qualified available 
personnel on-staff who are sufficiently familiar with project management 
processes and have the time to function as a project manager. Engaging 
professional project management services as required is a viable and 
effective option.  

If a client has engaged a professional services consultant (engineering 
or architectural firm), that firm will identify a qualified project manager 
from their company when submitting a proposal to provide project 
professional services. 

As an alternative, a First Nation may choose to engage an independent 
project manager not associated with the engineering and design 
professionals working on the project.  The person or firm engaged would 
have proven, suitable project management qualifications which match 
the size and complexity of the project. Some reasons for this project 
implementation strategy would be:  

• Directly responsible to the First Nation; 

• Focus on the project objectives of the First Nation;

• Focus on facilitating project  implementation between First 
Nations and ISC  
including managing the coordination of funding documentation;

• Independent budget and schedule scrutiny;

• Overall financial control and direction for all aspects of the project.
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Typically an independent project manager would complete the following 
tasks:

• Project planning, implementation and monitoring;

• Consultant selection services;

• Consultant and construction management services.

A project manager may be hired at any stage of the capital project cycle. 
Hiring a project manager at the beginning of a project is recommended, 
because a proposal for hiring a project manager is often included in a 
feasibility stage funding application.  

A First Nation may also consider using their professional services 
consultant to undertake project management functions during the 
feasibility stage, then hiring an independent project manager when 
moving into the design stage. First Nations must clearly communicate 
their intentions for project management services when soliciting 
proposals from professional services consultants.

ISC will generally provide funding to hire an independent project manager 
for infrastructure projects with an ISC funding contribution greater than 
$500.0K, and for building projects with an ISC funding contribution 
greater than $1.5M. ISC’s policy is to require an independent project 
manager for any school projects over $2M. Individual projects can be 
combined to reach these project dollar thresholds. 

The maximum, eligible funding allowance for combined project 
management and local project coordination functions is 3% of the 
project construction cost. Funding from ISC will be based on a project 
management proposal identifying duties, experience and fees. Project 
management funding will not automatically be set at 3%. Hiring an 
independent project manager will reduce the project management effort 
and associated fees charged by a professional services consultant.

One of ISC’s objectives to provide discrete funding for an independent 
project manager is to streamline the funding schedule.  The project 
manager can focus on the coordination and development of project 
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documentation required to obtain funding and allow the design 
consultants to focus on technical development. 

Project managers can be sole practitioners (i.e. their own project 
management firm) or solicited from larger firms with project management 
expertise. Engineering or architectural firms can provide independent 
project management services with a clear understanding not to provide 
design services. A list of potential project managers to be considered can 
be generated by the following processes:

• Relying on past experience hiring a project manager for another 
project;

• Talking with other First Nations who have hired project managers;  

• Talking with other groups who have hired project managers;

• Communicating with ISC Community Infrastructure representatives;

• Checking internet or other media information sources;

• Checking with professional associations.

Engaging a project manager can be accomplished using a comparative 
process where a number of project management firms (usually between 
three and five) are solicited to submit comparative proposals through 
a request for proposal (RFP) process. A comparative proposal process 
would require the development of a written Terms of Reference (TOR) so 
that all proposals would be based on the same expected requirements. 
In selected situations, a sole source process where only one project 
management firm is invited to submit a proposal can be considered. A 
written TOR would also be helpful in establishing mutual expectations for 
a sole source proposal. 

See Appendix 4 for a TOR for Project Implementation of Hiring 
Professionals: Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent Project 
Manager; Appendix 4B: Procedures for Engaging a Consultant on a CFM 
Capital Project; Appendix 4C; Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with 
Selection Criteria and Weightings; Appendix 4D: Sample Professional 
Services Contract (CN2 Template) and Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a 
Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscientist.
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Project management firms and their associated proposals would be 
assessed by generally using the following criteria, which can be amended 
depending on the circumstances.  A spreadsheet is generally used if several 
persons are assessing the proposals. The project management firms can 
be contacted to clarify their proposals.

• Experience of the project management company (may be a sole 
practitioner);

• Experience of the project manager to be assigned to the project 
(may be a sole practitioner);

• Experience  working with First Nations communities;

• Experience with similar projects;

• Demonstrated understanding of project complexity and 
requirements;

• Availability of services;

• Cost of services.

The assessment of firms and proposals is intended to select a project 
management firm which can work with the First Nation to provide the 
required project management services. Modifications can be made to the 
proposal with a possible fee revision to result in a mutually acceptable 
and understandable statement of work which can form the basis for a 
signed contract between the First Nation and the project management 
firm.

2.7.3  Hiring a Professional Services Consultant (En-
gineer or Architect)

Infrastructure and facilities projects (including buildings) will normally 
require a professional services consultant to provide technical direction 
for the duration of the project from feasibility studies to the completion 
report and through the warranty period.  A successful project will result 
from engaging a consultant with the following attributes:

• Ability to understand the expectation of their clients;

• Ability to communicate with their clients in a meaningful and 
substantial manner;
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• Understanding of project factors and project complexity;

• Experience with implementing similar projects;

• Ability to meet project schedules.

Hiring a professional services consultant will be similar to the process 
for hiring a project manager. A list of potential consultant firms can be 
generated by the following processes:

• Relying on past experience hiring consultants for other projects;

• Talking with other First Nations who have hired consultants;  

• Talking with other groups who have hired consultants; 

• Communicating with ISC Community Infrastructure representatives;

• Checking Internet or other media information sources.

Engaging a consultant can be accomplished using a comparative process 
where a number of consulting firms (usually between three and five) 
are solicited to submit comparative proposals through a request for 
proposal (RFP) process. A comparative proposal process would require 
the development of a written Terms of Reference (TOR) so all proposals 
would be based on the same expected requirements. In selected 
situations, a sole source process where only one consulting firm is invited 
to submit a proposal can be considered. A written TOR would also be 
helpful in establishing mutual expectations for a sole source proposal. 
See Appendix 5: Sample Terms of Reference.
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Consulting firms and their associated proposals would be assessed by 
generally using the following criteria (which can be amended depending 
on circumstances).  A spreadsheet is generally used if several persons 
are assessing the proposals. The consulting firms can be contacted to 
clarify their proposals. 

• Experience of the consulting firm; 

• Experience of the personnel to be assigned to the project; 

• Experience  working with First Nations communities;

• Experience with similar projects;

• Demonstrated understanding of project complexity;

• Availability of services;

• Cost of services.

See Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection 
Criteria and Weightings for a sample spreadsheet for assessing proposals.

The assessment of firms and proposals is intended to select a consulting 
firm which can work with the First Nations  to provide the required technical 
services. Modifications can be made to the proposal with a possible fee 
revision to result in a mutually acceptable and understandable statement 
of work which can form the basis for a signed contract between the First 
Nation and the consulting firm.

The Engineers and Geoscientists BC has developed a formal, quality 
control regime entitled Organizational Quality Management (OQM) which 
prescribes processes and procedures to promote company attention to 
quality control when providing professional services. Engineering firms in 
BC who have become OQM certified are listed on the following website 
(https://www.egbc.ca/). 

ISC requires consulting proposals to indicate how design quality assurance 
initiatives similar to the OQM process and consistent with ISC design 
guidelines will be incorporated throughout the technical development of 
the project. Outcomes, such as greater clarity on project development, 
mutual understanding of design expectations and increased assurance of 
project quality are expected.  

https://www.egbc.ca/
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Reference documents:

Appendix 4B: Procedures for Engaging a Consultant on a CFM Capital Project; 
Appendix 4C; Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria 
and Weightings, Appendix 4D: Sample Professional Services Contract 
(CN2 Template) Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or 
Professional Geoscientist (excerpt from EGBC Website).

2.7.4  Hiring a General Construction Contractor

A general construction contractor will arrange all project activities to 
result in a complete project which meets the objectives of the First Nation. 
The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all construction 
trades, procuring all materials, transporting them to the project site 
and providing the necessary equipment to finish the project within a 
prescribed time frame. The general contractor assumes all risks (e.g., 
increasing material costs; equipment breakdowns) and is also responsible 
for any workmanship defects within a one-year warranty period. 

The value of work being completed will determine the procurement 
strategy for hiring a general construction contractor. Obtaining a 
construction quote from a single contractor is permissible for construction 
contracts less than $100.0K. For construction contracts between $100.0K 
and $500.0K, construction quotes must be obtained from a minimum 
of three qualified contractors. For construction contracts over $500.0K, 
projects must be publicly tendered. The project manager will provide 
appropriate direction for implementing a public tender process and will 
have access to standardized construction contracts. Signed construction 
contracts are required for all construction values. 

2.7.5 Hiring a Construction Manager

As an alternative to hiring a general construction contractor, the First 
Nation can choose to hire a qualified, professional construction manager 
to directly manage the project construction process. This arrangement 
essentially results in the First Nation becoming the construction 
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contractor. The project elements of a project are usually separated 
on a trade-by-trade basis which are implemented using competitively 
awarded tender processes for each trade or by utilizing the First Nation’s 
own employment forces. The First Nations assumes responsibility for 
risks during construction (e.g., increasing material costs, own equipment 
breakdowns), for managing their work force and for paying all accounts 
and billings. The completion schedule is determined by the performance 
efficiency of each trade and the First Nation guarantees the quality of the 
final product (rather than a general contractor’s warranty).   

A construction management business plan is to be submitted to ISC for 
approval with the design stage funding application and a refined plan 
is to be submitted with the construction stage funding application. 
A construction management evaluation team (CMET) with equal 
representation from the proponent First Nation and ISC will review each 
business plan submission.

A professional construction manager is hired in a process similar to hiring a 
project manager or a professional services consultant. A list of prospective 
construction managers are identified, proposals are requested and 
assessed and a contract is signed. Generally the construction manager 
is hired before the design stage begins in order to provide construction 
logistics advice while the project design is being developed. 

For more information on construction management, go to DISC’s Website 
Reference Information Access Instructions for the CFM Program - Project 
Information - Policies and Directives - Operational Parameters for the 
Review and Evaluation of Construction Management Policies.
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2.7.6 Band Administration Fees

The First Nation has the overall responsibility for the expenditure of funds 
for the delivery of a capital project. ISC will allocate funds to support 
administrative activities directly linked to the implementation of a capital 
project in accordance with a fee calculation formula based on the project 
cost. See Appendix 6:  Band Administration Fees. 

2.7.7  Project Contingencies

Contingency amounts can be applied according to established 
percentages (generally 10%) for design stage estimating and construction 
stage project approval. Contingencies at construction stage can be reset 
from design stage contingencies based on updated construction costs 
generated upon the completion of design (i.e., pre-tender costs Class A). 

Contingency amounts will not be incorporated into the funding limit at 
feasibility and design stages unless identified for specific circumstances.
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APPENDIX 1A

Appendix 1A: Cost Estimates - Definitions

Class “A” Cost Estimate

A Class “A” estimate is base on a quantity take off from the final drawings and 
specifications. It is used to evaluate tenders and it may also be used as teh tool 
for controlling the construction of a project. A Class “A” estimate is always done 
at the completion of the design and specifications. It forms the basis for funding 
submissions for construction/acquisition of the project. 

Class “B” Cost Estimate

A Class “B” cost estimate is prepared after the completion of site reviews and studies, 
and after the development of preliminary designs that show and define all major 
systems. Class “B” cost estimates are required at the completion of the preliminary 
design page. 

Class “C” Cost Estimate

A Class “C” cost estimate is prepared with limited site information, based on probable 
conditions affecting the site. It represents the summation of the estimated costs for 
all known components of the project. It is used for project planning, establishing a 
more specific definition of project requirements, and for obtaining preliminary project 
approval.  A Class “C” cost estimate is produced at the end of a project Feasibility 
Study and is generally used to support a funding request for Design. 

Class “D” Cost Estimate

This is a “ball park” or “order of magnitude” figure used for preliminary consideration 
of the proposed project. A Class “D” cost estimate is based on the broad requirements 
for the project with little or no site information. The figure can be obtained from 
previous similar projects, or from Capital Specialists and District Engineers who may 
have estimates on a file from recent projects in other communities. A Class “D” cost 
estimate is generally used to support a funding request for Feasibility Study. 
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APPENDIX 1B

Appendix 1B: FNIIP Frequently Asked Questions 
2017-2018 

Community Infrastructure, BC Region 

BC First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) 
2017-2018
Frequently Asked Questions

What is the FNIIP?

The FNIIP is a national Department of Services Canada (DISC) initiative designed 
to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term planning and budget 
forecasting. The FNIIP is a useful tool to support First Nations’ infrastructure and 
housing planning process, and allows DISC to better forecast infrastructure budget 
pressures.  

First Nations’ FNIIPs is due on October 16.

What’s New?

FNIIP Submission Deadline:  The National deadline for the FNIIP is September 30 
and is reflected in GCIMS with this date.  However, BC Region will be keeping the 
October 16 due date for 2017-2018 to allow BC Region to work with First Nations to 
fully review and scope projects.

New Email Address:  BC Region has been reviewing the capital project approval 
process with a focus on reducing turn-around times and enhancing the consistency 
of file review comments.  One of the ways to achieve this is by implementing a 
centralized email address to accept and process capital projects and information.  

First Nations are asked to use this new email address to submit their capital project 
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applications and supporting documents: 

aadnc.projetsdimmobilisationscb-capitalprojectsbc.aandc@canada.ca

Budget 2016:  Highlights can be found:

https://www.canada.ca/en/indigenous-services-canada.html 

Budget 2017:  Information will be available on:

https://www.canada.ca/en/indigenous-services-canada.html  

Who will use the FNIIP?

First Nations use their FNIIP to plan their annual and medium-term capital investments 
in community infrastructure projects, and have a clearer expectation of when DISC 
funding may be available to support the projects in their capital projects program.

DISC BC Region uses the FNIIPs to set regional priorities and to focus attention on 
moving these priority projects forward.

BC Region provides a prioritized Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan 
(Regional FNIIP) to National Headquarters (NHQ) for consideration of national budget 
pressures and priorities. NHQ then creates a National First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment Plan (National FNIIP) and conducts quarterly reviews of Regional FNIIP 
and National FNIIP to monitor capital program progress. 

There is now a greater reliance on the FNIIP to determine project selection for new 
funding investments.  First Nations are encouraged to fully participate in submitting 
their FNIIPs on time to ensure consideration for funding.

Why is the FNIIP required every year?

The annual FNIIP provides an opportunity for Chief and Council to review their 
capital program each year, and add, change or remove planned capital projects to 
address the changing needs of their community.  It is a mechanism to identify First 
Nations’ changing priorities and work with their Capital Management Officers at DISC 
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to develop action plans to address community objectives.  The FNIIP is a national 
reporting requirement.  First Nations are encouraged to submit their FNIIPs annually 
to ensure continued eligibility to receive capital and housing project funding.

What happened to my Budget 2016 project application(s)?

BC Region received more applications than available funding for various asset 
categories during the Budget 2016 call processes.  All applications were logged and 
consolidated for Headquarters for review and selection.  For those projects that did 
not receive funding in either 2016-2017 or 2017-2018, the applications did provide 
important information on infrastructure needs and related financial requirements for 
the coming years.

In the event additional funding becomes available and eligibility criteria is determined, 
your Capital Management Officer can work with you to assess completeness of the 
applications and prioritize these projects within your FNIIP.

What types of projects are funded on the FNIIP?

The major categories for capital projects on the FNIIP are:

• Water and Wastewater

• Housing

• Education Facilities

• Roads and Bridges

• Flood and Erosion

• Electrification

• Dams

• Solid Waste Disposal

• Fire Protection

• Community Buildings

• Subdivisions

APPENDIX 1B 
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Will all the projects on the FNIIP be funded?

BC Region annually receives funding requests for approximately $750 million dollars 
for almost 1,800 projects.  The demand exceeds the budget by a factor of nearly 
5 times.  The region works with each recipient to prioritize projects to address 
community, regional and national requirements within the available annual budget.  
Other priority projects will be planned over the next five (5) years, however, these 
are subject to change based on annual budget allocations and emerging priorities.

How are FNIIP projects prioritized?

Projects are prioritized based on the Capital Project Priority Ranking tables, as listed 
in “A Practical Guide to Capital Projects” and are prioritized in descending rank order 
as follows:

• Mitigation of health and safety risks through existing and new assets;

• Protection and maintenance of the life cycles of existing assets, emphasizing 
health and safety;

• Addressing the backlog of water and sewage systems projects;

• Investment in sustainable communities (e.g., housing, electrification, roads, 
education, and community facilities).

Canada’s priority has been to support clean drinking water and the CFM program will 
continue to address high health and safety water and wastewater projects.

What projects are listed in the FNIIP and Regional FNIIP?

A complete list of projects in our Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS), 
which includes non-completed projects from the Capital Project Management 
System (CPMS) are included on this year’s FNIIP.  Capital Management Officers will 
be working with you to determine the status of these projects; whether projects are 
missing reporting requirements and can be closed; or re-initiated for next year’s 
FNIIP submission.

If your projects are not listed in the Regional FNIIP, additional information can be 
provided to the regional office for review and possible inclusion into the 5 year 
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plan. A one-pager project information template has been included in the approved 
FNIIP package to assist First Nations in providing more information for next year’s 
submission.

Are Block funded, Treaty, and Self-government First Nations 
required to submit a FNIIP?

All First Nations in BC who wish to access capital funds are required to submit a 
FNIIP listing capital projects for their community. Block funded First Nations must 
demonstrate how their block funds are allocated towards high priority health and 
safety projects before projects that meet DISC regional priorities are considered for 
additional capital funding.  Access to additional capital funding for Treaty and Self-
governing First Nations will be determined by the terms of their Financial Transfer 
Agreements or Fiscal Financing Agreements.

How does the FNIIP relate to Comprehensive Community 
Planning (CCP)?

Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP) is a holistic process that enables a 
community to build a roadmap to sustainability, self-sufficiency and enhanced 
governance capacity. The CCP addresses key planning areas, all of which are 
interrelated and interdependent, including governance, land and resources, health, 
culture, social issues, economy, and infrastructure development.

The CCP defines overall community goals and objectives and can act as a guide to 
assist communities in preparing the FNIIP. The FNIIP complements the CCP process 
by allowing communities to plan infrastructure development projects in greater detail 
than might otherwise be done through the development of a CCP alone, easing the 
transition from planning to implementation of prioritized capital projects.

APPENDIX 1B 
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What steps are required to advance projects listed on the 
FNIIP?

DISC BC Region will review all First Nations’ FNIIP submissions and develop a 
comprehensive list of regional infrastructure and housing projects eligible for 
funding consideration.  This information will be communicated to each First Nation 
identifying infrastructure and housing projects that are eligible for funding based on 
their FNIIP submissions. 

In order to access funding for infrastructure and housing projects, First Nations must 
still make project submissions to DISC, following the processes listed in:

• “A Practical Guide to Capital Projects” for infrastructure projects;

• “Practical Guide for Housing – How to Access Housing Subsidies” for the Housing 
Subsidy program or;

• “New Approach for Housing Support” application for applying to Stream 1, 2 or 
3 of the NAHS.

Funding allocations will be based on actual costs identified in the approved funding 
submissions. Capital Management Officers and Senior Engineers will actively work 
with First Nations to support the efficient delivery of infrastructure and housing 
projects and, if applicable, make necessary adjustments to the Regional FNIIP.   

Can I switch Capital Projects listed on Regional FNIIP?

The intent of the FNIIP is to identify First Nations priority projects in the short to 
medium term. An infrastructure or housing project listed in the Regional FNIIP can be 
replaced with another project.  However, the new project will be assessed against all 
other Regional FNIIP priority items in the category. New projects should be listed in 
the annual FNIIP submission which is also an opportunity for First Nations to review 
and change, if necessary, their planned capital and housing projects. 

APPENDIX 1B
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Are there other sources of funding besides DISC?

First Nations are encouraged to look at other government departments and agencies 
for funding opportunities, as well as provincial and public, private partnerships. 
Where applicable, First Nations can leverage funds through alternative financing 
mechanisms. 

Where additional funding is being used in a project, the additional source of funding 
should be identified in your FNIIP.

Who do I contact if I have questions regarding my FNIIP or 
Regional FNIIP?

Capital Management Officers are available to meet with you and your capital team 
to support and advice on the preparation of your FNIIP.  Please contact your Capital 
Management Officer at 1-800-665-9320 (toll-free) for additional information.

Internet Links

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects: 

New version will be coming soon.

A Practical Guide to Housing – How to Access Housing Subsidies

www.aadnc-INAC.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-INTER-BC/STAGING/texte-text/
hsggdepdf_1366333709177_eng.pdf

New Approach for Housing Support: 

www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1460572397817/1460572439929 
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APPENDIX 1C 

Appendix 1C: ISC 2015 Letter to First Nations with 
FNIIP Information

600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC  V6E 4S3

September 11, 2017

Our file – Notre référence
VAN-E 4300-530 UNC

Chief and Council
Moricetown - 530
205 Beaver Road
Smithers, BC V0J 2N1

Dear Chief and Council: 

RE:  First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plans (FNIIP):
- Approved Projects for 2017-18 FNIIP
- Call Package for 2018-19 FNIIP

This letter is to inform you of the status of projects proposed in the 2017-18 First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) for your First Nation, and to notify you regarding
the Call for 2018-2019 FNIIP submissions.

Attached in Annex A is the list of projects selected from your 2017-18 FNIIP submission 
that BC Region will consider funding over the next five years, subject to confirming 
project implementation timelines and available INAC funding.    

Attached in Annex B is the Call Package for the 2018-19 FNIIP submission. Please note 
that 2018-19 FNIIPs must be submitted to INAC BC Region by October 16, 2017.

Due to the national selection process for the Budget 2016 – Year 2 initiative, the
confirmation of the 2017-18 FNIIP projects was considerably delayed, and I 
acknowledge this has likely created difficulties for your infrastructure planning. We have 
heard your comments requesting more timely feedback from us on your FNIIP and 
capital project requests, and we are working toward doing that. 

Should you have any questions about your 2017-2018 FNIIP, or the upcoming 
2018-2019 FNIIP submission, please contact your Capital Management Officer. 
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…/2 

- 2 -

I wish you success with your infrastructure planning.

Sincerely,

Paula Santos, P.Eng.
Director, Community Infrastructure
British Columbia Region

c.c.: Catherine Lappe, Regional Director General, BC Region
Band Manager / Administrator
Capital Management Officers

Encl: Annex A: 2017-18 FNIIP and Budget Summary
Annex B: 2018-19 FNIIP Call Package
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

APPENDIX 1C
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Annex A

(see attached ANNEX A 2017-2018 FNIIP.pdf file)

Projects that are being considered within the 5 year FNIIP:

In some cases, your projects are already underway or fully funded and your capital 
staff has been working with the BC Region INAC Community Infrastructure directorate 
to progress these projects to completion.  For projects that do not yet have a project 
submission, your INAC Capital Management Officer will be working with you to 
initiate the project or next stage.  

The “planned” estimates in the FNIIP are an estimate for proposed projects and should 
not be relied upon to assume INAC’s actual funding commitment.  Estimated project 
costs will be adjusted to accurately reflect actual costs as each stage is approved 
and completed. 

Other Projects that were submitted:

We have also included a complete list of projects in our Integrated Capital Management 
System (ICMS), which includes housing and older or incomplete projects.  INAC 
Capital Management Officers will be working with you to determine the status of 
these projects; whether projects are missing reporting requirements and can be 
closed; or re-initiated for next year’s FNIIP submission.

APPENDIX 1C
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Annex B

2018-2019 FNIIP Submission

The 2018-2019 FNIIP submission is due on October 16, 2017. We encourage you 
to update your FNIIP as Budget 2017 funding, including housing projects, may be 
allocated based on your plan.  The attached ANNEX B 2018-2019 FNIIP.XLSX file is 
pre-populated with the Annex A data to facilitate your update. Consider providing 
updates for the following situations: 

i. Existing projects that have changed costs or timeframes
ii. Changes to funding timelines of listed projects
iii. New projects which have emerged for your community
iv. Housing projects 

Also attached is a one-pager information sheet, which can provide additional project 
information that will help INAC prioritize your project.

Please email your submission in Excel format (DCI: 460674 – 2017/2018) to BC 
Region by Monday, October 16, 2017 to: BCREPORTS@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca

INAC remains committed to the provision of safe drinking water and wastewater 
services in First Nation communities. While the current year FNIIP has a focus on 
water and wastewater projects, BC Region will be working with you to identify eligible 
projects in other infrastructure categories, including housing.

The Protocol for INAC Funded Infrastructure 

The Protocol for INAC Funded Infrastructure (PIFI) applies to all projects requiring 
INAC funding.  The PIFI is an omnibus protocol that is referenced in all new funding 
agreements.  The primary intent of the PIFI is to list all policy and procedure 
guidelines, standards and legislation that may be applicable to the implementation 
of capital projects.  Detailed information on the PIFI can be found at: https://www.
aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1409148994545/1409149023055.

Also attached is the 2017-2018 Budget Summary for this year’s FNIIP projects, as 
well as Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) to assist you in completing your FNIIP 
update and implementing your projects within the Capital Project Approval Process. 

APPENDIX 1C
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Appendix 1D: FNIP Annual Update Process - 
Schematic
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Appendix 2: BC Region Priority Ranking Tables

Appendix 2A: Infrastructure Priority Ranking Table

Appendix 2B: Subdivision Priority Ranking Table

Appendix 2C – Priority Ranking Framework – Water

Appendix 2D – Priority Ranking Framework – Wastewater

APPENDIX 2 
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Ref Category Comments and Observations

A1 Probability / Frequency of the Potential Event 1 in year
potential frequency of the proposed event, 1 in 5 years;  1 in 
10 years;  1 in 25 years;  1 in 50 years;  1 in 100 years; 1:200 

year; etc.

B1 Elementary School  
Square Area of Building sq-m School floor area

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B2 (a) Secondary School
Square Area of Building sq-m School floor area 

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B2 (b) Combined Elementary and Secondary School
Square Area of Building sq-m School floor area 

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B3 (a) Water Distribution System Impacts
cost of annual O&M on this reserve

percent of overall watermain that is to be impacted % anticipated percent of serviced area that is flooded
Length of watermain completely damaged linear Metres

B3 (b) Water Treatment Plant - Number of People Serviced people
Water Treatment Facility Chlorination or Full Treatment Plant Chlr / Full type of water treatment

Estimated Capital Value Estimated Based on Population being Serviced
Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged

Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B3 (c) Miscellaneous Water Infrastructure Impacts
Estimated value of Impacted Structures prv station, well head controls, etc.

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B4 (a) Waste Water Collection System Impacts
cost of annual O&M on this reserve need to flush waste water sewer system etc.

percent of overall sewer system that is to be impacted % anticipated percent of serviced area that is flooded
Length of sewer completely damaged linear Metres

B4 (b) Waste Water Treatment Plant - No. of People Serviced people
Sewage lagoon impacts (yes or no)
Estimated Capital Value Estimated Based on Population being Serviced

Completely Damaged (yes or no)
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B4 (c) Waste Water Septic Tanks
Number of Septic Tanks & Fields number of individual septic tanks fields impacted

Number of Septic Tanks / Field Completely Damaged
Number of Septic Tanks /  Fields inundated  

B4 (d) Miscellaneous Waste Water Infrastructure Impacts
Estimated value of Impacted Structures sewage lift station, back-up generator, etc.

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B5 Fire halls
Square Area of Building sq-m floor area of the impacted building

Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

B6 Community Buildings 
Total Square Area of damaged Buildings sq-m Floor area of Community Buildings impacted 

Buildings Completely Damaged (yes or no) frame and foundation will not likely be damaged
Estimated Average Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated depth of flood at structure

STRUCTURAL MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATOION

Input Information

Summary of Potential Community Buildings  & Infrastructure Impacted if an Event were to Occur

VANCOUVR#3880327 - v1

Appendix 2A: Infrastructure Priority Ranking Table
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Summary of Potential Community Buildings  & Infrastructure Impacted if an Event were to Occur

B7 Housing
Number of Homes Impacted 

Number of Buildings Completely Damaged number of homes completed damaged by an event
Estimated Average Depth of Flood Damage m anticipated average depth of flooding around homes

B8 Roadway Structures
cost of annual O&M on this reserve will require cleaning of roads after an event

percent of overall roadway that is to be impacted % anticipated percent of serviced area that is flooded
Length of roadway completely damaged linear Metres section of road potentially washed out

B9 Access Bridge
Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure culvert crossing, bridge, or structural headwalls

B10 Electrical Power Generation Station
Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure transformers, generators, etc.

B11 Fuel Tank Farm

Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure
refueling depot for school buses, marine boats, community 

generators

Other
B12 Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure identify items
B13 Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure group costs if more then 3
B14 Estimated cost of damages to Impacted Structure

C1 Total Number of people on reserve people total population ##; enter ## living on-reserve

C2  Number of people Directly Impacted by Event people  Enter ## people directly impacted by anticipated event

C3 Percentage of people affected by loss of assets %

C4 Environmental Risk (High / Medium / Low/ None)

C5 Remoteness Index Zone

C6 Project Stage (Feasibility / Design / Construction)

D1 Band Contribution to Total Estimated Project Costs

D2 Contribution from other Third Party identify third party

D3 Deadline to Recover Contribution from Third Party Months how long is funding available from third party

F1 Has the Region Included the project within the 5yr FNIIP (yes or no)

Summary of Community, People and Environmental Impacts if an Event were to Occur

Cost Sharing Opportunities

VANCOUVR#3880327 - v1
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A. Improving Health, Safety and Wellbeing  
A1 - Population on-reserve expected to benefit directly 

A2 - Population outside of reserve expected to benefit from project

A3 - Community wellbeing index 

A2 - Project enables other core community infrastructure 

B - Cleaner and Healthier Environment
B1 - Community is identified as one of the 40 diesel-dependent First Nations

B2 - 

B3 - 

C -  Enhancing collaboration
C1 - Benefit for First Nations communities from the project 

C2 - Project part of broader regional or horizontal government initiative

D - Leveraging other sources of funding
D1 - 

E - Other Considerations 
E1 - Project specific - state of project readiness

F. Region Recommendation
F1 - Region recommends project?

F2 - Own Source Revenue?

F3 - Is asset required on urgent basis?

G.  INFORMATION
G1- Recipient standing/ management capacity - ability to manage funding agreements per GA score

G2- Recipient is a Self Gov/ Modern Treaty (received funding in Settlement)

A
s
s
e
t
 

s
p
e
c
i
f

i
c

Project expected to substantially reduce GHG emissions / air pollution and/or improve air quality

Project expected to result in significant energy cost savings or contribute to energy independence for 
the community

Contribution from third party such as private sector, other government

Priority Ranking Framework - Energy Systems
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A.  Condition of Exisitng Facility
A1 Condition rating

A2 Residual life cycle (years of service life remaining)

B.  Overcrowding 
B1 School gross area (existing vs. required)

B2 Facility consolidation (consolidated vs distributed)

B3 Site gross area (existing vs. required)

B4 Percent temporary structures (portables) vs. permanent

C.  Accesibility to Off-Reserve Schools
C1 Nearby off-reserve schools (see Explanatory Notes)

D.   Design
D1 Grades required

D2 Amenities (existing vs. required)
special needs room, computer room, gym, science room.

E.  Cost Efficiency Opportunities?
E1 Own-source revenues

E2 Third-party contribution

E3 Expiry date to use 3rd-party funding?

E4 Project can be aggregated (bundled)

E5 Other - see Explanatory Notes 

F.  Region Recommendation
F1 Region recommends project?

Provide justification for yes OR no answer

 Priority Ranking Framework - Schools

APPENDIX 2A
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A. Improving Health, Safety and Wellbeing  
A1 - Population on-reserve expected to benefit directly 

A2 - Members living outside of reserve expected to benefit from project

A3 - Population outside of reserve expected to benefit from projectCommunity wellbeing index 

A4- Remoteness

A5 - Community has alternative routes / roads / bridge connections

B. Cleaner and Healthier Environment
B1 - Project has environmental protection elements

C - Enhancing collaboration
C1 - Benefit for First Nations communities from the project 

C2 - Number of other stakeholders, other than FN, engaged in the project

C3 - Project part of broader regional or horizontal government initiative

D. Leveraging other sources of funding
D1 - Band contribution as percentage of total cost 

D2 - 

D3 - 

D4 - 

E. Other Considerations 
E1 - Asset management - condition of existing asset

E2 - State of project readiness

E-3 Does another project depend on this project to move forward

F. Special considerations
F1 - 

F2 - Has the project received previous FNIF funding

F3 - Does the project leverage existing provincial/ municipal roads or bridges infrastructure?

G. INFORMATION
G1- Recipient standing/management capacity - ability to manage funding agreements per GA score

G2- Recipient is a Self Gov/Modern Treaty ( received funding in Settlement)

Priority Ranking Framework - Roads & Bridges 

Contribution from third party such as private sector, other government

Project approval must be fast-tracked to secure funding offered by an external 
partner (time limit to third party funding availability)

Has the Region identified this project as a high priority ?

Deadline to recover contribution from a third party source

APPENDIX 2A
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A. Improving Health, Safety and Wellbeing  
A1 - Population on-reserve expected to benefit directly 

A2 - Members living outside of reserve expected to benefit from project

A3- Youth population on reserve expected to benefit directly from project

A4 - Population outside of reserve expected to benefit from projectCommunity wellbeing index 

A5 - Remoteness

A6 - Project identifies cultural and recreational facility

B - Cleaner and Healthier Environment
B1 - Project has environmental elements (e.g. gardens, trees, etc.)

C -  Enhancing collaboration
C1 - Benefit for First Nations communities from the project 

C2 - Number of other stakeholders, other than FN, engaged in the project

C3- Project part of a broader regional or horizontal government initiative

D - Leveraging other sources of funding
D1 - Band contribution as percentage of total cost 

D2 - 

D3 - 

D4 - 

E - Other Considerations 
E1 - State of project readiness

F1 - 
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F2 - 
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F3 - 
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F4 - 
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

G1-

G2- Recipient is a Self Gov/ Modern Treaty ( received funding in Settlement)

Has the project received prior C&R funding?

Priority Ranking Framework - Cultural & Recreational Facilities

G. INFORMATION
Recipient standing/management capacity - ability to manage funding 
agreements per GA score

Deadline to recover contribution from a third party source

F.  Special considerations

Contribution from third party such as private sector, other government

Project approval must be fast-tracked to secure funding offered by an 
external partner (time limit to third party funding availability)

Has the Region identified this project as a high priority

Does the Community have existing cultural and recreational 
facilities

Does the project leverage existing cultural and recreational 
infrastructure

APPENDIX 9A
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A. Improving Health, Safety and Wellbeing  
A1 - Population on-reserve expected to benefit directly 

A2- Project enables other community infrastructure 

A3 - Community has existing connectivity infrastructure 

A4 - Project has multi-use application (e.g., Band governance, community / youth programs)

A5 - Project leverages existing regional / provincial/  territorial connectivity infrastructure 

C -  Enhancing collaboration
C1 - Benefit for First Nations communities from the project 

C2 - Project part of broader regional or horizontal government initiative

D - Leveraging other sources of funding
D1 - Contribution from third party such as private sector, other government

E - Other Considerations 
E1 - Project specific - state of project readiness

E2 - Project specific - Remoteness

E3 - 

F1 - Region recommends project?
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F2 - Own Source Revenue?
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F3 - Is asset required on urgent basis?
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

G1-

G2- Recipient is a Self Gov/ Modern Treaty ( received funding in Settlement)

Recipient standing/ management capacity - ability to manage funding 
agreements per GA score

Priority Ranking Framework - Connectivity 

A
s
s
e
t
 

s
p
e
c
i
f
i
c

F.  Special Considerations

G.  INFORMATION

Recipient standing/management capacity - ability to manage funding 
agreements per GA score
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A. Improving Health, Safety and Wellbeing  
A1 - Population on-reserve expected to benefit directly 

A2 - Population outside of reserve expected to benefit from projectCommunity wellbeing index 

A3 - Remoteness

A4 - How many residences will this project serve?

B - Cleaner and Healthier Environment
B1 - Project has environmental elements

C -  Enhancing collaboration
C1 - Benefit for First Nations communities from the project 

C2 - Number of other stakeholders, other than FN,  engaged in the project

C3 - Project part of broader regional or horizontal government initiative

D - Leveraging other sources of funding
D1 - Band contribution as percentage of total cost 

D2 - Contribution from third party such as private sector, other government

D3 - 

D4 - 

E - Other Considerations 
E1 - State of project readiness

F1- Does this project align with LOSS tiers? If yes which Tiers 

F2 - Has the region identified this project as a high priority?

F3 - Has the community received previous FNIF Fire Protection Funding?
If yes, which Tier? I, II, or III?
Provide justification for yes OR no answer

F4 - What is the state of:
F4 (a) Community Fire Hall? (New, Good, Fair, Poor, None)
F4 (b) Community Fire Trucks? (New, Good, Fair, Poor, None)

For Tier II and Tier III only
F5 - Does the community have a Municipal-Type Service Agreement (MTSA) for fire related services?
F6 - Does the commuity have a fire service assessment?
For Tier III only
F7 - Does the community have a capital investment plan?
F8 - Does the community have a maintenance management plan for the fire fighting assets and equipment,

with appropriate operation and maintenance of assets?

Project approval must be fast-tracked to secure funding offered by an external 
partner (time limit to third party funding availability) 

Deadline to recover contribution from a third party source

F.  Special Considerations

Priority Ranking Framework - Fire Protection
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Appendix 2B:  Subdivision Ranking Table

Category No. Category Name
Number of Band-Owned Serviced Lots

Ranking Value

Avg. Number of First Nations Occupants per House
Ranking Value

Written Description Impact on First Nation Community

Ranking Value
Housing Applications (# of Units Required)

Ranking Value
% of Project that is Multifamily

Ranking Value
Time Schedule
Ranking Value

Population Growth Trend Annual Growth (%)
Ranking Value

Remoteness Index
Ranking Value

Months per Year Available for Construction
Ranking Value

Financial Viability
Ranking Value

SUBDIVISION RANKING CRITERIA

3

4

1

2

9

10

7

8

5

6
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A. Project Type
A-1 Type of Project 

B. Health & Environmental 
B-1 Water Quality Issues

B-2 Will prop project eliminate HC-recommended, cap related long term DWA?

B-3 Can current system provide HC recommended minimum flow?

B-4 Demand vs centralized decentralized system capaity.

B-5 Project is an emergency & must be fast tracked to protect human health.

B-6 Current Design Risk Score from recent inspection.

C. Asset Management
C-1 Expected Change in overall risk score

C-2 Asset Condition

C-3 Existing O & M Rating

C-4 Best Practices

D. Band Management
D-1 Band General Assessment per GA Score

D-2 Management of primary Operator capacity

D-3 Management of Back-up Operator capacity

D-4 Operator Training

D-5 Band in CRTP or ISC Satisfied if not in CRTP

E. Financial
E-1 Own Source Revenues Contribution

E-2 Cost Effective Option Selected + Supported by ISC

E-3 Remoteness

E-4 Service Pop Effected by Project

F. Other
F-1 Project must be fast tracked for securing funds

F-2 Project Readiness  

FNIPP DRINKING WATER PROJECTS PRIORITY RANKING FRAMEWORK

Appendix 2C:  Priority Ranking Framework - Water

APPENDIX 2C
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A. Project Type
A-1 Type of Project 

B. Health & Safety
B-1 Effluent quality issues?

B-2 Risk related to non-compliance with WSERs or other applicable federal/ provincial regulations 

B-3 System has received federal/ provincial/ territorial order or fine?

B-4 Demand vs. system capacity

B-5 Project is urgent and must be fast-tracked in order to protect human health?

B-6 Current design risk score from most recent inspection

C. Asset Management
C-1 Expected Change in overall risk score

C-2 Asset Condition

C-3 Existing O & M Rating

C-4 Demonstrated adoption of best practices or BCR to do so

D. Management
D-1 Ability to manage funding agreements per GA score

D-2 Management of primary operator capacity

D-3 Backup operation capacity

D-4 Operator Training Plan

D-5 Band currently participates in CRTP/has committed in writing/is not required to

E. Financial
E-1 Cost sharing contribution from band, third-party, or both?

E-2 Own-Source Revenues - Band will collect user fees for wastewater services?

E-3 Band has committed in writing to selecting the most cost-effective w/ww servicing alternative.

E-4 Project approval must be fast-tracked to take secure funding offered by an external partner.

F. Other
F-1 Service population affected by proposed project

F-2 Remoteness

F-3 State of project readiness

FNIPP WASTEWATER PROJECTS PRIORITY RANKING FRAMEWORK

Appendix 2D:  Priority Ranking Framework 
wastewater

APPENDIX 2D
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Appendix 3:  Access to Additional Capital Guidelines 
for Block-Funded Recipients 

Department of Indigenous Services Canada– BC Region

September 2012

APPENDIX 3
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5.0  Eligible Sectors of Additional Regional Capital

 5.1  Targeted Programs / New Initiatives

 5.2  Additional Capital (A-Base)

 5.3  Housing

 5.4  Social Housing 

 5.5  O&M

6.0  How to Apply for Additional Capital Funding 
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BLOCK CONTRIBUTION FUNDED RECIPIENTS - Access to 
Additional Capital

1.0  General:

First Nations (FN) and Tribal Councils (TC) entering into funding agreements with 
block contribution funding are provided with Capital Facilities and Maintenance 
(CFM) Program funding as set by Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development Canada 
(AANDC) for the purposes of supporting housing and infrastructure capital projects.  
The process includes a core capital allocation to be provided to each block-funded 
recipient in the first year of their funding agreement.  An escalation factor is then 
applied to set the amount of funding to be provided throughout subsequent years 
of the agreement.  In principle, each recipient may elect to spend their annual block 
based on their assessment of their community needs. 

Prior to the commencement of a given fiscal year, each block-funded recipient submits 
a First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) detailing their anticipated capital 
budget funding requirements, in accordance with their agreement.  The plan must 
detail, by project, the proposed utilization of all core capital allocation provided.  
Once all core capital allocation has been notionally exhausted, any unfunded projects 
remaining could be considered for additional AANDC funding, depending on priority.  

AANDC incorporates both a Regional and National priority ranking frameworks for all 
capital projects.  High health and safety projects are ranked first by AANDC, followed 
by asset preservation projects, and finally, by growth projects.  Project priority is an 
essential element of any funding eligibility.

NOTE: the ability of BC Region to provide any funding to an Aboriginal recipient is 
always contingent on the priority of all projects at hand, and the availability of funds 
from within the BC Region Capital budget through annual appropriations.
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2.0 The Block Contribution Funding Program:

2.1  Definitions:

“Block contribution agreement”: is an option for providing transfer payments to 
Aboriginal recipients where the recipient has met certain assessment criterion and 
where a number of transfer payment programs that require a five or more year 
relationship with the recipient to achieve objectives can be funded under a single 
multi-year agreement.

“Core capital allocation”:  defined as a set amount of funding allocated for capital 
and housing infrastructure that is calculated by formula, using funds drawn from the 
Regional A-base allotment (which excludes targeted capital programs and regional 
initiatives).   This allocation is set at the first year the recipient enters into a block 
funding agreement.    

“Core O&M allocation”:  defined as a set amount of funding calculated by formula, 
derived from the assets registered in the BC Region capital asset inventory, as set in 
the first year the recipient enters into a block funding agreement.  

 “Additional funding”:  defined as project based funding derived from the BC Region 
FNIIP and BC Region Banking Day processes which would supplement a block-funded 
First Nation’s core capital allocation. 

“Health & safety”:  high priority projects ranked at 20 or above pursuant to the BC 
Region Priority Ranking Framework.

2.2  Expenditures Against Aggregate Block Funding:

Block-funded Recipients are currently able to reallocate funds among various 
AANDC programs within their block contribution funding and they have the ability to 
adjust the relative priority of programs to address changing circumstances and the 
recipient’s evolving priorities.  

2.3  Audit Reporting:

All capital expenditures are subject to annual audited statements, as well as 
operational and financial reporting requirements throughout each fiscal year.  A 
separate schedule outlining the expenditure of the core capital allocation is required.
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2.4  Unexpended Block Funding

Any unexpended block funding may be carried forward at the end of each fiscal 
year, and remains with the block funded First Nation at the expiry of the funding 
agreement for one fiscal year.  The obligations and objectives set out in the funding 
agreement must be met, and the recipient must agree to use the unexpended funds 
for purposes consistent with the program’s objectives, or for any other AANDC 
funded program as agreed to by AANDC.  Further information may be found within 
individual First Nation’s funding agreement.

3.0  Eligible uses of Core Capital Allocation to Qualify for 
Additional Infrastructure Funding:

First Nations must first use their core capital allocation to meet the obligations and 
objectives set out in the funding agreement, and the recipient must agree to use the 
funds for purposes consistent with the program’s objectives, or for any other AANDC 
funded program as agreed to by AANDC.  For the purpose of accessing additional 
infrastructure funding from AANDC’s A-base funding, First Nations must use at least 
80% of their core capital allocation on the following eligible uses:  

3.1  Capital Expenditures
1. ACRS Group 2 Expenditures:  Once every 3 years, assets are inspected 

through the Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS) process to ensure 
regular maintenance is achieved.  ACRS group 2 type major repairs or 
component replacements are identified and block funded First Nations are 
expected to use their core capital to fund these projects, except for school 
assets.

2. Expenditures on priority health and safety projects: priority projects ranked 
20 and above, as per the Regional Priority Framework

3. Expenditures on education facilities (K4-12): minor capital expenditures for 
repairs and upgrades to eligible school facilities, where the Nominal Roll is 
10 or more full-time equivalent students

3.2  Housing Subsidy Expenditures
4. Section 95 Housing:  Social housing allocations receiving operating grants 

from CMHC
5. New Housing Construction:  Band or Individual housing subsidies for 

members
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6. Housing renovations subsidies to resolve urgent health and safety issues.  
Additional information may be requested.

7. Housing planning and strategy development (i.e., policy development, by-
law development, etc)

3.3 Operations and Maintenance Expenditures

First Nations who have used their entire core O&M funding to meet the obligations 
and objectives set out in the funding agreement for maintaining assets may also 
spend additional core capital on the following uses:

8. Maintenance Management Planning:  planning tools and strategies to 
improve asset maintenance and preservation.

9. Urgent health and safety O&M: urgent repairs to community infrastructure 
assets.

4.0   Ineligible uses of Core Capital Allocation to Access Ad-
ditional Infrastructure Funding

4.1   First Nations who reallocate more than 20% of their core capital to another 
AANDC program would not be eligible to access additional regional capital.

4.2   First Nations who reallocate core capital to projects outside of AANDC level of 
service standards (LOSS) projects would not be eligible to access additional regional 
capital.

4.3  First Nations who reallocate more than 20% of their core capital to low priority 
projects would not be eligible to access additional regional capita

5.0  Eligible Sectors of Additional Regional Infrastructure 
Funding:

5.1  Targeted Programs:

Block funded recipients may be eligible for targeted funding depending on the terms 
and conditions of the targeted program and regional policies.  For example, recipients 
will need to substantiate that they have expended their core capital allocation on 
projects in compliance with both Regional and National priority ranking frameworks 
in order to access FNWWAP funding. 
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5.2  Additional Capital (A-Base) Funding:

Block funded recipients may be eligible for additional funding from the Regional 
A-Base if they can substantiate that they have expended their core capital allocation 
on projects in compliance with both Regional and National priority ranking 
frameworks.  

5.3  Housing

Block funded recipients may be eligible for additional funding from the Regional 
A-Base for health and safety housing projects only.

5.4  SOCIAL HOUSING

Block funded recipients are not eligible for additional A-base funding for social 
housing.

5.5  O&M (Operation & Maintenance):

Block funded recipients may be eligible for additional A-base funding for urgent 
O&M costs related to emergency water/wastewater plant repairs, and/or school 
repairs, based on substantiation of need.

6.0   How to Apply for Additional Capital Funding 

6.1  Application Process (Infrastructure & Housing):

1. Submission of annual FNIIP from the recipient in the accepted format listing all 
current and “new” projects that will require capital funding. 

2. Listing of all projects to be funded from the core capital allocation

3. Determination of the amount of annual core capital allocation and any other 
sources of funding, if applicable, that will be applied to selected Capital projects.

4. Notation of any projects that will require additional AANDC funding.

6.2  Core Capital Expenditure Compliance:

AANDC will review annual audited statements for years in which additional capital was 
received by the First Nations to ensure that the core capital allocation was expended 
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as specified in the FNIIP submitted for that specific audit year.  If actual expenditures 
do not match the FNIIP, the First Nation will not be eligible for additional capital in the 
following fiscal year and thereafter until audit expenditures subscribe to the eligible 
uses identified above.

6.2.1  Compliance process example

A. FN submits current year FNIIP (2013-14), meets eligible criteria for additional 
capital, receives additional capital (in 2013-14)

B. FN submits (2013-14) audit in 2014-15 fiscal year, does not demonstrate they 
expended their 2013-14 core capital on projects listed in 2013-14 FNIIP.  

C. FN is not eligible for additional capital until they have demonstrated the completion 
of projects as listed in their FNIIPs.

7.0  Reimbursement:

If the block funded recipient has an eligible priority capital project, and the region 
does not have the funding to proceed within a specified year, the FN may consider 
bridge financing that project for potential funding reimbursement in some future 
year.  Such requests would only be considered if the priority of those projects 
exceeded the priority of all other year-end funding requests.  
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Appendix 4: Project Implementation

Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent Project Manager

Appendix 4B: ISC Guidelines for First Nations Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP 
Capital Project

Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria and 
Weightings 

Appendix 4D: DISC Sample Professional Services Contract [CN2 Template]
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Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent 
Project Manager

1.0  Introduction

An independent project manager provides project management services without 
being directly associated with the consulting firms providing planning, design and 
construction services. The person hired to perform the duties must have suitable 
technical and professional qualifications matching the size and complexity of the 
project. Usually the project manager is either a registered architect or professional 
engineer with over five years experience in construction project management and 
has experience successfully managing similar projects. The project manager may 
be a sole practitioner or may work for a project management company. The project 
manager is often involved with a project from start to completion, but can also be 
engaged only during the design or construction stages of a project.

Hiring an independent project manager is often the first significant step to implement 
a large project. The three main tasks associated with hiring a project manager if 
using a multiple proposal call are: 

• Preparing a terms of reference [TOR] setting out expected roles and 
responsibilities for the proposed project manager;   

• Sending out requests for proposals [RFP] to selected project management 
firms; 

• Evaluating received proposals against pre-determined criteria.  

Where a First Nation has established a successful working relationship with an 
architectural or engineering consultant, they may consider using this consultant to 
provide project management services until the completion of the Feasibility Stage 
and defer hiring an independent project manager until the beginning of the Design 
Stage. 

An independent project manager should be at arm’s length from the project 
consultant designers. An independent project manager is an advocate for the First 
Nation and should not be in collaboration with the design consultant.  
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Hiring the right person to be the project manager can result in a successful project 
that:

1. Meets the project objectives of the First Nation;
2. Stays on schedule;
3. Stays on budget.

2. Duties of a Project Manager 

The duties of the Project Manager fall under three major headings and involve the 
following: 

2.1 Implementation, Planning, and Project Monitoring 
 □confirming the project definition and First Nation requirements;  

 □establishing the project team, roles, and responsibilities;  

 □establishing lines of communication with all parties throughout the life of the 
project;  

 □generating a project strategy for carrying out the project and for developing 
the project work activities;

 □preparing a detailed project schedule;  

 □monitoring project progress against the schedule and making revisions where 
necessary;  

 □preparing the various project submissions for funding approval;  

 □maintaining project records and files;  

 □reporting on the status of the project to the First Nation administration and/or 
Chief and Council;  

 □evaluating the scope, time, cost, and quality implications of the project and 
any changes.  

2.2  Consultant Services Selection
 □writing the terms of reference [TOR] to request proposals;  

 □determining consultant selection criteria;  

 □selecting a team to choose a consultant;   

 □ recommending approval for award of contract to the successful consultant and 
negotiating the terms of the consulting agreement.
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2.3 Consultant and Construction Contract Management Services  
 □providing advice and recommendations on project procurement options [eg. 
public or invited tender, or construction management in accordance with the 
First Nation’s approved tendering policy];

 □ensuring compliance with the terms of the consultant and construction 
contracts;  

 □checking and dealing the First Nation’s responsibilities for insurance;

 □issuing change orders;  

 □resolving claims and disputes;  

 □assessing the value of work completed;  

 □reviewing progress claims and authorizing payments;  

 □reporting on construction deficiencies to the consultant and contractor and 
making  recommendations for corrective action;  

 □obtaining final reports, record drawings, warranties, manuals, and completion 
certificates;  

 □recommending final payment based on the satisfactory completion of the 
contract requirements;  

 □evaluating the consultant and the contractor.

3. Terms of Reference for Hiring an Independent Project 
Manager 

If a First Nation has already established a successful relationship with an individual 
or firm and does not wish to seek competitive proposals for the position, the terms 
of reference used to hire a project manager can be relatively brief and informal. 
However, as a minimum they should set out the duties of the project manager, as 
described above, and also include: 

• Description of specific project management services required [including 
duration of services];

• Specifying minimum qualifications (e.g. the project manager must be either 
a professional engineer or a registered architect licensed to practice in British 
Columbia, the minimum number of years of experience, etc.);  

• Providing any relevant project information [eg. reports or studies] or special or 
unusual project issues that will be helpful to the individual or firm submitting 
a proposal; 
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• Listing members of the First Nation project team;

• Identifying a proposed schedule;  

• Specifying the terms of payment and cost control.

4. Requesting Proposals 

Prospective project managers asked to submit proposals should provide information 
under the following headings. If a First Nation has established a successful relationship 
with an individual or firm and is proceeding on a sole source basis, the following 
information should still be submitted to the First Nation in a proposal for services.  

 □names and related experience of staff to be part of the project team;  

 □a work plan outline;  

 □anticipated project schedule;  

 □proposed fees   

For more complex projects, additional information should be provided regarding:  

 □understanding of the project;  

 □work plan and associated work activities;  

 □references;  

 □ project staffing plans;  

 □staff résumés;  

5.0  Evaluating Proposals

Criteria normally used to evaluate proposals are as follows. Weights are often 
assigned to the criteria to establish a comparative level of criteria importance. Cost 
of services is generally not weighted as a primary criteria. In comparing proposals, 
the quality of the services and the experience of the personnel are considered the 
key criteria. 

 □Understanding of the project;  

 □Scope of services, work plan, and schedule;  

 □Management of the provided services;  

 □Consultant team;  
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 □Qualifications and experience of the firm;  

 □Cost of services.  

6.0 Project Management Fees Provided by DISC

 Fees requested for project management are part of the project approval process 
and will be reviewed along with project submissions. The maximum allowable fee for 
the combined total of project management and local project coordination is 3% of 
the construction cost. Disbursements would be additional expenses. Fees which are 
considered eligible for reimbursement may be much less than 3% and will be based 
on the size of the project and the services provided as detailed in the submitted 
project management proposal. 

If an independent project management is engaged for the feasibility stage, an initial 
proposal for project management services only for the feasibility stage can often 
simplify the process by eliminating the uncertainty to forecast future project costs 
and complexity. Project management fees can be reviewed and revised through all 
project development stages. 
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Appendix 4B: DISC Guidelines for First Nations 
Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP Capital Project

Purpose: 

This document provides parameters for First Nations to procure a consultant to 
provide professional consulting services for the development and implementation 
of capital projects funded by the DISC Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program 
[CFMP].

General: 

The following procedures are recommended when engaging a consultant:

1. Written Terms of Reference [TOR] to define the assignment; 
2. First Nation acceptance of a written proposal from the consultant which 

includes assignment deliverables, schedules and fees;
3. Written, standard contract signed by the First Nation and the consultant 

which includes dispute mechanisms and termination clauses and directly 
references the written proposal submitted by the consultant;

4. Confirmation of consultant personnel who will work on the assignment; 
5. On-going process for monitoring schedule and costs [written].

Engaging a consultant without the written acceptance of a documented proposal to 
define the scope of the assignment and to determine a schedule and fees is actively 
discouraged. Verbal communication and a handshake are not considered to be in 
the best interests of meeting mutual expectations and an ongoing professional 
relationship.  

A proposal submitted from a professional consultant can be subsequently revised 
based on mutual discussions between the First Nation and the consultant before 
becoming part of the contract. There may be a revision in fees due to proposal 
revisions.
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Definitions: 

Terms of Reference [TOR]:  A description of the assignment to be completed by 
a professional consultant.  A TOR can be verbal, but is almost always written to 
document a common understanding of the assignment.

Proposal: A written response to a TOR from a professional consultant identifying 
how the assignment will be carried out to achieve the specific project objectives. 
The proposal will generally include experience of the firm, personnel to be assigned 
to the project, work processes to be completed, a proposed schedule and proposed 
fees.  

Request for Proposal [RFP]: An invitation to a number of professional consultants 
[or one professional consultant in selected cases] to submit a proposal in response 
to a written TOR. A set of criteria which will be used to evaluate the firms submitting 
proposals should be included with the RFP. 

Total DISC Project Cost [TIPC]: All DISC costs for all stages including contingencies 
as applicable. 

Minor Projects:  Estimated TIPC  <  $1.5M

Major Projects:  Estimated TIPC  >  $1.5M

Consultant Selection:

The process for selecting a consultant will be influenced by the factors listed.  A 
larger, more complex project will generally result in a longer and more stringent 
selection process. 

• Complexity of the project

• Size of the project

• Expected consultant costs

• Previous working relationship with a consultant

• Expertise of a consultant

• Availability of consultant to assign time and resources to the project. 
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Consultant selection will generally follow one of two processes:

1. Multiple source selection – numerous consultants [generally 3 to 5] are solicited 
to submit proposals to complete the assignment.  The proposals received are 
comparatively assessed to award the contract to the professional consultant with 
the “best value” proposal which meets the objectives of the TOR;

2. Sole source selection – one consultant is solicited to submit a proposal to complete 
the assignment.

Consultant Costs:

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists in B.C. [APEGBC] 
and the Architectural Institute of BC [AIBC] publish guidelines for determining 
professional fees. Professional costs can include project management fees, design 
fees, subconsultant fees and expenses/disbursements. Fees for large value projects 
are generally considered on a % basis while small value projects generally are costed 
on an hourly basis.

Procurement Guidelines:

1.Feasibility Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants for any value of project can be a sole source 
selection or a multiple source selection;

2.Design Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants should be in accordance with the criteria 
listed below. Unless specifically required in the feasibility stage contract [not usual 
and not recommended], there is no obligation for a First Nation to engage the 
feasibility stage consultant for design stage professional services. 

• Minor Projects: Multiple source selection or sole source selection; 

• Major Projects:  Multiple source selection is the recommended approach.
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3. Construction Stage Professional Services

Engaging the design stage consultant based on a sole source selection to provide 
construction stage professional services is highly recommended. 

If there is a working relationship issue between the First Nation and the design stage 
consultant and the procurement of another professional consultant is required at 
this stage, procurement of a professional consultant for any value of project can be 
multiple source selection or a sole source selection.
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Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix 
with Selection Criteria and Weightings
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Appendix 4D: ISC Sample Professional Services 
Contract [CN2 Template]

APPENDIX 4D

The document CN2 — Contracting for Professional Services by First Nations and 
Aboriginal Communities provides information on how to hire professional consultants 
and provides a sample contract for consideration by the First Nation.  See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM Program — Project Information — Best Practices for 
Construction Contracting: 

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050
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Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional 
Engineer or Professional Geoscientist [excerpt from 
APEGBC Website]
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Appendix 5: Sample Terms of Reference

Appendix 5A: Terms of Reference - Feasibility Study 

Appendix 5B: Terms of Reference - Design Stage [Sample]

Appendix 5C: Terms of Reference - Construction and Post-Construction stage 
[Sample]
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Appendix 5A: Terms of Reference  - Feasibility Study 
[Sample]

SAMPLE TERMS OF REFERENCE  FOR A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Table of Contents

1.0 Introduction .......................................................................................1

2.0 Objective .......................................................................................1

3.0 Definitions .......................................................................................1

4.0 Scope of Work .......................................................................................3

5.0 Requirements .......................................................................................5

6.0 Proposals .......................................................................................6

7.0 Schedule .......................................................................................6

8.0 Terms of Payment and Cost Control .....................................................7

9. Contract Agreement ............................................................................7
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This section is intended to provide a description of the community, its location and 
site specific knowledge.  Any and all background information specific to the study 
issues should be provided, including such things as maps, engineering reports, 
studies, observations, etc.

Projects should be derived from either the First Nations Comprehensive Community 
Plan, Community Development Plan, Physical Development Plan, or based on a need 
to improve or replace existing infrastructure.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

A clear and precise description of the objective(s) that need to be met should be 
identified in this section.  Any and all options that should be reviewed are to be 
identified.

3.0 DEFINITIONS:

3.1    Qualified Consultant means a firm of:

• Professional Engineers registered with the Association of Professional

• Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia

• Professional Planners registered with the Planning Institute of British Columbia

• Professional Architects registered the Architects Institute of British Columbia.

3.2 Design Guidelines – Indigenous Affairs and Northern Development (DISC) 
have published design guidelines for water systems, wastewater systems, and road 
works.  These publications serve as guides in the design and preparation of plans and 
specifications.

3.3 Level of Service Standards (LOSS) identify levels of service that may be 
funded from within existing budgets and from DISC programs priorities of health, 
safety, and education.  These standards essentially set limits on development which 
in turn affect the capital planning process.
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3.4 Life Cycle Cost is a mathematical procedure which describes the life costs 
(e.g., construction, operations, maintenance, major maintenance, and disposal) of 
an asset in terms of a rolled up current dollar amount which reflects the effects of 
monetary interest and price inflation.  A life cycle cost analysis provides a hypothetical 
method of comparing competing options of the basis of which one makes better 
economic sense in terms of total costs.

3.5 Class “D” Cost Estimate is a preliminary estimate which, due to little or no site 
information, indicates the approximate magnitude of cost of the proposed project, 
based on the client’s broad requirements.  This overall cost estimate may be derived 
from lump sum or unit costs as identified in the construction cost manual for a similar 
project.  It may be used to obtain approval in principle and for discussion purposes.

3.6 Class “C” Cost Estimate is prepared with limited site information and is based 
on probable conditions affecting the project.  It represents the summation of all 
identifiable project component costs.  It is used for program planning, establishing a 
more specific definition of client needs, and to obtain approval in principle.

3.7 Community Development Plan deals with:

• Social-economic development for the community;

• planned land use and type of future development.

3.8 Physical Development Plan deals with:

• planned community physical services such as water, sewer, roads, utilities, 
etcetera, required to meet the development proposals of the Community 
Development Plan

• other planned community services and facilities such as, but not limited to, 
recreation facilities, education facilities and health care facilities.

• the provision of a short term capital plan, usually 5 years to guide the community 
capital development.

3.9 Feasibility Study:

• identifies options that can be implemented to meet project requirements;

• examines the options in terms of engineering and economic feasibility; 

• recommends a preferred option.
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3.10 Project Team consists of members that will participate in guiding the 
consultant engaged for the Feasibility Study to ensure that all essential elements of 
the project are considered and met.  The team may include: 

• Project Leader

• Project Manager

• Chief Administrator/Band Manager

• Councillor in charge of public works

• Public Works Maintenance Officer

• DISC Capital Management Officer

• DISC Engineer

4.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The work of this contract compromises, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:

4.1 Review all existing relevant information including aerial photographs, 
topographic mapping, reports, plans, designs, as-built drawings, and other 
information.

4.2 Visit the site and meet with site representatives to become acquainted with 
site conditions and concerns of the bands, including population expansion, future 
demands on services, potential land acquisitions, existing land encumbrances, and 
other relevant design parameters.

4.3 Review the First Nation’s development and capital plans to determine if the 
conclusions and recommendations are still valid.

4.4 Prepare at least three conceptual layout options of the proposed works for 
the band’s review.  These layouts must be tied into existing legal survey controls.

Site planning must take into account community growth patterns and service demands 
and shall include an assessment of all undeveloped areas with the communities for 
potential housing and community building sites.
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The advantages and disadvantages of each conceptual layout option and its suitability 
shall be examined in terms of:

• level of service,

• climatic conditions,

• Class “D” life cycle costs,

• land encumbrance,

• land usage,

• environmental impacts 

• acceptability to the band membership

• other factors the consultant considers relevant. 

The consultant should make a recommendation as to the preferred conceptual layout 
option and must obtain approval from the First Nation representatives for the chosen 
option before proceeding further.

4.5 Upon selection of the preferred conceptual layout option, the consultant 
shall undertake studies to address land suitability topics such as: 

• foundations,

• drainage,

• frost penetration,

• ground water conditions,

• wastewater disposal,

• road construction,

• erosion protection,

• flood control, 

• other topics the consultant considers relevant. 

4.6 Prepare an environmental scoping study to outline any environmental 
impacts anticipated for the completed project.
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4.7 Prepare a feasibility study that includes:

• project description

• project justification 

• discussion of existing facilities,

• proposed level of standards to be met,

• conceptual designs for all conceptual layout options along with Class “D” life 
cycle cost estimates,

• Class “C” life cycle cost estimate for the preferred conceptual layout option,

• an environmental assessment outline report identifying any potential impacts 
and mitigation requirements for the duration of the project and at completion,

• all studies, 

• where studies were not completed, identify assumptions with respect to soils, 
existing services, expansion plans, etc.

Sufficient copies should be prepared for distribution to the project team.

Two copies of the study [paper copy and pdf format] should be forwarded to DISC for 
their review requirements.

5.0 REQUIREMENTS:

5.1 The cost estimates shall include allowances for construction, engineering, 
and contingencies.  The construction cost estimates shall indicate approximate 
quantities and unit costs.  When evaluating alternative designs the consultant shall 
bear in mind the objective of minimizing capital cost, and annual operation and 
maintenance costs.

5.2 All correspondence shall be addressed to the Project Leader or the Project 
Manager. 

5.3 Subdivision planning and infrastructure development should conform to the 
various guidelines, legislation, codes, standards, codes of good practice. 

5.4 The consultant shall review, arrange for and carry out any field surveys, pump 
tests, soils investigations and testing required to ensure the technical feasibility of 
proposed works.
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5.5 The consultant shall apply to his own professional stamp or seal and signature 
to identify his professional responsibility.

5.6 All drawings shall be prepared in metric units and include the band logo.

6.0 PROPOSALS:

6.1 The consultant shall submit 6 copies of a proposal to the Project Leader or 
the Project Manager for the work stipulated under these Terms of Reference which 
shall include a:

• proposed methodology;

• time schedule for project completion;

• personnel list including the principal in charge;

• a list of relevant project experience;

• a list of all sub consultants and their company resumes;

• fee list with breakdown of tasks and associated costs

7.0 SCHEDULE:

7.1 The work stipulated under these Terms of Reference shall commence within 
two weeks of notice of award.

7.2 The work stipulated in the original contract shall be completed by:

________________ (Date)
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8.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT AND COST CONTROL:

8.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

8.2 The consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed over the billing period.

8.3 No payment will be made toward the cost of work incurred to remedy errors 
or omissions for which the consultant is responsible.

8.4 If at any time during the progress of the work the consultant considers his 
contract fee will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen event or change in the 
terms by the band he shall immediately provide the Project Leader/Project Manager 
with the complete details.

8.5 At no time shall the contract fee be exceeded prior to written approval

9.0 CONTRACT AGREEMENT:

The consultant will be commissioned to the work by a duly authorized contract 
Agreement with the band.
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Appendix 5B:  Terms of Reference – Design Stage 
[Sample]

TERMS OF REFERENCE PROVISION OF ENGINEERING SERVICES PRELIMINARY AND 
DETAILED DESIGN STAGE OF MUNICIPAL WORKS FOR THE

[ Insert Name ]

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction

2. Background

3. Objectives

4. Project Team

5. Scope of Work

6. Execution

7. Terms of Payment
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

[Insert Band Name] seeks the provision of engineering services for the preliminary 
and detailed design including the development of drawings, specifications and 
tender documents for [insert project name].

The Consultant will adopt a team approach in working together with [Insert Band 
Name] representatives as well as Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (DISC) staff 
to develop the preliminary and detailed design.

2.0 BACKGROUND

 [Insert project description and background]

3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this contract is to provide all planning and engineering services 
required for preliminary and detailed design of the above mention project.

[Elaborate and include project objectives]

4.0 PROJECT TEAM

4.1 Band

The Band refers to the [insert band name].  The contract for engineering services is 
between the Band and the Consultant.  These Terms of Reference form part of the 
contract between the Band and Consultant.

4.2 Project Manager or Project Leader

The project manager/leader is a representative of the Band engaged to manage 
the contract between the Band and Consultant as well as the funding agreement 
between the Band and DISC.
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4.3 Consultant

The Consultant is the individual, firm, or corporation identified in contract to complete 
the preliminary and detailed design.  

4.4 DISC Engineer 

The DISC engineer is a technical representative of DISC.  The DISC engineer will 
review the preliminary design and detailed design for compliance with applicable 
standards, regulations and guidelines, sound engineering practice, operational and 
maintenance issues and overall cost.  

5.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work includes but is not necessarily limited to the following:

5.1  Preliminary Design

5.1.1 Preliminary Design Report 

The Preliminary Design Report shall contain the following information:

a. Updated project description and project justification —any deviations to the 
project description and project justification stated in the previous feasibility 
study are to be identified and explained.

b. Preliminary design investigations — Complete site investigations that are 
necessary for the detailed designs.  These investigations may include but 
are not necessarily limited to:
 » Geotechnical Investigation

 » Site Survey

 » Environmental Investigation

 » Archaeological Assessment

The additional field investigation and research completed should include identifying 
the design concepts assessed, the investigation methodologies used, the results 
obtained, and the conclusions and recommendations determined.
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c. Preliminary design criteria — Provide a summary of the preliminary design 
criteria and calculations used in the design such as utility system demands, 
building loadings, treatment system capacities, populations and areas 
served, expected treatment quality parameters, applicable codes and 
standards and any other factors to be used in the design process. The DISC 
Design Guidelines provide additional information requirements for water, 
wastewater and road projects. Note that the water and wastewater design 
guidelines contain a checklist useful to designers to ensure that specified 
design aspects are considered.

d. Cost estimate — Include a Class “B” cost estimate of all project costs 
from the feasibility stage to the post construction stage.  Cost estimate 
definitions are described in Appendix 1 - Cost Estimates.

e. Comments from Regulatory Agencies — Identify, contact, provide 
information and seek comments from regulatory agencies which are 
relevant to or may have an interest in the project. Include copies of any 
correspondence with regulatory agencies providing their review comments.

 Depending on the type of project, the regulatory agencies may include:

 » First Nations Health Authority— drinking water, wastewater and solid 
waste disposal;

 » Environment Canada — wastewater, solid waste disposal, Species at Risk 
issues;

 » Fisheries and Oceans Canada —all works impacting fish bearing waters;

 » Transport Canada — navigable waters;

 » BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands — lands management;

 » BC Ministry of Environment — fish and wildlife;

 » BC Ministry of Transportation— public road access, and works involving 
public roads.

f. Land Encumbrance Confirmation—confirm the land tenure identified in 
the feasibility study. Land encumbrance issues, such as establishment of a 
right-of-ways, easements, utility permits, etc., need to be addressed.

g. Permits — identify any permits required for construction. Communications 
with the issuing authorities should be documented to indicate that 
the permits will be provided at the construction stage. Depending on 
the construction activities, permits may include timber permits, gravel 
extraction permits, solid waste disposal permits, highways permits, burning 
permits and provincial land tenure permits.
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Timber permits and gravel extraction permits issued by DISC require significant 
processing time. Advance planning for obtaining these permits is recommended. 
Practical Guide to Capital Projects—Timber Permits provides additional details 
regarding the permit process and the associated environmental assessment 
requirements.

5.1.2 Preliminary Design Drawings and Outline Specifications 

Provide sufficient detail to adequately describe the scope, limit, location and 
operation of the proposed project. For example, the preliminary drawings for a 
water treatment plant should include a site plan with the building location, inlet/
outlet piping, site services, building floor plan, building sections and elevations, 
flow diagram, schematic piping and instrumentation diagrams, hydraulic grade 
line profile, and building equipment layout. Outline specifications are required to 
adequately describe work components. 

5.1.3 Environmental Detailed Study  

The Environmental Detailed Study details the environmental impacts, mitigation 
measures and monitoring requirements related to the construction and operation of 
the proposed works.

5.2 Final Design

5.2.1 Final Design Report

 The Final Design Report shall contain the following information:

a. Updated Project Description and Project Justification — any deviations to 
the project description and project rationale stated in the previous funding 
applications, the feasibility study and preliminary design reports are to be 
identified and explained.

b. Design Criteria — summary of the final design criteria and calculations 
used in the project design, applicable codes and standards and any other 
salient factors used in the design process. The DISC Design Guidelines 
provide additional information requirements for water, wastewater and road 
projects. Note that the water and wastewater design guidelines contain a 
checklist useful to designers to ensure that specified design aspects are 
considered.

c. Cost Estimate — include a Class “A” estimate of total project costs for 
all stages (feasibility to post construction) including a breakdown of 
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proposed funding to be provided by DISC and a description of any other 
funding sources. A contingency allowance of 10% of the estimated project 
construction cost is generally included in this estimate..

d. Project Schedule — Include an updated schedule for the completion of the 
project with time durations provided for the tender period, contract award, 
construction and post construction phases.

e. Commissioning Plan — Outlines the consultant’s proposed process to 
inspect, test and prepare the completed works for their intended operation 
throughout their design life. See the applicable design guidelines for 
commissioning requirements for specific projects. Including a training 
component for First Nations operator during the commissioning process is 
recommended.

f. Draft Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual — Required to provide 
direction to potential operators for the operation and maintenance of a 
facility during construction and subsequent to facility completion before a 
finalized O&M manual is produced at project completion. Refer to the DISC 
design guidelines for water and wastewater for the contents expected in an 
O&M manual. 

g. O&M Training Plan — Provide a training plan for O&M operators that 
includes some level of training during project construction so that operators 
are prepared to safely and effectively operate and maintain the new project 
facilities upon project completion.

h. O&M Cost Estimate —A Class “A” estimate of the O&M costs for the 
completed project is required along with a determination of funding 
available from DISC and other First Nation revenues. For major assets 
such as water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants and schools, 
the estimated O&M funding required to operate and maintain the facility 
(until programmed DISC O&M funding is available through a funding 
arrangement) is to be determined, and this amount is to be included in the 
total project costs.

i. Land Encumbrance Check — Provide a current land encumbrance check if 
the previous check has exceeded the one year validity period. Agreements 
for constructing on non-band lands must be documented. Where any 
proposed works encroach on privately held (non-band, certificate of 
possession) lands, a legal right-of-way will be required to ensure the 
First Nation’s right of access to the lands for the purpose of constructing, 
operating and maintaining the works.

j. Permits — include finalized permits or draft permits/authorizations (DFO) 
in sufficient detail to be readily finalized should the project proceed to the 
construction stage.

k. Comments from Regulatory Agencies — include copies of correspondence 
from applicable regulatory agencies. Any conditions applied by these 
regulatory agencies are to be incorporated into the design to the approval 
of the agencies prior to the project proceeding to the construction stage.
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5.2.2 Final Design Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents

Final design drawings, specifications and tender documents must be complete and 
have sufficient detail for a contractor to bid on the project and construct the project 
strictly in accordance with the specified requirements.

All required environmental mitigation measures should be clearly identified in the 
design drawings and specifications. All drawings and specifications must be signed 
and sealed by a professional registered to practice in BC. 

5.2.3 Environmental Detailed Study (Finalized)

Submitted with any required amendments to incorporate mitigation measures into 
the project final design. 

6.0   EXECUTION

6.1 Project Implementation

6.1.1 Review the existing documents, reports, drawings, and correspondents 
relevant to the project.

6.1.2 Visit the site and meet with First Nation representatives to become acquainted 
with site conditions and the concerns of the Band, including population expansion, 
future demands on services, potential land acquisitions, existing land encumbrances 
and other relevant design parameters.

6.1.3 Carry out all required field survey work and investigations.

6.1.4 Complete the preliminary and detailed design work in conformance with 
applicable guidelines, standards and regulations including:  

• DISC Design Guidelines for Water Works in BC Region,

• DISC Design Guidelines for Wastewater Systems in B.C. Region

• DISC Design Guidelines for Road Works in B.C. Region,
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6.1.5 Consult with Band to select appropriate service level for the project.  Refer 
to DISC Level of Service Standard (LOSS) publications to identify the level of service 
that will be funded by DISC and consult with the band to determine if they are willing 
to fund a higher level of service.

6.1.6 The preliminary and detailed design stage of the capital project will be 
divided into two phases:

• Preliminary Design Phase 

• Detailed Design Phase 

The deliverables for each phase will be submitted in draft form for review and 
comments prior to proceeding to the next phase.  The Project Manager or Project 
Leader will consult with the Band and forward the deliverables to DISC for comments 
following each phase.  The consultant shall respond to all comments prior to finalizing 
the deliverables.
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6.2 Deliverables

Deliverable Format Reviewer

Preliminary Design Report
• Project Description & 

Justification
• Preliminary Design 

Investigation
• Preliminary Design Criteria
• Class “B” Cost Estimate 
• Land Encumbrance Check
• Permits and Comment 

from Regulatory Agencies

One paper and one digital - 
signed and sealed

First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer (Water/Waste-

water Project Engineer)

Preliminary Design Drawings an 
Outline Specifications 

One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer (Water/Waste-

water Project Engineer)

Environmental  Assessment Study 
Report

One paper and one digital - 
signed 

First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer

Final Design Report 
• Project Description & 

Rational 
• Design Criteria
• Class “A” Cost Estimate
• Schedule
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Plan 
• Class “A” O&M Cost 

Estimate
• O&M Training Plan
• Land Encumbrance Check
• Permits and Comment 

from Regulatory Agencies

One paper and one digital - 
signed and sealed

First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer (Water/Waste-

water Project Engineer)

Environmental Detailed Study 
(Finalized)

One paper and one digital - 
signed

First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer

Tender Documents and Specifica-
tions

One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC Proj-
ect Engineer (Water/Waste-

water Project Engineer)
Design Drawings One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC Proj-

ect Engineer (Water/Waste-
water Project Engineer)
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6.3 Schedule

Time is of the essence.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference shall commence within 2 weeks of 
notice of award.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference shall be completed by [completion 
date].

6.4 Project Cost Control

The consultant is responsible for managing the overall cost of the project.  If at any 
time the scope of the project is changed resulting from unforeseen design constraints 
or requests to modify the design which will affect the overall cost of the project or 
the O&M cost, the constant shall immediately notify the Project Manager/Leader and 
provide an explanation and updated cost estimated.

7.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT

7.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

7.2 The Consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval, submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed.  Invoices shall show the hours charged by 
each person for each task and the hourly rate.  Back-up for these items, or itemized 
receipt, shall be provided with every invoice.  The proportions of hours spent by 
team members on tasks shall general conform to the proposal. 

7.3 The Consultant’s proposal shall include an allowance for meetings, 
discussions, and responding to review comments.

7.4 No payment will be made on the cost of work incurred to remedy errors or 
omissions for which the Consultant is responsible.

7.5 If at any time during the progress of the work, the Consultant considers that 
the cost figure outlined in the contract will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen 
event or change in the Terms of Reference, he shall immediately provide the Project 
Manager with complete details.  AT NO TIME SHALL THE CONTRACT FEE (i.e. the 
ceiling cost figure) BE EXCEEDED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF 
THE PROJECT MANAGER OR PROJECT LEADER.
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Appendix 5C: Terms of Reference - Construction 
and Post-Construction Stage [Sample]

NOTES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS “STANDARD” TERMS OF REFERENCE:

The square brackets and contents inside square brackets should be deleted and 
replaced with the required information.

This Terms of Reference is intended for use on band managed projects for the 
planning and design of new development areas.

 TERMS OF REFERENCE PROVISION OF ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR 
TENDERING, CONSTRUCTION STAGE AND POST-CONSTRUCTION STAGE OF 

MUNICIPAL WORKS FOR THE

[ Insert Name ]

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction

2. Background

3. Objectives

4. Project Team

5. Scope of Work

6. Execution

7. Terms of Payment
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

[Insert Band Name] seeks the provision of engineering services during the tendering, 
construction stage and post-construction stage for the [insert project name].  

The Consultant will adopt a team approach in working together with [Insert Band 
Name] representatives, prospective bidders/contractor; and Indigenous and Northern 
Affairs Canada (DISC) staff.

2.0 BACKGROUND

 [Insert project description and background]

3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this contract is to provide all engineering services required during the 
tendering, construction stage and post-construction stage of the above mentioned 
project.

[Elaborate including project objectives]

4.0 PROJECT TEAM

4.1 Band

The Band refers to the [insert band name].  The contract for engineering services is 
between the Band and the Consultant.  These Terms of Reference form part of the 
contractual agreement between the Band and Consultant.

4.2 Project Manager or Project Leader

The project manager or project leader is a representative of the Band engaged to 
manage the contract between the Band and consultant and between the Band and 
contractor as well as the funding agreement between the Band and DISC.
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4.3 Consultant

The consultant is the individual, firm, or corporation identified in contact to provide 
the services stipulated in these Terms of Reference.  

4.4  DISC Engineer 

The DISC engineer is a technical representative of DISC.  The DISC engineer will 
monitor the progress of the project and review contingency release and cost overrun 
applications and the completion report.

5.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work includes but is not necessarily limited to the following:

5.1 Tender Administration

5.1.1 Administer all works related to the tender call, including:

• Preparing tender documents, specifications and drawings

• Advertising

• Reply to queries and preparing addendums

• Arranging a site inspection by interested bidders if deemed necessary

• Witnessing the tender opening.

5.1.2 Review and assess tenders and make recommendations for award. Prepare a 
summary of the tenders received, a tender analysis, a recommendation for contract 
award and submit a copy of the executed contract. The tender analysis is to compare 
the recommended bid against the Class ”A” cost estimate and provide an explanation 
for any variances exceeding 15%. Should the lowest tender exceed the allocated DISC 
funding level, a substantiated request for additional funding should be submitted. In 
some cases where funding is limited, an assessment of options to reduce the scope 
of work may be required.
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5.2 Construction Services

5.2.1 Provide the services of a Field Reviewer (FR), who is a Professional Engineer, 
to be responsible for assurance of the works in all material respects to design and 
construction standards.  The FR should make regular site visits, until completion of 
the works.  The FR may or may not be the Engineer of Record (EOR).

5.2.2 Provide a resident inspector to inspect, monitor, measure, and test the 
Contractor’s work on a full time basis until completion of the work to assure that 
construction works substantially comply in all material respects to design and 
construction standards.  The resident inspector may or may not be the Field Review 
or a Professional Engineer.  Where the resident inspector is not a Professional 
Engineer, direct supervision by the FR should provide specific instructions on what 
to observe, check, confirm, test, record and report.  Where engineering judgement 
or decisions is required the inspector must refer back to the FR.  The FR may call on 
the Engineer of Record to address the issue.

5.2.3 Check and certify the Contractor’s progress claims for the purpose of 
recommending payment;

5.2.4 Provide a liaison between the Contractor, the Band, and others (e.g. B.C. 
Hydro, B.C. Tel, Water Rights, DISC etc.).

5.2.5 Resolve conflicts that may arise between parties during construction.

5.2.6 Ensure that all required approvals have been obtained.

5.2.7 Arrange for such services as concrete testing, soils testing and analysis, and 
other services that the Consultant deems necessary.

5.2.8 Arrange for environmental monitoring and/or archaeological monitoring as 
deemed necessary.

5.2.9 Prepare interim and final completion/performance certificates.
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5.3 Environmental Monitor

If required, provide an environmental monitor as recommended by the Environmental 
Detailed Study and/or as required by permits, approvals, regulation and/or guidelines.  
The environmental monitor shall be a scientist or engineer specializing in the 
environment.

5.4 Archaeological Monitor

If required, provide an archaeological monitor as recommended by the Archaeological 
Assessment Study and/or as required by Band’s archaeological policy.

5.5 Permits and Approvals

Obtain any permits and approvals from regulatory agencies that were not finalized 
as part of the design stage.  

5.6 Project Meeting

Arrange a preconstruction meeting, monthly progress meetings, and a project 
completion meeting between the Contractor, First Nations representatives and 
Consultant.

5.7 Builders Lien Act and Certificate of Completion

The Consultant shall act as the Payment Certifier for the head contractor with 
reference to the Builders Lien Act.

5.8 Commissioning

If required, manage the commissioning of the project and provide additional start-
up services as outlined in the Commissioning Plan included in the design stage 
deliverables. 

5.9 Training

If required, provide training as outlined in the Draft Training Plan included in the 
design stage deliverables. 
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5.10 Legal Survey

Provide the services of a Land Surveyor commissioned by the Association of British 
Columbia Land Surveyors to complete a legal survey of the project area and register 
the survey plan.

5.11 Documentation

5.11.1 Daily Inspection Reports

The resident inspector shall prepare daily inspection reports.  The report shall include 
for that day:

• Work completed

• Inspection test completed

• Contractors equipment and crew working on site

• Material delivered to site

• Weather and temperature

• Changes to Contract

• Record of force account work

• Visitors to site

• Discussion with contractor and/or other relevant agencies

• Coloured photos

5.11.2 Project Meeting Minutes

Prepare minutes of any project meetings between the First Nations representatives, 
Consultant and Contractor and submitted to all parties involved in the meeting.

5.11.3 Change Orders and Force Account Work

 All change orders and force account work shall be approved by the Project 
Manager or Project Leader. Prepare submissions for change orders and force 
account work approval.  The submissions should include a detailed description of 
the necessity for such work, the quantities involved, the Consultant’s estimate, and 
the Contractor’s quote.
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5.11.4 Progress Estimates and Budget Tracking

The consultant shall prepare Progress Estimates, within 5 days after the end of the 
calendar month for the purpose of:

• Evaluating the contractor’s progress claim and issuing Payment Certificates; 
and

• Tracking and updating the project budget.

The Progress Estimate shall set out as of the end of the last day of the proceeding 
month:

a. The total value of the Work completed and the materials and products 
incorporated into the Work

b. Total quantity or percentage completed for each payment item 
c. Holdback amounts if any
d. Total amount owing by the Band to the Contractor

In addition to the amount set out in the proceeding month the Progress Estimate 
shall also include the previous Progress Estimate amounts and the projected contract 
value.  The projected contract value shall include all change orders and force account 
work whether approved or foreseen.  The projected contract value shall be tracked 
for budget purposes.

5.11.5 Project Schedule Updates

The tender and contract documents shall require the contractor to submit a project 
schedule with the Form of Tender and to update the schedule if changes occur.  The 
schedule shall show all major and critical tasks and the critical path of the project.  
The consultant shall monitor the progress of the project relative to the schedule.  If 
the consultant observes the contractor falling behind schedule or if changes occur to 
the contract which will extend the contract, the consultant shall request an updated 
schedule with an explanation for the delays.  All schedule update shall be forwarded 
to the Project Manager or Project Leader with explanation.  

5.11.6 Contingency allowance release (if required)

Assist the First Nation in preparing documentation to request the release of a portion 
or all of any contingency allowance that has been approved and held by DISC. 
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5.11.7 Cost overrun application (if required)

Assist the First Nation in preparing documentation to may request additional project 
funding above the approved total project cost. 

5.12 Completion Report

Completion report to be submitted on letter size paper, bound in a three ring binder. 
Prints of reduced drawings are to be stamped and sealed and bound into the binder.  
The completion report is to include:

5.12.1 Project Expenditure Accounting

All final project expenditures including all First Nation, consultant and contractor 
expenses as applicable must be reconciled by the First Nation. This reconciliation 
must match the project expenditure accounting which will be detailed in the First 
Nation financial audit report.

The final project costs are to be broken down according to the various elements of 
the project and are to be compared to the Class “A” estimates and to the approved 
requests for DISC project funding. Any significant variances are to be explained. 
The final costs are to include the costs of planning, design, project management, 
construction (include final contractor payment certificate complete with all change 
orders), professional services during construction and completion reporting.  Any 
surplus funding shall be identified. 

Consult with the Band in preparation of the project expenditure accounting.

5.12.2 Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) Forms

Completed and seal the CAIS forms.  The Project Manager will forward the forms to 
chief councillor for signature, as required for each new community asset. The forms 
are also to identify any existing assets that were deleted by the new project.  See 
DISC’s A Practical Guide to Capital Projects, BC Region, Appendix 15 for blank CAIS 
forms.
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5.12.3 Project Implementation History 

a. Description of the project including why the project was necessary and the 
option selected to resolve the problem;

b. Project construction ( or procurement) process (e.g.: public tender, 
construction management);

c. The construction contract award process and rationale including a 
comparison of the costs from all bidders;

d. The number of construction contracts in the project complete with a 
description of the contracts;

e. A project synopsis describing problems or outstanding issues, areas of 
special interest, variances from the original project scope complete with 
their justification, project scheduling challenges, project deficiencies;

f. Consultant summary of construction costs including budgets, variances and 
change order history;

g. A description of any training programs implemented including the duration 
of training and number of personnel trained;

5.12.4 Project Participants Listing

During the duration of the project including the project team members, the 
project manager and/or project management firm, the design professional(s), the 
construction inspector(s) and contractors.

5.12.5 Project Milestones Chronological Listing

Dates of design completion, project approval, funding approval, contract award, 
construction start, substantial completion date, final completion date, start and end 
of warranty period, and completion reporting submission date.

5.12.6 Project Documentation (as applicable)

a. Field inspection reports as prepared by the project professionals’ inspectors 
during construction;

b. Inspection test results for any materials and installation testing conducted 
during construction;

c. Colour photographs to document the project history from start to finish;
d. Commissioning report(s) for the final inspection, testing, set-up and start-

up of systems and controls;
e. National Building Code Schedules “A”, “B” and “C” for building projects 
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f. Fuel tank registration;
g. A complete set of reduced record drawing prints. The Record Drawings 

are annotated, signed and sealed as follows: “These Record Drawings 
accurately record all significant design changes known to me, having 
exercised due diligence in monitoring construction of the work, and the 
design as represented by these Record Drawings substantially conforms 
with the design intent.”

h. One complete set of digital record drawings in Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) format;
i. DISC Design Guidelines for Water and Wastewater Systems outline the 

requirements for the development of O&M Manuals. See Appendix 16 for 
location of these guidelines;

j. Copy of the posted legal survey plan. In that legal registration of the survey 
plan may not be available for some time after project completion, a copy 
of the “ready for registration” plan that has been submitted for registration 
is acceptable. The registered plan is to ensure that all community assets 
are legally protected for the use, operation and maintenance by the First 
Nation;

k. Copies of all permits and authorizations (DFO) issued;
l. Mitigation Measures Compliance Form – sign-off form documenting 

environmental compliance during construction for projects where a Detailed 
Environmental Review was required. This form may also be required at 
DISC’s discretion for projects where a Simple Environmental Review was 
required. See Appendix 11G for a copy of this form.

m. A signed, sealed and dated professional certification statement by a 
qualified professional architect/engineer that should read: “I hereby give 
assurance that all constructed works in this project have been completed in 
general accordance with the record drawings, the project specifications and 
the general codes and standards, that all required testing has been carried 
out in accordance with the specifications, applicable codes and standards 
and generally accepted procedures and that required environmental 
mitigation measures identified in the project have been implemented.”

Note: 

The completion report will be forwarded to DISC by the Band to meet the reporting 
requirements of the funding agreement.  In addition to the documentation prepared 
by the consultant the Band will need to provide following documentation:
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First Nation Letter of Acceptance — states chief and council’s acceptance of the 
completed project and confirmation of final costs (including First Nation, consultant 
and contractor costs as applicable). The letter is to be signed by authorized personnel, 
usually the chief administrator or band manager, and should be addressed to the 
First Nation’s assigned capital specialist. 

Certificate of Completion — is to be completed by the First Nation’s authorized 
project manager and attached to the letter of acceptance.  DISC’s A Practical Guide to 
Capital Projects, BC Region Appendix 13 includes a sample Certificate of Completion 
for Capital Project form from the First Nations National Reporting Guide.
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Deliverable Format Reviewer

Tender Document, Specification an 
Drawings

2 hard copies bound for First 
Nation

Bound hard copies as Required 
by Tenderers

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Contract Documents 3 hard copies bound -signed and 
sealed

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Daily Site Inspection Reports and 
Inspection Test Results

1 copy - Email, Fax, or Hardcopy First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Schedule Updates As required 1 copy - Eail and 
hard copy 

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Payment Certificates and Progress 
Estimates

Monthly 
1 copy - Email and hard copy

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Completion Report 
• Project Expenditure 

Accounting
• CAIS forms
• Project Implementation 

History
• Project Participants List
• Project Milestones
• Chronological List
• Site Inspection Reports
• Inspection Test Results
• Colour Photographs
• Commissioning Report
• National Building Code 

Schedules
• Fire Commissioner’s Final 

Inspection Letter
• Signed and Sealed Record 

Drawings
• Record Drawings PDF 

Format
• O&M Manual
• Copies of Permits and 

Authorizations
• Posted Legal Survey Plan
• Professional Certification 

Statement

One paper copy and one digital - 
signed and sealed

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Management Officer 
and DISC Engineer. 

6.0 EXECUTION

APPENDIX 5C
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6.1 Implementation

The Consultant shall execute all tasks stipulated in these Terms of Reference scope 
of work in a timely manner. 

6.2 Deliverables

6.3 Schedule

Time is of the essence.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference, starting with the call for tenders 
and preparation of tender documents, shall commence within 1 weeks of notice of 
award.

The consultant is responsible for tracking the progress of the project.

6.4 Project Cost Control

The consultant is responsible for managing the overall cost of the project.  If at any 
time the scope of the project is changed resulting from unforeseen circumstances 
or requests to modify the design, which will affect the overall cost of the project 
or O&M cost, the constant shall immediately notify the Project Manager or Project 
Leader and provide an explanation and updated cost estimated.

7.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT

7.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

7.2 The Consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval, submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed.  Invoices shall show the hours charged by 
each person for each task, and the hourly rate.  Back-up for these items, or itemized 
receipt, shall be provided with every invoice.  The proportion of hours spent by team 
members on tasks shall generally conform to the proposal.  The hourly rate shall be 
identical to the rate quoted in the proposal.

7.3 The Consultant’s proposal shall include an allowance for meetings, 
discussions, and responding to review comments.

7.4 No payment will be made on the cost of work incurred to remedy errors or 
omissions for which the Consultant is responsible.

APPENDIX 5C
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7.5 If at any time during the progress of the work, the Consultant considers that 
the cost figure outlined in the contract will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen 
event or change in the Terms of Reference, he shall immediately provide the Project 
Manager with complete details.  AT NO TIME SHALL THE CONTRACT FEE (i.e. the 
ceiling cost figure) BE EXCEEDED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF 
THE PROJECT MANAGER.
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APPENDIX 6

Appendix 6: Band Administration Fees
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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission re-
quirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region Pro-
gram Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important role 
in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or feed-
back concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organisational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit (with Funding Services)
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. CEA2012.  
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes, or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations which identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current projects 
and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new projects. The 
investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations to plan capital 
projects for the long term benefit of their community. The FNIIP is 
designed to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term 
planning, budget forecasts and to support project funding decision-
making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures, prescribed in the environmental review process, 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
ISCretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• Protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• Mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• Address water and sewer project backlogs;

• Include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organisations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs.

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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The Identification of a Capital 
Project
An overview of the BC Region Indigenous Services Canada Capital 
Program including a step-by-step description of the project approval 
process. 

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the capital facilities 
and maintenance program (CFMP) program such as schools, housing and 
operation and maintenance funding are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post construction. Appendices are at the end 
of the document containing pertinent information for quick reference by 
the users. 

3
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Project Initiation
– First Nations – 

Feasibility Stage
Funding Application  

Preparation and Submission
– First Nations – 

Feasibility Stage
Funding Application Review

– ISC – 

Feasibility Stage
Funding
– ISC – 

Feasibility Stage
Project Options and

Recommendations Analysis
– First Nations – 

Feasibility Stage
Deliverables

– First Nations – 

Feasibility Stage
Analysis

– First Nations – 

Feasibility Stage
Deliverable Review

– ISC – 

Feasibility Stage
Final Processing

– ISC – 

Design Stage
Funding Application 

Preparation and Submission
– First Nations – 

Figure 1 The Feasibility Stage of a Capital Project
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The feasibility stage examines all technically sound and economically 
viable options available to achieve the objectives of a capital project and 
provides the planning information required for the project to move ahead 
to subsequent stages. 

After the First Nation has identified the need for a capital project through 
a project identification process (see Chapter 2) and the project has 
been identified in the RFNIIP for implementation, the feasibility stage 
will determine the most appropriate strategy for moving ahead with the 
project which will maximize benefits to the community and meet ISC 
program funding requirements.

The feasibility stage will gather all the information required to determine 
project priority, viability and cost effectiveness. This stage details the 
available options for addressing the project objectives, investigates site 
issues impacting the options, weighs the advantages and disadvantages 
of each option, assesses the cost effectiveness of each option, 
determines whether the options meet ISC program funding requirements 
and recommends a preferred option.

Generally, after the First Nation has reviewed and agreed with the findings 
of the feasibility stage, the feasibility stage deliverables will be sent to 
ISC accompanied by a funding application for design stage funding (DAR). 
However, in some cases, additional feasibility stage investigations may 
be required to provide additional information required to make a final 
recommended option decision before progressing to the design stage. 
In other cases, based on the feasibility stage investigations and analysis, 
the First Nation may decide the available options are not consistent with 
their community vision and may choose not to proceed with the project 
in its current concept.

In specific situations, the project cycle can omit the feasibility stage. 
This may occur in cases where there are smaller projects with obvious 
solutions or where sufficient detail is provided in other documentation 
such as a community development plan or a physical development plan. 
An example would be minor upgrades to existing infrastructure assets. 
Capital Management Officers and Senior Engineers can provide advice 
and assistance to First Nations to evaluate the need for a feasibility study. 
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3.1 Feasibility Stage Funding 
Application(FAR)
To initiate ISC funding for a proposed feasibility study, a feasibility stage 
funding application labelled a Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) is required 
for all capital projects (except Group 2 ACRS projects, O&M projects, FNIF 
projects and clearly defined smaller projects). The amount of information 
provided in the FAR is intended to match the size and complexity of the project.  
Generating a FAR will likely be the first step in a systematic progression 
leading to a Design Approval Request (DAR) and then to a Project 
Approval Request for Construction (PAR). See Appendix 1:  Feasibility 
Approval Request (FAR) for guidance on completing a FAR.

The FAR can be prepared by the First Nation with the assistance of the 
Capital Management Officer or the ISC Engineer, by an independent 
project manager hired by the First Nation, by tribal council technical 
staff or by a professional consultant engaged by the First Nation to assist 
with developing the project. Submission of a FAR formally triggers the 
feasibility stage funding request.  

The FAR summarizes the funding request and contains the following 
sections: 

• First Nation’s Approval Signature  - indicates First Nation project 
concurrence with FAR scope of work and project implementation 
process;

• Executive Summary — one page project summary with funding 
requirements table;

• Project Identification —project description with project justification 
explaining why the study is needed. Some project justification 
examples to be expanded are: 

 » Water supply is inadequate due to quality problems

 » Wastewater pumping station cannot meet pumping demands

• Feasibility Study Scope of Work— description of feasibility study 
objectives;  

• Project Management Framework — proposed First Nation project 
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management plan including process for engaging a project leader, 
independent project manager (if applicable) and professional 
consultant services. The experience of the project team must 
reflect the size and complexity of the project;

• Environmental Assessment Process — primary objectives of the 
environmental assessment scoping report.  The requirement for an 
archaeological assessment should be considered. See Appendix 2: 
Environmental Review Process;

• Financial Information — proposed feasibility stage costs for 
professional consultant services (including feasibility study fees, 
environmental fees and project management fees) and band 
administration fees. 

A Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for the project (Class D) is also required. 
Where the total project cost is not known, the ISC project engineer can 
assist the First Nation in generating an estimate. See: Appendix 3: Cost 
Estimates — Definitions.

• Project Schedule — proposed schedule with milestone dates and 
responsibilities.

The FAR appendices will include the following items (as applicable):

A. Project Manager or Construction Manager Information (if applicable) 
— If the First Nation is hiring an independent project manager or a 
construction manager (or both), terms of reference (as applicable) 
and proposals to provide the appropriate services are required. 
See Section 2.7.2 Hiring a Project Manager, Section 2.7.5, Hiring a 
Construction Manager and Appendix 9: Project Implementation; 

B. Terms of Reference (TOR) for Consultant Services — stipulates the 
professional consultant services expected by the First Nation. This 
document defines the scope of the project, the required technical 
standards, the expected completion schedule and the contractual 
requirements.

The TOR must clearly identify that all applicable feasibility stage 
deliverables (described in Section 4 of this chapter) must be completed 
by the consultant. See Section 2.7.3 Hiring a Professional Services 
Consultant and Appendix 4: Project Implementation / Hiring Professionals  
for information on hiring a consultant and a sample contract.
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See Appendix 5: Terms of Reference — Feasibility Study (Sample) for 
assistance when creating a project TOR. The Capital Management Officer 
and Project Engineer can also assist First Nations in the development of 
a project specific TOR.

C. Proposal for Consultant Services — provides the written response 
submitted by a consultant to the First Nation’s request for professional 
services. The TOR will be used by the consultant to determine the 
contents of the proposal. The proposal must clearly identify a scope 
of work and all associated costs to produce all the feasibility stage 
deliverables identified in Section 3.9 of this chapter. 

Note:

Inviting several consultants to submit 
proposals in response to the TOR 
is recommended. This competitive 
process will help the First Nation 
select the most qualified firm at the 
best value. The Capital Management 
Officer and Senior Engineer can 
assist the First Nation in determining 
evaluation criteria for multiple 
proposal reviews and will participate 
in the proposal review process if 
requested.

In some cases for smaller, less 
complex projects, a written TOR may 
not be needed if the First Nation has 
already chosen a consultant. Project 
TOR can be verbally communicated 
to the consultant who will 
subsequently generate a Proposal 
for Consultant Services which must 
specifically address the First Nation’s 
expectations.
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The proposal will also provide information concerning:

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant company;

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant personnel 
specifically assigned to the project;

• The proposed strategies, activities and tasks the consultant will use 
to complete the feasibility stage;

• The expected schedule for completion of the feasibility stage 
deliverables; 

• The requested fees and disbursements (travel, photocopying, etc.) 
to complete the assignment. 

The consultant fee schedule must detail the hourly rates charged by 
each consultant team member, the number of hours and associated cost 
estimate for each task to be performed and an estimate of disbursement 
costs. Where sub-consultants (eg. geotechnical, environmental) will be 
performing tasks for the prime consultant, their task-specific proposals 
with time and costing information are to be included in the overall project 
proposal.

If a number of consultants were invited to submit proposals, only the 
proposal selected by the First Nation needs to be submitted to ISC.

For relevant support guidelines and templates, see: Appendix 4B: 
Procedures for Engaging a Consultant on a CFM Capital Project; Appendix 
4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria and 
Weightings; Appendix 4D: Sample Professional Services Contract (CN2 
Template) and Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or 
Professional Geoscientist (excerpt from EGBC Website).
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3.2 Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Review

3.2.1  Capital Management Officer

The Capital Management Officer will review the FAR to confirm the 
proposed project is on the RFNIIP. The review will also consider 
application completeness and will evaluate the project description and 
the project rationale to confirm the proposed project conforms to current 
funding policies and program directions. Any deficiencies in the funding 
application will be communicated to the First Nation in writing. 

Assuming the funding application meets the appropriate criteria, the 
Capital Management Officer will generate and populate a CFM Program 
Record Document (CPRD) and will then forward the CPRD and project 
information to the Senior Engineer for technical review.

3.2.2  Engineer Review

The technical review will consider whether the proposed scope of work 
provides value for the First Nation and ISC, meets the project objectives 
and is appropriate, functional and cost effective. Discussions and meetings 
with the ISC Engineer and the Capital Management Officer may be 

Note:

The document CN2 — Contracting 
for Professional Services by First 
Nations and Aboriginal Communities 
provides information on how to hire 
professional consultants and provides 
a sample contract for consideration 
by the First Nation.  See ISC’s website 
information for the CFM Program – 
Project Information – Best Practices 
for Construction Contracting. 
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required to confirm project scope and direction. Written communication 
may be generated to clarify issues. 

The FAR technical review will include: 

• Evaluating the project description and project justification to assess 
the technical validity of the proposed project. The evaluation will 
include assessing how the proposed study generally complies with 
other capital planning information available for the First Nation 
(e.g., First Nation community development planning), with previous 
technical studies completed for the community, with current asset 
inspection/evaluation reports and population statistics and with the 
ISC engineer’s knowledge of the community;

• Evaluating the project management plan to assess appropriate 
management procedures are in place to implement the project 
through the feasibility stage.

• Reviewing the Terms of Reference and the Proposal for Consultant 
Services to determine if the proposed scope of work will adequately 
examine all applicable options, provide recommendations and will 
generate all the required information (including environmental 
information) to proceed with the project. The review will include 
assessing that:

 » The proposed scope of work is sufficient to produce 
technically sound recommendations that meet all capital 
program requirements;

 » All applicable feasibility stage deliverables identified in 
Section 3.9 of this chapter will be produced; 

 » The consulting firm is qualified; 

 » The identified project team has the necessary qualifications 
and experience;

 » The professional fees are reasonably within accepted 
guidelines;

 » The proposed schedule is realistic.

• Evaluating the project management plan to assess appropriate 
management procedures are in place to implement the project 
through the feasibility stage (eg. project leader, project manager, 
schedule control, budget control, funding availability);

• Confirming that the Class “D” total project cost estimate is 
reasonable;  
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• Comparing the FAR to the Feasibility Stage Funding Application 
checklist. See Appendix 6. The checklist may be useful to the First 
Nation as a quick guide to help verify the FAR is complete;

• Using the information provided in the funding application to confirm 
generate a the previously assigned project priority ranking number;  

• Inserting required information on to the CPRD form and forwarding 
for approvals.
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3.3 Feasibility Stage Funding Application 
Process at ISC
The Capital Management Officer or Senior Engineer will contact the First 
Nation regarding the status of the funding application within 60 days. 

If the funding application meets the necessary requirements, the Capital 
Management Officer will process the project for funding eligibility. Refer 
to Chapter 1 for Banking Day procedures and the funding of projects.

If project funding is received by the First Nation, appropriate reporting by 
the First Nations as specified in the funding agreement amendment must 
be processed to stay off the Halt List.  See Appendix 7: Capital Projects 
Report Data Collection Instrument (DCI) #460671.

Note: 

ISC Design Guidelines provide both 
content and formatting  
requirements for water, wastewater 
and road projects reports. See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM 
Program — Project Information — 
Policies and Directives.
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3.4 Feasibility Stage Deliverables
Upon completion of the feasibility stage investigations by their 
consultant, a First Nation will receive project deliverables as determined 
by the terms of reference and the proposal for consultant services. The 
deliverables received from your consultant will generally consist of the 
following documents:

• Feasibility Study;

• Environmental Assessment Scoping Report;

• Subdivisions Only — Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) 
Report;

• Administrative Reporting.

The feasibility study will provide the required information to the First 
Nation to make decisions on whether the project should proceed, should 
be terminated, or whether more information and more options should be 
investigated. 

The feasibility study should be submitted as a paper copy and as a PDF 
file. Letter size and 11” × 17” sketch plans and drawings are preferred, 
but full-sized drawings folded in drawing sleeves in the binder are also 
acceptable. 

A. Feasibility Study includes the following information:

• Project Justification — documents the level of research, field 
investigation and analysis completed to justify the need for the 
project. The analysis must include a comparison with ISC Level 
of Service Standards and Design Guidelines. See ISC’s website to 
locate these documents.

• Option Analysis — documents that all cost effective and technically 
appropriate solution options have been assessed. Research, field 
investigations, calculations and analysis completed for each 
option should be detailed. The analysis of options is to consider 
planning and land use, environmental issues, land requirements, 
Class “D” capital and O&M costs, level of service standards, ISC 
design guidelines, impacts of proposed new development on 
existing infrastructure and other applicable factors. A life cycle cost 
analysis is required for each appropriate option to determine the 
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long term cost implications. Reduction in O&M complexity must be 
thoroughly considered.

The advantages and disadvantages of each option is required to help 
formulate conclusions. The level of effort required to evaluate options 
can vary significantly depending on the complexities of a project. Prior 
consultations and discussions between the First Nation, their consultant, 
the Capital Management Officer and the Senior Engineer are highly 
recommended to help focus the evaluation of options.

ISC’s website information on the CFM Program — Project Information  - 
Policies and Directives provides  links to ISC design guidelines for water 
system, wastewater system and road projects. The guidelines provide 
detailed information regarding specific research and field investigation 
requirements required for assessing options.

• Preferred Option — documents the comparison of options used to 
support the conclusions and the recommendation of a preferred 
option. The conclusions and recommendation must be technically 
sound, cost effective and must meet all relevant guidelines, 
policies, standards, codes, laws and regulations. See ISC’s website 
information for the CFM Program — Project Information — Policies 
and Directives — Protocol for ISC Funded Infrastructure (PIFI). 

The preferred option must be clearly illustrated by conceptual drawings, 
diagrams, calculations and other relevant technical information. Capital 
and O&M costs must be provided at a Class C level. See Appendix 3: Cost 
Estimates — Definitions. 

Detailed substantiation is required if the “least cost” option is not 
recommended or if the preferred option exceeds ISC’s Level of Service 
Standards. Cost sharing for the higher standard is to be identified. The 
interpretation of LOSS can be difficult for some projects and First Nations 
are encouraged to contact their Capital Management Officer and Senior 
Engineer for any clarifications required. 

• Sub-consultant Investigations — Summarize the conclusions 
and recommendations of completed sub-consultant reports (eg. 
geotechnical, hydrogeological, environmental, archaeological).  
Include copies of these reports in the feasibility study appendix. 

• Land Requirements — all lands required for the preferred option 
are to be identified and confirmed as available for project 
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development.  The physical features, future expansion potential 
and land ownership are to be described. A land encumbrance check 
is required to confirm access to any First Nation lands impacted by 
the recommended option.  Land requirements off-reserve must be 
thoroughly investigated to determine availability. ISC is required 
to provide consultation opportunities to other First Nations for 
utilizing off-reserve land that might be subject to established or 
potential aboriginal or treaty rights. See Appendix 8: Land Status 
Report Request Information.

•  Additional Field Investigations and Research — all additional field 
investigations and/or research that will be carried out during the 
design stage are to be itemized and the scope of work identified. 
If no additional work is required prior to initiating the design, this 
should be clearly stated.  ISC design guidelines for water system, 
wastewater system and road projects provide detailed information 
regarding specific research and field investigation requirements 
required for design stage activities. 

• Regulatory Impacts — potential regulatory impacts or permit 
requirements that may be identified by federal, provincial or 
municipal jurisdictions are identified and a plan is provided for 
addressing the impacts in the design stage. Should a regulatory 
impact have a potentially significant influence on the successful 
completion of the project, the relevant jurisdictions should be 
consulted and their comments included in the feasibility study. See 
Appendix 9A: Permit and Authorization Information.

Regulatory jurisdictions that may be involved at this stage include:

• Environment Canada — wastewater and solid waste disposal;

• Fisheries and Oceans Canada — all works impacting fish bearing 
waters;

• Transport Canada — navigable waters;

• BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands — land management;

• BC Ministry of Environment — fish and wildlife;

Note:

First Nations with their own forestry 
land code under the First Nations 
Land Management Act do not need to 
provide a timber permit assessment.
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• BC Ministry of Transportation — public road access, works involving 
public roads;

• Local municipalities —extension of municipal services;

• Timber Permit Assessment — a statement is required in the 
feasibility study to document if a timber permit is required. See 
Appendix 9B: ISC Timber Permit Information (for non-FNLM First 
Nations);

• Operation and Maintenance — outlines the operation and 
maintenance activities expected for the preferred option and 
includes an assessment of the First Nation’s capacity to safely and 
effectively operate and maintain the proposed works. Indicates 
additional resources and/or training required to reduce any gaps 
in the First Nation’s capacity. All potential sources of O&M funding 
and/or supplementary funding from a First Nation’s internal 
resources are to be identified;

• Project Construction (or Procurement) Process — the proposed 
implementation process to physically construct the proposed 
project is to be identified in the Feasibility Study. In most typical 
circumstances, a general contracting process is utilized where a 
call for bids (tenders) from construction companies is requested. 
Generally, the lowest bid will be awarded the contract to construct 
the project in accordance with the drawings and specifications issued 
by the First Nation. In some cases, a construction management 
process is utilized which will require additional information to be 
submitted. In using this process, an initial construction management 
business plan will need to be completed at the beginning of the 
design stage;

• Project Schedule — submit a proposed project schedule to implement 
the preferred option through to the post construction stage. 
Estimate the time required to complete each succeeding stage of 
the project. Any events that may impact the project schedule should 
be identified.

See ISC’s website information on the CFM Program — Project Information 
—Best Practices for Construction Contracting and Project Information 
— Policies and Directives for information Tendering Policy on Federally 
Funded Capital Projects for First Nations on Reserve, Framework to Guide 
the Development of a First Nation Tendering Policy and Operational 
Parameters for the Review and Evaluation of Construction Management 
Projects.
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B. Environmental Assessment Scoping Report — Submitted as a 
stand-alone document and as a separate PDF file. The report 
summarizes the project description, the environmental setting, any 
significant environmental issues and any completed environmental 
assessment investigations. Identify any environmental investigations 
planned for the design stage. Project complexity, especially with 
respect to biological impacts, will determine if an environmental 
specialist consultant is required during the design stage.  Potential 
archaeological impacts will determine if an archaeological specialist is 
required The conclusions and recommendations of the Environmental 
Assessment Scoping Report are to be summarized in the main body of 
the Feasibility Study. See Appendix 2: Environmental Review Process.

C. Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) Report — Generated 
for subdivision projects and submitted as a separately bound, stand-
alone document and as a separate PDF file. The contents of this 
report must subscribe to the requirements of Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA) Z768 01. The report should be kept accessible at 
the First Nation office to fulfill environmental requirements for future 
house construction subsidy requests in the proposed subdivision.

D. First Nations Administrative Reporting during Feasibility Stage is to 
include:

• Capital Project Progress Reporting —Reporting on project progress 
in accordance with the schedule identified in the agreement 
amendment is an ISC funding requirement and failure to report 
results in a funding halt. See Appendix 7: Capital Projects Report DCI 
#460671 ;

• Expenditure accounting from the First Nation — compares project 
expenditures to the funding received for the feasibility stage. 
Expenditure breakdowns should correspond to the approved funding 
request. Note that project final accounting will be compared to the 
First Nations annual financial audit report;

• Capital Project Request for Override — required if the project 
feasibility stage has justifiably taken longer than one year to complete. 
Substantiation for the delay of the project must be identified on the 
request. Failure to report results in a funding halt.
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3.5 Feasibility Stage Analysis by First 
Nations
The following questions should have been answered upon completion 
of the feasibility stage. The First Nation should examine the conclusions 
and recommendations of the feasibility stage and be satisfied that the 
information provided addresses the following project decisions and 
subsequent project activities.

Question 1: Has a comprehensive option analysis been completed?

Has the problem has been thoroughly studied and have applicable, 
potential options been identified and assessed?

Question 2: Has a preferred option been recommended?

Has the preferred option that best meets the needs of the community 
been presented and is this option justified by the conclusions of the 
options analysis? 

Question 3: Have the required cost estimates and project schedule been 
provided?

Is there sufficient preliminary information to plan long range capital 
project activities which also need to be coordinated with the First Nation’s 
long term capital plan?

Question 4: Have land requirements been identified?

Has the required land tenure information been determined so that land 
management activities associated with the project can be planned? Have 
consultation requirements with other jurisdictions, including other First 
Nations (Duty to Consult) regarding off-Reserve lands, been identified ?
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Question 5: Have the potential regulatory impacts of the preferred 
option been identified?

Is there sufficient information so discussions with regulatory agencies 
can be initiated and design and construction stage activities requiring 
permits can be planned? 

Question 6: Have operation and maintenance impacts been assessed?

Has sufficient O&M information been provided so O&M budgets can 
be planned and operator training requirements can be identified?  Are 
operators and circuit riders aware of the O&M impacts of the various 
options being considered?

Question 7: Have all additional investigations been identified?

Have design stage research and field investigations been identified so 
obtaining the required design information can be planned?

Question 8: Have all potential environmental concerns been identified? 

Have project environmental impacts on the community been identified 
so that potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures can be 
planned?

Question 9: Have community employment and economic opportunities 
been discussed ?

Have contracts, local arrangements and employment resources been 
discussed to provide local employment and economic opportunities ?

Based on the analysis of the feasibility information and assuming there 
is agreement with the project information, project decisions and project 
impacts, the First Nation will send the feasibility stage deliverables to the 
Capital Management Officer, generally accompanied by an application 
for design stage funding.
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However, if the First Nation’s decision-making process on whether 
to proceed with the project requires more time, the feasibility stage 
deliverables can be sent to the Capital Management Officer without an 
application for design stage funding. ISC will then mark off the feasibility 
stage of the project as complete in the Grants and Contributions 
Information Management System (GCIMS) to address ISC project 
reporting requirements and avoid project completion Halt List issues.

In some cases, the First Nation will complete the analysis of the feasibility 
stage and decide not to proceed with the project because, for example, 
timing issues or because the recommendations of the feasibility stage 
do not fit in with the community’s long term development plan. The 
feasibility stage deliverables should then be sent to ISC along with 
written notification that the First Nation does not want to proceed with 
the project. ISC will then mark off the project as complete in GCIMS and 
any future FNIIP will not include the project. 
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3.6 Feasibility Stage Deliverable Review 
by ISC 
Feasibility stage deliverables received by ISC will be reviewed within 
sixty days of hard copy receipt. The review process will include an initial 
completeness check by the capital management officer and a subsequent 
technical review by the ISC engineer.

3.6.1 Capital Management Officer

The Capital Management Officer will review the feasibility stage 
deliverables to confirm that all required deliverables have been received. 
The feasibility stage information and the preferred option will be assessed 
to determine general conformance to ISC program requirements, and the 
package will then be sent to the Project Engineer for technical evaluation.

If all feasibility stage deliverables are not complete, the Capital 
Management Officer will request additional information from the First 
Nation in writing.

3.6.2  Engineer Review

Engineers will review the deliverables to confirm that the proposed project 
meets the project objectives and fully addresses the work program 
identified in the original terms of reference and the consultant’s proposal 
for services. Any deficiencies will be communicated to the First Nation.

The feasibility stage deliverable review by the Engineer will include:

• Evaluating the recommended option, supporting analysis and the 
associated field investigations and research. The conclusions and 
recommendations must be technically sound, cost effective and 
must meet all relevant guidelines, policies, standards, codes, laws 
and regulations (PIFI); 

• Verifying that ISC’s Level of Service Standards (LOSS) for the 
proposed project will be met. Should they be exceeded, any 
justification and/or cost sharing alternatives that are provided will 
be evaluated;
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• Confirming that land entitlement issues will not negatively impact 
the development of the preferred option;

• Reviewing any permit requirements including the timber permit 
analysis (if applicable) and the identification of other regulatory 
agencies that may be involved;

• Reviewing the operation and maintenance activities outline and any 
additional First Nations resources required for ongoing operation 
and maintenance;

• Reviewing the additional field investigations and/or research 
required for the design stage; 

• Reviewing the proposed project schedule for implementing the 
recommended option;

• Confirming that the project cost estimates are reasonable;

• Re-evaluating the previously determined project priority ranking;  

• Managing the environmental assessment process by reviewing 
the Environmental Assessment Scoping Report to evaluate 
the environmental setting and environmental impacts. If the 
environmental impacts and associated mitigation measures are 
considered low risk, then the project will be labeled a “Minor” project 
and no further environmental studies are required. If more detailed 
environmental analysis is required, an environmental assessment 
study report will be required during the design stage. 

Should the scoping report identify significant impacts to the 
environment, the engineer may recommend that additional 
environmental assessment studies be completed prior to the project 
continuing to the design stage. Where it does not appear possible to  
adequately minimize the impacts through mitigation processes or 
compensation plans, the project will not be supported to continue to the 
design stage;

• For subdivision projects only, reviewing the Phase 1 Environmental 
Site Assessment report to evaluate any historical site contamination 
issues that may impact the project.

• Comparing the feasibility stage deliverables to the Feasibility Stage 
Technical Review checklist. See Appendix 10. The checklist may 
be useful to the First Nation as a quick guide to help verify the 
deliverable package is complete. 
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3.7 Feasibility Stage Final Processing by 
ISC
Subsequent to the project technical evaluation, project progress will be 
as follows: 

• If the feasibility stage deliverables provide the necessary 
information to determine the future direction of the project 
are complete and no additional feasibility stage information 
is required, the First Nation will be notified and GCIMS will be  
updated to show this stage of the project is complete; 

• If an application for design stage funding (DAR) was received with 
the feasibility stage deliverables and no additional feasibility stage 
information is required, then the process moves into design stage 
funding as described in Chapter 4.

• If an application for design stage funding (DAR) was not received 
with the feasibility stage deliverables and no additional feasibility 
stage information is required, then the First Nation will be contacted 
to ISCuss a proposed schedule for submitting a DAR; 

• If additional feasibility stage information is required, the First 
Nation will be requested to provide the additional information. 
If the additional information was not included in the originally 
accepted and funded Proposal for Professional Consultant Services, 
then additional funding can be requested.
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Appendix 1: Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 

INDIGENOUS SERVICES CANADA
FEASIBILITY APPROVAL REQUEST (FAR) for                                
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS [BC REGION]

         Date: MM/DD/YYYY

Project Information
Project Name:           _______________________________________________
Project Number (ICMS/CPMS):  _______________________________________________
Funding Requested    ______________________________________________

First Nation Information
Band Number:    ________________________________________________
First Nation:    ________________________________________________
Reserve:    ________________________________________________
Chief:     ________________________________________________
Band Administrator:   ________________________________________________
Band Project Leader:   ________________________________________________

Regional Information
Region:    ________________________________________________
Project Capital Mgmt. Officer: ________________________________________________
Project Engineer    ________________________________________________

Date Submitted for DISC Approval:   ____________________________________
Submitted To:       ____________________________________
Submitted By:     ____________________________________

APPENDIX 1
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APPROVAL SIGNATURES

First Nation Approvals

______________________________________________  ________________________
Chief (or person authorized by C&C     Date

ISC Regional Approvals

______________________________________________  ________________________
ISC Regional Engineer /Technical Officer    Date

_____________________________________________  ________________________
ISC Regional Manager (Infrastructure Development)  Date

______________________________________________  ________________________ 
ISC Regional Manager [Capital Programs]    Date

APPENDIX 1
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 Executive Summary

The Executive Summary [max. one page] should include the following items: 
•   Brief project description;
•   Brief project justification 
•   Funding requested for feasibility stage consistent with RFNIIP
•   Project Total Estimated Cost [including engineering and contingencies] required to com-
plete project with yearly cash breakdown (use table below)

Projected Yearly Cash Flows – Feasibility, Design and Construction 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

A-Base
Targeted Funds
Other DISC
Total DISC Funding
FN Funding
Other Funding Source #1
Other Funding Source #2
Total Non-DISC Funding
Total Estimated Cost (TEC)

Notes:

1. If there are more than two other funding sources, then add the appropriate number of 
rows for the funding sources.
2. If the project will be completed in more than three years, add additional columns for the 
additional years. If the project will be completed in one year, use only one column.

APPENDIX 1
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1.0	 Project	Identification	

1.1 Project Description 
• Describe the proposed project scope of work
• Describe existing facilities or systems [if applicable]

1.2	 Project	Justification
• Provide a project justification to explain why the study is needed
• Describe the process for identifying the project [eg. ACRS reports, repair records, ,Infra-
structure Master Plan, etc. ] 

2.0 Feasibility Study Scope of Work
• Describe the process for generating options to address the needs of the First Nation 
including the collection of information and the requirement for supplemental studies or 
investigations;

• Describe the process for generating a recommended option;
• Identify efforts to investigate land requirements, permits and approvals potentially re-
quired and possible cost-sharing opportunities;

• Identify any unique factors materially affecting the project (e.g. technical issues, timing 
of approvals, financial management plans, cost-sharing arrangements).

3.0 Project Management Framework

3.1 First Nation Project Management Plan 
• Summarize the procedures for engaging the project implementation team
• Identify project team members and roles and responsibilities for providing project direc-
tion [eg. Band administrator, project leader, capital works manager, financial manager, 
etc.].

• Identify if an independent project manager will be hired [include Terms of Reference and 
proposal in Appendices, as applicable].

3.2 Professional Consultant Services 
• Summarize process for engaging professional consultant services;
• Reference developed Terms of Reference [if applicable];
• Reference proposals from professional consultants.  Proposals must clearly identify a 
scope of work and all associated costs to provide all the services and produce all the de-
liverables required during feasibility stage activities, The scope of work is to identify all 
tasks to be performed. 

APPENDIX 1
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Propopals must also outline:
1. qualifications and experience of the consultant company
2. qualifications and experience of the consultant personnel specifically assigned to the 

project
3. proposed strategies, activities  and tasks the consultant will use to provide the services;
4. expected schedule for project completion
5. consultant fee schedule detailing hourly rates charged by each consultant team member, 

the number of hours and associated cost estimate for each task to be performed and an 
estimate of disbursement costs. Where sub-consultants will be performing tasks for the 
prime consultant, their task-specific proposals with time and costing information are to be 
included in the overall project proposal.

4.0 Environmental Risk Process
• Briefly identify the main objectives of the Environmental Scoping Study; 
• Identify any environmental studies and information required to assess environmental 
impacts;

5.0 Financial Information

5.1 Project Costs
5.1.1 Feasibility Costs 

• Present a summary of the proposed feasibility costs including Band administration fees 
in a tabulated format. A detailed breakdown of the feasibility tasks and associated fees 
should be included in the consultant’s proposal;

• Present an expected monthly cash flow for the feasibility work.
5.1.2 Total Estimated Project Construction Cost  

• Identify total project construction cost  [Class D] including contingency amount (typical-
ly 10%) and engineering amount 

APPENDIX 1
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Project Milestone Completion Date Responsibility*

Selection of Project Manager [if applicable] First Nation
Selection of Consultant First Nation

Feasibility Funding Submission (FAR) First Nation
Feasibility Funding DISC 
Draft Feasibility Study Submission Consultant
Environmental Scoping Study Consultant

Draft Feasibility Study Review DISC
Final Feasibility Study  Submission Consultant
Design Stage Funding Submission (DAR) First Nation

*The responsibility will fall under one or more of the following:  Indigenous Services Canada 
(ISC), First Nation (FN), Consultant

Appendices

1. Terms of Reference for independent Project Manager [if applicable];
2. Project Manager proposal [if applicable]
3. Terms of Reference for professional consultant services [if applicable];
4. Professional consultant services proposal for feasibility (including fee tabulation and 
schedule)

6.0 Project Schedule
• Provide an estimate for completion of each project milestone identified in the following 
table (as applicable): 

APPENDIX 1
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Appendix 2: Environmental Review

Appendix 2A: ISC Environmental Review Process Summary

Appendix 2B: Community Infrastructure Generic Terms of Reference for Environ-
mental Assessment

Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects Environmental Assessment 
Scoping Report 

APPENDIX 2
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Appendix 2A:  ISC Environmental Review Process 
Summary

All federally-funded projects must follow an Environmental Review Process 
[ERP] to ensure that no significant adverse environmental effects result from the 
implementation of a project. The objectives of the ERP are:

•  predict the environment effects of a proposed project;

• identify measures to mitigate the effects;

• determine the significance of residual environmental effects and applicable 
mitigation measures;

• recommend follow-up programs to monitor impacts of environmental effects;

• fulfill the federal Duty to Consult with other Aboriginal interests regarding 
projects to be constructed on lands subject to treaty claims.

The level of environmental review should match the risk and likelihood of significant 
adverse effects associated with carrying out a project. Larger, more complex projects 
adjacent to water bodies or discharging into receiving waters would generally require 
a higher degree of environmental analysis.

The project environmental review process begins at the feasibility stage with an 
Environmental Scoping Study to outline potential issues. A project description form is 
initiated. If no significant issues are apparent that cannot be mitigated with standard 
procedures, the project is considered a minor project and considered “negligible 
environmental risk.”  ISC has developed a “Minor Projects List” for identifying routine 
projects normally considered negligible environmental risk although any project may 
be elevated past the minor level for a more detailed assessment if conditions warrant. 
Renovations or upgrades are typical minor level projects. No further environmental 
information is required for a minor project.

If the Environmental Scoping Study identifies potentially significant environmental 
issues, the ISC engineer will request an Environmental Detailed Study to be 
completed during the design stage [usually at the pre-design phase]. Depending on 
the study results, the ISC engineer may classify the project as a low environmental 
risk requiring a “Simple Environmental Review Form”. The ISC engineer may request 
additional environmental information to confirm a low environmental risk rating. 

APPENDIX 2A
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Construction of a water treatment plant or a residential subdivision would be typical 
projects in the low risk category. 

If the project is large or complex and the report indicates risks and potential effects 
are not readily known, the project will be referred to an ISC environmental specialist 
who will manage a more comprehensive evaluation of environmental effects and 
generate a “Detailed Environmental Review Form”.  Projects requiring this form will 
require higher level approval authorities. 

Depending on the scope of the environmental mitigation measures incorporated 
into the project, a Mitigation Measures Compliance Report may be required as 
part of the project completion reporting. This report is used to confirm that the 
mitigation measures prescribed in the environment review were incorporated into 
the project. This form is not required for projects that underwent a Minor Review. 
Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental Review may require this form at 
ISC’s discretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review will require 
form completion.  

Environmental decisions will be tracked by the Integrated Environmental Management 
System [IEMS] which was launched in April, 2014. 

APPENDIX 2A
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Appendix 2B:  Community Infrastructure Generic 
Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments

The Generic Terms of Reference (TOR) presented here as an annotated table of 
contents provides the proponent with the guidelines in planning and conducting an 
environmental assessment.  

APPENDIX 2B

Executive Summary 

1. Introduction Provide contextual background information on the project and the 
proponent and project justification. 

1.1 Proponent Information

1.2 Project Overview (including Title and Location)

1.3 Regulatory Framework (e.g. Funding, Permits and/or 
Approvals)
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2. Project 
Description 
and scope of 
project 

Provide a detailed project description. The project description 
should cover all aspects of the project including anticipated 
environmental impacts to the project.  A detailed description will 
allow the RA(s) to scope the project components and activities 
appropriately.

Note: For projects involving cutting of timber, the description must 
include the RPF’s break down of volume/species (based upon a 
timber cruise) to be cut from the subject area and the proposed 
harvesting system.

A detailed project description at the start of the project design 
phase clarifies potential interactions with the environmental and 
thereby reduces the risk that ISC or other RAs will require additional 
information to assess the project.  

Community Infrastructure Projects require a Scoping Report 
submitted during the feasibility stage of the project (Part 4).

Identify all components that were scoped into the project including 
all necessary activities and with First Nation consultation early on 
in the development process.

2.1 Project Background

2.2 Location of project and mapping and study areas

2.3 Project Facilities and associated infrastructure

2.4 Construction activities

2.5 Operations activities

2.6 Decommissioning plans

2.7 Alternative means of carrying out the project

2.8 First Nations Consultation
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3. Project 
Setting  

Provide a detailed description of the existing environment in the 
project area including landscape, water bodies, archaeology, 
natural resources, and environmental uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, 
natural resource harvesting, residential properties, etc).  Indicate 
the areas affected by the project. Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and First Nations uses in the area of the 
project, if available.  Develop and/or update the list of VECs in the 
project area. 

Identify all environmental components that were scoped into the 
assessment (i.e. Valued Ecosystem Components) 

3.1 Geophysical Environment

3.2 Atmospheric Environment

3.3 Aquatic Environment and Hydrology Surface Hydrology

3.4 Terrestrial Environment, Wildlife, Species at Risk

3.5 Land Use Setting

3.6 Develop list of Valued Ecosystem Components

3.7 Socio-economic Conditions

3.8 First Nations Historical Use

3.9 First Nations Interests and Involvement 
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4. Environmental 
Effects 

Provide a narrative description of assessment approach and 
methodology used to conduct the EA.  Note data sources and 
indicators used to consider the effects, and discuss mitigation and 
any residual effects of the project and whether those effects are 
significant or not.  

Summarize the results and recommendations of studies carried 
out as part of the EA (e.g. geotechnical studies, water quality 
investigations, SARA wildlife & habitat surveys, archaeological 
investigations, survey results, fisheries studies, etc).

Describe the project/environment interactions

Cumulative effects including past and foreseeable future 
developments (e.g. Phase II of a subdivision, Phase II of a commercial 
park) need to be addressed appropriately.

Effects assessment may be summarized in an Interaction Matrix 
based on the VECs.

4.1 Impact Assessment Methodology

4.2 Construction Phase – Effects Assessment 

4.3 Operations and Maintenance Phase – Effects Assessment

4.4 Decommissioning – Effects Assessment

4.5 Socio-economic Effects on First Nations communities

4.6 Accidents and Malfunctions

4.7 Effects of the Environment on the Project

4.8 Cumulative Effects
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5. Mitigation Provide a narrative summary of how environmental effects will be 
mitigated and show how the mitigation measures have been included 
in the design implementation of the project.   Applicable portions 
of the design and/or operation and maintenance information 
should be referenced in the EA report document  to confirm that 
mitigation measures have been incorporated.  Mitigation measures 
may also be used as conditions of the lease, permit and/or funding 
agreement, presented as a table of commitments.

Where a project causes interactions with species at risk, specific 
mitigation measures must be identified.  Mitigation strategies for 
species at risk are hierarchical with avoidance being preferred (e.g. 
timing, design/location change), followed by minimization through 
project modification or implementation under special conditions, 
and lastly, compensatory mitigation (e.g. replacement of lost 
habitat).

A table of commitments and assurances may drafted and signed by 
the proponent to ensure that mitigation measures are incorporated 
and implemented in the final design and construction activities.  
This table must also be incorporated in the contractor’s tender.

5.1 Narrative Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
Table: See Sample Mitigation Table Template Appendix 2

5.2 Summary of Commitments Table of Commitments and 
Assurances

  The EA provided for a project that involves cutting of timber, must include a Registered 
Professional Forester (RPF) breakdown of volume/species to be cut and a 1:5,000 Logging 
Plan map (LP map) signed and sealed by a RPF.  The RPFs LP Map must be superimposed 
over the sub-division site (or development) map for that project; show the North arrow; 
the boundary of the reserve; the area in which timber will be cut; the method of harvesting 
(clear cut, selective or other); identify streams, wet lands, water bodies, archaeological sites, 
sensitive habitats or SARA Species or other SARA sites on the map, and identify on the map 
each mitigative measures specified for cutting of timber component of that project.  The LP 
Map must identify who will ensure compliance on site with these mitigative measures during 
logging & how & when it will be done.

APPENDIX 2B
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6. Permits/
Approvals, and, 
Correspondence 
with Other 
Government 
Departments 

Provide information on the status of required environmental 
permits and approvals necessary to undertake the project (e.g. 
rights of ways, fisheries authorization, navigable waters, sand and 
gravel and timber permits). 

When available include correspondence and/or preliminary 
comments by other government departments (e.g.  DFO, EC, 
Parks Canada, Health Canada, B.C. Ministry of Water Land and 
Air Protection, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management: 
Archaeology and Registry Services Branch etc.) 

7. Public 
Participation and 
Engagement

Document strategies used to assess project input from the First 
Nation community and/or public.  Identify concerns that were 
raised and how they were addressed and/or mitigated.  For First 
Nations, this may be in the form of a letter from Chief and Council 
and/or a Band Council Resolution.

8. Summary Provide a narrative summary of the environmental effects 
associated with the proposed project.   Identify significance 
(not likely significant or significant).   For significant impacts, 
summarize proposed mitigation strategies and how they will reduce 
environmental effects. Quantify wherever possible.  

Where follow-up is recommended, discuss planned follow-up 
activities.  Include a table which shows VECs, project activities, 
environmental effects, mitigation measures, and reference to 
supporting documents.  For VECs where impacts are found to be 
not likely significant ensure that justification is provided.  Provide a 
recommendation regarding project viability based on environmental 
considerations

8.1 Summary and Table

8.2 Conclusion
9. Appendices Attach any additional information including Supporting Documents, 

Other Permits or Approvals, Maps, Figures, Photos, etc
10. Access It is Proponent’s responsibility to obtain assured access to/

egress from the Indian Reserve for all phases of the Project 
including access to Certificate of Possession Holders’ lands 
provided to ISC.

APPENDIX 2B
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Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects  
Environmental Assessment Scoping Report

Although scoping is part of the EA process for all projects, an EA scoping report 
is only required for ISC Community Infrastructure Projects and where specifically 
directed by your ISC environmental or natural resources specialist for ISC Lands and 
Economic Development. 

An EA scoping report is to be a stand alone document which includes the project 
description, environmental setting, significant environmental issues, valued 
ecosystem components (VECs), and completed and planned EA investigations.   This 
report is completed during the feasibility stage of a CI Project and when directed by 
LED and will be used in the assessment of project viability.  The following are to be 
addressed in the EA scoping report.

Introduction Provide a summary description of the project including 
construction (site preparation, clearing, trees), operation, 
decommissioning, and other activities expected during the 
life of the project.  Project proponent contact information 
including organization, name, mailing address, telephone 
number, and email address (if available) are required.  
Provide a list of information sources used.

Maps/Plans Provide plans showing the geographical location of 
the project with latitude and longitude, the proposed 
location(s) of the project within the context of the Reserve 
and an overall preliminary plan for the project.  Include 
environmentally significant features (e.g. water bodies, 
forests, significant elevation changes, species ranges, 
known habitats, etc.)  Where appropriate and readily 
available, inclusion of First Nation nomenclature for place 
names, flora, fauna, etc. should be considered.  Copies of 
topographic maps and aerial photos/mosaics should be 
provided where available.

APPENDIX 2C
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Environmental 
Setting

Provide a summary description of the existing environment 
in the project area including landscape, waterbodies, 
archaeology, natural resources, and environmental 
uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, natural resource harvesting, 
residential properties, etc.).  Indicate the areas potentially 
affected by the project.  Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and develop a list of VECs for 
the project.  Where multiple sites are being considered 
during the feasibility stage, environmental restrictions and 
impacts at each site must be considered and incorporated 
into the site selection process. 

Socio-economic conditions should be described if 
potentially impacted by environmental changes caused by 
the proposed project.

Environmental 
Effects

Indicate known and suspected environmental effects of the 
project on listed VECs

Identify any cumulative effects that are anticipated on 
the basis of initially available information.  Include effects 
likely to result from the project in combination with other 
pre-existing developments and/or in combination with 
developments that will be carried out as a direct result of 
this project.

APPENDIX 2C
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Studies / 
Investigation

Describe the scope of work for the planned EA for all phases 
of the project.  Document site assessments completed to 
date.  Identify further investigations which are required 
to address situations where environmental effects are 
unknown or to determine appropriate mitigation activities. 

A determination must be made as to the likely presence 
of wildlife, birds, aquatic life, flora and/or habitat at risk in 
the project area.  This determination must be made using 
relevant data base lists, range maps, local knowledge (where 
available), and other existing information on species known 
to occur in the project area.  Where the range of a species 
at risk overlaps with the proposed project area, existing 
information sources must be checked and documented to 
determine whether actual or potential habitat or residences 
for these species are present. 

Example information sources include: the Conservation 
Data Centre (CDC) for rare element occurrence records, 
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC), the Species at Risk Public Registry for recovery 
strategies, recovery teams, action plans and management 
strategies, and the Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management=s Species and Ecosystem Explorer.

Public 
Consultation 

Document consultation with other government departments 
and agencies.  Provide contact information.  Outline any 
additional consultation planned with the community, 
public, or other government departments and agencies as 
part of the EA.

Accessory 
Activities

Accessory activities planned during the design stage must 
be assessed (e.g. geotechnical, surveys, etc.).  Identify 
activities causing significant environmental impacts on VECs 
and outline mitigation measures that will be implemented.  
Note: Accessory activities planned during feasibility and 
associated mitigation measures must be summarized in the 
feasibility stage proposal

.

APPENDIX 2C
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Appendix 3: Cost Estimates - Definitions

Class “A” Cost Estimate

A Class “A” estimate is base on a quantity take off from the final drawings and 
specifications. It is used to evaluate tenders and it may also be used as teh tool 
for controlling the construction of a project. A Class “A” estimate is always done 
at the completion of the design and specifications. It forms the basis for funding 
submissions for construction/acquisition of the project. 

Class “B” Cost Estimate

A Class “B” cost estimate is prepared after the completion of site reviews and studies, 
and after the development of preliminary designs that show and define all major 
systems. Class “B” cost estimates are required at the completion of the preliminary 
design page. 

Class “C” Cost Estimate

A Class “C” cost estimate is prepared with limited site information, based on probable 
conditions affecting the site. It represents the summation of the estimated costs for 
all known components of the project. It is used for project planning, establishing a 
more specific definition of project requirements, and for obtaining preliminary project 
approval.  A Class “C” cost estimate is produced at the end of a project Feasibility 
Study and is generally used to support a funding request for Design. 

Class “D” Cost Estimate

This is a “ball park” or “order of magnitude” figure used for preliminary consideration 
of the proposed project. A Class “D” cost estimate is based on the broad requirements 
for the project with little or no site information. The figure can be obtained from 
previous similar projects, or from Capital Specialists and District Engineers who may 
have estimates on a file from recent projects in other communities. A Class “D” cost 
estimate is generally used to support a funding request for Feasibility Study. 
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Appendix 4: Project Implementation | Hiring 
Professionals 

Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent Project Manager

Appendix 4B: ISC Guidelines for First Nations Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP 
Capital Project

Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria and 
Weightings 

Appendix 4D: ISC Sample Professional Services Contract [CN2 Template]

Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscien-
tist (excerpt from EGBC website) 

APPENDIX 4
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APPENDIX 4A

Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent 
Project Manager

1.0  Introduction

An independent project manager provides project management services without 
being directly associated with the consulting firms providing planning, design and 
construction services. The person hired to perform the duties must have suitable 
technical and professional qualifications matching the size and complexity of the 
project. Usually the project manager is either a registered architect or professional 
engineer with over five years experience in construction project management and 
has experience successfully managing similar projects. The project manager may 
be a sole practitioner or may work for a project management company. The project 
manager is often involved with a project from start to completion, but can also be 
engaged only during the design or construction stages of a project.

Hiring an independent project manager is often the first significant step to implement 
a large project. The three main tasks associated with hiring a project manager if 
using a multiple proposal call are: 

• Preparing a terms of reference [TOR] setting out expected roles and 
responsibilities for the proposed project manager;   

• Sending out requests for proposals [RFP] to selected project management 
firms; 

• Evaluating received proposals against pre-determined criteria.  

Where a First Nation has established a successful working relationship with an 
architectural or engineering consultant, they may consider using this consultant to 
provide project management services until the completion of the Feasibility Stage 
and defer hiring an independent project manager until the beginning of the Design 
Stage. 

An independent project manager should be at arm’s length from the project 
consultant designers. An independent project manager is an advocate for the First 
Nation and should not be in collaboration with the design consultant.  
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Hiring the right person to be the project manager can result in a successful project 
that:

1. Meets the project objectives of the First Nation;
2. Stays on schedule;
3. Stays on budget.

2. Duties of a Project Manager 

The duties of the Project Manager fall under three major headings and involve the 
following: 

2.1 Implementation, Planning, and Project Monitoring 
 □confirming the project definition and First Nation requirements;  

 □establishing the project team, roles, and responsibilities;  

 □establishing lines of communication with all parties throughout the life of the 
project;  

 □generating a project strategy for carrying out the project and for developing 
the project work activities;

 □preparing a detailed project schedule;  

 □monitoring project progress against the schedule and making revisions where 
necessary;  

 □preparing the various project submissions for funding approval;  

 □maintaining project records and files;  

 □reporting on the status of the project to the First Nation administration and/or 
Chief and Council;  

 □evaluating the scope, time, cost, and quality implications of the project and 
any changes.  

2.2  Consultant Services Selection
 □writing the terms of reference [TOR] to request proposals;  

 □determining consultant selection criteria;  

 □selecting a team to choose a consultant;   

 □ recommending approval for award of contract to the successful consultant and 
negotiating the terms of the consulting agreement.
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2.3 Consultant and Construction Contract Management Services  
 □providing advice and recommendations on project procurement options [eg. 
public or invited tender, or construction management in accordance with the 
First Nation’s approved tendering policy];

 □ensuring compliance with the terms of the consultant and construction 
contracts;  

 □checking and dealing the First Nation’s responsibilities for insurance;

 □issuing change orders;  

 □resolving claims and disputes;  

 □assessing the value of work completed;  

 □reviewing progress claims and authorizing payments;  

 □reporting on construction deficiencies to the consultant and contractor and 
making  recommendations for corrective action;  

 □obtaining final reports, record drawings, warranties, manuals, and completion 
certificates;  

 □recommending final payment based on the satisfactory completion of the 
contract requirements;  

 □evaluating the consultant and the contractor.

3. Terms of Reference for Hiring an Independent Project 
Manager 

If a First Nation has already established a successful relationship with an individual 
or firm and does not wish to seek competitive proposals for the position, the terms 
of reference used to hire a project manager can be relatively brief and informal. 
However, as a minimum they should set out the duties of the project manager, as 
described above, and also include: 

• Description of specific project management services required [including 
duration of services];

• Specifying minimum qualifications (e.g. the project manager must be either 
a professional engineer or a registered architect licensed to practice in British 
Columbia, the minimum number of years of experience, etc.);  

• Providing any relevant project information [eg. reports or studies] or special or 
unusual project issues that will be helpful to the individual or firm submitting 
a proposal; 
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• Listing members of the First Nation project team;

• Identifying a proposed schedule;  

• Specifying the terms of payment and cost control.

4. Requesting Proposals 

Prospective project managers asked to submit proposals should provide information 
under the following headings. If a First Nation has established a successful relationship 
with an individual or firm and is proceeding on a sole source basis, the following 
information should still be submitted to the First Nation in a proposal for services.  

 □names and related experience of staff to be part of the project team;  

 □a work plan outline;  

 □anticipated project schedule;  

 □proposed fees   

For more complex projects, additional information should be provided regarding:  

 □understanding of the project;  

 □work plan and associated work activities;  

 □references;  

 □ project staffing plans;  

 □staff résumés;  

5.0  Evaluating Proposals

Criteria normally used to evaluate proposals are as follows. Weights are often 
assigned to the criteria to establish a comparative level of criteria importance. Cost 
of services is generally not weighted as a primary criteria. In comparing proposals, 
the quality of the services and the experience of the personnel are considered the 
key criteria. 

 □Understanding of the project;  

 □Scope of services, work plan, and schedule;  

 □Management of the provided services;  

 □Consultant team;  
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 □Qualifications and experience of the firm;  

 □Cost of services.  

6.0 Project Management Fees Provided by DISC

 Fees requested for project management are part of the project approval process 
and will be reviewed along with project submissions. The maximum allowable fee for 
the combined total of project management and local project coordination is 3% of 
the construction cost. Disbursements would be additional expenses. Fees which are 
considered eligible for reimbursement may be much less than 3% and will be based 
on the size of the project and the services provided as detailed in the submitted 
project management proposal. 

If an independent project management is engaged for the feasibility stage, an initial 
proposal for project management services only for the feasibility stage can often 
simplify the process by eliminating the uncertainty to forecast future project costs 
and complexity. Project management fees can be reviewed and revised through all 
project development stages. 
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Appendix 4B: ISC Guidelines for First Nations 
Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP Capital Project

Purpose: 

This document provides parameters for First Nations to procure a consultant to 
provide professional consulting services for the development and implementation 
of capital projects funded by the DISC Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program 
[CFMP].

General: 

The following procedures are recommended when engaging a consultant:

1. Written Terms of Reference [TOR] to define the assignment; 
2. First Nation acceptance of a written proposal from the consultant which 

includes assignment deliverables, schedules and fees;
3. Written, standard contract signed by the First Nation and the consultant 

which includes dispute mechanisms and termination clauses and directly 
references the written proposal submitted by the consultant;

4. Confirmation of consultant personnel who will work on the assignment; 
5. On-going process for monitoring schedule and costs [written].

Engaging a consultant without the written acceptance of a documented proposal to 
define the scope of the assignment and to determine a schedule and fees is actively 
discouraged. Verbal communication and a handshake are not considered to be in 
the best interests of meeting mutual expectations and an ongoing professional 
relationship.  

A proposal submitted from a professional consultant can be subsequently revised 
based on mutual discussions between the First Nation and the consultant before 
becoming part of the contract. There may be a revision in fees due to proposal 
revisions.
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Definitions:

Terms of Reference [TOR]:  A description of the assignment to be completed by 
a professional consultant.  A TOR can be verbal, but is almost always written to 
document a common understanding of the assignment.

Proposal: A written response to a TOR from a professional consultant identifying 
how the assignment will be carried out to achieve the specific project objectives. 
The proposal will generally include experience of the firm, personnel to be assigned 
to the project, work processes to be completed, a proposed schedule and proposed 
fees.  

Request for Proposal [RFP]: An invitation to a number of professional consultants 
[or one professional consultant in selected cases] to submit a proposal in response 
to a written TOR. A set of criteria which will be used to evaluate the firms submitting 
proposals should be included with the RFP. 

Total DISC Project Cost [TIPC]: All DISC costs for all stages including contingencies 
as applicable. 

Minor Projects:  Estimated TIPC  <  $1.5M

Major Projects:  Estimated TIPC  >  $1.5M

Consultant Selection:

The process for selecting a consultant will be influenced by the factors listed.  A 
larger, more complex project will generally result in a longer and more stringent 
selection process. 

• Complexity of the project

• Size of the project

• Expected consultant costs

• Previous working relationship with a consultant

• Expertise of a consultant

• Availability of consultant to assign time and resources to the project. 
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Consultant selection will generally follow one of two processes:

1. Multiple source selection – numerous consultants [generally 3 to 5] are solicited 
to submit proposals to complete the assignment.  The proposals received are 
comparatively assessed to award the contract to the professional consultant with 
the “best value” proposal which meets the objectives of the TOR;

2. Sole source selection – one consultant is solicited to submit a proposal to complete 
the assignment.

Consultant Costs:

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists in B.C. [APEGBC] 
and the Architectural Institute of BC [AIBC] publish guidelines for determining 
professional fees. Professional costs can include project management fees, design 
fees, subconsultant fees and expenses/disbursements. Fees for large value projects 
are generally considered on a % basis while small value projects generally are costed 
on an hourly basis.

Procurement Guidelines:

1.Feasibility Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants for any value of project can be a sole source 
selection or a multiple source selection;

2.Design Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants should be in accordance with the criteria 
listed below. Unless specifically required in the feasibility stage contract [not usual 
and not recommended], there is no obligation for a First Nation to engage the 
feasibility stage consultant for design stage professional services. 

• Minor Projects: Multiple source selection or sole source selection; 

• Major Projects:  Multiple source selection is the recommended approach.
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3. Construction Stage Professional Services

Engaging the design stage consultant based on a sole source selection to provide 
construction stage professional services is highly recommended. 

If there is a working relationship issue between the First Nation and the design stage 
consultant and the procurement of another professional consultant is required at 
this stage, procurement of a professional consultant for any value of project can be 
multiple source selection or a sole source selection.

APPENDIX 4B
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Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix 
with Selection Criteria and Weightings
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Appendix 4D: ISC Sample Professional Services 
Contract [CN2 Template]

APPENDIX 4D

The document CN2 — Contracting for Professional Services by First Nations and 
Aboriginal Communities provides information on how to hire professional consultants 
and provides a sample contract for consideration by the First Nation.  See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM Program — Project Information — Best Practices for 
Construction Contracting: 

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050
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Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional 
Engineer or Professional Geoscientist [excerpt from 
APEGBC Website]

APPENDIX 4E
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Appendix 5: Terms of Reference  - Feasibility Study 
[Sample]

SAMPLE TERMS OF REFERENCE  FOR A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Table of Contents

1.0 Introduction .......................................................................................1

2.0 Objective .......................................................................................1

3.0 Definitions .......................................................................................1

4.0 Scope of Work .......................................................................................3

5.0 Requirements .......................................................................................5

6.0 Proposals .......................................................................................6

7.0 Schedule .......................................................................................6

8.0 Terms of Payment and Cost Control .....................................................7

9. Contract Agreement ............................................................................7
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This section is intended to provide a description of the community, its location and 
site specific knowledge.  Any and all background information specific to the study 
issues should be provided, including such things as maps, engineering reports, 
studies, observations, etc.

Projects should be derived from either the First Nations Comprehensive Community 
Plan, Community Development Plan, Physical Development Plan, or based on a need 
to improve or replace existing infrastructure.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

A clear and precise description of the objective(s) that need to be met should be 
identified in this section.  Any and all options that should be reviewed are to be 
identified.

3.0 DEFINITIONS:

3.1    Qualified Consultant means a firm of:

• Professional Engineers registered with the Association of Professional

• Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia

• Professional Planners registered with the Planning Institute of British Columbia

• Professional Architects registered the Architects Institute of British Columbia.

3.2 Design Guidelines – Indigenous Affairs and Northern Development (ISC) 
have published design guidelines for water systems, wastewater systems, and road 
works.  These publications serve as guides in the design and preparation of plans and 
specifications.

3.3 Level of Service Standards (LOSS) identify levels of service that may be 
funded from within existing budgets and from ISC programs priorities of health, 
safety, and education.  These standards essentially set limits on development which 
in turn affect the capital planning process.
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3.4 Life Cycle Cost is a mathematical procedure which describes the life costs 
(e.g., construction, operations, maintenance, major maintenance, and disposal) of 
an asset in terms of a rolled up current dollar amount which reflects the effects of 
monetary interest and price inflation.  A life cycle cost analysis provides a hypothetical 
method of comparing competing options of the basis of which one makes better 
economic sense in terms of total costs.

3.5 Class “D” Cost Estimate is a preliminary estimate which, due to little or no site 
information, indicates the approximate magnitude of cost of the proposed project, 
based on the client’s broad requirements.  This overall cost estimate may be derived 
from lump sum or unit costs as identified in the construction cost manual for a similar 
project.  It may be used to obtain approval in principle and for ISCussion purposes.

3.6 Class “C” Cost Estimate is prepared with limited site information and is based 
on probable conditions affecting the project.  It represents the summation of all 
identifiable project component costs.  It is used for program planning, establishing a 
more specific definition of client needs, and to obtain approval in principle.

3.7 Community Development Plan deals with:

• Social-economic development for the community;

• planned land use and type of future development.

3.8 Physical Development Plan deals with:

• planned community physical services such as water, sewer, roads, utilities, 
etcetera, required to meet the development proposals of the Community 
Development Plan

• other planned community services and facilities such as, but not limited to, 
recreation facilities, education facilities and health care facilities.

• the provision of a short term capital plan, usually 5 years to guide the community 
capital development.

3.9 Feasibility Study:

• identifies options that can be implemented to meet project requirements;

• examines the options in terms of engineering and economic feasibility; 

• recommends a preferred option.
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3.10 Project Team consists of members that will participate in guiding the 
consultant engaged for the Feasibility Study to ensure that all essential elements of 
the project are considered and met.  The team may include: 

• Project Leader

• Project Manager

• Chief Administrator/Band Manager

• Councillor in charge of public works

• Public Works Maintenance Officer

• ISC Capital Management Officer

• ISC Engineer

4.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The work of this contract compromises, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:

4.1 Review all existing relevant information including aerial photographs, 
topographic mapping, reports, plans, designs, as-built drawings, and other 
information.

4.2 Visit the site and meet with site representatives to become acquainted with 
site conditions and concerns of the bands, including population expansion, future 
demands on services, potential land acquisitions, existing land encumbrances, and 
other relevant design parameters.

4.3 Review the First Nation’s development and capital plans to determine if the 
conclusions and recommendations are still valid.

4.4 Prepare at least three conceptual layout options of the proposed works for 
the band’s review.  These layouts must be tied into existing legal survey controls.

Site planning must take into account community growth patterns and service demands 
and shall include an assessment of all undeveloped areas with the communities for 
potential housing and community building sites.
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The advantages and disadvantages of each conceptual layout option and its suitability 
shall be examined in terms of:

• level of service,

• climatic conditions,

• Class “D” life cycle costs,

• land encumbrance,

• land usage,

• environmental impacts 

• acceptability to the band membership

• other factors the consultant considers relevant. 

The consultant should make a recommendation as to the preferred conceptual layout 
option and must obtain approval from the First Nation representatives for the chosen 
option before proceeding further.

4.5 Upon selection of the preferred conceptual layout option, the consultant 
shall undertake studies to address land suitability topics such as: 

• foundations,

• drainage,

• frost penetration,

• ground water conditions,

• wastewater disposal,

• road construction,

• erosion protection,

• flood control, 

• other topics the consultant considers relevant. 

4.6 Prepare an environmental scoping study to outline any environmental 
impacts anticipated for the completed project.
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4.7 Prepare a feasibility study that includes:

• project description

• project justification 

• ISCussion of existing facilities,

• proposed level of standards to be met,

• conceptual designs for all conceptual layout options along with Class “D” life 
cycle cost estimates,

• Class “C” life cycle cost estimate for the preferred conceptual layout option,

• an environmental assessment outline report identifying any potential impacts 
and mitigation requirements for the duration of the project and at completion,

• all studies, 

• where studies were not completed, identify assumptions with respect to soils, 
existing services, expansion plans, etc.

Sufficient copies should be prepared for distribution to the project team.

Two copies of the study [paper copy and pdf format] should be forwarded to ISC for 
their review requirements.

5.0 REQUIREMENTS:

5.1 The cost estimates shall include allowances for construction, engineering, 
and contingencies.  The construction cost estimates shall indicate approximate 
quantities and unit costs.  When evaluating alternative designs the consultant shall 
bear in mind the objective of minimizing capital cost, and annual operation and 
maintenance costs.

5.2 All correspondence shall be addressed to the Project Leader or the Project 
Manager. 

5.3 Subdivision planning and infrastructure development should conform to the 
various guidelines, legislation, codes, standards, codes of good practice. 

5.4 The consultant shall review, arrange for and carry out any field surveys, pump 
tests, soils investigations and testing required to ensure the technical feasibility of 
proposed works.
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5.5 The consultant shall apply to his own professional stamp or seal and signature 
to identify his professional responsibility.

5.6 All drawings shall be prepared in metric units and include the band logo.

6.0 PROPOSALS:

6.1 The consultant shall submit 6 copies of a proposal to the Project Leader or 
the Project Manager for the work stipulated under these Terms of Reference which 
shall include a:

• proposed methodology;

• time schedule for project completion;

• personnel list including the principal in charge;

• a list of relevant project experience;

• a list of all sub consultants and their company resumes;

• fee list with breakdown of tasks and associated costs

7.0 SCHEDULE:

7.1 The work stipulated under these Terms of Reference shall commence within 
two weeks of notice of award.

7.2 The work stipulated in the original contract shall be completed by:

________________ (Date)
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8.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT AND COST CONTROL:

8.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

8.2 The consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed over the billing period.

8.3 No payment will be made toward the cost of work incurred to remedy errors 
or omissions for which the consultant is responsible.

8.4 If at any time during the progress of the work the consultant considers his 
contract fee will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen event or change in the 
terms by the band he shall immediately provide the Project Leader/Project Manager 
with the complete details.

8.5 At no time shall the contract fee be exceeded prior to written approval

9.0 CONTRACT AGREEMENT:

The consultant will be commissioned to the work by a duly authorized contract 
Agreement with the band.
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Checklist for Feasibility Stage Funding Application**

Project Name:  __________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS # ________________  

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 

First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ 
Project Description and Rationale ________ ________ 
CDP/ PDP Reference  ________ ________ 

________
________
________

Environmental Assessment of 
Field Investigations Activities ________ ________ 
Project Implementation Plan & Schedule ________ ________ 
Terms of Reference (ToR)  ________ ________ 

________
________
________

Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants      
Services and Fee Estimate 
including proposal from Environmental 
Subconsultant to complete Environmental 
Scoping Report and IEMS Environmental 
Review-Project Description Form  ________ ________ ________

Class ‘D’ Project Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Cash Flow ________ ________ 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ 

________
________
________

CI Technical Reviewer: ________________________

Date:  ________________________ 

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

Appendix 6 : Feasibility Stage Funding Application 
checklist
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Appendix 7: Capital Projects Report DCI #460671
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Appendix 9: Permits and Authorizations

Appendix 9A: Permit and Authorization Information 

Appendix 9B: ISC Timber Permit Information [for non-FNLM Bands]
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Appendix 9A : Permit and Authorization Information

Numerous permits and or authorizations may be required before capital projects can 
proceed. 

A.   Federal Government of Canada

The federal government has several agencies issuing permits or authorizations on 
First Nations lands: 

1. Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada [ISC]

ISC is responsible for the following permits for non-FNLM First Nations:

• Timber harvesting

• Gravel extraction

• Burning

Contact your Resource Officer at Lands and Economic Development (LED) on the 
process for obtaining these permits.

2.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC)

Any activities that could impact fish, or fish habitat, may require a permit [authorization] 
from FOC.  FOC can be contacted through their website www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca

3.  Transport Canada [TC]

Activities that affect navigable waters may require a permit from Transport Canada.  
TC can be contacted through their website www.tc.gc.ca or through their Navigation 
Protection Program administrators. 

B.  First Nation Health Authority [FNHA]

FNHA is responsible for in-ground waste disposal fields associated with individual 
households.  They can be contacted through one of their regional offices.

APPENDIX  9A
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C.  Province of British Columbia

The provincial government is responsible for issuing permits which may be required 
for: 

• Hazardous waste generation

• Hazardous waste transportation

• Water use

• Water ISCharge

• Wastewater plant registration

• Road Access

• Logging

All provincial permits can be accessed through the Provincial “Front Counter” at 
www.frontcounter.gov.bc.ca or at 1-877-855-3222.

D.  Municipal Governments

Municipal permits from cities, towns, or regional districts are very site specific and 
may or may not be required in your area.  Contact the engineering department 
of your local municipal government.  Local government may also provide free 
building inspections for electrical, plumbing or structural components both during 
construction and renovations.

If you are not within a municipality or regional district, the BC Safety Authority (BCSA) 
can perform inspections and issue permits on building safety including electrical 
installations.  They can be reached at www.safetyauthority.ca 
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Appendix 9B: ISC Timber Permit Information [for non-FNLM 
Bands]
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Checklist for Feasibility Stage Technical Review**

Project Name  _____________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS #  ________________ 

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 
Feasibility Study ________ ________ 
• Filed in Technical Library – GCdocs#________ ________

________
________

Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ 
Option Analysis ________ ________ 
Preferred Option Recommended ________ ________ 
Land Requirements Identified ________ ________ 
O&M Capacity Assessment ________ ________ 
Subconsultant Reports ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________

IEMS Environmental Review-Project
Description Form supplemented by an 
Environment Assessment Scoping Report ________ ________ ________
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment
(ESA) Report – for Subdivision Projects Only ________ ________ 
Pre-design Research Identified ________ ________ 
Regulatory Impact/ Permits Identified ________ ________ 

________
________
________

(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, timber permit 
assessment, gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit) Note: Timber Permit is not
required if First Nation has their own forestry land code under the First Nation Land Management Act.

Land Encumbrance Check  ________ ________ 
Project Schedule ________ ________ 
Project Construction Process  ________ ________ 
Class ‘C’ Capital Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Class ‘D’ O&M Cost Estimate ________ ________ 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________

CI Technical Reviewer: _________________________
Date: _________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer.  
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

Appendix 10: Feasibility Stage Technical Review
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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission     
requirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region           
Program Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important 
role in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or        
feedback concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organizational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit (with Funding Services)
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. CEAA 2012. 
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes, or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations which identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current projects 
and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new projects. The 
investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations to plan capital 
projects for the long term benefit of their community. The FNIIP is 
designed to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term 
planning, budget forecasts and to support project funding decision-
making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures, prescribed in the environmental review process, 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
ISCretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• Protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• Mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• Address water and sewer project backlogs;

• Include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organizations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs.

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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The Design Stage of a Capital 
Project
An overview of the Design Stage of a Capital Project

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations’ consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the capital facilities 
and maintenance program (CFMP) program such as schools, housing and 
operation and maintenance funding are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post construction. Appendices are at the end 
of the document containing pertinent information for quick reference by 
the users. 

4



Feasibility Initiation
Final Processing

– ISC –

Final Design Phase
– First Nations – 

Design Stage Funding
Application Preparation and Sub-

mission
– First Nations – 

Final Design Phase
Deliverables

– First Nations – 

Design Stage Funding
Application Review

– ISC – 

Design Stage Analysis
– ISC – 

Design Stage Funding
– ISC – 

Final Design Phase
Deliverable Review

– ISC – 

Preliminary Design Stage
– First Nations – 

Design Stage
Final Processing

– ISC – 

Construction/Post
Construction Stage
Funding Application 

Preparation and Submission
– First Nations – 

Preliminary Design Stage
Deliverables

– First Nations – 
(If applicable)

Preliminary Design Stage
Deliverables Review

– ISC – 
(If applicable)

Figure 1: Work-flow for Capital Project Approval Process
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The design stage of a capital project develops the recommended option 
selected at the feasibility stage. Any additional information required to 
develop a design is obtained and all project information is analyzed and 
processed to result in a design package which will provide the necessary 
instructions for project construction.   

The design stage process generally incorporates a preliminary design 
phase (sometimes called pre-design phase or the design development 
phase) and a final design phase. Reports are generally required on the 
completion of both phases. 

The preliminary design phase will include the additional field 
investigation and research activities required to obtain all the necessary 
physical and technical data needed to generate a project design and 
a Class B estimate. Examples of collected data include legal survey 
information, topographical information, geotechnical information, 
environmental information, hydrological data, treatment process testing 
and manufacturer information. The preliminary design combines the 
gathered data and information with the technical design requirements as 
specified in ISC Design Guidelines and Level of Service Standards. 

If a construction management contracting process is being proposed 
for project construction, an initial Construction Management Business 
Plan must be prepared during the preliminary design phase. Forming a 
Construction Management Evaluation Team (CMET) will be a part of this 
process.

The preliminary design is considered complete when the unknown 
conditions that have a potentially significant influence on the design 
have been identified and when the design criteria have been sufficiently 
developed to allow the final design to commence. A “rule of thumb” 
measure is that completion of the preliminary design represents 
approximately 60% of the total design effort.

ISC may not require a preliminary design report for small, non-complex 
projects where the scope of research and field investigations during 
the design stage is relatively minor due to the nature of the project or 
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because the feasibility stage provided sufficient design information. ISC 
will confirm when a preliminary design report is not required.

 The final design phase includes the completion of detailed design 
calculations, the preparation of drawings and specifications that are ready 
for construction, the preparation of tendering and contract documents 
and the preparation of a Class A cost estimate. A final design report is 
required for all projects.

If a construction management contracting process is being proposed for 
project construction, a final Construction Management Business Plan 
must be completed during the detailed design phase with associated 
input from the Construction Management Evaluation Team (CMET). 

An environmental assessment study report for low and medium 
environmental risk projects (confirm with Engineer) is required when 
submitting a preliminary design report and a finalized version is required 
with the final design stage deliverables. If a preliminary design report 
is not required, the environmental assessment study report will only be 
submitted with the final design stage deliverables.
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4.1 Design Stage Funding Application 
(DAR)
A design stage funding application labeled a Design Approval Request 
(DAR) is required for all capital projects (except Group 2 ACRS projects 
and small O&M projects) and will incorporate a funding request both 
preliminary design and final design phases. The amount of information 
provided in the DAR is intended to match the size and complexity of 
the project. Generating a DAR will be a systematic progression from 
the Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) generated to start the feasibility 
stage.  See Appendix 1: Design Approval Request (DAR) for guidance on 
completing DAR.

A First Nation will generally apply for design stage funding concurrently 
with submitting feasibility stage deliverables to ISC.  Submission of a DAR 
formally triggers the design stage funding request process. 

The DAR summarizes the project and contains the following sections: 

• First Nation’s Approval Signature — indicates First Nation project 
concurrence with DAR objectives and project implementation 
process;

• Executive Summary — one page project summary with funding 
requirements table;

• Project Identification — detailed project description with project 
justification and project funding history;

• Feasibility Study Summary — summary of key findings of feasibility 
study including the option analysis and a description of the 
recommended option. The finalized Feasibility Study will have 
already been submitted as a feasibility stage deliverable;

• Proposed Design Process — summary of design objectives, 
additional technical studies required, land requirements, permits 
and technical issues;

• Project Management Framework — proposed First Nation project 
management plan including process for engaging a project leader, 
independent project manager (if applicable), and professional 
consultant services. The experience of the project team must 
reflect the size and complexity of the project;
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Identify a project procurement strategy (general construction contracting 
or construction management). If the construction management process 
is being used, identify the construction manager hiring process (may 
be already completed) and the proposed procedures to generate an 
initial and final Construction Management Business Plan and to form a 
Construction Management Evaluation Team (CMET).

See ISC’s website information for the CFM Program — Project Information —  
Policies and Directives for information on Operational Parameters for the 
Review and Evaluation of Construction Management Projects.

• Environmental Assessment Process — summary of the environmental 
assessment scoping report with a proposed assessment of negligible, 
low or medium environmental risk. An additional environmental 
assessment study report is required for projects assessed at low or 
medium risk. See Appendix 2: Environmental Review Process;

• Financial Information — proposed design stage costs for professional 
consultant services (include design fees, environmental fees 
and project management fees), band administration fees, Total 
Estimated Cost (TEC)(Class C) including construction costs, 
anticipated O&M costs, proposed cost sharing, proposed municipal-
type service agreements and any significant risk issues impacting 
costs. See Appendix 3: Cost Estimates — Definitions;

• Project Schedule — proposed schedule with milestone dates and 
responsibilities.

The DAR appendices should include the following items (as applicable):

A. Site Plan/Facility System Layout

B. Land Encumbrance — Land encumbrance check and identification 
of any land access issues including any consultations with other 
First Nations and neighbouring jurisdictions regarding possible off-
Reserve construction;  

C.  Project Manager or Construction Manager Information (if applicable) 
— If the First Nation is hiring an independent project manager or a 
construction manager (or both), terms of reference (as applicable) 
and proposals to provide the appropriate services are required. See 
Section 2.7.2 Hiring a Project Manager and Appendix 4A: Hiring a 
project manager . 
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D.  Terms of Reference (TOR) for Professional Consultant Services — 
Stipulates the professional consultant services expected by the First 
Nation. This document defines the scope of the project, the required 
technical standards, the expected completion schedule and the 
contractual requirements.

The TOR must clearly identify that all applicable design stage deliverables 
(described in Section 4.4 of this chapter) must be completed by the 
consultant. See Section 2.7.3 Hiring a Professional Services Consultant 
and Appendix 4: Project Implementation of Hiring Professionals for 
information on hiring a consultant and a sample contract.

Note:

If the First Nation has been satisfied with the 
professional services provided by a consultant during 
the feasibility stage, the First Nation will often request 
the same consultant to submit a proposal in response 
to the TOR.

If the First Nation wants to consider professional 
services from another consultant, the First 
Nation can request that consultant to submit a  
proposal in response to the TOR.

If the First Nation is considering changing consultants 
between the feasibility and design stages, inviting 
several consultants to submit proposals in response 
to the TOR is recommended. This competitive process 
will help the First Nation select the most qualified firm 
at the best value. The Capital Management Officer and 
Senior Engineer can assist First Nations in determining 
evaluation criteria for multiple proposal review and will 
participate in the proposal review process if requested.

In some cases for smaller, less complex projects, a 
written TOR may not be needed if the First Nation 
has already chosen a consultant. Project TOR can 
be verbally communicated to the consultant who 
will subsequently generate a Proposal for Consultant 
Services which must specifically address the First 
Nations expectations and the deliverable requirements 
identified in Section 4 of this chapter.
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See Appendix 5: Terms of Reference — Design Stage (Sample) for assistance 
when creating a project TOR. The Capital Management Officer and Senior 
Engineer can also assist First Nations in the development of a project 
specific TOR.

E. Proposal for Consultant Services — Provides the written response 
submitted by a consultant to the First Nation’s request for professional 
design services. The terms of reference will be used by the consultant 
to determine the contents of their proposal. The proposal must clearly 
identify a scope of work and all associated costs to produce all the 
applicable design stage deliverables identified in Section 4.4 of this 
chapter.

The proposal will also provide information concerning: 

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant company;

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant personnel 
specifically assigned to the project;

•  The proposed strategies, activities and tasks the consultant will use 

to complete the design stage (both pre-design and design phases);

• The expected schedule for completion of the design stage 
deliverables;

• The requested fees and disbursements (travel, photocopying, etc.) 
to complete the assignment. 

The consultant fee schedule must detail the hourly rates charged by 
each consultant team member, the number of hours and associated cost 
estimate for each task to be performed and an estimate of disbursement 
costs. Where sub-consultants (eg. geotechnical, environmental) will be 
performing tasks for the prime consultant, their task-specific proposals 
with time and costing information are to be included in the overall project 
proposal.

If a number of consultants were invited to submit proposals, only the 
proposal selected by the First Nation needs to be submitted to ISC.
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For guidelines and templates see: 

Appendix 4B: Procedures for Engaging a Consultant on a CFM Capital 
Project;

Appendix 4C; Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria 
and Weightings, 

Appendix 4D: Sample Professional Services Contract (CN2 Template)

Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or Professional 
Geoscientist (excerpt from EGBC Website)

Appendix 2C: Environmental Assessment Scoping Report 

Note:

The document CN2 — Contracting 
for Professional Services by First 
Nations and Aboriginal Communities 
provides information on how to hire 
professional consultants and provides 
a sample contract for consideration 
by the First Nation.  See ISC’s website 
information for the CFM Program — 
Project Information — Best Practices for 
Construction Contracting.
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4.2 Design Approval Request (DAR) 
Review

4.2.1  Capital Management Officer Review

The Capital Management Officer will review the DAR for completeness 
and validity. Generally, the review will include:

• Confirming that the First Nation accepts the findings and 
recommendations of the feasibility stage and that they wish to 
proceed with the design stage.

• Confirming that the project description and project justification are 
similar in nature and in scope to those identified in the feasibility 
stage. Any significant deviations must be fully explained and shown 
to be within the mandate of BC Region’s capital program.

• Reviewing the cash flow projections to determine the impact on the 
ISC budget process.

Any deficiencies in the funding application will be communicated to the 
First Nation in writing.

Assuming the funding application meets the appropriate criteria, the 
Capital Management Officer will generate and populate the design stage 
version of the previous CFM Program Record Document (CPRD) and will 
then forward the CPRD and project information to the Senior Engineer for 
technical review.

4.2.2  Engineer Review

The technical review will consider whether the proposed scope of work 
provides value for the First Nation and ISC, meets the project objectives 
and is appropriate, functional and cost effective. Any deficiencies will be 
communicated to the First Nation.

The DAR technical review will include: 

• Reviewing the project description and project justification to confirm 
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that the scope of work is consistent with previous submissions and 
that any changes have been justified.

• Comparing the cost estimates with earlier submissions and 
confirming that any significant variances are fully explained.

• Reviewing the terms of reference and the proposal for consultant 
services to assess that:

 » The proposed scope of work is sufficient to produce a 
technically sound design which will meet all capital program 
requirements; 

 » All applicable design stage deliverables identified in Section 
4.4 of this chapter will be produced; 

 » The consulting firm is qualified; 

 » The identified project team has the necessary qualifications 
and experience; 

 » The proposed schedule is realistic;  

 » The professional fees are reasonably within accepted 
guidelines;

 » The process for design stage reviews conforms to a formalized 
consultant review procedure;

• Evaluating the project management plan to assess appropriate 
management procedures are in place to implement the project 
through the design stage (eg. project leader, project manager, 
schedule control, budget control, funding availability);.

• Confirming that the project cost estimates are reasonable; 

• Reviewing the proposal for the environmental assessment study 
report (if required) to confirm that all significant environmental 
impacts will be investigated. 

• Generating a Risk Assessment Tool for projects with a total ISC 
contribution greater than $5M. See Appendix 6: Risk Assessment 
Tool (Sample).

• Comparing the DAR to the Design Stage Funding Application 
checklist. See Appendix 7. The design stage checklist may be useful 
to the First Nation as a quick guide to verify that the documentation 
is complete.

• Inserting required information on to the CPRD form and forwarding for  
approvals.
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4.3 Design Stage Funding Application 
Process at ISC 
The Capital Management Officer or Senior Engineer will contact the First 
Nation regarding the status of the funding application. 

If the funding application meets the necessary requirements, the Capital 
Management Officer will process the project for funding eligibility. Refer 
to Chapter 1 for Banking Day procedures and the funding of projects.

If project funding is received by the First Nation, appropriate reporting by 
the First Nations  as specified in the funding agreement amendment must 
be processed to stay off the Halt List.  See Appendix 8: Capital Projects 
Report DCI #460671.

Note:

For smaller, non-complex projects, 
preliminary design deliverables may 
not be required. Check with your 
Capital Management Officer to confirm.
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4.4 Design Stage Deliverables
During the design stage, a First Nation will receive project deliverables as 
determined by the terms of reference and the proposals for professional 
consultant services. The deliverables received from your consultants will 
generally consist of the following documents:

• Preliminary Design Phase Deliverables (if applicable - see following 
note):

 » Preliminary Design Report 

 » Preliminary Design Drawings and Outline Specifications

 » Construction Management Business Plan  (Initial) (if 
applicable)

 » Environmental Assessment Study Report (if required)

 » Administrative Reporting

• Final Design Phase Deliverables:
 » Final Design Report (or Design Brief as per Design Guidelines 
for Waterworks)

 » Final Design Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents

 » Construction Management Business Plan  (Final) (if applicable)

 » Environmental Assessment Study Report (finalized) (if 
required)

 » Administrative Reporting

The pre-design report should be submitted both as a paper copy and as 
a PDF file. A set of reduced drawings is to be bound into the binder and a 
set of accompanying full size drawings is to be bound separately.

ISC Design Guidelines provide content and formatting requirements for 
water, wastewater and road projects reports.
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4.4.1  Preliminary Design Phase Deliverables

A. Preliminary Design Report contains the following information: 

• Updated project description and project justification — any 
deviations to the project description and project justification stated 
in the previous funding applications and feasibility study are to be 
identified and explained.

• Preliminary design investigations — details the additional field 
investigation and research completed and included identifying the 
design concepts assessed, the investigation methodologies used, 
the results obtained, and the conclusions and recommendations 
determined.

• Preliminary design criteria — summary of the preliminary design 
criteria and calculations to be used in the design such as utility 
system demands, building loadings, treatment system capacities, 
populations and areas served, expected treatment quality 
parameters, applicable codes and standards and any other factors 
to be used in the design process. 

ISC Design Guidelines provide additional information requirements for 
water, wastewater and road projects. Note that the water and wastewater 
design guidelines contain a checklist useful to designers to ensure that 
specified design aspects are considered. See ISC’s website information  
for the CFM Program — Project Information  - Policies and Directives for 
a link to the Design Guidelines.

• Land Encumbrance  — confirm the land tenure identified in the 
feasibility study. See Appendix 9: Land Status Report Request 
Information. 

• Permits — identify any permits required for construction. 
Communications with the issuing authorities should be documented 
to indicate that the permits will be provided at the construction 
stage. Depending on the construction activities, permits may 
include timber permits, gravel extraction permits, solid waste 
disposal permits, highways permits, burning permits and provincial 
land tenure permits (License of Occupation). Any off-reserve land 
required for construction must be the subject of a consultation with 
any First Nations with treaty claims to that parcel. 
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• Timber permits and gravel extraction permits issued by ISC require 
significant processing time. Advance planning for obtaining these 
permits is recommended. See Appendix 10: ISC Timber Permit 
Information (for non-FNLM Bands). 

• Comments from Regulatory Agencies — include copies of any 
correspondence with regulatory agencies providing their review 
comments. Depending on the type of project, the regulatory 
agencies may include:

 » First Nation Health Authority (FNHA) — drinking water, 
wastewater and solid waste disposal;

 » Environment Canada — wastewater, solid waste disposal, 
Species at Risk issues;

 » Fisheries and Oceans Canada — all works impacting fish- 
bearing waters;

 » Transport Canada — navigable waters;

 » BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands — lands management;

 » BC Ministry of Environment — fish and wildlife;

 » BC Ministry of Transportation — public road access, and works 
involving public roads.

• Financial Information — include a Class B cost estimate of all project 
costs from the feasibility stage to the post construction stage. See 
Appendix 3 Cost Estimates — Definitions.

B. Preliminary Design Drawings and Outline Specifications — Provide 
sufficient detail to adequately describe the scope, limit, location 
and operation of the proposed project. For example, the preliminary 
drawings for a water treatment plant should include a site plan with 
the building location, inlet/outlet piping, site services, building floor 
plan, building sections and elevations, flow diagram, schematic 
piping and instrumentation diagrams, hydraulic grade line profile, 
and building equipment layout. Outline specifications are required to 
adequately describe work components. The drawings must be signed 
and sealed by a professional registered to practice in BC.

C.   Construction Management Business Plan (Initial) — Will identify 
the First Nation’s available financial, technical and management 
resources required to implement the project using the construction 
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management contracting process and specify the process for 
engaging the services of a fully qualified construction manager. 
The activities of the Construction Management Evaluation Team 
(CMET) should be detailed. See ISC’s website information for the 
CFM Program — Project Information — Policies and Directives — 
Operational Parameters for the Review and Evaluation of Construction 
Management Projects  for information on  the review and evaluation 
of construction management projects including the development of 
the initial construction management business plan.

D. Environmental Assessment Study Report (if required) — Details 
the environmental impacts, mitigation measures and monitoring 
requirements related to the construction and operation of the 
proposed works. Any potential off-Reserve environmental impacts 
need to be addressed with neighbouring First Nations and other 
jurisdictions. See Appendix 2: Environmental Review Process.

Note:

Where any proposed works encroach 
on privately held (non-band, 
certificate of possession) lands, a 
legal right-of-way will be required 
to ensure the First Nation’s right of 
access to the lands for the purpose 
of constructing, operating and 
maintaining the works.

Where any proposed works are 
proposed for construction on off-
reserve land, a License of Occupation 
is required from the provincial 
government to validate occupation of 
the land. The provincial government 
will proceed through a process of 
public input and environmental 
assessment relating to the subject 
land parcel.
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E. First Nation Administrative Reporting during the preliminary design 
phase is to include:

• Capital Project Progress Reporting — Reporting on project progress 
in accordance with the schedule identified in the agreement 
amendment is an ISC funding requirement and failure to report 
results in a funding halt. See Appendix 8: Capital Projects Report DCI 
#46067. 

• Expenditure accounting from the First Nation — compares project 
expenditures to the funding received for both the design and 
feasibility stages. Expenditure breakdowns should correspond to the 
approved funding request. Note that project final accounting will be 
compared to the First Nations annual financial audit report;

• Capital Project Request for Override — required if the project 
design stage has justifiably taken longer than one year to complete. 
Substantiation for the delay of the project must be identified on the 
request. Failure to report results in a funding halt. 

4.4.2  Final Design Phase Deliverables

A. Final Design Report (also referred to as a Design Brief) contains the 
following information:

• Updated Project Description and Project Justification — any 
deviations to the project description and project justification 
stated in the previous funding applications, the feasibility stage or 
preliminary design reports are to be identified and explained.

• Design Criteria — summary of the final design criteria and calculations 
used in the project design, applicable codes and standards and any 
other relevant factors used in the design process. 

• The ISC Design Guidelines provide additional information 
requirements for water, wastewater and road projects. Note that the 
water and wastewater design guidelines contain a checklist useful 
to designers to ensure that specified design aspects are considered. 

• Professional Certification Schedules (for buildings such as 
water treatment plants) — certifies professional responsibility 
for project design coordination, design activities and 
construction inspection.  See Appendix 11: Letters of  
Assurance (NBC) — Schedules A, B-1, B-2, C-A, C-B.
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• Land Encumbrances — provide a current land encumbrance check 
if the previous check has exceeded the one year validity period. 
Provide details for any associated land issues (e.g., Certificate of 
Possession land issues). Agreements for constructing on non-band 
lands must be explained and documented.

• Permits and Approvals — include finalized permits or draft permits/
authorizations (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) in sufficient detail to 
be readily finalized should the project proceed to the construction 
stage. See Appendix 12: Permit and Authorization Information.

• Comments from Regulatory Agencies — include copies of 
correspondence from applicable regulatory agencies. Any 
conditions applied by these regulatory agencies are to be 
incorporated into the design to the approval of the agencies prior 
to the project proceeding to the construction stage.

• Draft Commissioning Plan (for complex projects) — outlines the 
consultant’s proposed process to inspect, test and substantiate 
that the completed works are properly working to their design 
capacity. See the applicable design guidelines for commissioning 
requirements for specific projects. Including a training component 
for First Nations operator during the commissioning process is 
recommended.

• Draft Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual (for complex 
projects) — required to provide direction to operators for the 
operation and maintenance of a facility during construction and 
subsequent to facility completion before a finalized O&M manual is 
produced at project completion. Refer to the ISC design guidelines 

Note:

Where any proposed works are 
proposed for construction on off-
reserve land, it is the duty of the 
Federal Government to consult with 
any other First Nations that might have 
established or potential Indigenous or 
treaty rights to that land. Generally 
this process can be sufficiently 
accomplished via the provincial public 
input process for generating a License 
of Occupation.
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for water and wastewater for the contents expected in an O&M 
manual. See Appendix 4 for information on where to access these 
guidelines.

• O&M Training Plan (for complex projects) — provide a training 
plan for O&M operators that includes some level of training during 
project construction so that operators are prepared to safely and 
effectively operate and maintain the new project facilities upon 
project completion.

• Financial Information - include a Class A cost estimate of all project 
costs. Detail any cost- sharing arrangements and any MTSA 
agreements. Provide a Class A estimate of the O&M costs and 
summarize all sources of O&M funding available to the First Nation.  See  
Appendix 3: Cost Estimates — Definitions.

• Project Schedule - include an updated schedule for the completion 
of the project. 

B. Final Design Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents — 
Final design drawings, specifications and tender documents must 
be complete and have sufficient detail for contractors to bid on the 
project and construct the project strictly in accordance with the 
specified requirements.

All required environmental mitigation measures should be clearly 
identified in the design drawings and specifications. All drawings and 
specifications must be signed and sealed by a professional registered to 
practice in BC. The tender document is to comply with the ISC tendering 
tender policy. See ISC’s  website information for the CFM Program 
— Project Information — Policies and Directives - Tendering Policy on 
Federally Funded Capital Projects for First Nations on Reserve.

C.   Construction Management Business Plan (Final) — Updated plan 
summarizing the finalized construction management process 
to implement the project. The activities of the Construction 
Management Evaluation Team (CMET) should be detailed. See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM Program — Project Information — 
Policies and Directives -  Operational Parameters for the Review and 
Evaluation of Construction Management Projects  for information 
on  the review and evaluation of construction management projects 
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including the development of the final construction management 
business plan.

D. Environmental Assessment Study Report (Finalized) (if required) 
— Submitted with any required revisions. Recommended mitigation 
measures must be incorporated into the project final design. See 
Appendix 2: Environmental Review Process. 

E. First Nation Administrative Reporting during the final design phase 
is to include:

• Capital Project Progress Reporting — Reporting on project progress 
in accordance with the schedule identified in the agreement 
amendment is an ISC funding requirement and failure to report 
results in a funding halt. See Appendix 8: Capital Projects Report DCI 
#46067;

•  Expenditure accounting from the First Nation — compares project 
expenditures to the funding received for both the design and 
feasibility stages. Expenditure breakdowns should correspond to 
the approved funding request. Note that project final accounting 
will be compared to the First Nations annual financial audit report;

• Capital project request for override — required if the project design 
stage has justifiably taken longer than one year to complete. 
Substantiation for the delay of the project must be identified on the 
request. Failure to report results in a funding halt. 
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4.5 Design Stage Analysis by First 
Nations
The following questions should have been answered upon completion 
of the design stage. The First Nation should examine the deliverables 
and be satisfied that the information provided addresses the following 
project decisions and subsequent project activities.

Question 1: Have all the design criteria been appropriately finalized? 

Has the appropriate information been used to determine design criteria that 
meet project expectations? 

Question 2: Have the required cost estimates and project schedule been 
provided?

Has the required financial information been provided to allow the required 
financial planning? Is there enough information to be able to monitor the 
cost and schedules for the contractors and consultants?

Question 3: Is the environmental assessment complete?

Have all environmental impacts on the community been identified and 
appropriately incorporated into the project to minimize long-term effects?

Question 4: Have the regulatory agencies been involved in the design?

Is there assurance that regulatory agencies support the project continuing 
to the construction stage and that all permits are in place or ready to be 
finalized? 

Question 5: Have all land issues been finalized?

Are all land tenure agreements in place to allow construction to proceed 
without project holdups due to unauthorized access and construction?  
Has there been appropriate consultation with First Nations and other 
jurisdictions to obtain agreements to construct any off-reserve facilities?
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Question 6: Have all operation and maintenance activities and costs 
been confirmed?

Has adequate resource planning and funding been identified to permit 
the proper operation and maintenance of the proposed works? Have 
operators and circuit riders provided feedback on the proposed operation 
and maintenance of the new asset? How do the additional operation 
and maintenance responsibilities associated with the new asset impact 
personnel and equipment resources currently required for the operation 
and maintenance of existing community infrastructure assets?

Question 7: Is the project ready for construction?

Does the final design meet all relevant guidelines, standards, laws and 
regulations and is the project ready to proceed to the construction stage?

Question 8:  Has the project been structured to incorporate community  
employment and economic opportunities?

Have contracts, local arrangements and employment resources been 
organized to provide local employment and economic opportunities?

Based on the analysis of the design stage information and assuming there 
is agreement with the project information, project decisions and project 
impacts, the First Nation will send the design stage deliverables to the 
Capital Management Officer generally accompanied by an application for 
construction stage funding (PAR).

If, however, the First Nation decision-making process on whether to 
proceed with the project requires more time for deliberation, the design 
stage deliverables can be sent to the Capital Management Officer 
without an application for  construction stage funding. ISC will review 
the deliverables and if complete, the design stage will be marked as  
“Reporting Complete” in GCIMS. 
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4.6 Design Stage Deliverable Review by 
ISC
Design stage deliverables received by ISC will be reviewed within sixty 
days of hard copy receipt. The review process will include an initial 
completeness check by the capital management officer and a subsequent 
technical review by the ISC engineer.

4.6.1 Capital Management Officer

The Capital Management Officer will review the design stage deliverables 
to confirm that all required deliverables have been received. The design 
stage information will be assessed to confirm general conformance to ISC 
program requirements and the package will then be sent to the Engineer 
for technical evaluation.

If all design stage deliverables have not been received, the Capital 
Management Officer or Engineer will request additional information from 
the First Nation.

4.6.2 Engineer Review

The preliminary design and final design report reviews by the Engineer 
can include the following items. Design review procedures (similar to an 
OQM process) incorporated into the project will be considered in the ISC 
review process.

• Reviewing the Preliminary Design Report to ensure that adequate 
field assessment and research has been completed. The conclusions, 
recommendations and design criteria are to be technically sound, 
cost effective, and must meet all relevant guidelines, standards, 
codes, laws and regulations.

• Reviewing the Preliminary Design Drawings and outline specifications 
for conformance to project requirements and consistency with the 
preliminary design report.
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• Reviewing the Final Design Report (or Design Brief) to ensure that 
the design is technically sound, cost effective, and that it meets all 
relevant guidelines, standards, codes, laws and regulations.

• Reviewing the final design drawings, specifications and tender 
documents for conformance to project requirements and 
consistency with the Final Design Report.

• Reviewing land encumbrances and land agreements. 

• Reviewing any required permits.

• Reviewing comments received from regulatory agencies and 
assessing that their concerns have been addressed in the Preliminary 
Design and Final Design Reports.

• Reviewing the draft commissioning plan.

• Reviewing the draft O&M Manual and maintenance plan.  

• Reviewing cost estimates to confirm their correctness and 
comparability to current construction market pricing.

• If applicable, reviewing the Construction Management Business 
Plan and associated construction management activities for 
conformance to the established procedures.

• If applicable, reviewing the Environmental Assessment Study 
Report for environmental impacts and recommended mitigation 
measures to ensure that they are included in the final design 
drawings, specifications and tender documents.

• Generating a Simple Environmental Review report or sending 
environmental information to an environmental specialist to 
complete a Detailed Environmental Review report for a more 
complex project.  

Depending on the significance of identified environmental impacts, the 
Environmental Assessment Study Report and other applicable deliverables 
as required (e.g., drawings, specifications, permits) may be circulated to 
selected government departments or agencies for comments relating to 
their environmental responsibilities. 

• Comparing design stage deliverables to the Design Stage Technical 
Review checklist. See Appendix 13. The checklist may be useful 
to the First Nation as a quick guide to help verify the deliverable 
package is complete. 
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4.7 Design Stage Final Processing by 
ISC
Subsequent to the technical evaluation, project progress will be as 
follows:

• If the design stage deliverables are appropriately complete to 
proceed to construction and no additional design stage information 
is required, the First Nation will be notified and GCIMS will be 
updated to show this stage of the project is complete;  

• If an application for construction stage funding (PAR) was received 
with the design stage deliverables and no additional design stage 
information is required, then the process moves into construction 
stage funding as described in Chapter 5;

• If an application for construction stage funding (PAR) was not 
received with the design stage deliverables and no additional 
design stage information is required, then the First Nation will be 
contacted to discuss a proposed schedule for submitting a PAR; 

• If additional design stage information is required, additional 
information from the First Nation will be requested. If the additional 
information was not included in the originally accepted and funded 
Proposal for Professional Consultant Services, then additional 
funding can be requested.
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Appendix 1: Design Approval Request (DAR)

Design Application Request| 1

INDIGENOUS SERVICES CANADA(ISC)
DESIGN  APPROVAL REQUEST (DAR)

Date: 

Project Information
Submission No.: (is this the first submission (#1), (#2), etc.) ______________________________________
Project Number (CPMS): ________________________________________________

  Project Name: ________________________________________________
Funding Requested (include project contingencies): __________________________________________

  Asset Type: ________________________________________________
 Link to Community Profile: ________________________________________________

First Nation Information
Band Number:  ________________________________________________

  First Nation: ________________________________________________
 Reserve: ________________________________________________

 Chief: ________________________________________________

Regional Information
Region: ________________________________________________

 Project Capital Mgmt. Officer: ________________________________________________
  Project/Technical Officer: ________________________________________________

 Regional Manager (ID): ________________________________________________
 Regional Manager (CP): ________________________________________________

  Regional Director: ________________________________________________
  Regional Director General: ________________________________________________

Date Submitted for DISC Approval: ____________________________________
  Submitted To: ____________________________________

 Submitted By: ____________________________________

APPENDIX 1
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APPROVAL SIGNATURES

First Nation Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
     Chief (or person authorized by C&C Date

ISC Regional Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
    ISC Regional Project /Technical Officer Date

_____________________________________________________________________  
      ISC Regional Manager Date

 
      

______________________________________________________________________  

 
     

ISC Regional Director Date

ISC Regional Director General Date
______________________________________________________________________  

ISC Headquarter Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
    ISC Senior Assistant Deputy Minister Date

Regional Operations
(High Risk Projects and all Projects above $10M)

APPENDIX 1
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Introduction 
This guide is intended to assist those preparing Design Application Requests for submission to 
Indigenous Services Canada, British Columbia Region.  The Design Approval Request replaces 
the Treasury Board Style Submissions, and is required for projects with a total cost (since feasi-
bility) over $0.5 million.

Design Application Approval is generally provided on the basis of Class “C” cost estimates for 
pre-design and Class “B” cost estimates for design. Approval permits the initiation of a project 
and allows the spending of only those funds necessary to cover the costs to complete the pre-de-
sign and/or design.

APPENDIX 1
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Executive Summary
All “Design Application Request” documents submitted are to include a one page Executive 
Summary. The Executive Summary is to incorporate and present the following items: 

• Brief project description. 
• Provide a brief justification for project to receive funding for design. Should include ref-
erence to the Priority Ranking Framework and/or ISC policy.

• Provide a brief rationale to demonstrate that the option chosen is the most physically, 
environmentally and economically feasible option to meet the needs of the community.

• For the option chosen identify the project risk, recipient risk and the overall rating as per 
the Management Control Framework (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET). 

• Yearly cash flows and Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for Design (in current dollars).
• Estimated yearly cash flows and Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for design, including engi-
neering and contingencies (use table below).

• Indicate estimated construction cost and schedule (as per BC Region’s FNIIP).

Project X Yearly Cash Flows – -Pre-design /Design 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

A-Base
Targeted Funds
Other ISC
Total ISC Funding
FN Funding
Other Funding Source #1
Other Funding Source #2
Total Non-ISC Funding
Total Estimated Cost 
(TEC)

Notes:

1. If there are more than two other funding sources, then add the appropriate number of 
rows for the funding sources.
2. If the project will be completed in more than three years, add additional columns for the 
additional years. If the project will be completed in one year, use only one column.

APPENDIX 1
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1.0	 Identification	of	Need

1.1	 Requirement	of	the	Asset	and	Justification
• Description of the needs of the First Nation.
• Justification for the asset/project based on the findings of the feasibility study.
• Identify conformance to the applicable ISC Level of Service Standards (LOSS).
• Describe if the proposed works relate to a Physical Development Plan, Comprehensive 
Community Plan, Infrastructure Master Plan, or similar document. 

• Description of existing facility or system, disposal of facility or system (as applicable), 
and applicable operation and maintenance (O&M) funding.

• Identify who will manage the O&M activities.

1.2 Priority Ranking Framework and other ISC Policies/Programs
• Reference of where the project is on the Project Priority Ranking Framework and why it 
is there (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET).

• Reference any other ISC policy or program that was applicable in identifying this project 
as a necessity (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET).

1.3 Space Allowance (applicable to Schools only)
• Space Allowance for the school building based on student enrolment using the most re-
cent School Space Accommodations Standards (SSAS).

• Use of allowable size based on SSAS (i.e. classrooms, gym size, special purpose rooms).
• Use of recreational area.

1.4 Previous Approvals and Project Expenditures
• Identify approved budget and provide dates for feasibility stage project approval, includ-
ing project allocations and expenditures.

• Explain any significant events that happened or issues raised that caused the project to be 
modified or delayed

Expand on each section and provide any additional information that would be pertinent to the 
Project being submitted

APPENDIX 1
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2.0 Existing Conditions

2.1	 Basic	Community	Profile
• Existing population on and off reserve.
• Number of residences (identify the number of buildings serviced by the existing infra-
structure – water and sewer).

• Describe the community buildings.
• Describe the level of certification of the existing operators.

2.2 Location
• Location and access – include a site plan (in the appendices).
• Identify location of asset/system on and or off reserve (as applicable).
• Identify access routes to the project site
• Remoteness Classification with reference to origin of classification.
• Zone Classification.
• Calculation of geographic and site indices.

2.3 Inspections of existing asset(s) related to the project (if applicable)
• What inspections of the existing asset(s) were completed (ACRS or others)?
• Provide a summary of the asset condition as reported in the Capital Assets Inventory 
System (CAIS) and Assets Condition Reporting System (ACRS). (ISC TO COMPLETE 
THIS BULLET).

• What were the main findings that justify immediate replacement of the asset? For exam-
ple, is it health and safety, fire, etc.?

APPENDIX 1
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3.0 Feasibility

3.1	 Identification	of	options	analyzed
• Identify each option analysed, including a brief description of each option and associated 
costs (capital, O&M and 20 year life cycle costs).

• Advantages and disadvantages of each option.
• Rank options and provide rationale for the recommended option.
• Identify any unique factors materially affecting the project (e.g. timing of approval, finan-
cial management plans, cost-sharing arrangements).

• Identify if Municipal Type Agreements (MTAs) exist.

3.2 Proposed Design Criteria
• Summarize the proposed design objectives. Provide a rationale and proposed design pa-
rameters for the chosen option.

• Identify projected population (existing, 10-year and 20-year design horizon). Also iden-
tify the annual population growth rate. Provide supporting demographic studies, data or 
statistics for review

• Identify current and projected water demands, wastewater flows, fire flows, traffic vol-
ume, etc. (as applicable). Provide a rationale for the proposed demands or flows, i.e., the 
assumptions or data used for the projections.

• Provide a summary of the recommendations or findings from the following studies (typi-
cally undertaken during feasibility): geotechnical, environmental, archaeological, hydro-
geological, etc.

• Summarize the required permits and approvals from all applicable regulatory agencies.
• Summarize land requirements or issues of concern.
• List the appropriate standards that will be followed (include in the appendices).

3.3	 Technical	Difficulties
• Identify complicating technical project difficulties which may be a factor in either in-
creasing project costs or delaying the project schedule.

APPENDIX 1
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4.0 Project Management Framework

4.1 ISC Roles and Responsibilities
• Review of project approval requests 
• Processing project funding requests in the funding allocation process
• Generating a risk management framework
• Generating Aboriginal Recipient Funding Arrangement amendments
• Ensuring funding is available for allocation to First Nations in accordance with the fund-
ing process

4.2 First Nation Roles and Responsibilities
• Ensuring that projects are kept on budget.
• Ensuring deliverables are met and project is on schedule.
• Issuing payments as recommended by the Project Manager
• Verifying the performance of the Project Manager and adjusting payments as required.
• Attendance at project meetings.
• Verifying a change in scope approval process and approving change in scope as required.
• Ensuring project expenditures are consistent with expected audit expenditures

4.3 Project Manager Roles and Responsibilities
• A guide on hiring a Project Manager is included in Appendix1 of the ISC Practical Guide 
to Capital Projects.

• Verifying that the work is delivered as per contractual terms and conditions.
• Ensuring payments are controlled based on contractual obligations (proposal, project 
scope, quality, schedule and price).

• Reviewing and verifying all invoices and recommending payment to the Band and Proj-
ect Team.

• Reviewing of significant project items.
• Overseeing the work’s quality to verify that the designer(s) implement appropriate Quali-
ty Control and Quality Assurance.

• Reviewing and recommending to Band and Project Team draft contractual clauses, in-
cluding but not limited to appropriate financial leverage (e.g., payment terms), warranty 
and process warranty clauses, insurance, scope definition, quality assurance/ quality con-
trol expectations, and terms of payment’s alignment with measurable/verifiable milestone 
deliverables.

• Ensuring deliverables are met and project is on schedule.
• Reporting.
• Attendance at Project meetings.
• Recommending change in scope requests.

APPENDIX 1
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4.4 Architect/Engineering Services 
• Providing documentation (drawings, specifications, design reports, tender documents, 
etc).

• Providing completion documents that meet ISC requirements.
• Meeting required schedules.
• Verification of the work carried out by the sub-consultants. 
• Conformance to funding amounts.
• Following all Federal Legislations.
• Following all Federal and Provincial codes, standards, regulations, etc., as applicable.
• QA/QC services.
• Budget control.
• Assessing changes in scope.

5.0 Financial

5.1 Project Costs

Pre-design/Design
• Present a summary of the proposed pre-design/ design costs, including Band adminis-
tration fees, in a tabulated format. A detailed breakdown of the pre-design/design costs 
should be included in the consultant’s proposal.

• Present a monthly cash flow for the pre-design/ design work.
• Indicate that expenditures and commitments will not exceed the budget shown in this 
submission without prior approval from the First Nation and funding agency (ISC).

Construction (from feasibility)
• Identify estimated construction costs for the recommended option, including contingency 
amount (typically 10%), engineering and Band administration fees during construction.

• Identify the O&M costs for the recommended option.
• Identify the 20 year Life Cycle Cost for the recommended option.
• Provide a cost breakdown, in the appendices, for the recommended option, as follows:
• Tabular format separated into construction and non-construction costs.
• Where the project costs are shared, add lines after the “total project costs”, showing each 
party’s share, in current dollars, for each year as well as in total.  Summarize sharing 
arrangements.

• If applicable, show the following non-construction costs: consultant design fees, site 
survey and geotechnical costs, inspection and quality control fees, First Nation project 
management and/or project administration costs, technical training, maintenance manage-
ment system, hydro, telephone, etc.

APPENDIX 1
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• Provide a cost breakdown, in the appendices, of the estimated annual O&M costs and the 
amount allowed under CAIS.

• Indicate an increase/decrease of the O&M costs in comparison to those for the existing 
facility or system (if it is being replaced).

5.2 Cost Sharing Agreements (if applicable)
• Explain any project cost sharing arrangements and the rationale for the cost-sharing pro-
portion, for capital, O&M and future works.

5.3 Municipal Type Service Agreements (if applicable)
• Summarize any municipal type service agreements generated during the project
• Identify on-going impacts of the agreements and cost implications
• Identify roles and responsibilities for parties to the agreement.

5.4 Risk Elements
• Clearly state in lay terms major risks for the project (if any), followed by the percentage 
figure, and the base cost used to calculate the dollar amount allocated for each risk item.

5.5 Payment
• Identify the procedures (including roles and responsibilities) for managing payments to 
consultants or other professionals providing design services.

6.0	 Risk	Assessment
Summarize the findings of the risk assessment carried out by ISC for this project stage and in-
clude a copy of the Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) in Appendix 7.
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7.0 Project Schedule
• Provide an estimate for completion of each project milestone identified in the following 
table (as applicable): 

Project Milestone Completion Date Responsibility*
Feasibility Study
Selection of Design Consultant
Pre-design/Design Funding Submis-
sion (DAR)
Funding for Pre-design/Design 
Draft Pre-design Report
Draft Pre-design Report Review
Final Pre-design Report 
60% Detailed Design Submission 
(schools only)
90% Detailed Design Submission 
(schools only)
Draft Design Report Submission
Draft Design Report Review
Final Design Report and Tender 
Documents
Construction Funding Submission 
(PAR)

* The responsibility will fall under one or more of the following: Indigenous Services Canada 
(ISC), First Nation (FN), Design Consultant (DC), Supplier/ Manufacturer (S/M)

APPENDIX 1
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Appendices

1. Feasibility Study Report  
2. Site Plan and facility or system layout 
3. Site plan reduced to 8 ½ by 11 inches, but no larger than 11 by 14 inches 
4. Facility or system layout plan to give general outline and location of major elements of 

the project;
5. Land Encumbrance Check and any land access issues;
6. Relevant correspondence and information from associated organizations and agencies
7. Terms of Reference for independent Project Manager [if applicable];
8. Project Manager proposal [if applicable]
9. Construction Manager proposal [if applicable] 
10. Terms of Reference for professional consultant services [if applicable];
11. Professional consultant services proposal for pre-design/design (including fee tabulation 

and schedule)
12. Environmental Scoping Study
13. Recommended Option Detailed Cost Breakdown (refer to Section 5.1.2; tabular format) 

APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2

Appendix 2: Environmental Review

Appendix 2A: ISC Environmental Review Process Summary

Appendix 2B: Community Infrastructure Generic Terms of Reference for Environ-
mental Assessment

Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects Environmental Assessment 
Scoping Report 
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Appendix 2A:  ISC Environmental Review Process 
Summary

All federally-funded projects must follow an Environmental Review Process 
[ERP] to ensure that no significant adverse environmental effects result from the 
implementation of a project. The objectives of the ERP are:

•  predict the environment effects of a proposed project;

• identify measures to mitigate the effects;

• determine the significance of residual environmental effects and applicable 
mitigation measures;

• recommend follow-up programs to monitor impacts of environmental effects;

• fulfill the federal Duty to Consult with other Aboriginal interests regarding 
projects to be constructed on lands subject to treaty claims.

The level of environmental review should match the risk and likelihood of significant 
adverse effects associated with carrying out a project. Larger, more complex projects 
adjacent to water bodies or discharging into receiving waters would generally require 
a higher degree of environmental analysis.

The project environmental review process begins at the feasibility stage with an 
Environmental Scoping Study to outline potential issues. A project description form is 
initiated. If no significant issues are apparent that cannot be mitigated with standard 
procedures, the project is considered a minor project and considered “negligible 
environmental risk.”  ISC has developed a “Minor Projects List” for identifying routine 
projects normally considered negligible environmental risk although any project may 
be elevated past the minor level for a more detailed assessment if conditions warrant. 
Renovations or upgrades are typical minor level projects. No further environmental 
information is required for a minor project.

If the Environmental Scoping Study identifies potentially significant environmental 
issues, the ISC engineer will request an Environmental Detailed Study to be 
completed during the design stage [usually at the pre-design phase]. Depending on 
the study results, the ISC engineer may classify the project as a low environmental 
risk requiring a “Simple Environmental Review Form”. The ISC engineer may request 
additional environmental information to confirm a low environmental risk rating. 
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Construction of a water treatment plant or a residential subdivision would be typical 
projects in the low risk category. 

If the project is large or complex and the report indicates risks and potential effects 
are not readily known, the project will be referred to an ISC environmental specialist 
who will manage a more comprehensive evaluation of environmental effects and 
generate a “Detailed Environmental Review Form”.  Projects requiring this form will 
require higher level approval authorities. 

Depending on the scope of the environmental mitigation measures incorporated 
into the project, a Mitigation Measures Compliance Report may be required as 
part of the project completion reporting. This report is used to confirm that the 
mitigation measures prescribed in the environment review were incorporated into 
the project. This form is not required for projects that underwent a Minor Review. 
Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental Review may require this form at 
ISC’s discretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review will require 
form completion.  

Environmental decisions will be tracked by the Integrated Environmental Management 
System [IEMS] which was launched in April, 2014. 
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Appendix 2B:  Community Infrastructure Generic 
Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments

The Generic Terms of Reference (TOR) presented here as an annotated table of 
contents provides the proponent with the guidelines in planning and conducting an 
environmental assessment.  

APPENDIX 2B

Executive Summary 

1. Introduction Provide contextual background information on the project and the 
proponent and project justification. 

1.1 Proponent Information

1.2 Project Overview (including Title and Location)

1.3 Regulatory Framework (e.g. Funding, Permits and/or 
Approvals)
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2. Project 
Description 
and scope of 
project 

Provide a detailed project description. The project description 
should cover all aspects of the project including anticipated 
environmental impacts to the project.  A detailed description will 
allow the RA(s) to scope the project components and activities 
appropriately.

Note: For projects involving cutting of timber, the description must 
include the RPF’s break down of volume/species (based upon a 
timber cruise) to be cut from the subject area and the proposed 
harvesting system.

A detailed project description at the start of the project design 
phase clarifies potential interactions with the environmental and 
thereby reduces the risk that ISC or other RAs will require additional 
information to assess the project.  

Community Infrastructure Projects require a Scoping Report 
submitted during the feasibility stage of the project (Part 4).

Identify all components that were scoped into the project including 
all necessary activities and with First Nation consultation early on 
in the development process.

2.1 Project Background

2.2 Location of project and mapping and study areas

2.3 Project Facilities and associated infrastructure

2.4 Construction activities

2.5 Operations activities

2.6 Decommissioning plans

2.7 Alternative means of carrying out the project

2.8 First Nations Consultation
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3. Project 
Setting  

Provide a detailed description of the existing environment in the 
project area including landscape, water bodies, archaeology, 
natural resources, and environmental uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, 
natural resource harvesting, residential properties, etc).  Indicate 
the areas affected by the project. Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and First Nations uses in the area of the 
project, if available.  Develop and/or update the list of VECs in the 
project area. 

Identify all environmental components that were scoped into the 
assessment (i.e. Valued Ecosystem Components) 

3.1 Geophysical Environment

3.2 Atmospheric Environment

3.3 Aquatic Environment and Hydrology Surface Hydrology

3.4 Terrestrial Environment, Wildlife, Species at Risk

3.5 Land Use Setting

3.6 Develop list of Valued Ecosystem Components

3.7 Socio-economic Conditions

3.8 First Nations Historical Use

3.9 First Nations Interests and Involvement 
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4. Environmental 
Effects 

Provide a narrative description of assessment approach and 
methodology used to conduct the EA.  Note data sources and 
indicators used to consider the effects, and discuss mitigation and 
any residual effects of the project and whether those effects are 
significant or not.  

Summarize the results and recommendations of studies carried 
out as part of the EA (e.g. geotechnical studies, water quality 
investigations, SARA wildlife & habitat surveys, archaeological 
investigations, survey results, fisheries studies, etc).

Describe the project/environment interactions

Cumulative effects including past and foreseeable future 
developments (e.g. Phase II of a subdivision, Phase II of a commercial 
park) need to be addressed appropriately.

Effects assessment may be summarized in an Interaction Matrix 
based on the VECs.

4.1 Impact Assessment Methodology

4.2 Construction Phase – Effects Assessment 

4.3 Operations and Maintenance Phase – Effects Assessment

4.4 Decommissioning – Effects Assessment

4.5 Socio-economic Effects on First Nations communities

4.6 Accidents and Malfunctions

4.7 Effects of the Environment on the Project

4.8 Cumulative Effects
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5. Mitigation Provide a narrative summary of how environmental effects will be 
mitigated and show how the mitigation measures have been included 
in the design implementation of the project.   Applicable portions 
of the design and/or operation and maintenance information 
should be referenced in the EA report document  to confirm that 
mitigation measures have been incorporated.  Mitigation measures 
may also be used as conditions of the lease, permit and/or funding 
agreement, presented as a table of commitments.

Where a project causes interactions with species at risk, specific 
mitigation measures must be identified.  Mitigation strategies for 
species at risk are hierarchical with avoidance being preferred (e.g. 
timing, design/location change), followed by minimization through 
project modification or implementation under special conditions, 
and lastly, compensatory mitigation (e.g. replacement of lost 
habitat).

A table of commitments and assurances may drafted and signed by 
the proponent to ensure that mitigation measures are incorporated 
and implemented in the final design and construction activities.  
This table must also be incorporated in the contractor’s tender.

5.1 Narrative Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
Table: See Sample Mitigation Table Template Appendix 2

5.2 Summary of Commitments Table of Commitments and 
Assurances

  The EA provided for a project that involves cutting of timber, must include a Registered 
Professional Forester (RPF) breakdown of volume/species to be cut and a 1:5,000 Logging 
Plan map (LP map) signed and sealed by a RPF.  The RPFs LP Map must be superimposed 
over the sub-division site (or development) map for that project; show the North arrow; 
the boundary of the reserve; the area in which timber will be cut; the method of harvesting 
(clear cut, selective or other); identify streams, wet lands, water bodies, archaeological sites, 
sensitive habitats or SARA Species or other SARA sites on the map, and identify on the map 
each mitigative measures specified for cutting of timber component of that project.  The LP 
Map must identify who will ensure compliance on site with these mitigative measures during 
logging & how & when it will be done.
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6. Permits/
Approvals, and, 
Correspondence 
with Other 
Government 
Departments 

Provide information on the status of required environmental 
permits and approvals necessary to undertake the project (e.g. 
rights of ways, fisheries authorization, navigable waters, sand and 
gravel and timber permits). 

When available include correspondence and/or preliminary 
comments by other government departments (e.g.  DFO, EC, 
Parks Canada, Health Canada, B.C. Ministry of Water Land and 
Air Protection, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management: 
Archaeology and Registry Services Branch etc.) 

7. Public 
Participation and 
Engagement

Document strategies used to assess project input from the First 
Nation community and/or public.  Identify concerns that were 
raised and how they were addressed and/or mitigated.  For First 
Nations, this may be in the form of a letter from Chief and Council 
and/or a Band Council Resolution.

8. Summary Provide a narrative summary of the environmental effects 
associated with the proposed project.   Identify significance 
(not likely significant or significant).   For significant impacts, 
summarize proposed mitigation strategies and how they will reduce 
environmental effects. Quantify wherever possible.  

Where follow-up is recommended, discuss planned follow-up 
activities.  Include a table which shows VECs, project activities, 
environmental effects, mitigation measures, and reference to 
supporting documents.  For VECs where impacts are found to be 
not likely significant ensure that justification is provided.  Provide a 
recommendation regarding project viability based on environmental 
considerations

8.1 Summary and Table

8.2 Conclusion
9. Appendices Attach any additional information including Supporting Documents, 

Other Permits or Approvals, Maps, Figures, Photos, etc
10. Access It is Proponent’s responsibility to obtain assured access to/

egress from the Indian Reserve for all phases of the Project 
including access to Certificate of Possession Holders’ lands 
provided to ISC.
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Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects  
Environmental Assessment Scoping Report

Although scoping is part of the EA process for all projects, an EA scoping report 
is only required for ISC Community Infrastructure Projects and where specifically 
directed by your ISC environmental or natural resources specialist for ISC Lands and 
Economic Development. 

An EA scoping report is to be a stand alone document which includes the project 
description, environmental setting, significant environmental issues, valued 
ecosystem components (VECs), and completed and planned EA investigations.   This 
report is completed during the feasibility stage of a CI Project and when directed by 
LED and will be used in the assessment of project viability.  The following are to be 
addressed in the EA scoping report.

Introduction Provide a summary description of the project including 
construction (site preparation, clearing, trees), operation, 
decommissioning, and other activities expected during the 
life of the project.  Project proponent contact information 
including organization, name, mailing address, telephone 
number, and email address (if available) are required.  
Provide a list of information sources used.

Maps/Plans Provide plans showing the geographical location of 
the project with latitude and longitude, the proposed 
location(s) of the project within the context of the Reserve 
and an overall preliminary plan for the project.  Include 
environmentally significant features (e.g. water bodies, 
forests, significant elevation changes, species ranges, 
known habitats, etc.)  Where appropriate and readily 
available, inclusion of First Nation nomenclature for place 
names, flora, fauna, etc. should be considered.  Copies of 
topographic maps and aerial photos/mosaics should be 
provided where available.
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Environmental 
Setting

Provide a summary description of the existing environment 
in the project area including landscape, waterbodies, 
archaeology, natural resources, and environmental 
uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, natural resource harvesting, 
residential properties, etc.).  Indicate the areas potentially 
affected by the project.  Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and develop a list of VECs for 
the project.  Where multiple sites are being considered 
during the feasibility stage, environmental restrictions and 
impacts at each site must be considered and incorporated 
into the site selection process. 

Socio-economic conditions should be described if 
potentially impacted by environmental changes caused by 
the proposed project.

Environmental 
Effects

Indicate known and suspected environmental effects of the 
project on listed VECs

Identify any cumulative effects that are anticipated on 
the basis of initially available information.  Include effects 
likely to result from the project in combination with other 
pre-existing developments and/or in combination with 
developments that will be carried out as a direct result of 
this project.
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Studies / 
Investigation

Describe the scope of work for the planned EA for all phases 
of the project.  Document site assessments completed to 
date.  Identify further investigations which are required 
to address situations where environmental effects are 
unknown or to determine appropriate mitigation activities. 

A determination must be made as to the likely presence 
of wildlife, birds, aquatic life, flora and/or habitat at risk in 
the project area.  This determination must be made using 
relevant data base lists, range maps, local knowledge (where 
available), and other existing information on species known 
to occur in the project area.  Where the range of a species 
at risk overlaps with the proposed project area, existing 
information sources must be checked and documented to 
determine whether actual or potential habitat or residences 
for these species are present. 

Example information sources include: the Conservation 
Data Centre (CDC) for rare element occurrence records, 
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC), the Species at Risk Public Registry for recovery 
strategies, recovery teams, action plans and management 
strategies, and the Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management=s Species and Ecosystem Explorer.

Public 
Consultation 

Document consultation with other government departments 
and agencies.  Provide contact information.  Outline any 
additional consultation planned with the community, 
public, or other government departments and agencies as 
part of the EA.

Accessory 
Activities

Accessory activities planned during the design stage must 
be assessed (e.g. geotechnical, surveys, etc.).  Identify 
activities causing significant environmental impacts on VECs 
and outline mitigation measures that will be implemented.  
Note: Accessory activities planned during feasibility and 
associated mitigation measures must be summarized in the 
feasibility stage proposal

.
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Appendix 3: Cost Estimates - Definitions

Class “A” Cost Estimate

A Class “A” estimate is base on a quantity take off from the final drawings and 
specifications. It is used to evaluate tenders and it may also be used as teh tool 
for controlling the construction of a project. A Class “A” estimate is always done 
at the completion of the design and specifications. It forms the basis for funding 
submissions for construction/acquisition of the project. 

Class “B” Cost Estimate

A Class “B” cost estimate is prepared after the completion of site reviews and studies, 
and after the development of preliminary designs that show and define all major 
systems. Class “B” cost estimates are required at the completion of the preliminary 
design page. 

Class “C” Cost Estimate

A Class “C” cost estimate is prepared with limited site information, based on probable 
conditions affecting the site. It represents the summation of the estimated costs for 
all known components of the project. It is used for project planning, establishing a 
more specific definition of project requirements, and for obtaining preliminary project 
approval.  A Class “C” cost estimate is produced at the end of a project Feasibility 
Study and is generally used to support a funding request for Design. 

Class “D” Cost Estimate

This is a “ball park” or “order of magnitude” figure used for preliminary consideration 
of the proposed project. A Class “D” cost estimate is based on the broad requirements 
for the project with little or no site information. The figure can be obtained from 
previous similar projects, or from Capital Specialists and District Engineers who may 
have estimates on a file from recent projects in other communities. A Class “D” cost 
estimate is generally used to support a funding request for Feasibility Study. 
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APPENDIX 4

Appendix 4: Project Implementation and Hiring 
Professionals

Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent Project Manager

Appendix 4B: ISC Guidelines for First Nations Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP 
Capital Project

Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria and 
Weightings 

Appendix 4D: DISC Sample Professional Services Contract [CN2 Template]

Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscien-
tist (excerpt from EGBC website) 
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Appendix 4A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent 
Project Manager

1.0  Introduction

An independent project manager provides project management services without 
being directly associated with the consulting firms providing planning, design and 
construction services. The person hired to perform the duties must have suitable 
technical and professional qualifications matching the size and complexity of the 
project. Usually the project manager is either a registered architect or professional 
engineer with over five years experience in construction project management and 
has experience successfully managing similar projects. The project manager may 
be a sole practitioner or may work for a project management company. The project 
manager is often involved with a project from start to completion, but can also be 
engaged only during the design or construction stages of a project.

Hiring an independent project manager is often the first significant step to implement 
a large project. The three main tasks associated with hiring a project manager if 
using a multiple proposal call are: 

• Preparing a terms of reference [TOR] setting out expected roles and 
responsibilities for the proposed project manager;   

• Sending out requests for proposals [RFP] to selected project management 
firms; 

• Evaluating received proposals against pre-determined criteria.  

Where a First Nation has established a successful working relationship with an 
architectural or engineering consultant, they may consider using this consultant to 
provide project management services until the completion of the Feasibility Stage 
and defer hiring an independent project manager until the beginning of the Design 
Stage. 

An independent project manager should be at arm’s length from the project 
consultant designers. An independent project manager is an advocate for the First 
Nation and should not be in collaboration with the design consultant.  
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Hiring the right person to be the project manager can result in a successful project 
that:

1. Meets the project objectives of the First Nation;
2. Stays on schedule;
3. Stays on budget.

2. Duties of a Project Manager 

The duties of the Project Manager fall under three major headings and involve the 
following: 

2.1 Implementation, Planning, and Project Monitoring 
 □confirming the project definition and First Nation requirements;  

 □establishing the project team, roles, and responsibilities;  

 □establishing lines of communication with all parties throughout the life of the 
project;  

 □generating a project strategy for carrying out the project and for developing 
the project work activities;

 □preparing a detailed project schedule;  

 □monitoring project progress against the schedule and making revisions where 
necessary;  

 □preparing the various project submissions for funding approval;  

 □maintaining project records and files;  

 □reporting on the status of the project to the First Nation administration and/or 
Chief and Council;  

 □evaluating the scope, time, cost, and quality implications of the project and 
any changes.  

2.2  Consultant Services Selection
 □writing the terms of reference [TOR] to request proposals;  

 □determining consultant selection criteria;  

 □selecting a team to choose a consultant;   

 □ recommending approval for award of contract to the successful consultant and 
negotiating the terms of the consulting agreement.
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2.3 Consultant and Construction Contract Management Services  
 □providing advice and recommendations on project procurement options [eg. 
public or invited tender, or construction management in accordance with the 
First Nation’s approved tendering policy];

 □ensuring compliance with the terms of the consultant and construction 
contracts;  

 □checking and dealing the First Nation’s responsibilities for insurance;

 □issuing change orders;  

 □resolving claims and disputes;  

 □assessing the value of work completed;  

 □reviewing progress claims and authorizing payments;  

 □reporting on construction deficiencies to the consultant and contractor and 
making  recommendations for corrective action;  

 □obtaining final reports, record drawings, warranties, manuals, and completion 
certificates;  

 □recommending final payment based on the satisfactory completion of the 
contract requirements;  

 □evaluating the consultant and the contractor.

3. Terms of Reference for Hiring an Independent Project 
Manager 

If a First Nation has already established a successful relationship with an individual 
or firm and does not wish to seek competitive proposals for the position, the terms 
of reference used to hire a project manager can be relatively brief and informal. 
However, as a minimum they should set out the duties of the project manager, as 
described above, and also include: 

• Description of specific project management services required [including 
duration of services];

• Specifying minimum qualifications (e.g. the project manager must be either 
a professional engineer or a registered architect licensed to practice in British 
Columbia, the minimum number of years of experience, etc.);  

• Providing any relevant project information [eg. reports or studies] or special or 
unusual project issues that will be helpful to the individual or firm submitting 
a proposal; 
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• Listing members of the First Nation project team;

• Identifying a proposed schedule;  

• Specifying the terms of payment and cost control.

4. Requesting Proposals 

Prospective project managers asked to submit proposals should provide information 
under the following headings. If a First Nation has established a successful relationship 
with an individual or firm and is proceeding on a sole source basis, the following 
information should still be submitted to the First Nation in a proposal for services.  

 □names and related experience of staff to be part of the project team;  

 □a work plan outline;  

 □anticipated project schedule;  

 □proposed fees   

For more complex projects, additional information should be provided regarding:  

 □understanding of the project;  

 □work plan and associated work activities;  

 □references;  

 □ project staffing plans;  

 □staff résumés;  

5.0  Evaluating Proposals

Criteria normally used to evaluate proposals are as follows. Weights are often 
assigned to the criteria to establish a comparative level of criteria importance. Cost 
of services is generally not weighted as a primary criteria. In comparing proposals, 
the quality of the services and the experience of the personnel are considered the 
key criteria. 

 □Understanding of the project;  

 □Scope of services, work plan, and schedule;  

 □Management of the provided services;  

 □Consultant team;  
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 □Qualifications and experience of the firm;  

 □Cost of services.  

6.0 Project Management Fees Provided by DISC

 Fees requested for project management are part of the project approval process 
and will be reviewed along with project submissions. The maximum allowable fee for 
the combined total of project management and local project coordination is 3% of 
the construction cost. Disbursements would be additional expenses. Fees which are 
considered eligible for reimbursement may be much less than 3% and will be based 
on the size of the project and the services provided as detailed in the submitted 
project management proposal. 

If an independent project management is engaged for the feasibility stage, an initial 
proposal for project management services only for the feasibility stage can often 
simplify the process by eliminating the uncertainty to forecast future project costs 
and complexity. Project management fees can be reviewed and revised through all 
project development stages. 
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Appendix 4B: DISC Guidelines for First Nations 
Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP Capital Project

Purpose: 

This document provides parameters for First Nations to procure a consultant to 
provide professional consulting services for the development and implementation 
of capital projects funded by the DISC Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program 
[CFMP].

General: 

The following procedures are recommended when engaging a consultant:

1. Written Terms of Reference [TOR] to define the assignment; 
2. First Nation acceptance of a written proposal from the consultant which 

includes assignment deliverables, schedules and fees;
3. Written, standard contract signed by the First Nation and the consultant 

which includes dispute mechanisms and termination clauses and directly 
references the written proposal submitted by the consultant;

4. Confirmation of consultant personnel who will work on the assignment; 
5. On-going process for monitoring schedule and costs [written].

Engaging a consultant without the written acceptance of a documented proposal to 
define the scope of the assignment and to determine a schedule and fees is actively 
discouraged. Verbal communication and a handshake are not considered to be in 
the best interests of meeting mutual expectations and an ongoing professional 
relationship.  

A proposal submitted from a professional consultant can be subsequently revised 
based on mutual discussions between the First Nation and the consultant before 
becoming part of the contract. There may be a revision in fees due to proposal 
revisions.

Definitions: 
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Terms of Reference [TOR]:  A description of the assignment to be completed by 
a professional consultant.  A TOR can be verbal, but is almost always written to 
document a common understanding of the assignment.

Proposal: A written response to a TOR from a professional consultant identifying 
how the assignment will be carried out to achieve the specific project objectives. 
The proposal will generally include experience of the firm, personnel to be assigned 
to the project, work processes to be completed, a proposed schedule and proposed 
fees.  

Request for Proposal [RFP]: An invitation to a number of professional consultants 
[or one professional consultant in selected cases] to submit a proposal in response 
to a written TOR. A set of criteria which will be used to evaluate the firms submitting 
proposals should be included with the RFP. 

Total DISC Project Cost [TIPC]: All DISC costs for all stages including contingencies 
as applicable. 

Minor Projects:  Estimated TIPC  <  $1.5M

Major Projects:  Estimated TIPC  >  $1.5M

Consultant Selection:

The process for selecting a consultant will be influenced by the factors listed.  A 
larger, more complex project will generally result in a longer and more stringent 
selection process. 

• Complexity of the project

• Size of the project

• Expected consultant costs

• Previous working relationship with a consultant

• Expertise of a consultant

• Availability of consultant to assign time and resources to the project. 

Consultant selection will generally follow one of two processes:
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1. Multiple source selection – numerous consultants [generally 3 to 5] are solicited 
to submit proposals to complete the assignment.  The proposals received are 
comparatively assessed to award the contract to the professional consultant with 
the “best value” proposal which meets the objectives of the TOR;

2. Sole source selection – one consultant is solicited to submit a proposal to complete 
the assignment.

Consultant Costs:

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists in B.C. [APEGBC] 
and the Architectural Institute of BC [AIBC] publish guidelines for determining 
professional fees. Professional costs can include project management fees, design 
fees, subconsultant fees and expenses/disbursements. Fees for large value projects 
are generally considered on a % basis while small value projects generally are costed 
on an hourly basis.

Procurement Guidelines:

1.Feasibility Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants for any value of project can be a sole source 
selection or a multiple source selection;

2.Design Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants should be in accordance with the criteria 
listed below. Unless specifically required in the feasibility stage contract [not usual 
and not recommended], there is no obligation for a First Nation to engage the 
feasibility stage consultant for design stage professional services. 

• Minor Projects: Multiple source selection or sole source selection; 

• Major Projects:  Multiple source selection is the recommended approach.
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3. Construction Stage Professional Services

Engaging the design stage consultant based on a sole source selection to provide 
construction stage professional services is highly recommended. 

If there is a working relationship issue between the First Nation and the design stage 
consultant and the procurement of another professional consultant is required at 
this stage, procurement of a professional consultant for any value of project can be 
multiple source selection or a sole source selection.
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Appendix 4C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix 
with Selection Criteria and Weightings
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Appendix 4D: ISC Sample Professional Services 
Contract [CN2 Template]

APPENDIX 4D

The document CN2 — Contracting for Professional Services by First Nations and 
Aboriginal Communities provides information on how to hire professional consultants 
and provides a sample contract for consideration by the First Nation.  See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM Program — Project Information — Best Practices for 
Construction Contracting: 

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050
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Appendix 4E: Advice on Hiring a Professional 
Engineer or Professional Geoscientist [excerpt from 
APEGBC Website]
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Appendix 5:  Terms of Reference – Design Stage 
[Sample]

TERMS OF REFERENCE PROVISION OF ENGINEERING SERVICES PRELIMINARY AND 
DETAILED DESIGN STAGE OF MUNICIPAL WORKS FOR THE

[ Insert Name ]

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction

2. Background

3. Objectives

4. Project Team

5. Scope of Work

6. Execution

7. Terms of Payment
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

[Insert Band Name] seeks the provision of engineering services for the preliminary 
and detailed design including the development of drawings, specifications and 
tender documents for [insert project name].

The Consultant will adopt a team approach in working together with [Insert Band 
Name] representatives as well as Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (DISC) staff 
to develop the preliminary and detailed design.

2.0 BACKGROUND

 [Insert project description and background]

3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this contract is to provide all planning and engineering services 
required for preliminary and detailed design of the above mention project.

[Elaborate and include project objectives]

4.0 PROJECT TEAM

4.1 Band

The Band refers to the [insert band name].  The contract for engineering services is 
between the Band and the Consultant.  These Terms of Reference form part of the 
contract between the Band and Consultant.

4.2 Project Manager or Project Leader

The project manager/leader is a representative of the Band engaged to manage 
the contract between the Band and Consultant as well as the funding agreement 
between the Band and DISC.
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4.3 Consultant

The Consultant is the individual, firm, or corporation identified in contract to complete 
the preliminary and detailed design.  

4.4 DISC Engineer 

The DISC engineer is a technical representative of DISC.  The DISC engineer will 
review the preliminary design and detailed design for compliance with applicable 
standards, regulations and guidelines, sound engineering practice, operational and 
maintenance issues and overall cost.  

5.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work includes but is not necessarily limited to the following:

5.1  Preliminary Design

5.1.1 Preliminary Design Report 

The Preliminary Design Report shall contain the following information:

a. Updated project description and project justification —any deviations to the 
project description and project justification stated in the previous feasibility 
study are to be identified and explained.

b. Preliminary design investigations — Complete site investigations that are 
necessary for the detailed designs.  These investigations may include but 
are not necessarily limited to:
 » Geotechnical Investigation

 » Site Survey

 » Environmental Investigation

 » Archaeological Assessment

The additional field investigation and research completed should include identifying 
the design concepts assessed, the investigation methodologies used, the results 
obtained, and the conclusions and recommendations determined.
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c. Preliminary design criteria — Provide a summary of the preliminary design 
criteria and calculations used in the design such as utility system demands, 
building loadings, treatment system capacities, populations and areas 
served, expected treatment quality parameters, applicable codes and 
standards and any other factors to be used in the design process. The DISC 
Design Guidelines provide additional information requirements for water, 
wastewater and road projects. Note that the water and wastewater design 
guidelines contain a checklist useful to designers to ensure that specified 
design aspects are considered.

d. Cost estimate — Include a Class “B” cost estimate of all project costs 
from the feasibility stage to the post construction stage.  Cost estimate 
definitions are described in Appendix 1 - Cost Estimates.

e. Comments from Regulatory Agencies — Identify, contact, provide 
information and seek comments from regulatory agencies which are 
relevant to or may have an interest in the project. Include copies of any 
correspondence with regulatory agencies providing their review comments.

 Depending on the type of project, the regulatory agencies may include:

 » First Nations Health Authority— drinking water, wastewater and solid 
waste disposal;

 » Environment Canada — wastewater, solid waste disposal, Species at Risk 
issues;

 » Fisheries and Oceans Canada —all works impacting fish bearing waters;

 » Transport Canada — navigable waters;

 » BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands — lands management;

 » BC Ministry of Environment — fish and wildlife;

 » BC Ministry of Transportation— public road access, and works involving 
public roads.

f. Land Encumbrance Confirmation—confirm the land tenure identified in 
the feasibility study. Land encumbrance issues, such as establishment of a 
right-of-ways, easements, utility permits, etc., need to be addressed.

g. Permits — identify any permits required for construction. Communications 
with the issuing authorities should be documented to indicate that 
the permits will be provided at the construction stage. Depending on 
the construction activities, permits may include timber permits, gravel 
extraction permits, solid waste disposal permits, highways permits, burning 
permits and provincial land tenure permits.
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Timber permits and gravel extraction permits issued by DISC require significant 
processing time. Advance planning for obtaining these permits is recommended. 
Practical Guide to Capital Projects—Timber Permits provides additional details 
regarding the permit process and the associated environmental assessment 
requirements.

5.1.2 Preliminary Design Drawings and Outline Specifications 

Provide sufficient detail to adequately describe the scope, limit, location and 
operation of the proposed project. For example, the preliminary drawings for a 
water treatment plant should include a site plan with the building location, inlet/
outlet piping, site services, building floor plan, building sections and elevations, 
flow diagram, schematic piping and instrumentation diagrams, hydraulic grade 
line profile, and building equipment layout. Outline specifications are required to 
adequately describe work components. 

5.1.3 Environmental Detailed Study  

The Environmental Detailed Study details the environmental impacts, mitigation 
measures and monitoring requirements related to the construction and operation of 
the proposed works.

5.2 Final Design

5.2.1 Final Design Report

 The Final Design Report shall contain the following information:

a. Updated Project Description and Project Justification — any deviations to 
the project description and project rationale stated in the previous funding 
applications, the feasibility study and preliminary design reports are to be 
identified and explained.

b. Design Criteria — summary of the final design criteria and calculations 
used in the project design, applicable codes and standards and any other 
salient factors used in the design process. The DISC Design Guidelines 
provide additional information requirements for water, wastewater and road 
projects. Note that the water and wastewater design guidelines contain a 
checklist useful to designers to ensure that specified design aspects are 
considered.

c. Cost Estimate — include a Class “A” estimate of total project costs for all 
stages (feasibility to post construction) including a breakdown of 
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d. proposed funding to be provided by DISC and a description of any other 
funding sources. A contingency allowance of 10% of the estimated project 
construction cost is generally included in this estimate..

e. Project Schedule — Include an updated schedule for the completion of the 
project with time durations provided for the tender period, contract award, 
construction and post construction phases.

f. Commissioning Plan — Outlines the consultant’s proposed process to 
inspect, test and prepare the completed works for their intended operation 
throughout their design life. See the applicable design guidelines for 
commissioning requirements for specific projects. Including a training 
component for First Nations operator during the commissioning process is 
recommended.

g. Draft Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual — Required to provide 
direction to potential operators for the operation and maintenance of a 
facility during construction and subsequent to facility completion before a 
finalized O&M manual is produced at project completion. Refer to the DISC 
design guidelines for water and wastewater for the contents expected in an 
O&M manual. 

h. O&M Training Plan — Provide a training plan for O&M operators that 
includes some level of training during project construction so that operators 
are prepared to safely and effectively operate and maintain the new project 
facilities upon project completion.

i. O&M Cost Estimate —A Class “A” estimate of the O&M costs for the 
completed project is required along with a determination of funding 
available from DISC and other First Nation revenues. For major assets 
such as water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants and schools, 
the estimated O&M funding required to operate and maintain the facility 
(until programmed DISC O&M funding is available through a funding 
arrangement) is to be determined, and this amount is to be included in the 
total project costs.

j. Land Encumbrance Check — Provide a current land encumbrance check if 
the previous check has exceeded the one year validity period. Agreements 
for constructing on non-band lands must be documented. Where any 
proposed works encroach on privately held (non-band, certificate of 
possession) lands, a legal right-of-way will be required to ensure the 
First Nation’s right of access to the lands for the purpose of constructing, 
operating and maintaining the works.

k. Permits — include finalized permits or draft permits/authorizations (DFO) 
in sufficient detail to be readily finalized should the project proceed to the 
construction stage.

l. Comments from Regulatory Agencies — include copies of correspondence 
from applicable regulatory agencies. Any conditions applied by these 
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regulatory agencies are to be incorporated into the design to the approval 
of the agencies prior to the project proceeding to the construction stage.

5.2.2 Final Design Drawings, Specifications and Tender Documents

Final design drawings, specifications and tender documents must be complete and 
have sufficient detail for a contractor to bid on the project and construct the project 
strictly in accordance with the specified requirements.

All required environmental mitigation measures should be clearly identified in the 
design drawings and specifications. All drawings and specifications must be signed 
and sealed by a professional registered to practice in BC. 

5.2.3 Environmental Detailed Study (Finalized)

Submitted with any required amendments to incorporate mitigation measures into 
the project final design. 

6.0   EXECUTION

6.1 Project Implementation

6.1.1 Review the existing documents, reports, drawings, and correspondents 
relevant to the project.

6.1.2 Visit the site and meet with First Nation representatives to become acquainted 
with site conditions and the concerns of the Band, including population expansion, 
future demands on services, potential land acquisitions, existing land encumbrances 
and other relevant design parameters.

6.1.3 Carry out all required field survey work and investigations.

6.1.4 Complete the preliminary and detailed design work in conformance with 
applicable guidelines, standards and regulations including:  

• DISC Design Guidelines for Water Works in BC Region,

• DISC Design Guidelines for Wastewater Systems in B.C. Region

• DISC Design Guidelines for Road Works in B.C. Region,
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6.1.5 Consult with Band to select appropriate service level for the project.  Refer 
to DISC Level of Service Standard (LOSS) publications to identify the level of service 
that will be funded by DISC and consult with the band to determine if they are willing 
to fund a higher level of service.

6.1.6 The preliminary and detailed design stage of the capital project will be 
divided into two phases:

• Preliminary Design Phase 

• Detailed Design Phase 

The deliverables for each phase will be submitted in draft form for review and 
comments prior to proceeding to the next phase.  The Project Manager or Project 
Leader will consult with the Band and forward the deliverables to DISC for comments 
following each phase.  The consultant shall respond to all comments prior to finalizing 
the deliverables.
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6.2 Deliverables

Deliverable Format Reviewer

Preliminary Design Report
• Project Description & 

Justification
• Preliminary Design 

Investigation
• Preliminary Design Criteria
• Class “B” Cost Estimate 
• Land Encumbrance Check
• Permits and Comment 

from Regulatory Agencies

One paper and one digital 
- signed and sealed

First Nations and DISC 
Project Engineer (Water/
Wastewater Project Engi-

neer)

Preliminary Design Drawings an 
Outline Specifications 

One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC 
Project Engineer (Water/
Wastewater Project Engi-

neer)
Environmental  Assessment 

Study Report
One paper and one digital 

- signed 
First Nations and DISC 

Project Engineer
Final Design Report 

• Project Description & 
Rational 

• Design Criteria
• Class “A” Cost Estimate
• Schedule
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Plan 
• Class “A” O&M Cost 

Estimate
• O&M Training Plan
• Land Encumbrance Check
• Permits and Comment 

from Regulatory Agencies

One paper and one digital 
- signed and sealed

First Nations and DISC 
Project Engineer (Water/
Wastewater Project Engi-

neer)

Environmental Detailed Study 
(Finalized)

One paper and one digital 
- signed

First Nations and DISC 
Project Engineer

Tender Documents and Specifi-
cations

One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC 
Project Engineer (Water/
Wastewater Project Engi-

neer)
Design Drawings One paper and one digital First Nations and DISC 

Project Engineer (Water/
Wastewater Project Engi-

neer)

Pr
el

im
in

ar
y 

D
es

ig
n 

Ph
as

e
D

et
ai

le
d 

 D
es

ig
n 

Ph
as

e
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6.3 Schedule

Time is of the essence.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference shall commence within 2 weeks of 
notice of award.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference shall be completed by [completion 
date].

6.4 Project Cost Control

The consultant is responsible for managing the overall cost of the project.  If at any 
time the scope of the project is changed resulting from unforeseen design constraints 
or requests to modify the design which will affect the overall cost of the project or 
the O&M cost, the constant shall immediately notify the Project Manager/Leader and 
provide an explanation and updated cost estimated.

7.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT

7.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

7.2 The Consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval, submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed.  Invoices shall show the hours charged by 
each person for each task and the hourly rate.  Back-up for these items, or itemized 
receipt, shall be provided with every invoice.  The proportions of hours spent by 
team members on tasks shall general conform to the proposal. 

7.3 The Consultant’s proposal shall include an allowance for meetings, 
discussions, and responding to review comments.

7.4 No payment will be made on the cost of work incurred to remedy errors or 
omissions for which the Consultant is responsible.

7.5 If at any time during the progress of the work, the Consultant considers that 
the cost figure outlined in the contract will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen 
event or change in the Terms of Reference, he shall immediately provide the Project 
Manager with complete details.  AT NO TIME SHALL THE CONTRACT FEE (i.e. the 
ceiling cost figure) BE EXCEEDED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF 
THE PROJECT MANAGER OR PROJECT LEADER.
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Appendix 6: Risk Assessment Tool [RAT] Sample
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APPENDIX 7

Checklist for Design Stage Funding Application**

Project Name:  _____________________________________________________

CPMS/ ICMS #  _______________ 
Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 

First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ ________
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ ________
Project Implementation Plan/ Schedule ________ ________ ________
Feasibility Study ________ ________ ________
• Filed in Technical Library – GCdocs# ___________ ________ ________ ________

________ ________ 

________ ________ 

_________ ________

________

_______

    _________

Land Encumbrance Check
Start IEMS Simple Environmental Review 

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
Fee for completing an Environmental
Assessment Study Report (if required) 
Required Permits Identified ________ ________ ________

• Timber Description ________ ________ ________
• Other Permits ________ ________ ________
(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit, etc.)

Project Construction Process ________ ________ ________
• Initial Const. Mgmt. Best Practices ________ ________ ________

O&M Capacity Assessment ________ ________ ________
• Cost Estimate for O&M Manual ________ ________ ________
• Cost Estimate for O&M Plan ________ ________ ________

Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
• Environment Canada ________ ________ ________
• Fisheries Canada (DFO) ________ ________ ________
• Others ________ ________ ________ ________

(FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

Terms of Reference for Consultant Services ________ ________ ________
Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants 
Services and Fee Estimate  ________ ________ ________
Class ‘C’ Total Project Cost Estimate ________ ________ ________
Cash Flow  ________ ________ ________
Funding Submission/ DAR  ________ ________ ________
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS) ________ ________ ________
***Confirm Consultan's SOW for WTP & WWTP:
Complete Design Guideline Checklist 

________ ________ ________

CI Technical Reviewer: _________________________ 
Date: _________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer.
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

***   WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

Appendix 7: design Stage Funding Application
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Appendix 8: Capital Projects Report DCI #460671
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APPENDIX 9 

Appendix 9: Land Status Report Request Information
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Appendix 10: ISC Timber Permit Information [for 
non-FNLM Bands]
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APPENDIX 11

Appendix 11: Letters of Assurance (NBC) - 
Schedules A, B-1, B-2, C-A, C-B
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APPENDIX 12

Appendix 12 : Permit and Authorization Information

Numerous permits and or authorizations may be required before capital projects can 
proceed. 

A.   Federal Government of Canada

The federal government has several agencies issuing permits or authorizations on 
First Nations lands: 

1. Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada [ISC]

ISC is responsible for the following permits for non-FNLM First Nations:

• Timber harvesting

• Gravel extraction

• Burning

Contact your Resource Officer at Lands and Economic Development (LED) on the 
process for obtaining these permits.

2.  Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC)

Any activities that could impact fish, or fish habitat, may require a permit [authorization] 
from FOC.  FOC can be contacted through their website www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca

3.  Transport Canada [TC]

Activities that affect navigable waters may require a permit from Transport Canada.  
TC can be contacted through their website www.tc.gc.ca or through their Navigation 
Protection Program administrators. 

B.  First Nation Health Authority [FNHA]

FNHA is responsible for in-ground waste disposal fields associated with individual 
households.  They can be contacted through one of their regional offices.

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
http://www.tc.gc.ca
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C.  Province of British Columbia

The provincial government is responsible for issuing permits which may be required 
for: 

• Hazardous waste generation

• Hazardous waste transportation

• Water use

• Water ISCharge

• Wastewater plant registration

• Road Access

• Logging

All provincial permits can be accessed through the Provincial “Front Counter” at 
www.frontcounter.gov.bc.ca or at 1-877-855-3222.

D.  Municipal Governments

Municipal permits from cities, towns, or regional districts are very site specific and 
may or may not be required in your area.  Contact the engineering department 
of your local municipal government.  Local government may also provide free 
building inspections for electrical, plumbing or structural components both during 
construction and renovations.

If you are not within a municipality or regional district, the BC Safety Authority (BCSA) 
can perform inspections and issue permits on building safety including electrical 
installations.  They can be reached at www.safetyauthority.ca 

APPENDIX 12
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Checklist for Design Stage Technical Review**

☐ Pre-design/ Pilot Study/ Preliminary Design Phase ☐ Final Design Phase

Project Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
CPMS/ ICMS # _____________ 

Omitted Submitted Not Applicable 
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ ________
Preliminary/ Final Design Report (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________
• Preliminary Design Investigation Details ________ ________ ________

________ ________
________ ________

• Preliminary/ Final Design Report (signed & sealed)  ________
• Preliminary/ Final Design Drawings (signed & sealed) _______
• Outline/ Final Specifications (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• Tender Documents (signed & sealed)

• Land Encumbrance Check
• Right-of-ways Identified/ Confirmed
• Environment Assessment Study Report
• Complete IEMS Simple Environmental Review

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
• Required Permits Identified/ Confirmed

• Timber Description
• Other Permits _____________ ________ ________ ________

(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit, etc.)

• Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
• Environment Canada ________ ________ ________
• Fisheries Canada ________ ________ ________
• Others ________________ ________ ________ ________

(FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• For ***WTP & WWTPs:
• Complete Design Guideline Checklist
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Manual

• O&M Training Plan
• Project Schedule
• Class ‘B/ A’ Total Project Cost

Estimate

________ ________ 
• Cash ‘__’ O&M Cost Estimate
• Project Construction Process
• Const. Mgmt. Business Plan
• Check Level of Service Standard  (LoSS)

________
________

________
________

________
________ 
________

CI Technical Reviewer: 
Date:

_______________________________
_______________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required. 

***        WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

Appendix 13: Design Stage Technical Review
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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission re-
quirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region Pro-
gram Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important role 
in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or feed-
back concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organizational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit (with Funding Services)
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. CEAA2012. 
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes, or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations which identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current projects 
and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new projects. The 
investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations to plan capital 
projects for the long term benefit of their community. The FNIIP is 
designed to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term 
planning, budget forecasts and to support project funding decision-
making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures, prescribed in the environmental review process, 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
ISCretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• Protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• Mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• Address water and sewer project backlogs;

• Include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organisations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs.

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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The Acquisition / Construction  
Stage of a Capital Project
An overview of the Acquisition and Construction Stage of a Capital Project

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the capital facilities 
and maintenance program (CFMP) program such as schools, housing and 
operation and maintenance funding are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post construction. Appendices are at the end 
of the document containing pertinent information for quick reference by 
the users. 

5
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The construction stage is when actual, physical construction is started 
and completed. At the beginning of this stage, a bid process determines 
the cost of the project using the design completed in the design 
stage. Completion of this stage will result in a project which meets the 
requirements of the First Nation.

The construction stage funding application will include funds to complete 
all work required for the construction stage and for the post-construction 
stage. There will not be a separate funding application for the post-
construction stage. The proposal for professional consultant services 
identifying services for the construction stage must also include services 
required for post-construction stage deliverables.
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Design Stage
Final Processing

– ISC – 

Acquisition/Construction/ 
Post Construction Stage

Funding Application  
Preparation and Submission

– First Nations – 

Acquisition/Construction/
Post-Construction Stage

Funding Application Review
– ISC – 

Acquisition/Construction/
Post-Construction Stage

Financial Application Funding
– ISC – 

Project Construction
– First Nations/Contractor – 

Acquisition/Construction Stage
Deliverables

– First Nations – 

Construction Stage
Analysis

– First Nations – 

Construction Stage
Deliverable Review

– ISC – 

Construction Stage
Final Processing

– ISC – 

Post Construction Stage
Deliverables

– First Nations – 

Figure 1: Work-flow for Capital Project Approval Process
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5.1 Construction Stage Funding 
Application (PAR)
A construction stage funding application labeled a Project Approval 
Request (PAR) for Construction is required for all capital projects (except 
Group 2 ACRS projects and small O&M projects) and will incorporate 
a funding request for completing both the construction stage and the 
post-construction stage.  The amount of information provided in the PAR 
is intended to match the size and complexity of the project. Generating a 
PAR will be a systematic progression from generating a Design Approval 
Request (DAR) to start the design stage. See Appendix 1: Project Approval 
Request for Construction (PAR) for guidance on completing a PAR.

A First Nation will generally apply for construction stage funding (PAR) 
concurrently with submitting final design stage deliverables to ISC.  
Submission of a PAR formally triggers the construction stage funding 
request application process. 

If a First Nation has a RFNIIP project scheduled for construction in the 
following fiscal year, the funding application (PAR) should be submitted 
in the preceding November.  

The PAR summarizes the project and contains the following sections: 

• First Nations Approval Signature — indicates FN project concurrence 
with PAR objectives and project implementation process;

• Executive Summary — one page project summary with funding 
requirements table;

• Project Identification — detailed project description with project 
justification and project funding history;

• Design Criteria — summary of design objectives, design parameters, 
permits, land requirements, results from additional investigations 
and technical issues. The final Design Report and the final design 
drawings, specifications and tender documents will have already 
been submitted as design stage deliverables;
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• Project Management Framework — proposed First Nation 
project management plan including the process for engaging a 
project leader, independent project manager (if applicable) and  
professional consultant services. If the construction management 
process is being used, identify the construction manager and 
provide qualifications. The experience of the project team must 
reflect the size and complexity of the project;

• Procurement Process — identify the proposed project construction 
procurement strategy. If the construction management process is 
being used, outline the key components of the finalized Construction 
Management Business Plan and describe the prior involvement of 
the Construction Management Evaluation Team (CMET);

See ISC’s website information for the CFM Program — Project Information 
— Policies and Directives for information on Operational Parameters for 
the Review and Evaluation of Construction Management Projects.

• Environmental Assessment Process (low or medium environmental 
risk projects) — summarize environmental assessment study report 
issues, proposed mitigation measures, environmental reporting 
and any follow-up monitoring required. The final Environmental 
Assessment Report will have already been submitted as a design 
stage deliverable. See Appendix 2: Environmental Review Process;

• Financial Information — proposed construction stage costs and 
proposed cash flow including: construction costs (Class A), 
professional consultant services fees (e.g., tendering, contract 
administration, inspection and quality control, site surveys, 
geotechnical services, environmental inspection, project 
management, construction management and post construction 
completion reporting), band administration fees, anticipated O&M 
costs, technical training costs, cost sharing arrangements and 
municipal-type service agreement costs;

• O&M Training — training requirements and a training plan;

• Project Schedule — proposed schedule with milestone dates and 
responsibilities.

The PAR appendices should include the following items (as applicable):

A. Land Encumbrance Check — Updated land encumbrance check

B. Land Access Documents — Rights of way, easements and other land 
agreement requirements to provide entitlement to property. 
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C. Permits, Approvals and Comments — Comments from organizations 
and agencies associated with the project should be included. Where 
a permit requires a commitment of construction funding prior to 
being finalized (e.g., a timber permit or a fisheries authorization), 
a draft of the final permit is to be submitted along with a statement 
from the First Nation that they will proceed with finalizing the permit 
immediately upon notification of funding.

D. Relevant Correspondence and Information — Specific information 
pertaining to project construction.

E. Project Manager or Construction Manager Information (as 
applicable) — Provide proposals for an independent project manager 
and/or a construction manager to provide the appropriate services 
required during the construction and post-construction stages. 
See Section 2.7.2 Hiring a Project Manager, Section 2.7.5 Hiring a 
Construction Manager and Appendix 3: Project Implementation Hiring 
of Professionals.

F. Terms of Reference (TOR) for Professional Consultant Services — 
Stipulates the professional consultant services expected by the First 
Nation. This document defines the scope of the project, the required 
technical standards, the expected completion schedule and the 
contractual requirements.

Note:

Recommended  common  practice 
is to continue  into  the construction 
stage using the services of the 
design stage consultant. In the few 
circumstances where this does not 
occur, generating a request for 
consultant proposals based on a 
terms of reference to clearly identify 
the scope of work and services 
is recommended. See Section 
2.7.3 and Appendix 9: Project  
Implementation. 
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The TOR must clearly identify all required construction stage and post-
construction stage services to be completed by the consultant.

See Appendix 4: Terms of Reference — Construction and Post-Construction 
Stage (Sample) for assistance when creating a project TOR. The Capital 
Management Officer and Senior Engineer can also assist First Nations in 
the development of a project specific TOR.

G. Proposal for Consultant Services — Provides the written response 
submitted by a consultant to the First Nation’s request for professional 
services during the construction and post construction stages. The 
proposal must clearly identify a scope of work and all associated costs 
to provide all applicable services and produce all the deliverables 
required during project construction and post-construction activities 
as identified in Sections 5.4 and 6.1. The scope of work is to identify 
the tasks to be performed such as tendering, project management, 
contract administration, construction inspection, commissioning 
(testing, operation proofing, start-up), training, development of an 
O&M manual, development of a facility maintenance management 
plan, environmental monitoring and post-completion reporting.

Note:

The document CN2 — Contracting 
for Professional Services by 
First Nations and Aboriginal 
Communities provides information 
on how to hire professional 
consultants and provides a sample 
contract for consideration by the 
First Nation.  See ISC’s website 
information for the CFM Program – 
Project Information – Best Practices 
for Construction Contracting.
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The proposal will also provide information concerning:

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant company;

• The qualifications and experience of the consultant personnel 
specifically assigned to the project;

• The proposed strategies, activities and tasks the consultant will use 
to provide the services;

• The expected schedule for project completion and a fee schedule 
and disbursements (travel, photocopying, etc.) to complete the 
assignment. 

The consultant fee schedule must detail the hourly rates charged by 
each consultant team member, the number of hours and associated cost 
estimate for each task to be performed and an estimate of disbursement 
costs. Where sub-consultants (eg. geotechnical, environmental) will be 
performing tasks for the prime consultant, their task-specific proposals 
with time and costing information are to be included in the overall project 
proposal.  See Appendix 3D: Sample Professional Services Contract (CN2 
Template) and Appendix 3E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or 
Professional Geoscientist (excerpt from APEGBC Website)

H. Construction Management Business Plan (Final) (if applicable) — 
Updated plan summarizing the finalized construction management 
process to implement the project. 

I. Financial Information — Provide detailed cost breakdown.
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5.2 Project Approval Request for 
Construction (PAR) Review

5.2.1  Capital Management Officer Review

The Capital Management Officer will review the PAR for completeness 
and validity. Generally, the review will include:

• Confirming that the First Nation accepts the findings and 
recommendations of the design stage and that they wish to proceed 
with the construction stage;

• Confirming that the project description and project justification 
are similar in nature and in scope to those identified in the design 
stage. Any significant deviations must be fully explained and shown 
to be within the mandate of BC Region’s capital program;

• Reviewing the cash flow projections to determine the impact on the 
ISC budget process;

 Any deficiencies in the funding application will be communicated to the 
First Nation in writing.

Assuming the funding application meets the appropriate criteria, the 
Capital Management Officer will generate and populate the design stage 
version of the previous CFM Program Record Document (CPRD) and will 
then forward the CPRD and project information to the Senior Engineer for 
technical review.

5.2.2   Engineer Review

The technical review will consider whether the proposed scope of work 
provides value for the First Nation and ISC, meets the project objectives 
and is appropriate, functional, cost effective and in accordance with 
all relevant guidelines, standards, codes, laws and regulations. Any 
deficiencies will be communicated to the First Nation.
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The technical review will include: 

• Reviewing the final design report, design drawings and specifications 
to ensure that all previous review comments have been incorporated 
into the project and that the project is ready for implementation;

• Reviewing the project description and project justification to 
confirm that the nature and scope of work is consistent with the 
previous submissions, and that any changes have been justified;

• Confirming the project priority ranking number;

• Confirming that cost estimates and cash flow are reasonable;

• Comparing the cost estimates with earlier submissions and 
confirming that any significant variances are fully explained;

• Reviewing the proposal for professional consultant services to 
assess that:

 » All applicable services and deliverables required by Section 
5.4 of this chapter and by Section 6.1 of Chapter 6 will be 
produced; 

 » The consulting firms and identified project team has the 
necessary qualifications and experience to administer the 
construction contract and monitor the construction program;

 » The proposed scope of work is sufficient to ensure adequate 
inspections and construction monitoring which will produce 
the required level of project quality;

 » The proposed schedule is realistic and adequate;

 » The professional fees are  reasonably within accepted 
guidelines;

 » Adequate management and quality controls are specified to 
ensure a cost effective, technically proficient construction 
implementation team.

• If applicable, reviewing the final construction management business 
plan;

• If applicable, reviewing the Environmental Assessment Study 
Report  to ensure that all proposed mitigation measures have been 
incorporated into the project;

• Managing the environmental assessment process. The  Project 
Description Form will be combined with a Minor Exclusion 
determination, a Simple Report or a Detailed Report to reach 
a decision that the project does not generate any significant 
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environmental impacts which cannot be reasonably mitigated. Any 
questions regarding adverse environmental impacts need to be 
addressed before the project can proceed to funding consideration. 
Completed and signed documents will be electronically filed in the 
Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS);

• Updating the Risk Assessment Tool for projects with a total ISC 
contribution greater than $5M. See Appendix 5: Risk Assessment 
Tool (Sample};

• Comparing the PAR to the Construction Stage Funding Application 
checklist. See Appendix 6. The checklist for construction stage 
funding application may be useful to the First Nation as a quick 
guide to verify that the application documentation is complete;

• Inserting required information on to the CPRD form and forward for 
approvals.
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5.3 Construction Stage Funding 
Application Process at ISC
The Capital Management Officer or Project Engineer will contact the First 
Nation regarding the status of the funding application.  

If the funding application meets the necessary requirements, the Capital 
Management Officer will process the project for funding eligibility. Refer 
to Chapter 1 for Banking Day procedures and the funding of projects.

If project funding is received by the First Nation, appropriate reporting by 
the First Nations as specified in the funding agreement amendment must 
be processed to stay off the Halt List.  See Appendix 7: Capital Projects 
Report DCI #460671.

Note:

Consultation with ISC is recommended 
before proceeding with any significant 
changes to the scope of work approved 
in the funding application, which will 
result in a contingency allowance 
release or a cost overrun. The First 
Nation will be responsible for providing 
any funds required to deal with 
additional costs. ISC may or may not 
allocate additional funds to cover off 
cost exceedances depending on the 
type of changes and their magnitude.
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5.4 Construction Stage Deliverables
During the construction stage, the project focus will be on project 
construction, contractor performance and consultant team services (e.g., 
contract administration, construction inspection, etc.).

The following construction stage deliverables may or may not be required 
(as noted) during this stage depending on project developments:

• Summary of tenders (required for invitational or public tendering 
processes) — A summary of the tenders received, a tender analysis, 
a recommendation for contract award and a copy of the executed 
contract are to be submitted. The tender analysis is to compare the 
recommended bid against the Class A cost estimate and provide 
an explanation for any variances exceeding 15%. Should the lowest 
tender exceed the allocated ISC funding level, a substantiated 
request for additional funding should be submitted. In some cases 
where funding is limited, an assessment of options to reduce the 
scope of work may be required.

• Project meeting minutes (if applicable) — if ISC are participants in a 
project team for a major project, minutes of any project meetings 
between the First Nations, consultant and contractor are to be 
submitted to the Capital Management Officer and the Engineer.

• Administrative reporting during the construction stage is to include:
 » Capital Project Progress Reporting -   reporting on project 
progress in accordance with the schedule identified in the 
agreement amendment is an ISC funding requirement and 
failure to report results in a funding halt. See Appendix 7: 
Capital Projects Report DCI #46067.  

 » Requests for capital project overrides if this project stage has 
justifiably taken longer than one year.

• Contingency allowance release (if required) — the First Nation can 
request the release of a portion or all of any contingency allowance 
that has been approved and held by ISC. To be considered for 
release, the request is to include documentation substantiating the 
contingency requirement (e.g., the reason for construction change 
orders).

• Cost overrun application (if required) — a First Nation may request 
additional project funding above the approved ISC project funding 
allocation. The request for additional funding should be received 
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in advance of the need for the funds to ensure that contractual 
requirements can be maintained. A revised PAR executive summary 
with a detailed accounting for the additional funds required and a 
new financial table explaining the funding and expenditure situation 
will be required. Senior level approval signatures will be required to 
approve additional funding. 
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5.5 Construction Analysis by First 
Nations
On completion of the construction stage, a technically-sound, well 
constructed and cost effective facility should be in place to serve the 
needs of the community.

The following questions will have been answered on completion of this 
stage: 

Question 1: Has the project been constructed in accordance with the 
design?

Can the First Nation be assured that the project meets the expectations 
of the community and has been constructed to meet the applicable 
guidelines, standards, codes, laws and regulations?

Question 2: Has a quality project has been delivered?

Is the First Nation assured that the responsible professional has completed 
sufficient field inspection and testing to certify the quality of the work? 

Question 3: Are First Nation operators trained in operation and 
maintenance?

Can the First Nation be assured that trained operators are in place to assume the  
operation and maintenance of the completed project? 

Question 4: Is an O&M Manual and a Maintenance Management Plan  
complete?

Is the First Nation assured that their operators have received a manual to 
describe the O&M requirements of the completed project and a plan to 
manage their O&M activities? 

Question 5: Has project contract administration has been adequately 
performed?
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Is the First Nation assured that the responsible professional has performed 
contract administration duties to ensure that all parties to the contract 
have been treated in a fair and equitable manner? 

Question 6: Has the First Nation received economic benefits from the 
project?  

Would there be opportunities for additional benefits in future projects?
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5.6 Construction Stage Deliverable 
Review by ISC

5.6.1   Capital Management Officer

The Capital Management Officer will review deliverables which will 
generally include:

• Reviewing the summary of tenders and re-confirming cash flow 
requirements;

• Reviewing progress reports and requests for project overrides;

• Reviewing any requests for contingency releases and/or cost 
overruns.

5.6.2  Senior Engineer

The Senior Engineer review of the construction stage deliverables will 
include:

• Reviewing the summary of tenders to assess compliance to ISC 
tendering policy and comparisons to the Class A cost estimate;

• Reviewing any contingency release and/or cost overrun requests.
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5.7 Construction Stage Processing by 
ISC
Processing of deliverables for the construction stage will generally occur 
during this stage as applicable and when required.

Upon completion of this stage, the project will move into post construction 
stage processing as described in Chapter 6.
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Project Approval Request| 1

INDIGENOUS SERVICES CANADA(ISC)
DESIGN  APPROVAL REQUEST (DAR)

Date: 

Project Information
Submission No.: (is this the first submission (#1), (#2), etc.) ______________________________________

________________________________________________
  

Project Number (CPMS): 
________________________________________________Project Name:

Funding Requested (include project contingencies): __________________________________________
  ________________________________________________

 
Asset Type: 

________________________________________________Link to Community Profile:

First Nation Information
  ________________________________________________

  
Band Number:

________________________________________________
 

First Nation:
________________________________________________

 
Reserve:

________________________________________________Chief:

Regional Information
 ________________________________________________

 
Region:

________________________________________________
  

Project Capital Mgmt. Officer:
________________________________________________

 
Project/Technical Officer:

________________________________________________
 

Regional Manager (ID):
________________________________________________

  
Regional Manager (CP):

________________________________________________
  

Regional Director:
________________________________________________Regional Director General:

____________________________________
  

Date Submitted for DISC Approval: 
____________________________________

 
Submitted To:

____________________________________Submitted By:

APPENDIX 1

Appendix 1: Project Approval Request for 
Construction [PAR] 
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APPROVAL SIGNATURES

First Nation Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
     Chief (or person authorized by C&C Date

ISC Regional Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
    ISC Regional Project /Technical Officer Date

_____________________________________________________________________  
      ISC Regional Manager Date

ISC Regional Director Date      
 ________________________

 
     

______________________________________________  

ISC Regional Director General Date
______________________________________________________________________  

ISC Headquarter Approvals

______________________________________________________________________  
    ISC Senior Assistant Deputy Minister Date

Regional Operations
(High Risk Projects and all Projects above $10M)

APPENDIX 1
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Introduction 
This guide is to assist those preparing a Project Approval Request for Construction for submis-
sion to Indigenous Services Canada, British Columbia Region.  The Project Approval Request 
for Construction replaces the Treasury Board Style Submissions, and is required for projects with 
a total cost (since feasibility) over $0.5 million.
Project Approval for Construction is generally provided on the basis of Class “A” cost estimates.  
Approval permits the spending of remaining project funds.  

APPENDIX 1
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Executive Summary
All “Project Approval Request” documents submitted are to include a one page Executive Sum-
mary. The Executive Summary is to incorporate and present the following items: 

• Brief project description. 
• Provide a brief justification for project to receive funding for design. Should include ref-
erence to the Priority Ranking Framework and/or ISC policy.

• Provide a brief rationale to demonstrate that the option chosen is the most physically, 
environmentally and economically feasible option to meet the needs of the community.

• For the option chosen identify the project risk, recipient risk and the overall rating as per 
the Management Control Framework (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET). 

• Yearly cash flows and Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for Construction (in current dollars).
• Estimated yearly cash flows and Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for the construction stage, 
including engineering and contingencies (use table below).

Project X Yearly Cash Flows – -Pre-design /Design 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

A-Base
Targeted Funds
Other ISC
Total ISC Funding
FN Funding
Other Funding Source #1
Other Funding Source #2
Total Non-ISC Funding
Total Estimated Cost 
(TEC)

Notes:
1. If there are more than two other funding sources, then add the appropriate number of 
rows for the funding sources.
2. If the project will be completed in more than three years, add additional columns for the 
additional years. If the project will be completed in one year, use only one column.

APPENDIX 1
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1.0	 Identification	of	Need

1.1	 Requirement	of	the	Asset	and	Justification
• Description of the needs of the First Nation.
• Justification for the asset/project based on the findings of the feasibility study.
• Identify conformance to the applicable ISC Level of Service Standards (LOSS).
• Describe if the proposed works relate to a Physical Development Plan, Comprehensive 
Community Plan, Infrastructure Master Plan, or similar document. 

• Description of existing facility or system, disposal of facility or system (as applicable), 
and applicable operation and maintenance (O&M) funding.

• Identify who will manage the O&M activities.

1.2 Priority Ranking Framework and other ISC Policies/Programs
• Reference of where the project is on the Project Priority Ranking Framework and why it 
is there (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET).

• Reference any other ISC policy or program that was applicable in identifying this project 
as a necessity (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS BULLET).

1.3 Space Allowance (applicable to Schools only)
• Space Allowance for the school building based on student enrolment using the most re-
cent School Space Accommodations Standards (SSAS).

• Use of allowable size based on SSAS (i.e. classrooms, gym size, special purpose rooms).
• Use of recreational area.

1.4 Previous Approvals and Project Expenditures
• Identify approved budget and provide dates for feasibility stage project approval, includ-
ing project allocations and expenditures.

• Explain any significant events that happened or issues raised that caused the project to be 
modified or delayed

Expand on each section and provide any additional information that would be pertinent to the 
Project being submitted

APPENDIX 1
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2.0 Existing Conditions

2.1	 Basic	Community	Profile
• Existing population on and off reserve.
• Number of residences (identify the number of buildings serviced by the existing infra-
structure – water and sewer).

• Describe the community buildings.
• Describe the level of certification of the existing operators.

2.2 Location
• Location and access – include a site plan (in the appendices).
• Identify location of asset/system on and or off reserve (as applicable).
• Identify access routes to the project site
• Remoteness Classification with reference to origin of classification.
• Zone Classification.
• Calculation of geographic and site indices.

2.3 Inspections of existing asset(s) related to the project (if applicable)
• What inspections of the existing asset(s) were completed (ACRS or others)?
• Provide a summary of the asset condition as reported in the Capital Assets Inventory 
System (CAIS) and Assets Condition Reporting System (ACRS). (ISC TO COMPLETE 
THIS BULLET).

• What were the main findings that justify immediate replacement of the asset? For exam-
ple, is it health and safety, fire, etc.?

APPENDIX 1
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3.0 Design

3.1 Recommended option
• Identify the option chosen, including a brief description and associated costs (capital, 
O&M and 20 year life cycle costs).

• Identify any unique factors materially affecting the project (e.g. timing of approval, finan-
cial management plans, and cost-sharing arrangements).

• Identify if Municipal Type Agreements (MTAs) exist.

3.2 Design Criteria
• Summarize the design objectives. Provide a rationale and design parameters for the pro-
posed works.

• Identify projected population (existing, 10-year and 20-year design horizon). Also iden-
tify the annual population growth rate. Provide supporting demographic studies, data or 
statistics for review

• Identify current and projected water demands, wastewater flows, fire flows, traffic vol-
ume, etc. (as applicable). Provide a rationale for the proposed demands or flows, i.e., the 
assumptions or data used for the projections.

• Provide a summary of the recommendations or findings from the following studies (typi-
cally undertaken during feasibility): geotechnical, environmental, archaeological, hydro-
geological, etc. Append copies of each report (as applicable).

• Append all permits and approvals from all applicable regulatory agencies.
• Summarize land requirements or issues of concern. Append ROW agreements, ease-
ments, etc.

• List the appropriate standards that will be followed (include in the appendices).

3.3	 Technical	Difficulties
• Identify complicating technical project difficulties which may be a factor in either in-
creasing project costs or delaying the project schedule.

APPENDIX 1
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4.0 Project Management Framework

4.1 ISC Roles and Responsibilities
• Review of project approval requests 
• Processing project funding requests in the funding allocation process
• Generating a risk management framework
• Generating Aboriginal Recipient Funding Arrangement amendments
• Ensuring funding is available for allocation to First Nations in accordance with the fund-
ing process

4.2 First Nation Roles and Responsibilities
• Ensuring that projects are kept on budget.
• Ensuring deliverables are met and project is on schedule.
• Issuing payments as recommended by the Project Manager
• Verifying the performance of the Project Manager and adjusting payments as required.
• Attendance at project meetings.
• Verifying a change in scope approval process and approving change in scope as required.
• Ensuring project expenditures are consistent with expected audit expenditures

4.3 Project Manager Roles and Responsibilities
• A guide on hiring a Project Manager is included in Appendix1 of the ISC Practical Guide 
to Capital Projects.

• Verifying that the work is delivered as per contractual terms and conditions.
• Ensuring payments are controlled based on contractual obligations (proposal, project 
scope, quality, schedule and price).

• Reviewing and verifying all invoices and recommending payment to the Band and Proj-
ect Team.

• Reviewing of significant project items.
• Overseeing the work’s quality to verify that the designer(s) implement appropriate Quali-
ty Control and Quality Assurance.

• Reviewing and recommending to Band and Project Team draft contractual clauses, in-
cluding but not limited to appropriate financial leverage (e.g., payment terms), warranty 
and process warranty clauses, insurance, scope definition, quality assurance/ quality con-
trol expectations, and terms of payment’s alignment with measurable/verifiable milestone 
deliverables.

• Ensuring deliverables are met and project is on schedule.
• Reporting.
• Attendance at Project meetings.
• Recommending change in scope requests.

APPENDIX 1
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4.4 Architect/Engineering Services 
• Providing documentation (drawings, specifications, design reports, tender documents, 
etc).

• Providing completion documents that meet ISC requirements.
• Meeting required schedules.
• Provide technical advice as required
• Inspection of work to verify conformance to specifications and design
• Conformance to funding amounts.
• Following all Federal Legislations.
• Following all Federal and Provincial codes, standards, regulations, etc., as applicable.
• QA/QC services.
• Budget control.
• Assessing changes in scope.

4.5 General Contractor (If applicable)
Identify the General Contractor’s role and responsibility in the following:

• Staying within budget.
• Meeting Project milestones and schedules.
• Building to Federal and Provincial Legislation.
• Identifying risks and providing mitigation strategies.
• Change order Approval process.

5.0 Procurement

5.1 Procurement Stream
• Identify the proposed procurement process. Describe the manner in which the project will 
be implemented (e.g. by public tendered contract, construction management, multiple 
contracts, etc.).

6.0 Environment

6.1 Mitigation Measures
• Identify proposed mitigation measures during construction or post construction monitor-
ing, if required.

• Identify roles and responsibilities, reporting and ongoing costs associated with environ-
mental impacts and costs 

APPENDIX 1
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7.0	 Financial

7.1	Project	Costs

Indicate that expenditures and commitments will not exceed the budget shown in this submission 
without prior approval from the First Nation and funding agency (ISC).

• Identify estimated construction costs, including contingency amount (typically 10%), 
engineering services and Band administration fees during construction.

• Identify the O&M costs.
• Identify the 20 year Life Cycle Cost.
• Provide a detailed cost breakdown, in the appendices, for construction, as follows:

• Tabular format separated into construction and non-construction costs.
• Where the project costs are shared, add lines after the “total project costs”, show-
ing each party’s share, in current dollars, for each year as well as in total.  Summa-
rize sharing arrangements.
• If applicable, show the following non-construction costs: consultant design fees, 
site survey and geotechnical costs, inspection and quality control fees, First Nation 
project management and/or project administration costs, technical training, mainte-
nance management system, hydro, telephone, etc. 

• Provide a detailed cost breakdown, in the appendices, of the estimated annual O&M costs 
and the amount allowed under CAIS.

• A detailed cost breakdown for engineering services during construction should be includ-
ed in the consultant’s proposal.

• Indicate an increase/decrease of the O&M costs in comparison to those for the existing 
facility or system (if it is being replaced).

• Where Class “A” estimates are not available, an explanation is required 

7.2	 Cost	Sharing	Arrangements	(if	applicable)
• Explain any project cost sharing arrangements and the rationale for the cost-sharing pro-
portion, for capital, O&M and future works.

7.3	 Municipal	Type	Service	Agreements	(if	applicable)
• Summarize any municipal type service agreements generated during the project
• Identify on-going impacts of the agreements and cost implications
• Identify roles and responsibilities for parties to the agreement.

7.4	 Risk	Elements
• Clearly state in lay terms major risks for the project (if any), followed by the percentage 
figure, and the base cost used to calculate the dollar amount allocated for each risk item.
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7.5	 Payment
• Identify the procedure for managing and releasing holdback payments (including roles 
and responsibilities) and the amount of the holdback payment.

• Identify the procedure for managing and releasing progress payments (including roles and 
responsibilities) and the amount of the progress payments.

• Identify the procedure for managing and releasing final payments (including roles and 
responsibilities) and the amount of the final payment.

• Identify the procedures (including roles and responsibilities) for managing payments to 
consultants or other professionals providing services during construction.

8.0 O&M Training
• Identify training requirements and a training plan to ensure operators are available to 
operate and maintain the facility/system being constructed.

9.0 Risk Assessment
• Summarize the findings of the risk assessment carried out by ISC for this project stage 
and include a copy of the Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) in Appendix 8
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10.0 Project Schedule
• Provide an estimate for completion of each project milestone identified in the following 
table (as applicable): 

Completion Date Responsibility*
Design Report
Selection of Consultant for Con-
struction
Selection of Project Manager for 
Construction(if applicable)
Construction Funding Submission 
(PAR)
Funding for Construction

Tender Close

Review of Tenders

Contract Award

Site Mobilization

Substantial Completion

Construction Completion

Completion documentation

One-year warranty period (expire 
date)

* The responsibility will fall under one or more of the following: Indigenous Services Canada 
(ISC), First Nation (FN), Design Consultant (DC), Supplier/ Manufacturer (S/M)

APPENDIX 1
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Appendices
1. Additional Information/ Data.
2. Relevant correspondence.
3. Permits, approvals or comments from agencies.
4. Right-of-way, easements and/ or land agreements.
5. School Space Accommodation Standard (SSAS) table and enrollment data (consultant to 
            complete for school projects only – ISC to assist).
6. List of applicable standards and codes. 
7. Detailed cost breakdown (capital and O&M). 
8. Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) for the project (ISC TO COMPLETE THIS TASK).
9. Proposal for engineering services during construction (including fee table and schedule).
10. Project team contact identification and information in a tabulated format.
11. Site Plan and facility or system layout:
 a. Site plan reduced to 8 ½ by 11 inches, but no larger than 11 by 14 inches 
            b. Facility or system layout plan to give general outline and location of major elements of  
            the project.
12. Land Encumbrance Check.
13. Design report (sealed and signed).
14. Design drawings (sealed and signed).
15. Specifications (sealed and signed).
16. Tender documents.
17. Other reports such as: environmental, geotechnical, archaeological, hydrogeological, etc.
18. Project Manager Qualifications/ resume.

APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2

Appendix 2: Environmental Review

Appendix 2A: ISC Environmental Review Process Summary

Appendix 2B: Community Infrastructure Generic Terms of Reference for Environ-
mental Assessment

Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects Environmental Assessment 
Scoping Report 
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Appendix 2A:  ISC Environmental Review Process 
Summary

All federally-funded projects must follow an Environmental Review Process 
[ERP] to ensure that no significant adverse environmental effects result from the 
implementation of a project. The objectives of the ERP are:

•  predict the environment effects of a proposed project;

• identify measures to mitigate the effects;

• determine the significance of residual environmental effects and applicable 
mitigation measures;

• recommend follow-up programs to monitor impacts of environmental effects;

• fulfill the federal Duty to Consult with other Aboriginal interests regarding 
projects to be constructed on lands subject to treaty claims.

The level of environmental review should match the risk and likelihood of significant 
adverse effects associated with carrying out a project. Larger, more complex projects 
adjacent to water bodies or discharging into receiving waters would generally require 
a higher degree of environmental analysis.

The project environmental review process begins at the feasibility stage with an 
Environmental Scoping Study to outline potential issues. A project description form is 
initiated. If no significant issues are apparent that cannot be mitigated with standard 
procedures, the project is considered a minor project and considered “negligible 
environmental risk.”  ISC has developed a “Minor Projects List” for identifying routine 
projects normally considered negligible environmental risk although any project may 
be elevated past the minor level for a more detailed assessment if conditions warrant. 
Renovations or upgrades are typical minor level projects. No further environmental 
information is required for a minor project.

If the Environmental Scoping Study identifies potentially significant environmental 
issues, the ISC engineer will request an Environmental Detailed Study to be 
completed during the design stage [usually at the pre-design phase]. Depending on 
the study results, the ISC engineer may classify the project as a low environmental 
risk requiring a “Simple Environmental Review Form”. The ISC engineer may request 
additional environmental information to confirm a low environmental risk rating. 
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Construction of a water treatment plant or a residential subdivision would be typical 
projects in the low risk category. 

If the project is large or complex and the report indicates risks and potential effects 
are not readily known, the project will be referred to an ISC environmental specialist 
who will manage a more comprehensive evaluation of environmental effects and 
generate a “Detailed Environmental Review Form”.  Projects requiring this form will 
require higher level approval authorities. 

Depending on the scope of the environmental mitigation measures incorporated 
into the project, a Mitigation Measures Compliance Report may be required as 
part of the project completion reporting. This report is used to confirm that the 
mitigation measures prescribed in the environment review were incorporated into 
the project. This form is not required for projects that underwent a Minor Review. 
Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental Review may require this form at 
ISC’s discretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review will require 
form completion.  

Environmental decisions will be tracked by the Integrated Environmental Management 
System [IEMS] which was launched in April, 2014. 
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Appendix 2B:  Community Infrastructure Generic 
Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments

The Generic Terms of Reference (TOR) presented here as an annotated table of 
contents provides the proponent with the guidelines in planning and conducting an 
environmental assessment.  

APPENDIX 2B

Executive Summary 

1. Introduction Provide contextual background information on the project and the 
proponent and project justification. 

1.1 Proponent Information

1.2 Project Overview (including Title and Location)

1.3 Regulatory Framework (e.g. Funding, Permits and/or 
Approvals)
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2. Project 
Description 
and scope of 
project 

Provide a detailed project description. The project description 
should cover all aspects of the project including anticipated 
environmental impacts to the project.  A detailed description will 
allow the RA(s) to scope the project components and activities 
appropriately.

Note: For projects involving cutting of timber, the description must 
include the RPF’s break down of volume/species (based upon a 
timber cruise) to be cut from the subject area and the proposed 
harvesting system.

A detailed project description at the start of the project design 
phase clarifies potential interactions with the environmental and 
thereby reduces the risk that ISC or other RAs will require additional 
information to assess the project.  

Community Infrastructure Projects require a Scoping Report 
submitted during the feasibility stage of the project (Part 4).

Identify all components that were scoped into the project including 
all necessary activities and with First Nation consultation early on 
in the development process.

2.1 Project Background

2.2 Location of project and mapping and study areas

2.3 Project Facilities and associated infrastructure

2.4 Construction activities

2.5 Operations activities

2.6 Decommissioning plans

2.7 Alternative means of carrying out the project

2.8 First Nations Consultation
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3. Project 
Setting  

Provide a detailed description of the existing environment in the 
project area including landscape, water bodies, archaeology, 
natural resources, and environmental uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, 
natural resource harvesting, residential properties, etc).  Indicate 
the areas affected by the project. Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and First Nations uses in the area of the 
project, if available.  Develop and/or update the list of VECs in the 
project area. 

Identify all environmental components that were scoped into the 
assessment (i.e. Valued Ecosystem Components) 

3.1 Geophysical Environment

3.2 Atmospheric Environment

3.3 Aquatic Environment and Hydrology Surface Hydrology

3.4 Terrestrial Environment, Wildlife, Species at Risk

3.5 Land Use Setting

3.6 Develop list of Valued Ecosystem Components

3.7 Socio-economic Conditions

3.8 First Nations Historical Use

3.9 First Nations Interests and Involvement 
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4. Environmental 
Effects 

Provide a narrative description of assessment approach and 
methodology used to conduct the EA.  Note data sources and 
indicators used to consider the effects, and discuss mitigation and 
any residual effects of the project and whether those effects are 
significant or not.  

Summarize the results and recommendations of studies carried 
out as part of the EA (e.g. geotechnical studies, water quality 
investigations, SARA wildlife & habitat surveys, archaeological 
investigations, survey results, fisheries studies, etc).

Describe the project/environment interactions

Cumulative effects including past and foreseeable future 
developments (e.g. Phase II of a subdivision, Phase II of a commercial 
park) need to be addressed appropriately.

Effects assessment may be summarized in an Interaction Matrix 
based on the VECs.

4.1 Impact Assessment Methodology

4.2 Construction Phase – Effects Assessment 

4.3 Operations and Maintenance Phase – Effects Assessment

4.4 Decommissioning – Effects Assessment

4.5 Socio-economic Effects on First Nations communities

4.6 Accidents and Malfunctions

4.7 Effects of the Environment on the Project

4.8 Cumulative Effects
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5. Mitigation Provide a narrative summary of how environmental effects will be 
mitigated and show how the mitigation measures have been included 
in the design implementation of the project.   Applicable portions 
of the design and/or operation and maintenance information 
should be referenced in the EA report document  to confirm that 
mitigation measures have been incorporated.  Mitigation measures 
may also be used as conditions of the lease, permit and/or funding 
agreement, presented as a table of commitments.

Where a project causes interactions with species at risk, specific 
mitigation measures must be identified.  Mitigation strategies for 
species at risk are hierarchical with avoidance being preferred (e.g. 
timing, design/location change), followed by minimization through 
project modification or implementation under special conditions, 
and lastly, compensatory mitigation (e.g. replacement of lost 
habitat).

A table of commitments and assurances may drafted and signed by 
the proponent to ensure that mitigation measures are incorporated 
and implemented in the final design and construction activities.  
This table must also be incorporated in the contractor’s tender.

5.1 Narrative Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
Table: See Sample Mitigation Table Template Appendix 2

5.2 Summary of Commitments Table of Commitments and 
Assurances

APPENDIX 2B

  The EA provided for a project that involves cutting of timber, must include a Registered 
Professional Forester (RPF) breakdown of volume/species to be cut and a 1:5,000 Logging 
Plan map (LP map) signed and sealed by a RPF.  The RPFs LP Map must be superimposed 
over the sub-division site (or development) map for that project; show the North arrow; 
the boundary of the reserve; the area in which timber will be cut; the method of harvesting 
(clear cut, selective or other); identify streams, wet lands, water bodies, archaeological sites, 
sensitive habitats or SARA Species or other SARA sites on the map, and identify on the map 
each mitigative measures specified for cutting of timber component of that project.  The LP 
Map must identify who will ensure compliance on site with these mitigative measures during 
logging & how & when it will be done.
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6. Permits/
Approvals, and, 
Correspondence 
with Other 
Government 
Departments 

Provide information on the status of required environmental 
permits and approvals necessary to undertake the project (e.g. 
rights of ways, fisheries authorization, navigable waters, sand and 
gravel and timber permits). 

When available include correspondence and/or preliminary 
comments by other government departments (e.g.  DFO, EC, 
Parks Canada, Health Canada, B.C. Ministry of Water Land and 
Air Protection, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management: 
Archaeology and Registry Services Branch etc.) 

7. Public 
Participation and 
Engagement

Document strategies used to assess project input from the First 
Nation community and/or public.  Identify concerns that were 
raised and how they were addressed and/or mitigated.  For First 
Nations, this may be in the form of a letter from Chief and Council 
and/or a Band Council Resolution.

8. Summary Provide a narrative summary of the environmental effects 
associated with the proposed project.   Identify significance 
(not likely significant or significant).   For significant impacts, 
summarize proposed mitigation strategies and how they will reduce 
environmental effects. Quantify wherever possible.  

Where follow-up is recommended, discuss planned follow-up 
activities.  Include a table which shows VECs, project activities, 
environmental effects, mitigation measures, and reference to 
supporting documents.  For VECs where impacts are found to be 
not likely significant ensure that justification is provided.  Provide a 
recommendation regarding project viability based on environmental 
considerations

8.1 Summary and Table

8.2 Conclusion
9. Appendices Attach any additional information including Supporting Documents, 

Other Permits or Approvals, Maps, Figures, Photos, etc
10. Access It is Proponent’s responsibility to obtain assured access to/

egress from the Indian Reserve for all phases of the Project 
including access to Certificate of Possession Holders’ lands 
provided to ISC.

APPENDIX 2B
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Appendix 2C: Community Infrastructure Projects  
Environmental Assessment Scoping Report

Although scoping is part of the EA process for all projects, an EA scoping report 
is only required for ISC Community Infrastructure Projects and where specifically 
directed by your ISC environmental or natural resources specialist for ISC Lands and 
Economic Development. 

An EA scoping report is to be a stand alone document which includes the project 
description, environmental setting, significant environmental issues, valued 
ecosystem components (VECs), and completed and planned EA investigations.   This 
report is completed during the feasibility stage of a CI Project and when directed by 
LED and will be used in the assessment of project viability.  The following are to be 
addressed in the EA scoping report.

Introduction Provide a summary description of the project including 
construction (site preparation, clearing, trees), operation, 
decommissioning, and other activities expected during the 
life of the project.  Project proponent contact information 
including organization, name, mailing address, telephone 
number, and email address (if available) are required.  
Provide a list of information sources used.

Maps/Plans Provide plans showing the geographical location of 
the project with latitude and longitude, the proposed 
location(s) of the project within the context of the Reserve 
and an overall preliminary plan for the project.  Include 
environmentally significant features (e.g. water bodies, 
forests, significant elevation changes, species ranges, 
known habitats, etc.)  Where appropriate and readily 
available, inclusion of First Nation nomenclature for place 
names, flora, fauna, etc. should be considered.  Copies of 
topographic maps and aerial photos/mosaics should be 
provided where available.

APPENDIX 2C
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Environmental 
Setting

Provide a summary description of the existing environment 
in the project area including landscape, waterbodies, 
archaeology, natural resources, and environmental 
uses (e.g. wildlife habitat, natural resource harvesting, 
residential properties, etc.).  Indicate the areas potentially 
affected by the project.  Outline known environmentally 
significant historical uses and develop a list of VECs for 
the project.  Where multiple sites are being considered 
during the feasibility stage, environmental restrictions and 
impacts at each site must be considered and incorporated 
into the site selection process. 

Socio-economic conditions should be described if 
potentially impacted by environmental changes caused by 
the proposed project.

Environmental 
Effects

Indicate known and suspected environmental effects of the 
project on listed VECs

Identify any cumulative effects that are anticipated on 
the basis of initially available information.  Include effects 
likely to result from the project in combination with other 
pre-existing developments and/or in combination with 
developments that will be carried out as a direct result of 
this project.
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Studies / 
Investigation

Describe the scope of work for the planned EA for all phases 
of the project.  Document site assessments completed to 
date.  Identify further investigations which are required 
to address situations where environmental effects are 
unknown or to determine appropriate mitigation activities. 

A determination must be made as to the likely presence 
of wildlife, birds, aquatic life, flora and/or habitat at risk in 
the project area.  This determination must be made using 
relevant data base lists, range maps, local knowledge (where 
available), and other existing information on species known 
to occur in the project area.  Where the range of a species 
at risk overlaps with the proposed project area, existing 
information sources must be checked and documented to 
determine whether actual or potential habitat or residences 
for these species are present. 

Example information sources include: the Conservation 
Data Centre (CDC) for rare element occurrence records, 
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC), the Species at Risk Public Registry for recovery 
strategies, recovery teams, action plans and management 
strategies, and the Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management=s Species and Ecosystem Explorer.

Public 
Consultation 

Document consultation with other government departments 
and agencies.  Provide contact information.  Outline any 
additional consultation planned with the community, 
public, or other government departments and agencies as 
part of the EA.

Accessory 
Activities

Accessory activities planned during the design stage must 
be assessed (e.g. geotechnical, surveys, etc.).  Identify 
activities causing significant environmental impacts on VECs 
and outline mitigation measures that will be implemented.  
Note: Accessory activities planned during feasibility and 
associated mitigation measures must be summarized in the 
feasibility stage proposal

.
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APPENDIX 3

Appendix 3: Project Implementation an Hiring 
Professionals

Appendix 3A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent Project Manager

Appendix 3B: ISC Guidelines for First Nations Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP 
Capital Project

Appendix 3C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix with Selection Criteria and 
Weightings 

Appendix 3D: DISC Sample Professional Services Contract [CN2 Template]

Appendix 3E: Advice on Hiring a Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscien-
tist (excerpt from EGBC website) 
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Appendix 3A: Guidelines for Hiring an Independent 
Project Manager

1.0  Introduction

An independent project manager provides project management services without 
being directly associated with the consulting firms providing planning, design and 
construction services. The person hired to perform the duties must have suitable 
technical and professional qualifications matching the size and complexity of the 
project. Usually the project manager is either a registered architect or professional 
engineer with over five years experience in construction project management and 
has experience successfully managing similar projects. The project manager may 
be a sole practitioner or may work for a project management company. The project 
manager is often involved with a project from start to completion, but can also be 
engaged only during the design or construction stages of a project.

Hiring an independent project manager is often the first significant step to implement 
a large project. The three main tasks associated with hiring a project manager if 
using a multiple proposal call are: 

• Preparing a terms of reference [TOR] setting out expected roles and 
responsibilities for the proposed project manager;   

• Sending out requests for proposals [RFP] to selected project management 
firms; 

• Evaluating received proposals against pre-determined criteria.  

Where a First Nation has established a successful working relationship with an 
architectural or engineering consultant, they may consider using this consultant to 
provide project management services until the completion of the Feasibility Stage 
and defer hiring an independent project manager until the beginning of the Design 
Stage. 

An independent project manager should be at arm’s length from the project 
consultant designers. An independent project manager is an advocate for the First 
Nation and should not be in collaboration with the design consultant.  
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Hiring the right person to be the project manager can result in a successful project 
that:

1. Meets the project objectives of the First Nation;
2. Stays on schedule;
3. Stays on budget.

2. Duties of a Project Manager 

The duties of the Project Manager fall under three major headings and involve the 
following: 

2.1 Implementation, Planning, and Project Monitoring 
 □confirming the project definition and First Nation requirements;  

 □establishing the project team, roles, and responsibilities;  

 □establishing lines of communication with all parties throughout the life of the 
project;  

 □generating a project strategy for carrying out the project and for developing 
the project work activities;

 □preparing a detailed project schedule;  

 □monitoring project progress against the schedule and making revisions where 
necessary;  

 □preparing the various project submissions for funding approval;  

 □maintaining project records and files;  

 □reporting on the status of the project to the First Nation administration and/or 
Chief and Council;  

 □evaluating the scope, time, cost, and quality implications of the project and 
any changes.  

2.2  Consultant Services Selection
 □writing the terms of reference [TOR] to request proposals;  

 □determining consultant selection criteria;  

 □selecting a team to choose a consultant;   

 □ recommending approval for award of contract to the successful consultant and 
negotiating the terms of the consulting agreement.
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2.3 Consultant and Construction Contract Management Services  
 □providing advice and recommendations on project procurement options [eg. 
public or invited tender, or construction management in accordance with the 
First Nation’s approved tendering policy];

 □ensuring compliance with the terms of the consultant and construction 
contracts;  

 □checking and dealing the First Nation’s responsibilities for insurance;

 □issuing change orders;  

 □resolving claims and disputes;  

 □assessing the value of work completed;  

 □reviewing progress claims and authorizing payments;  

 □reporting on construction deficiencies to the consultant and contractor and 
making  recommendations for corrective action;  

 □obtaining final reports, record drawings, warranties, manuals, and completion 
certificates;  

 □recommending final payment based on the satisfactory completion of the 
contract requirements;  

 □evaluating the consultant and the contractor.

3. Terms of Reference for Hiring an Independent Project 
Manager 

If a First Nation has already established a successful relationship with an individual 
or firm and does not wish to seek competitive proposals for the position, the terms 
of reference used to hire a project manager can be relatively brief and informal. 
However, as a minimum they should set out the duties of the project manager, as 
described above, and also include: 

• Description of specific project management services required [including 
duration of services];

• Specifying minimum qualifications (e.g. the project manager must be either 
a professional engineer or a registered architect licensed to practice in British 
Columbia, the minimum number of years of experience, etc.);  

• Providing any relevant project information [eg. reports or studies] or special or 
unusual project issues that will be helpful to the individual or firm submitting 
a proposal; 
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• Listing members of the First Nation project team;

• Identifying a proposed schedule;  

• Specifying the terms of payment and cost control.

4. Requesting Proposals 

Prospective project managers asked to submit proposals should provide information 
under the following headings. If a First Nation has established a successful relationship 
with an individual or firm and is proceeding on a sole source basis, the following 
information should still be submitted to the First Nation in a proposal for services.  

 □names and related experience of staff to be part of the project team;  

 □a work plan outline;  

 □anticipated project schedule;  

 □proposed fees   

For more complex projects, additional information should be provided regarding:  

 □understanding of the project;  

 □work plan and associated work activities;  

 □references;  

 □ project staffing plans;  

 □staff résumés;  

5.0  Evaluating Proposals

Criteria normally used to evaluate proposals are as follows. Weights are often 
assigned to the criteria to establish a comparative level of criteria importance. Cost 
of services is generally not weighted as a primary criteria. In comparing proposals, 
the quality of the services and the experience of the personnel are considered the 
key criteria. 

 □Understanding of the project;  

 □Scope of services, work plan, and schedule;  

 □Management of the provided services;  

 □Consultant team;  
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 □Qualifications and experience of the firm;  

 □Cost of services.  

6.0 Project Management Fees Provided by DISC

 Fees requested for project management are part of the project approval process 
and will be reviewed along with project submissions. The maximum allowable fee for 
the combined total of project management and local project coordination is 3% of 
the construction cost. Disbursements would be additional expenses. Fees which are 
considered eligible for reimbursement may be much less than 3% and will be based 
on the size of the project and the services provided as detailed in the submitted 
project management proposal. 

If an independent project management is engaged for the feasibility stage, an initial 
proposal for project management services only for the feasibility stage can often 
simplify the process by eliminating the uncertainty to forecast future project costs 
and complexity. Project management fees can be reviewed and revised through all 
project development stages. 
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Appendix 3B: DISC Guidelines for First Nations 
Engaging a Consultant on a CFMP Capital Project

Purpose: 

This document provides parameters for First Nations to procure a consultant to 
provide professional consulting services for the development and implementation 
of capital projects funded by the DISC Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program 
[CFMP].

General: 

The following procedures are recommended when engaging a consultant:

1. Written Terms of Reference [TOR] to define the assignment; 
2. First Nation acceptance of a written proposal from the consultant which 

includes assignment deliverables, schedules and fees;
3. Written, standard contract signed by the First Nation and the consultant 

which includes dispute mechanisms and termination clauses and directly 
references the written proposal submitted by the consultant;

4. Confirmation of consultant personnel who will work on the assignment; 
5. On-going process for monitoring schedule and costs [written].

Engaging a consultant without the written acceptance of a documented proposal to 
define the scope of the assignment and to determine a schedule and fees is actively 
discouraged. Verbal communication and a handshake are not considered to be in 
the best interests of meeting mutual expectations and an ongoing professional 
relationship.  

A proposal submitted from a professional consultant can be subsequently revised 
based on mutual discussions between the First Nation and the consultant before 
becoming part of the contract. There may be a revision in fees due to proposal 
revisions.
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Definitions: 

Terms of Reference [TOR]:  A description of the assignment to be completed by 
a professional consultant.  A TOR can be verbal, but is almost always written to 
document a common understanding of the assignment.

Proposal: A written response to a TOR from a professional consultant identifying 
how the assignment will be carried out to achieve the specific project objectives. 
The proposal will generally include experience of the firm, personnel to be assigned 
to the project, work processes to be completed, a proposed schedule and proposed 
fees.  

Request for Proposal [RFP]: An invitation to a number of professional consultants 
[or one professional consultant in selected cases] to submit a proposal in response 
to a written TOR. A set of criteria which will be used to evaluate the firms submitting 
proposals should be included with the RFP. 

Total DISC Project Cost [TIPC]: All DISC costs for all stages including contingencies 
as applicable. 

Minor Projects:  Estimated TIPC  <  $1.5M

Major Projects:  Estimated TIPC  >  $1.5M

Consultant Selection:

The process for selecting a consultant will be influenced by the factors listed.  A 
larger, more complex project will generally result in a longer and more stringent 
selection process. 

• Complexity of the project

• Size of the project

• Expected consultant costs

• Previous working relationship with a consultant

• Expertise of a consultant

• Availability of consultant to assign time and resources to the project. 
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Consultant selection will generally follow one of two processes:

1. Multiple source selection – numerous consultants [generally 3 to 5] are solicited 
to submit proposals to complete the assignment.  The proposals received are 
comparatively assessed to award the contract to the professional consultant with 
the “best value” proposal which meets the objectives of the TOR;

2. Sole source selection – one consultant is solicited to submit a proposal to complete 
the assignment.

Consultant Costs:

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists in B.C. [APEGBC] 
and the Architectural Institute of BC [AIBC] publish guidelines for determining 
professional fees. Professional costs can include project management fees, design 
fees, subconsultant fees and expenses/disbursements. Fees for large value projects 
are generally considered on a % basis while small value projects generally are costed 
on an hourly basis.

Procurement Guidelines:

1.Feasibility Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants for any value of project can be a sole source 
selection or a multiple source selection;

2.Design Stage Professional Services

Procurement of professional consultants should be in accordance with the criteria 
listed below. Unless specifically required in the feasibility stage contract [not usual 
and not recommended], there is no obligation for a First Nation to engage the 
feasibility stage consultant for design stage professional services. 

• Minor Projects: Multiple source selection or sole source selection; 

• Major Projects:  Multiple source selection is the recommended approach.
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3. Construction Stage Professional Services

Engaging the design stage consultant based on a sole source selection to provide 
construction stage professional services is highly recommended. 

If there is a working relationship issue between the First Nation and the design stage 
consultant and the procurement of another professional consultant is required at 
this stage, procurement of a professional consultant for any value of project can be 
multiple source selection or a sole source selection.
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Appendix 3C: Sample Consultant Evaluation Matrix 
with Selection Criteria and Weightings
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Appendix 3D: ISC Sample Professional Services 
Contract [CN2 Template]

APPENDIX 3D

The document CN2 — Contracting for Professional Services by First Nations and 
Aboriginal Communities provides information on how to hire professional consultants 
and provides a sample contract for consideration by the First Nation.  See ISC’s 
website information for the CFM Program — Project Information — Best Practices for 
Construction Contracting: 

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050

https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1493133359279/1533649821050
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Appendix 3E: Advice on Hiring a Professional 
Engineer or Professional Geoscientist [excerpt from 
APEGBC Website]
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Appendix 4: Terms of Reference - Construction and 
Post-Construction Stage [Sample]

NOTES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS “STANDARD” TERMS OF REFERENCE:

The square brackets and contents inside square brackets should be deleted and 
replaced with the required information.

This Terms of Reference is intended for use on band managed projects for the 
planning and design of new development areas.

 TERMS OF REFERENCE PROVISION OF ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR 
TENDERING, CONSTRUCTION STAGE AND POST-CONSTRUCTION STAGE OF 

MUNICIPAL WORKS FOR THE

[ Insert Name ]

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Introduction

2. Background

3. Objectives

4. Project Team

5. Scope of Work

6. Execution

7. Terms of Payment
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

[Insert Band Name] seeks the provision of engineering services during the tendering, 
construction stage and post-construction stage for the [insert project name].  

The Consultant will adopt a team approach in working together with [Insert Band 
Name] representatives, prospective bidders/contractor; and Indigenous and Northern 
Affairs Canada (DISC) staff.

2.0 BACKGROUND

 [Insert project description and background]

3.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this contract is to provide all engineering services required during the 
tendering, construction stage and post-construction stage of the above mentioned 
project.

[Elaborate including project objectives]

4.0 PROJECT TEAM

4.1 Band

The Band refers to the [insert band name].  The contract for engineering services is 
between the Band and the Consultant.  These Terms of Reference form part of the 
contractual agreement between the Band and Consultant.

4.2 Project Manager or Project Leader

The project manager or project leader is a representative of the Band engaged to 
manage the contract between the Band and consultant and between the Band and 
contractor as well as the funding agreement between the Band and DISC.
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4.3 Consultant

The consultant is the individual, firm, or corporation identified in contact to provide 
the services stipulated in these Terms of Reference.  

4.4  DISC Engineer 

The DISC engineer is a technical representative of DISC.  The DISC engineer will 
monitor the progress of the project and review contingency release and cost overrun 
applications and the completion report.

5.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work includes but is not necessarily limited to the following:

5.1 Tender Administration

5.1.1 Administer all works related to the tender call, including:

• Preparing tender documents, specifications and drawings

• Advertising

• Reply to queries and preparing addendums

• Arranging a site inspection by interested bidders if deemed necessary

• Witnessing the tender opening.

5.1.2 Review and assess tenders and make recommendations for award. Prepare a 
summary of the tenders received, a tender analysis, a recommendation for contract 
award and submit a copy of the executed contract. The tender analysis is to compare 
the recommended bid against the Class ”A” cost estimate and provide an explanation 
for any variances exceeding 15%. Should the lowest tender exceed the allocated DISC 
funding level, a substantiated request for additional funding should be submitted. In 
some cases where funding is limited, an assessment of options to reduce the scope 
of work may be required.
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5.2 Construction Services

5.2.1 Provide the services of a Field Reviewer (FR), who is a Professional Engineer, 
to be responsible for assurance of the works in all material respects to design and 
construction standards.  The FR should make regular site visits, until completion of 
the works.  The FR may or may not be the Engineer of Record (EOR).

5.2.2 Provide a resident inspector to inspect, monitor, measure, and test the 
Contractor’s work on a full time basis until completion of the work to assure that 
construction works substantially comply in all material respects to design and 
construction standards.  The resident inspector may or may not be the Field Review 
or a Professional Engineer.  Where the resident inspector is not a Professional 
Engineer, direct supervision by the FR should provide specific instructions on what 
to observe, check, confirm, test, record and report.  Where engineering judgement 
or decisions is required the inspector must refer back to the FR.  The FR may call on 
the Engineer of Record to address the issue.

5.2.3 Check and certify the Contractor’s progress claims for the purpose of 
recommending payment;

5.2.4 Provide a liaison between the Contractor, the Band, and others (e.g. B.C. 
Hydro, B.C. Tel, Water Rights, DISC etc.).

5.2.5 Resolve conflicts that may arise between parties during construction.

5.2.6 Ensure that all required approvals have been obtained.

5.2.7 Arrange for such services as concrete testing, soils testing and analysis, and 
other services that the Consultant deems necessary.

5.2.8 Arrange for environmental monitoring and/or archaeological monitoring as 
deemed necessary.

5.2.9 Prepare interim and final completion/performance certificates.
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5.3 Environmental Monitor

If required, provide an environmental monitor as recommended by the Environmental 
Detailed Study and/or as required by permits, approvals, regulation and/or guidelines.  
The environmental monitor shall be a scientist or engineer specializing in the 
environment.

5.4 Archaeological Monitor

If required, provide an archaeological monitor as recommended by the Archaeological 
Assessment Study and/or as required by Band’s archaeological policy.

5.5 Permits and Approvals

Obtain any permits and approvals from regulatory agencies that were not finalized 
as part of the design stage.  

5.6 Project Meeting

Arrange a preconstruction meeting, monthly progress meetings, and a project 
completion meeting between the Contractor, First Nations representatives and 
Consultant.

5.7 Builders Lien Act and Certificate of Completion

The Consultant shall act as the Payment Certifier for the head contractor with 
reference to the Builders Lien Act.

5.8 Commissioning

If required, manage the commissioning of the project and provide additional start-
up services as outlined in the Commissioning Plan included in the design stage 
deliverables. 

5.9 Training

If required, provide training as outlined in the Draft Training Plan included in the 
design stage deliverables. 
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5.10 Legal Survey

Provide the services of a Land Surveyor commissioned by the Association of British 
Columbia Land Surveyors to complete a legal survey of the project area and register 
the survey plan.

5.11 Documentation

5.11.1 Daily Inspection Reports

The resident inspector shall prepare daily inspection reports.  The report shall include 
for that day:

• Work completed

• Inspection test completed

• Contractors equipment and crew working on site

• Material delivered to site

• Weather and temperature

• Changes to Contract

• Record of force account work

• Visitors to site

• Discussion with contractor and/or other relevant agencies

• Coloured photos

5.11.2 Project Meeting Minutes

Prepare minutes of any project meetings between the First Nations representatives, 
Consultant and Contractor and submitted to all parties involved in the meeting.

5.11.3 Change Orders and Force Account Work

 All change orders and force account work shall be approved by the Project 
Manager or Project Leader. Prepare submissions for change orders and force 
account work approval.  The submissions should include a detailed description of 
the necessity for such work, the quantities involved, the Consultant’s estimate, and 
the Contractor’s quote.
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5.11.4 Progress Estimates and Budget Tracking

The consultant shall prepare Progress Estimates, within 5 days after the end of the 
calendar month for the purpose of:

• Evaluating the contractor’s progress claim and issuing Payment Certificates; 
and

• Tracking and updating the project budget.

The Progress Estimate shall set out as of the end of the last day of the proceeding 
month:

a. The total value of the Work completed and the materials and products 
incorporated into the Work

b. Total quantity or percentage completed for each payment item 
c. Holdback amounts if any
d. Total amount owing by the Band to the Contractor

In addition to the amount set out in the proceeding month the Progress Estimate 
shall also include the previous Progress Estimate amounts and the projected contract 
value.  The projected contract value shall include all change orders and force account 
work whether approved or foreseen.  The projected contract value shall be tracked 
for budget purposes.

5.11.5 Project Schedule Updates

The tender and contract documents shall require the contractor to submit a project 
schedule with the Form of Tender and to update the schedule if changes occur.  The 
schedule shall show all major and critical tasks and the critical path of the project.  
The consultant shall monitor the progress of the project relative to the schedule.  If 
the consultant observes the contractor falling behind schedule or if changes occur to 
the contract which will extend the contract, the consultant shall request an updated 
schedule with an explanation for the delays.  All schedule update shall be forwarded 
to the Project Manager or Project Leader with explanation.  

5.11.6 Contingency allowance release (if required)

Assist the First Nation in preparing documentation to request the release of a portion 
or all of any contingency allowance that has been approved and held by DISC. 
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5.11.7 Cost overrun application (if required)

Assist the First Nation in preparing documentation to may request additional project 
funding above the approved total project cost. 

5.12 Completion Report

Completion report to be submitted on letter size paper, bound in a three ring binder. 
Prints of reduced drawings are to be stamped and sealed and bound into the binder.  
The completion report is to include:

5.12.1 Project Expenditure Accounting

All final project expenditures including all First Nation, consultant and contractor 
expenses as applicable must be reconciled by the First Nation. This reconciliation 
must match the project expenditure accounting which will be detailed in the First 
Nation financial audit report.

The final project costs are to be broken down according to the various elements of 
the project and are to be compared to the Class “A” estimates and to the approved 
requests for DISC project funding. Any significant variances are to be explained. 
The final costs are to include the costs of planning, design, project management, 
construction (include final contractor payment certificate complete with all change 
orders), professional services during construction and completion reporting.  Any 
surplus funding shall be identified. 

Consult with the Band in preparation of the project expenditure accounting.

5.12.2 Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) Forms

Completed and seal the CAIS forms.  The Project Manager will forward the forms to 
chief councillor for signature, as required for each new community asset. The forms 
are also to identify any existing assets that were deleted by the new project.  See 
DISC’s A Practical Guide to Capital Projects, BC Region, Appendix 15 for blank CAIS 
forms.
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5.12.3 Project Implementation History 

a. Description of the project including why the project was necessary and the 
option selected to resolve the problem;

b. Project construction ( or procurement) process (e.g.: public tender, 
construction management);

c. The construction contract award process and rationale including a 
comparison of the costs from all bidders;

d. The number of construction contracts in the project complete with a 
description of the contracts;

e. A project synopsis describing problems or outstanding issues, areas of 
special interest, variances from the original project scope complete with 
their justification, project scheduling challenges, project deficiencies;

f. Consultant summary of construction costs including budgets, variances and 
change order history;

g. A description of any training programs implemented including the duration 
of training and number of personnel trained;

5.12.4 Project Participants Listing

During the duration of the project including the project team members, the 
project manager and/or project management firm, the design professional(s), the 
construction inspector(s) and contractors.

5.12.5 Project Milestones Chronological Listing

Dates of design completion, project approval, funding approval, contract award, 
construction start, substantial completion date, final completion date, start and end 
of warranty period, and completion reporting submission date.

5.12.6 Project Documentation (as applicable)

a. Field inspection reports as prepared by the project professionals’ inspectors 
during construction;

b. Inspection test results for any materials and installation testing conducted 
during construction;

c. Colour photographs to document the project history from start to finish;
d. Commissioning report(s) for the final inspection, testing, set-up and start-

up of systems and controls;
e. National Building Code Schedules “A”, “B” and “C” for building projects 
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a. Fuel tank registration;
b. A complete set of reduced record drawing prints. The Record Drawings 

are annotated, signed and sealed as follows: “These Record Drawings 
accurately record all significant design changes known to me, having 
exercised due diligence in monitoring construction of the work, and the 
design as represented by these Record Drawings substantially conforms 
with the design intent.”

c. One complete set of digital record drawings in Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) format;
d. DISC Design Guidelines for Water and Wastewater Systems outline the 

requirements for the development of O&M Manuals. See Appendix 16 for 
location of these guidelines;

e. Copy of the posted legal survey plan. In that legal registration of the survey 
plan may not be available for some time after project completion, a copy 
of the “ready for registration” plan that has been submitted for registration 
is acceptable. The registered plan is to ensure that all community assets 
are legally protected for the use, operation and maintenance by the First 
Nation;

f. Copies of all permits and authorizations (DFO) issued;
g. Mitigation Measures Compliance Form – sign-off form documenting 

environmental compliance during construction for projects where a Detailed 
Environmental Review was required. This form may also be required at 
DISC’s discretion for projects where a Simple Environmental Review was 
required. See Appendix 11G for a copy of this form.

h. A signed, sealed and dated professional certification statement by a 
qualified professional architect/engineer that should read: “I hereby give 
assurance that all constructed works in this project have been completed in 
general accordance with the record drawings, the project specifications and 
the general codes and standards, that all required testing has been carried 
out in accordance with the specifications, applicable codes and standards 
and generally accepted procedures and that required environmental 
mitigation measures identified in the project have been implemented.”

Note: 

The completion report will be forwarded to DISC by the Band to meet the reporting 
requirements of the funding agreement.  In addition to the documentation prepared 
by the consultant the Band will need to provide following documentation:

First Nation Letter of Acceptance — states chief and council’s acceptance of the 
completed project and confirmation of final costs (including First Nation, consultant 
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and contractor costs as applicable). The letter is to be signed by authorized personnel, 
usually the chief administrator or band manager, and should be addressed to the 
First Nation’s assigned capital specialist. 

Certificate of Completion — is to be completed by the First Nation’s authorized 
project manager and attached to the letter of acceptance.  DISC’s A Practical Guide to 
Capital Projects, BC Region Appendix 13 includes a sample Certificate of Completion 
for Capital Project form from the First Nations National Reporting Guide.

6.0 EXECUTION

6.1 Implementation

The Consultant shall execute all tasks stipulated in these Terms of Reference scope 
of work in a timely manner. 
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Deliverable Format Reviewer

Tender Document, Specification 
an Drawings

2 hard copies bound for First 
Nation

Bound hard copies as Re-
quired by Tenderers

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Contract Documents 3 hard copies bound -signed 
and sealed

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Daily Site Inspection Reports and 
Inspection Test Results

1 copy - Email, Fax, or Hard-
copy

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Schedule Updates As required 1 copy - Eail and 
hard copy 

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Payment Certificates and Prog-
ress Estimates

Monthly 
1 copy - Email and hard copy

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Completion Report 
• Project Expenditure 

Accounting
• CAIS forms
• Project Implementation 

History
• Project Participants List
• Project Milestones
• Chronological List
• Site Inspection Reports
• Inspection Test Results
• Colour Photographs
• Commissioning Report
• National Building Code 

Schedules
• Fire Commissioner’s Final 

Inspection Letter
• Signed and Sealed Record 

Drawings
• Record Drawings PDF 

Format
• O&M Manual
• Copies of Permits and 

Authorizations
• Posted Legal Survey Plan
• Professional Certification 

Statement

One paper copy and one digi-
tal - signed and sealed

First Nation Repre-
sentatives

Management 
Officer and DISC 

Engineer. 

6.2 Deliverables
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6.3 Schedule

Time is of the essence.

The work stipulated in these Terms of Reference, starting with the call for tenders 
and preparation of tender documents, shall commence within 1 weeks of notice of 
award.

The consultant is responsible for tracking the progress of the project.

6.4 Project Cost Control

The consultant is responsible for managing the overall cost of the project.  If at any 
time the scope of the project is changed resulting from unforeseen circumstances 
or requests to modify the design, which will affect the overall cost of the project 
or O&M cost, the constant shall immediately notify the Project Manager or Project 
Leader and provide an explanation and updated cost estimated.

7.0 TERMS OF PAYMENT

7.1 Payments will be based on the contract.

7.2 The Consultant will on a monthly (or other approved) interval, submit an 
invoice detailing the services performed.  Invoices shall show the hours charged by 
each person for each task, and the hourly rate.  Back-up for these items, or itemized 
receipt, shall be provided with every invoice.  The proportion of hours spent by team 
members on tasks shall generally conform to the proposal.  The hourly rate shall be 
identical to the rate quoted in the proposal.

7.3 The Consultant’s proposal shall include an allowance for meetings, 
discussions, and responding to review comments.

7.4 No payment will be made on the cost of work incurred to remedy errors or 
omissions for which the Consultant is responsible.

7.5 If at any time during the progress of the work, the Consultant considers that 
the cost figure outlined in the contract will be exceeded, either by some unforeseen 
event or change in the Terms of Reference, he shall immediately provide the Project 
Manager with complete details.  AT NO TIME SHALL THE CONTRACT FEE (i.e. the 
ceiling cost figure) BE EXCEEDED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF 
THE PROJECT MANAGER.
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Appendix 5: Risk Assessment Tool [RAT] Sample
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Checklist for Acquisition/ Construction Stage Funding Application**
Project Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
CPMS/ ICMS # _______________  

Omitted Submitted
First Nation Letter of Support  ________ ________ 
Project Description & Rationale ________ ________ 
Project Implementation Plan/ Schedule ________ ________ 
Final Design Information ________ ________ 

________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________
________ ________ 
________ ________

Not Applicable 
_______

 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______
 _______ 
_______
_______
 _______

________ ________ ________
________ ________
________ ________

________
________

________ ________
________ ________ 

• Final Design Drawings (signed & sealed)
• Final Specifications (signed & sealed)
• Final Design Report (signed & sealed)
        Filed in Technical Library - GCdocs# _________
• Tender Documents (signed & sealed)
• Class ‘A’ Total Capital Cost Estimate
• Cash Flow Projection
• ISC to review and sign-off IEMS - Simple 

or Detailed Environmental Review Form
• Land Encumbrance Check

• Right-of-ways Identified/ Confirmed
• Required Permits

• Draft Timber Permit
• Other Draft Permits ___________ ________ ________ 

________
________
________

(Gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit)

• Comments by other Regulatory Agencies ________ ________ ________
(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, etc.)

________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 

• Class ‘A’ O&M Cost Estimate
• For ***WTP & WWTPs only

• Complete Design Guideline Checklist
• Commissioning Plan
• Draft O&M Manual
• Draft Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
• Draft Maintenance Management Plan
• O&M Training Plan ________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

Proposals for Consultant/ Subconsultants 
Services and Fee Estimate  ________ ________ 
Project Construction Process ________ ________ 

• Final Construction Mgmt. Business Plan ________ ________ 
________ ________ 
________ ________ 

________
________
________
________
________

Funding Submission/ PAR for Construction 
Check Level of Service Standard (LoSS)

CI Technical Reviewer:
Date:

 _______________________________ 
 _______________________________ 

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. Information listed may not all be required or additional information 
may be required.

***        WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

Appendix 6: Construction Stage Funding Application
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Appendix 7: Capital Projects Report DCI #460671
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Preface

The first edition of A Practical Guide to Capital Projects was published in 
the BC Region in early 2000. The Practical Guide was one of several ini-
tiatives implemented to respond to BC First Nations’ requests to improve 
the capital project approval process. This edition updates the original 
edition to reflect changes in the program and provides additional infor-
mation about capital project approvals.

A Practical Guide to Capital Projects will be updated as required and will 
be distributed to First Nations as new editions are published. The Guide 
is intended for the administrators and capital program managers of First 
Nations and Indigenous organizations, First Nations’ project consultants 
and Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) staff.  It contains information on 
BC Region’s Capital Program, process and capital project submission re-
quirements. Users of the Guide should refer to the ISC BC Region Pro-
gram Guide for annual updates regarding BC Region’s capital budgets 
and funding process schedules. 

Your suggestions for improvement will continue to play an important role 
in adapting this guide to meet your needs. Any questions and/or feed-
back concerning this publication can be directed to:

Nathalie Lapierre
Manager, Infrastructure Development
Community Infrastructure Directorate
Indigenous Services Canada, BC Region
#600 - 1138 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6E 4S3

Telephone: 604-666-0351
Facsimile: 604-775-7149
Email: Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca  

mailto:Nathalie.Lapierre2@canada.ca
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Glossary of Abbreviations

ACEC   Association of Consulting Engineering Companies
ACRS   Asset Condition Reporting System (now incorporated into ICMS)
AIBC   Architectural Institute of British Columbia
API   Annual Performance Inspection
ARFA    Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement (varying durations)
ARFA-   Block Aboriginal Recipient Funding Agreement – Block Agreements   
   (varying durations)
CAIS   Capital Asset Inventory System (now incorporated into ICMS)
CCP   Comprehensive Community Plan
CDP   Community Development Plan
CEAA   Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
CEAP   Canada’s Economic Action Plan
CFMP   Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program
CID   Community Infrastructure Directorate
CIDMS   Comprehensive Integrated Document Management System
CMO   Capital Management Officer
CPMS   Capital Project Management System (in transition to ICMS)  
CPRD   Capital Facilities Management Program Record Document 
CRM   Cost Reference Manual
CRTP   Circuit Rider Training Program
CSA   Canadian Standards Association
CSMP   Contaminated Sites Management Program
DAR   Design Approval Request
DCI   Data Collection Instrument
DWA   Drinking Water Advisory
EHO   Environmental Health Officer  (with First Nations Health Authority)
EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment
EIF   Education Infrastructure Fund
ERP   Environmental Review Process
ESA   Environmental Site Assessment 
FAR   Feasibility Approval Request
FL   Funding Limit
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Glossary of Abbreviations

FNESS   First Nations Emergency Services Society
FNIF   First Nations Infrastructure Fund
FNIIP   First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan
FNLMI   First Nations Land Management Initiative
FNWWEP  First Nations Water and Wastewater  Enhanced Program 
FS   Funding Services
GCIMS   Grants and Contributions Information Management System (previ  
   -ously FNITP)
NAHS   New Approach for Housing Support
ICMS   Integrated Capital Management System
IEMS   Integrated Environmental Management System
ISC   Indigenous Services Canada
KPI   Key Performance Indicator
LCC   Life Cycle Costs
LED   Lands and Economic Development 
LOSS   Level of Service Standard
LTCP   Long Term Capital Plan
MCF   Management Control Framework
MTSA    Municipal Type Service Agreement
NFNIIP   National First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
O&M   Operations and Maintenance
OQM   Organisational Quality Management
P&P   Programs and Partnerships
PAR   Project Approval Request for Construction
PDP   Physical Development Plan
PIFI   Protocol for ISC-Funded Infrastructure (previously PAFI)
RAT   Risk Assessment Tool
RFNIIP   Regional First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan
RFP   Request for Proposal
RSU   Resource Services Unit Funding Services
SDWFNA  Safe Drinking Water for First Nations Act
SE   Senior Engineer and/or Specialist Engineer
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Glossary of Abbreviations

SWOP   Safe Water Operations Program
TEC   Total Estimated Cost
TPC   Total Project Cost
TIPC   Total ISC Project Cost
TOR   Terms of Reference
WSER   Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations
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Definitions

A-Base Funding 
Recurring set of funds approved by the Treasury Board to ISC at the 
onset of each budget period for the ongoing delivery of existing 
programs. This funding includes a Vote 1 component for internal 
department operations and a Vote 10 component for contributions 
toward on-reserve infrastructure.

B-Base Funding [or Targeted Funding]
Funding designed to support specific projects or initiatives such as 
the First Nations Water and Wastewater Action Plan. This funding is 
provided under individual budget authorities and expires at a pre-
determined date which can be subsequently renewed or extended. 
Specific terms and conditions are generally attached with utilizing 
B-Base funding.

Annual Performance Inspection (API)
Yearly inspection of on-reserve water and wastewater systems 
by consulting engineers to assess system performance factors to 
determine risk levels as per requirements of the Protocol.

Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS)
Inspection conducted once every three years to assess the general 
condition of on-reserve infrastructure assets, identify the repair and 
reconstruction needs for these assets, and assess the general level 
of operations and maintenance performance.  The inspection is for 
community assets which receive ISC operation and maintenance 
subsidy funding. This inspection can provide information to 
substantiate the identification of capital project funding.

Banking Day
Monthly meeting at ISC BC Region to review eligible capital projects 
against the regional infrastructure investment plan and the availability 
of funds. The first priority for approving funding of projects would be 
for the projects identified in Year One of the Regional First Nation 
Infrastructure Investment Plan. The banking day meeting is also used 
to assess emerging pressures against the remaining budget.
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Definitions

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012)
Replaces the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act CEAA2012.
Includes federal provisions for considering the environmental impacts 
of projects constructed on First Nations lands before taking any 
actions that would allow the project to proceed. An Environmental 
Review Process (ERP) has been developed by ISC to assess every 
capital project in order to meet the legislative requirements of CEAA 
2102. 

Capital Management Officer (CMO)
Works with the Senior Engineer as the primary capital project contacts 
for a specific First Nation. Capital Management Officers focus on 
project financial items and FNIIP development. Each First Nation is 
assigned a Capital Management Officer. 

Capital Facilities and Maintenance Program (CFMP)
Incorporates three program activity areas, namely, the planning 
of capital infrastructure investments, the approval and delivery of 
on-reserve capital infrastructure and the ongoing operation and 
maintenance of that infrastructure. The program financially supports 
First Nations by providing transfer payments through the mechanics 
of funding agreements.

CFM Program Record Document (CPRD)
Internal ISC document managed by the Capital Management Officer 
used to track project costs and project funding requests.

Community Development Plan (CDP) 
a planning document generally developed after the Comprehensive 
Community Plan (CCP) is completed and is intended to create a 
structured process to transition from the long-term goals and 
objectives generated in the CCP process toward the planning, 
assessment and implementation of community infrastructure 
improvements to support the CCP vision.   

Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) 
Expresses the vision of the First Nation members for the sustainability 
and growth of their community. Developing a CCP establishes long 
term community objectives for all facets of community involvement 
[e.g., social, education, economic, land use, infrastructure] and 
identifies strategies, targets and priorities for achieving those 
objectives.
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Construction Management (CM) 
Project construction strategy where the First Nation is the general 
contractor and hires a professional construction manager to directly 
manage the project construction process. Elements of a project are 
usually separated on a trade-by-trade basis and are implemented using 
competitively-awarded tender processes, or by using First Nations’ 
own employment forces. The First Nation assumes the responsibility 
for project risks such as increasing material prices, bankruptcy of 
subtrades, schedule delays, health and safety management, warranty 
issues, etc. ISC does not support the construction management 
procurement process for building projects greater than $2.0M 
construction cost or infrastructure projects greater than $500.0K 
construction cost. 

Contract Documents 
Generally prepared by professional consultants to fully describe a 
project and the associated contractual arrangements and are used to 
obtain quotations/bids/tenders from general contractors and subtrade 
contractors. Contract documents normally include  Instructions to 
Tenderers, a Tender Form used by a contractor to submit a quotation 
(tender), a copy of the proposed contractual agreement between the 
owner and the contractor, definitions section, general conditions of a 
contract, supplementary conditions of a contract, specifications, and 
contract drawings.

Cost Thresholds
Established cost criteria for evaluating investment costs of water and 
wastewater projects based on geographic [remoteness] indicators 
[Zones 1, 2,3 and 4]. Costs are based on unit cost per connection 
and cost per capita and increase with remoteness [i.e. higher Zone 
number]. Project approval levels can be determined by comparing 
project unit costs to the cost threshold numbers.  Exceeding the cost 
threshold number will result in more project scrutiny and project 
approvals at higher authority levels. 

Design Approval Request (DAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the design stage of a project. 

Feasibility Approval Request (FAR) 
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to carry out a feasibility study.

Definitions
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First Nations Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) (DCI#460674.
GCIMS) 

An annual report submitted by First Nations that identifies capital 
projects that the First Nation is planning on implementing in the 
upcoming five years.  The Plan will update progress on current projects 
and identify a proposed schedule and budget for new projects. The 
investment plan process is a useful tool for First Nations to plan capital 
projects for the long term benefit of their community. The FNIIP is 
designed to apply a consistent approach to short and medium term 
planning, budget forecasts and to support project funding decision-
making for regional ISC offices.

Funding Services Officer (FSO) 
Primary First Nation contact for funding agreement implementation 
and the associated transfer of funds to the First Nation for capital 
project payments. Each First Nation is assigned a Funding Services 
Officer. 

Grants and Contributions Information Management System (GCIMS) 
(previously FNITP)

Web-enabled transfer payment management system that automates 
transfer payment business processes, manages funding agreement 
information, and provides on-line access for First Nations and other 
funding recipients. Its primary function is to effectively manage 
transfer payments of departmental grants and contributions to 
recipients.

General Contractor 
A general contractor is chosen using a tender process to construct 
a project under the terms of a construction contract with the First 
Nation. The general contractor is responsible for coordinating all 
trades and assumes all risks. The First Nation’s professional consultant 
administers the contract between the First Nation and the general 
contractor. 

Halt List 
List of First Nations who have not met funding agreement conditions 
or capital project reporting requirements as identified in GCIMS. First 
Nations on the Halt List are generally ineligible to receive additional 
capital funding allocations.  

Definitions
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Integrated Capital Management System (ICMS) 
National database system used to implement the Capital Facilities 
and Maintenance Program [CFMP]. The Project Tracking Module 
documents all aspects of capital project development for a specific 
First Nation including FNIIP planning, project approvals and capital 
funding.  

Integrated Environmental Management System (IEMS) 
National database system which tracks all environmental decisions 
processed under ISC’s Environmental Review Process (ERP).

Land Encumbrance Check (LEC) 
Confirmation of land tenure (ownership) rights and infringements 
relating to specific parcels of on-reserve land.

Level of Service Standards (LOSS)
Infrastructure system facility performance criteria which ISC is willing 
to fund from its capital program to support the development of First 
Nations’ community infrastructure.

Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
A mathematical procedure which calculates the total costs (e.g. 
construction, operation, maintenance, major maintenance and 
disposal) of an asset in terms of a present value which reflects the 
effects of monetary interest and price escalation.  A LCC analysis 
provides a hypothetical method of comparing competing options on 
the basis of total costs over the lifetime of the facility. 

Long Term Capital Plan (LTCP) 
Long range, structured plan for implementing community capital 
projects showing estimated project costs and proposed project 
development years. Plan should be minimum duration of five years 
and preferably ten years [or longer]. The LTCP should include all 
community capital projects in contrast to the FNIIP which only needs 
to include ISC-funded projects. 

Major Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is greater than $1.5 
million. 

Minor Capital Project 
Projects where the total ISC funding contribution is less than $1.5 
million.

Definitions
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Definitions

Mitigation Measures Compliance Form 
Form submitted at the end of a project to substantiate that the 
mitigation measures prescribed in the environmental review process 
were incorporated into the project design and tender documents and 
implemented during the construction of the project. The Mitigation 
Measures Compliance Form is not required for projects that underwent 
Minor Review only. Projects that underwent a Simple Environmental 
Review may require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form at ISC’s 
ISCretion. Projects that underwent a Detailed Environmental Review 
will require a Mitigation Measures Compliance Form. 

Municipal Type Service Agreement (MTSA) 
An agreement between a First Nation and a local government (e.g., 
municipality or regional district) or a private contractor for providing 
municipal-type services such as water supply, fire suppression, 
wastewater disposal, solid waste disposal.

National First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (NFNIIP) 
National roll-up of all regional infrastructure investment plans which 
is subject to ISC senior management approval. The objective of the 
NFNIIP is to provide a consistent national approach for the expenditure 
of capital program funds to:

A. Establish and implement national priorities, which will:
• Protect and maintain existing assets with an emphasis on health 

and safety;

• Mitigate health and safety risks through new and existing assets;

• Address water and sewer project backlogs;

• Include other priorities such as investing in sustainable communities 
and community assets in order to resolve claims or self government 
agreements.

B. Strengthen ISC’s capital management regime and priority ranking 
criteria to ensure that all capital and related O&M funding is used to 
meet the national priorities;
C. Strengthen and standardize procedures and information systems 
nationally;
D. Ensure sufficient administration capacity to support an effective 
capital management regime; 
E. Ensure that adequate management controls are in place for all 
capital projects that include federal funding.
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Definitions

Project Approval Request for Construction (PAR)
Project submission document sent to ISC by a First Nation requesting 
capital project funds to implement the construction and post-
construction stages of a project. 

Organisational Quality Management (OQM) 
Voluntary program sponsored by Engineers and Geoscientists BC 
where certified engineering firms have committed to an established 
quality control framework within the workings of their organisations. 
A list of certified OQM firms is available on the Engineers and 
Geoscientists BC website.

Regional First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (RFNIIP) 
ISC’s departmental regional roll-up of all BC First Nations Infrastructure 
Investment plans which matches First Nation-identified projects, 
project priorities and available regional funding. The RFNIIP is 
approved by the BC Regional Director General and sent to Ottawa to 
be rolled up into the NFNIIP. 

Risk Assessment Tool (RAT) 
Internal ISC risk assessment tabulation document required for all 
projects with an ISC financial contribution > $1.5M.  The document 
will assess potential project implementation risks and generated 
mitigation strategies if risks are rated as medium or high.

Senior Capital Advisor 
Provides project selection assistance to an assigned team of CMOs.

Senior Engineer (SE) 
Works with the Capital Management Officer to process project 
proposals received from First Nations. Senior Engineers focus on 
project technical items. Each First Nation is assigned a Senior 
Engineer. 

Specialist Engineer 
Specialist engineers available to provide advice and assistance to 
First Nations, Senior Engineers and Capital Management Officers for 
projects related to their specialty (e.g., water treatment, wastewater 
treatment, environmental).
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The Post-Construction Stage of a 
Capital Project 
An overview of the Post-Construction Stage of a Capital Project 

Introduction
This Practical Guide to Capital Projects has been developed for use by First 
Nations, First Nations consultants and ISC employees. The objective of 
the guide is to clearly identify capital project submission requirements, 
to provide a road map for project development and to promote consistent 
decision making for the successful implementation of capital projects.

The guide deals exclusively with the planning, design and construction of 
community infrastructure assets and facilities. 

Funding processes related to other components of the capital facilities 
and maintenance program (CFMP) program such as schools, housing and 
operation and maintenance funding are covered in other documents.  

The guide has been organized to facilitate the preparation of project 
funding applications. 

Chapter 1 is an overview of the BC Region ISC Capital Program including 
a step-by-step description of the project approval process. Chapter 2 
describes processes for identifying a capital project. Chapters 3 through 
6 describe the funding application requirements, the deliverables and 
expected results for each stage of a capital project cycle — feasibility, 
design, construction and post-construction. Appendices are at the end 
of the document containing pertinent information for quick reference by 
the users. 

The post-construction stage closes the capital project file and initiates 
the operation and maintenance funding process for the community 
assets constructed. No funding submissions are required for this stage 
as the cost of preparing the completion documentation is included in the 
construction stage funding application (PAR).

6
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Construction Stage
Final Processing

– ISC – 

Acquisition/Construction/ 
Post-Construction Stage

Funding Application  
Preparation and Submission

– First Nations – 

Post-Construction Stage
Deliverables Review

– ISC – 

Post-Construction Stage
Financial Processing

– ISC – 

PROJECT COMPLETE

Figure 1: Post Construction Stage
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6.1 Post-Construction Stage 
Deliverables
Deliverables Items A, B, C and D need to be processed by the First 
Nation, often with technical assistance from the professional consultant. 
The Project Completion Report, Item E is almost always prepared by the 
professional consultant. 

A.  First Nation Letter of Acceptance — States chief and council’s 
acceptance of the completed project and confirmation of final costs 
(including First Nation, consultant and contractor costs as applicable). 
The letter is to be signed by authorized personnel, usually the chief 
administrator or band manager, and should be addressed to the First 
Nation’s assigned Capital Management Officer.

B. Certificate of Completion — Is to be completed by the First Nation’s 
authorized project manager and attached to the letter of acceptance.  
See Appendix 1: Capital Projects Report DCI #460671. 

C. Project Expenditure Accounting — All final project expenditures 
including all First Nation, consultant and contractor expenses as 
applicable, must be reconciled by the First Nation. This reconciliation 
must match the project expenditure accounting which will be detailed 
in the First Nation financial audit report.

The final project costs are to be broken down according to the various 
elements of the project and are to be compared to the Class A estimates 
and to the approved requests for ISC project funding. Any significant 
variances are to be explained. The final costs are to include the costs 
of planning, design, project management, construction (include final 
contractor payment certificate complete with all change orders), 
professional services during construction and completion reporting.

D. Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) Forms — Completed forms 
with the consultant’s seal and signature and the chief councillor’s 
signature are required for each new community asset. The forms 
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must also identify any existing assets that were deleted by the new 
project. See Appendix 2: Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) Forms 
(with explanation and FAQ) .

E. Completion Report — One copy submitted on letter size paper 
and one copy as PDF file. The report is to be submitted  with three 
complete sets of record drawings that document the actual works 
constructed in the project. The record drawings are to be provided as 
follows: 

• Prints of reduced size drawings (11”x17”) are to be ink signed and 
sealed and bound into the binder; 

• Prints of full-size drawings ink signed and sealed are to be unbound 
and rolled separately; 

• Full-size drawings in Adobe Acrobat PDF 995 (.pdf/A) format stored 
on a CD drive or a USB stick. Do not save the drawings in individual 
folders. Note: Drawings must be saved in the root folder of the USB 
key rather than in individual folders. 

Specifically, the completion report is to include:

1. Project Implementation History, which includes:

• Description of the project including why the project was necessary 
and the option selected to resolve the problem;

• Project construction ( or procurement) process (e.g.: public tender, 
construction management);

• The construction contract award process and rationale including a 
comparison of the costs from all bidders;

• The number of construction contracts in the project complete with 
a description of the contracts;

• A project synopsis describing problems or outstanding issues, 
areas of special interest, variances from the original project scope 
complete with their justification, project scheduling challenges, 
project deficiencies; 

• Consultant summary of construction costs including budgets, 
variances and change order history;

• A description of any training programs implemented including the 
duration of training and number of personnel trained.
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2. Project Participant Listing — Listing of project participants including the 
project team members, the project manager and/or project management 
firm, construction manager and/or construction management firm, 
design professional(s), the construction inspector(s) and contractors.

3. Project Milestones Chronological Listing — Dates of design completion, 
project approval, funding approval, contract award, construction start, 
substantial completion date, final completion date, start and end of 
warranty period, and completion reporting submission date.

4. The following project documentation (as applicable): 

• Field Inspection Reports  - as prepared by the project professionals’ 
inspectors during construction;

• Inspection Test Results  - for any materials and installation testing 
conducted during construction;

• Photographs - colour photographs to document the project history 
from start to finish;

• Commissioning Report(s) - for the final inspection, testing, set-up 
and start-up of systems and controls;

• For water treatment plants or wastewater treatment plants: digital 
copy of the HMI program, digital copy of the PLC ladder logic, ladder 
logic diagrams, final process narrative;

• Professional Certification Schedules  - as required for any building 
construction. See Appendix 3: Letters of Assurance (NBC) — Schedules 
A, B-1, B-2, C-A, C-B;

• Final letter of inspection prepared by either a third party Fire 
Protection Engineer or a Fire Inspector from a local jurisdiction; 

• Fuel Tank Registration — if required by Environment Canada 
regulations;

• Record Drawing Prints (Reduced) - complete set of reduced (11’ 
x 17”) professionally ink signed and sealed record drawing prints 
bound into the completion report documenting the actual works 
constructed in the project;

• Record Drawing Prints (Full Size) — complete set of full size drawings 
professionally ink signed and sealed unbound and rolled separately;

• Record Drawings Digital  - one complete set of professionally 
signed and sealed digital record drawings in Adobe Acrobat PDF 
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995 (.pdf/A) format stored on a CD drive or a USB stick. Do not use 
folders when saving documents on the CD drive or USB stick;

• O&M Manual — one printed copy and one digital copy with 
instructions for operators and product information for equipment 
installed. See ISC design guidelines for specific O&M manual 
requirements for complex water and wastewater facilities;

• Legal Survey Plan - copy of the posted legal survey plan. Legal 
registration of the survey plan may not be available for some time 
after project completion so a copy of the “ready for registration” 
plan that has been submitted for registration is acceptable. The 
registered plan is to ensure that all community assets are legally 
protected for the use, operation and maintenance by the First 
Nation;

• A letter from the First Nation confirming they have received their 
own copy of the O&M manuals, the commissioning report, the 
completion report and the Record Drawings (and the digital copy of 
the HMI program, digital copy of the PLC ladder logic, ladder logic 
diagrams, final process narrative if applicable);

• Permits, Approvals and Authorizations  - copies of all documents 
issued permits and authorizations (DFO) issued;  

• Mitigation Measures Compliance Form — sign-off form documenting 
environmental compliance during construction for projects where 
a Detailed Environmental Review was required. This form may 
also be required at ISC’s discretion for projects where a Simple 
Environmental Review was required. 

• A signed, sealed and dated professional certification statement by 
a qualified professional architect /engineer that should read:

“I hereby give assurance that all constructed works in this project have 
been completed in general accordance with the record drawings, 
the project specifications and applicable codes and standards, 
that all required testing has been carried out in accordance with 
the specifications, applicable codes and standards and generally 
accepted procedures and that required environmental mitigation 
measures identified in the project have been implemented.” 
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6.2 Post-Construction Analysis by First 
Nations
The post construction stage signifies the end of the project and the 
following questions will have been answered on completion of this stage:  

Question 1: Have all contractual obligations been met?

Is the First Nation assured that their contractual obligations with the 
contractors and consultants have been met and there are no outstanding 
liens or claims against the project?

Question 2: Has professional certification been received?

Is the First Nation assured that their consultant has affixed their 
professional seal certifying that the work has been completed in general 
accordance with the design? 

Question 3: Is the project history documented?

Does the First Nation have a documented history of the project for reference 
and use in future projects, as well as for the settlement of any disputes 
related to the completed works?

Question 4: Has record drawing information been documented?

Does the First Nation have a record of the constructed works for use 
in planning future extensions or improvements and for operation and 
maintenance activities? 

Question 5: Has an O&M Manual been received?

Do the First Nation’s operation and maintenance personnel have a plan 
detailing O&M tasks, equipment, labour and materials required to help 
achieve the design life span of the facilities? Do they have manufacturers’ 
information available to assist them with O&M activities and ordering 
replacement components?
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Question 6: How will the new facility impact current community O&M  
resources?

Does the First Nation know how operation and maintenance of the new 
project will impact community maintenance activities and community 
O&M resources?

Question 7: Has O&M funding been initiated?

Is the First Nation assured that adequate revenues (including the ISC 
subsidy) are available to operate and maintain the completed works?

Question 8: Has a certified accounting of all project costs been received?

Is the First Nation assured that all project related costs are accounted for 
and any funding shortfalls or surpluses are identified?

Question 9: Has the capital project file been closed?

Is the First Nation assured that all reporting requirements have been 
addressed and the project can be closed?
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6.3 Post-Construction Stage Deliverable 
Review by ISC

6.3.1  Capital Management Officer

The Capital Management Officer will review post-construction stage 
deliverables which will generally include:

• Confirming that the First Nation accepts the completed project;

• Initiating discussions with the First Nation regarding the recovery 
of any surplus funding in accordance with the funding agreement;

• Confirming that ISC’s project completion process is followed 
including the closure of the project in the capital project 
management system (ICMS/CPMS) and the archiving of the project 
files.

6.3.2 Senior Engineer

The engineer’s review of the post-construction deliverables will include:

• Confirming that the completed project complies with the scope 
of work as detailed in the Final Design Report and that adequate 
explanations are provided for any variances in the scope of work;

• Reviewing the final cost and cost comparison information provided 
for completeness and accuracy. Any funding surpluses or shortfalls 
will be addressed with the Capital Management Officer;

• Confirming that proper professional certification for the project has 
been submitted;

• Reviewing the  record drawings and capital asset inventory system 
(CAIS) forms for completeness and accuracy;

• Implementing ISC’s capital project completion process: 
 » Closing the paper file with all relevant documentation 
included; 

 » Completing a Records Drawing form to send with the record 
drawing prints to the Asset Management Unit; 
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 » Completing the Capital Asset Inventory Change form to send 
with the submitted Capital Asset Inventory System forms to 
the Asset Management unit for the updating of  ICMS;

 » Making the necessary changes to GCIMS and ICMS/CPMS 
to provide closure information and to indicate the project is 
complete;

• Comparing post-construction stage deliverables to the Post 
-Construction Stage Technical Review checklist. See Appendix 4. 
The checklist may be useful to the First Nation as a quick guide to 
help verify the deliverable package is complete. 
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Appendix 1: Capital Projects Report DCI #460671

APPENDIX 1
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Appendix 2: Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) 
Forms (with explanation and FAQ)

Rev. Apr/18

ICMS – Asset Inventory (Formerly CAIS)
Update Submission Requirements 

The Asset Inventory is a module that captures O&M funded assets within the Integrated Capital 
Management System (ICMS) database.

Assets in the ICMS-Asset Inventory that receive O&M funding, have to meet Indigenous
Services Canada (ISC) Level of Service Standards (LOSS), be eligible for O&M funding and
comply with current codes, regulations and legislation.

The Asset Inventory is updated when Post-Construction Completion Documentation is deemed 
completed. All submissions for April 1 funding must be received and approved no later than 
November 30th of the previous year.

Technical data for each eligible asset must be captured in ICMS-Asset Inventory forms. The
information in the ICMS-Asset Inventory forms should be accurate and reflect the scope of work
in the Record Drawings. All the fields in the form have to be populated with required data.

- Works/assets or quantities which are to be maintained by parties other than the First 
Nation must be clearly and specifically identified.

- All submissions are to clearly identify all existing assets and their quantities replaced by
the new works.

Relevant ICMS-Asset Inventory forms must be included in the Post-Construction Completion 
Documentation. The forms must be signed, dated and sealed by the architect/engineer of record
which designed the asset and supervised the construction, and signed and dated by the First
Nation Chief & Council.

APPENDIX 2
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ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED
GENERAL

ICMS - Asset Inventory

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Asset Code:  __________         Asset Name: _______________________________________________            Design Life:  ___________

CPMS No. (if applicable):  __________ Overall Capital Cost ($):  ______________      Construction Date: __________________
yyyy – mm - dd

Usage Description: 

Location Description (if applicable; 
street names, addresses etc.):  

List Assets & Quantities Replaced by New 
Works (use additional CAIS form If  needed): 

Additional Information: 

Photo (use additional sheet if needed): 

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

________________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

______________________________
Chief Councillor

______________________________
Date

APPENDIX 2
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(Rev. Apr/18)

ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED
BUILDINGS

ICMS - Asset Inventory

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Asset Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Overall Capital Cost ($): __________________ Design Life (years):                 ________________

CPMS No. (if applicable): ___________   Asset Code: _________ Construction Date: ______________________ 
yyyy – mm – dd

Usage Description: 

Location Description 
(street names, addresses etc.):  

List Assets & Quantities 
Replaced by New Works: 

Gross Floor Area (external dimensions): m2 No. of Exits:

Emergency Equipment Servicing (Quantities):

Exit Lights:                   _________    Extinguishers:              _________ Heat Detectors: _________

Smoke Detectors: _________   Wet Sprinkler:              _________ Dry Sprinkler: _________

Fire Alarm Systems: _________ Emergency Lights: _________

Photo (use additional sheet if needed): 

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

________________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

______________________________
Chief Councillor

______________________________
Date

CODE

APPENDIX 2
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ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED

WATER SYSTEM 
ICMS - Asset Inventory

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Usage Description and 
Related Technical Documents: 

List Assets & Quantities Replaced by New 
Works (use additional CAIS form if needed): 

CPMS No. (if applicable):          Design Life: 

Supply System: 
1. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________        Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm - dd           units

Remarks/Location: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:   _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     __________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd          units

Remarks/Location : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Treatment System: 
1. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________        Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
       yyyy – mm - dd                                                                          units

Remarks/Location: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:   _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     __________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd          units

Remarks/Location : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Distribution System: 
1. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________        Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
       yyyy – mm - dd                                                                          units

Remarks/Location: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:   _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     __________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd          units

Remarks/Location : ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Water Mains:
Material Type:

Diameter
(mm)

Length
(meters)

No. of
Main Valves

No. of
Services

Comments:

No. of Hydrants: _________ No. of Standpipes: ________

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

_____________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

_________________________________
Chief Councillor

________________________________
Date

CODE

m

CODE

m

CODE

ea

CODE

ea

CODE

m

CODE

m

APPENDIX 2
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(Rev. Apr/18)

WASTEWATER COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL SYSTEM
ICMS - Asset Inventory  

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Usage Description and 
Related Technical Documents: 

List Assets & Quantities Replaced by New 
Works (use additional CAIS form if needed): 

CPMS No. (if applicable):          Design Life:  

Treatment System: 

1. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________       Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm - dd units

Remarks/Location: 

2. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:  _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd          units

Remarks/Location:

Collection and Disposal System: 

1. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________        Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm - dd           units

Remarks/Location:

2. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:   _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd          units

Remarks/Location : 

3. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:    ___________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($):    _____________        Construction Date : _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm - dd           units

Remarks/Location:

4. Asset Code:   _________ Asset Name:   _____________________________________________________________

Capital Cost ($) :  _____________        Construction Date :     _________________ Quantity :   ________________
yyyy – mm – dd units

Remarks/Location :

Wastewater Mains:
Material Type:                                       

Diameter
(mm)

Length
(meters)

    No. of
   Manholes

No. of
Services

Comments:

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

_____________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

_________________________________
Chief Councillor

________________________________
Date

ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED

CODE

ea

CODE

ea

CODE

m

CODE

m

CODE

m

CODE

m

APPENDIX 2
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ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED
ROADS

ICMS - Asset Inventoy

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Asset Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Overall Capital Cost ($):   _________________ Design Life:   _________________________

CPMS No. (if applicable): __________   Asset Code: __________ Construction Date:   ______________
yyyy – mm - dd

Location Description 
(street names, addresses etc.):  

Access to (community facilities 
&  no. of dwellings):

List Assets & Quantities 
Replaced by New Works: 

Special Vehicle Use : __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Estimated Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT): _____________vehicles/day

Road Surface:            Asphalt Bituminous Treated Gravel Earth 

Surface Width: __________m        Road Length: __________km Shoulder Width: __________m 

Curb and Gutters:   __________km Ditches:             __________km No. of Culverts: __________each

Location Sketch:       

   
 N 

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

________________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

______________________________
Chief Councillor

______________________________
Date

CODE

■

APPENDIX 2
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ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED   ICMS - Asset Inventory

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Usage Description and Related  
Technical Documents: 

List Assets & Quantities Replaced by New 
Works (use additional CAIS form if needed): 

CPMS No. (if applicable): _________

Power Supply: 

Asset Code: _________   Asset Name :  ______________________________________ Design Life:   __________

Overall Capital Cost ($): _______________ Construction Date: ______________
yyyy – mm – dd

Capacity:  ________ kw Engine-driven Generator Model :  ___________________ Primary Emergency Backup

Hydro System Description: 

Location/Remarks:  

Transmission Lines: 

Asset Code: _________ Asset Name : ______________________________________ Design Life:   __________

Overall Capital Cost ($): _______________ Construction Date: ______________
yyyy – mm – dd

Overhead Length: __________  km Underground Length:  __________  km Voltage: _______  kV   Phase: _______

No. of Poles:  _________ No. of Transformers: _______

Location/Remarks:  

Distribution Lines: 

Asset Code: _________ Asset Name : ______________________________________ Design Life:   __________

Overall Capital Cost ($): _______________ Construction Date:   _____________
yyyy – mm - dd

Overhead Length: __________ km Underground Length:  __________  km

No. of Poles:  _________ No. of Transformers: _______                     Voltage: _______ kV   Phase: _______

Location/Remarks:  

Street Lights: 

Asset Code: _________ Asset Name :  ________________________________________ Design Life:   __________

Overall Capital Cost ($): _______________ Construction Date:    _____________
yyyy – mm - dd

Number of Fixtures: __________ Fixture Type: ________________________________________________________________________

Location/Remarks:  

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

________________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

______________________________
Chief Councillor

______________________________
Date

CODE

■

CODE

CODE

CODE

APPENDIX 2
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION & PHOTOGRAPHY
ALL FIELDS MUST BE ENTERED  ICMS - Asset Inventory

First Nation Name: FN Number: 

Reserve Name: Reserve Number: 

Asset Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Asset Group :   __________________ _____________       Asset Code: __________   Construction Date:   ________________
yyyy – mm - dd

Remarks: 

Component : Description: Design Life:

Photo (use additional sheet if needed): 

Validation 
Certified Correct

_______________________________
Professional Engineer/Architect

________________________________
Date Seal

Approved: 

______________________________
Chief Councillor

______________________________
Date

Group CODE

APPENDIX 2
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Appendix 3: Letters of Assurance (NBC) - 
Schedules A, B-1, B-2, C-A, C-B

APPENDIX 3
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Checklist for Post Construction Stage Technical Review**

Project Name: ________________________________________________________
CPMS/ ICMS # ___________________  

Omitted Submitted
First Nation Letter of Acceptance  ________ ________

Not Applicable
________

First Nation Certificate of Completion ________ ________ ________
Project Expenditure Accounting ________ ________ ________

________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________
________ ________ ________

• Final Project Costs
• Budget Comparison
• Funding Comparison
CAIS Forms (signed and sealed)
Completion Report
• Project Implementation History
• Project Participants
• Project Milestones
• Field Inspection Report
• Inspection and all Test Results
• Colour Photographs
• For ***WTP & WWTPs Only:

• Commissioning Reports
• O&M Manual (both digital & hardcopy)
• Emergency Response Plan
• Copy of SCADA programing
• Copy of program of the PLC
• Maintenance Management Plan

• Warranty Final Inspection Process
• NBC Schedules ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’
• Fire Commissioner’s Final Inspection ________ ________ ________

(by a third party Fire Protection Engineer or a Fire Inspector from local jurisdiction)

• Fuel Tank Registration(if fuel tank installed during project)________ ________ ________
• Record Drawing Prints (signed & sealed) ________ ________ ________

(11”x17” in completion report, and full sized prints)

• Digital Record Drawings ________ ________ ________
(Electronically Sealed Full Size pdf/A verified by Notarius platform)

• Legal Survey Plan ________ ________ ________
• Registered (ideally) ________ ________ ________

• Copies of Permits: ________________ ________ ________ ________
________________ ________ ________ ________

(Environment Canada, Fisheries Canada (DFO), FNHA, Transport Canada, BC Ministry of Environment, BC FLNRO, MoTI, timber
permit, gravel extraction permit, solid waste disposal permit, burning permit, provincial land tenure permit)

________ ________• Sealed Professional Certification ________
Completion Report filed to Technical Library - GCdocs#  ______     ________ ________ ________
Letter from First Nation confirming receipt of
O&M Manual, Commissioning Report,
Completion Report & Record Drawings ________ ________ ________

CI Technical Reviewer:
Date: 

______________________________ 
______________________________

** Checklists are for the use of CI Technical Reviewer. 
Information listed may not all be required or additional information may be required.

***      WTP: Water Treatment Plant  WWTP: Waste Water Treatment Plant

Appendix 4: Post-Construction Stage Technical Review

APPENDIX 4
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